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FOREWORD
The 1st International Congress and Workshop on eMaintenance is going to be held in Luleå, Sweden, 
during June 22-24, 2010.  As we all are aware, an effective and efficient maintenance process is highly de-
pendent on availability of accurate and just-in-time information. When dealing with information accuracy 
aspects of data quality, ontology, safety, security, risk management and data validity are important. Simul-
taneously, in provision of just-in-time information the aspects related to information logistics are essential, 
e.g. architecture, infrastructure and content structure. In the context of maintenance, eMaintenance refers to 
solutions aimed for management and performing maintenance through enhanced utilization of information 
and real data regarding condition and physical state of the systems and components for decision making. 
The eMaintenance Workshop and the Congress is planned to provide a platform to initiate discussion to 
define directions for effective utilisation of ICT and related new and emerging technologies in effective 
management of maintenance. 

Today, establishment of eMaintenance solutions can be considered as a fusion of various technologies and 
methodologies. Hence, it faces a number of challenges and issues related to wide domain of disciplines. The 
purpose is to provide a timely review of research efforts on the topic covering both theoretical and applied 
research that will contribute towards understanding the strategic role of eMaintenance in management and 
performance of operation and maintenance of complex systems. The proceedings contains 41 peer revie-
wed papers from 15 countries. The presentations and papers cover most of the areas related and relevant to 
main themes of the congress:

 • eMaintenance concepts and frameworks 
 • eMaintenance for diagnosis and prognosis
 • eMaintenance and information logistics
 • eMaintenance solutions for Logistic Based Performance (LBP)
 • eMaintenance solutions for Integrated Logistics Support (ILS)
 • eMaintenance data warehousing and data mining
 • eMaintenance and embedded technologies
 • eMaintenance solutions for estimation of Remaining Useful Life (RUL)
 • eMaintenance and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Some of the papers from the proceedings will be selected for future publication in International Journals. 

We would like to thank the authors for their hard works and for submitting the papers within the planned 
time frame, and all the reviewers for their support in providing feed back to authors. We would also like to 
thank all the members of the International Advisory Committee, the Programme and Organising commit-
tees for doing an excellent job and their active support.

Uday Kumar, Ramin Karim and Aditya Parida
Editors, 
Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering
Luleå University of Technology, SE-971 87 Luleå, SWEDEN

Editors
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ABSTRACT 
The emphasis that the power plant industry places on optimising 
maintenance cycles is noticeably greater than in many other 
sectors of industry. Since power is not a good that is suitable for 
storage it must be consumed at the moment of generation. 
Therefore the goal is to minimise the costs of scheduled and 
unscheduled plant downtimes as well as expenses associated with 
losses in return. 
A tool for optimising maintenance cycles and avoiding the above-
mentioned downtimes and expenses is the software programme 
INSTRA. Working closely with the personnel of a large lignite-
fired power plant unit-specific data were determined. Furthermore 
the observed power plant was reduced to the relevant available 
components, whereby components with the same wear and tear 
processes were organised into wearing units. From the available 
data characteristic values (e.g. costs for inspection of a wearing 
unit, repair duration) were generated as a basis for optimisation. 
The software then calculates optimal inspection cycles for every 
wearing unit as well as an optimal maintenance strategy for the 
whole power plant. The power plant operator receives a proposal 
with rankings for the maintenance of individual components and 
is now responsible for deciding whether or not to implement the 
maintenance strategy. 
Additionally the INSTRA software will be modified to serve as a 
basis for decision making regarding maintenance optimisation for 
newer technologies in the power plant sector (e.g. lignite drying, 
CCS technologies). Because the base data available are 
insufficient fuzzy input data are generated, which allow a 
prediction regarding the influence of the available input data to be 
made. Simultaneously the sampling and implementation of new 
unit-specific data will occur to ensure that the software tool is as 
realistic as possible. 

Keywords 
maintenance optimisation, power plant, utility costs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
To ensure effective power generation it is essential for power 
plant operation to become more economic, with increased 
availability and improved efficiency whilst ensuring that the 
lowest possible utility costs are maintained. The technologies used 
were selected following consideration of energy policy 
frameworks, resource availability and capital. For the 
implementation of efficient and climate-friendly power plant 
technologies two research and development directions were 

pursued. Apart from increasing efficiency in conventional power 
plant technologies these included increasing process parameters 
and the use of innovative materials for the development of low 
CO2-emitting power plant technologies. Within the framework of 
an ongoing research project the Chair of Power Plant Technology 
(BTU Cottbus) will concentrate on process-related investigations, 
establishment and evaluation of the Oxyfuel process as well as 
further low CO2-emitting power plant technologies. The 
prevention and minimisation of possibly damaging processes as 
well as the integration of new power plant components represents 
a considerable challenge for plant operators, which could be 
significantly improved with use of optimisation tools. With the 
INSTRA software such tools for optimising maintenance cycles in 
conventional power plants are available, which furthermore can 
also be applied to low CO2-emitting power plants.  

2. Methodology of the maintenance program 
INSTRA 
To ensure that maintenance is as cost-effective and efficient as 
possible detailed information concerning stress and damage to 
equipment must be obtained. Once this information is collected 
savings in the maintenance sector can be realised, ensuring that 
short-term liquid assets are available without forfeiting the 
availability and reliability of the components involved. Without 
information about savings in the maintenance sector considerable 
additional expenses can occur due to unreliable and damaged 
components.  
The software tool INSTRA targets this issue. INSTRA is based on 
various preliminary findings that have been further developed at 
the Chair of Power Plant Technology /1/, /2/. The key elements of 
the software tool have already been presented in /3/. On the basis 
of utility costs the software optimises the maintenance strategy for 
an entire power plant. With the help of utility costs the 
components (e.g. power plant units) that are subjected to 
continuous wear and tear can be evaluated. The formula for the 
utility costs is general and can be used for a broad spectrum of 
cases. The formula is as follows: 
 
GK = GKIHP+GKIHUP+GKSTP+GKSTUP+GKD 
 
GK is the utility cost of a maintenance strategy. GKIHP is the cost 
of planned maintenance, including inspection and control. 
GKIHUP is the cost of unplanned maintenance, e.g. repairs as a 
result of failure. GKSTP und GKSTUP are the costs of unscheduled 
downtime and revenue losses, for planned and unplanned 
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downtime respectively. GKD is a final summand representing the 
effects of missing maintenance, for example a reduction in 
quality, an increase in time or materials consumed as well as a 
reduction in output. After modifying an individual summand for a 
specific application all required costs for maintenance can be 
assigned a monetary value. The entire lifecycle of the component 
is considered, which is very important as maintenance strategies 
vary significantly depending on the timeframe that is assumed. If 
a component is only considered for a timeframe of 2-3 years then 
this may result in no maintenance being performed on the 
component. If this strategy is applied for a longer timeframe the 
component will be quickly worn out and must often be replaced, 
which is an expensive option. After subsequent calculations for 
selected timeframes every maintenance strategy can be assigned a 
value. Thus the operator is able to make informed decisions by 
comparing different maintenance strategies, analysing 
modifications and in turn evaluating these options. Finally the 
operator can identify potential savings relating to components and 
assess the risk of a new maintenance strategy without first having 
to implement the strategy. 
However to apply utility cost estimates some preparation is 
necessary /4/. To ensure calculations remain verifiable it is useful 
to establish a maximum limit of elements, which should be used 
when calculating utility costs. Therefore the power plant is 
initially assessed according to the relevant available components. 
In doing so auxiliary components are intentionally excluded as 
they are often summarised in a separate maintenance strategy or 
are part of savings and redundancies, because in terms of overall 
optimisation they are not relevant. This includes for example 
water treatment or demineralised water manufacture. 
Demineralised water is often stored in large quantities so that 
losses can be quickly compensated. Components in the main unit 
of a power plant that are also excluded from calculations include 
those that require annual maintenance (e.g. fan mills). This 
restriction is due to the yearly approach of the maintenance cycle 
in the INSTRA software. This is a generalisation of the problem 
and determination of precise times during the year is not 
necessary as particular dates in a year are often dependent on 
higher-level applications i.e. dependent on external factors. To 
clearly arrange a large number of existing components the 
INSTRA software organises individual components with similar 
wear and tear processes into wearing units, which are described 
by the power plant labelling system (KKS) software tool. The 
wearing units consist of individual components (e.g. generator 
circuit breaker), large groups of components (e.g. superheaters) or 
a single component which is neither logically nor structurally 
bound to another (e.g. temperature sensors). Afterwards the key 
parameters for maintenance are ordered and stored in a database. 
This includes the costs for inspection or repair in instances of 
damage, as well as the duration. The maintenance data is 
generated with the software tool InstraDat, see figure 1. InstraDat 
reflects the development and internal data processing program of 
the plant operator (SAP, technical operations management 
system). Additionally estimates and experience from operators are 
incorporated into the calculations. The corresponding failure rate 
of wearing units is then calculated. 
 
 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Generation of maintenance data 
 
Following the preparatory work intermediate parameters are 
developed with the help of the INSTRA software in which 
optimal control periods are of specific importance. These give an 
interval after which the wearing unit is inspected and monitored, 
see figure 2. During inspection an assessment is carried out by an 
engineer. On the basis of this assessment a decision is made as to 
whether or not the wearing unit will be able to continue operating 
without failure until the next scheduled inspection and monitoring 
period. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2. The optimal control period 
 
If the wearing unit is unable to operate without failure until the 
next scheduled control period then a so-called overhaul occurs. 
An overhaul consists of minor repairs that are not initially 
provided for in the wearing unit, rather solely to ensure that 
operation of the component continues. This overhaul guarantees 
the best cost-benefit ratio between preventative maintenance 
activities and unplanned damage /5/. From the intermediate 
parameters optimum maintenance strategies for individual 
wearing units can be compiled. The ultimate optimisation task 
performed using INSTRA consists of combining optimal 
maintenance periods for an individual wearing unit into the 
overall maintenance strategy for an entire power plant. This 
optimisation is performed with a genetic algorithm and is based 
on the comparison of different, randomly formed maintenance 
strategies. The genetic algorithm attempts to imitate biological 
evolution, therefore only results of the highest quality are 
considered and all others are discarded. Inevitably a range of poor 
to very poor quality maintenance strategies will occur, however a 
few high and very high quality maintenance strategies will also 
occur. To perform optimisation using genetic algorithms specific 
examples of power plants with various problems must be solved. 
This includes the correction of domains for a range of values, the 
premature end of optimisation for a favourable maintenance 
strategy as well as the cancellation of divisibility conditions for 
certain periods. 
The genetic algorithms consist of three main stages: 

1. All maintenance strategies are assessed against utility 
costs and a monetary value is assigned 

2. A specific number of strategies are discarded, for which 
assigned utility costs were too high  
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3. From the remaining strategies new strategies are formed 
to once again achieve the same number of strategies   

This third step is iterated until a user-defined termination criterion 
with regard to optimisation is reached. After termination of the 
algorithm one optimal maintenance strategy remains. 
The INSTRA software was applied to a conventional lignite-fired 
power plant. The power plant was considered for a lifetime of 40 
years. After the establishment of wearing units using 
parameterisation and the creation of intermediate parameters 
improvements relating to maintenance strategies as well as lower 
maintenance costs were shown /6/. Figure 3 displays standardised 
operation costs for the number of generations (iterations). 
Optimisation begins in multiples and ends after 1000 iterations. 
Every time optimisation results in the same maintenance strategy 
for the power plant.  
Moreover INSTRA offers further possibilities for evaluation /4/. 
For example from the wearing units rankings for the optimal 
control period can be established, forming a basis for determining 
the future application of maintenance strategies (condition-, time- 
and risk-orientated) for individual wearing units. These rankings 
help the operator to screen wearing units, which must be assessed 
in detail. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Results of optimisation 
 

This enables wearing units to be classified according to the weak 
point of the power plant. A further possibility includes the 
analysis of current maintenance strategies. As a result of 
evaluation wearing units can be produced that previously 
consisted of maintenance costs that were either too high or too 
low. Therefore potential short-term as well as long-term savings 
can be discovered.   

 

3. Fuzzy input data and further investigations 
As a result of changes in deciding factors (e.g. market situation, 
legal situation, development of technology, environmental 
requirements) with regard to current optimisation tasks relevant 
input data may be missing i.e. only partially available. Experts 
refer to this as fuzzy input data. For conventional power plants 
very good data is provided so precise optimisation results can be 
obtained. Fuzzy input data play a role only when the overall 
lifecycle of the power plant is considered. Despite this 

unpredictability a long-term maintenance plan with satisfactory 
results can be developed. 
However for the current development of low CO2-emitting power 
plant technologies hardly any robust maintenance data are 
available /7/. These data are the deciding basis for all further 
calculations and are the result of integrating new individual 
components into the power plant process. For example these 
include air separation units, coal drying and capture processes. In 
addition there are altered process controls and combustion 
conditions when compared to conventional power plants, which 
are combined with higher loads and therefore different wear and 
tear processes. To define solutions for optimisation tasks fuzzy 
data must be combined with data from external sources. 
Laboratory test rigs and pilot plants for low CO2-emitting power 
plant technologies are possible sources of data, as are sectors of 
industry where the knowledge required is already available. For 
example in the chemical industry air separation units have been in 
use for decades. However in this instance optimisation of the 
maintenance strategy is only possible over a short period of 
observation. Long-term observation over the entire lifetime of 
such a power plant component is not possible. Therefore at the 
Chair of Power Plant Technology an approach to make use of 
fuzzy data is being pursued, whereby long-term optimisation of 
maintenance strategies should be possible. Therefore fuzzy input 
data will be assigned an upper and lower limit enabling a so-
called confidence interval to be established. Accordingly this 
provides optimisation calculations as well as results with a 
confidence interval. The goal is to establish a cost-efficient, long-
term maintenance strategy and identify the effects of fuzzy data 
on the final results, as well as predict the classification for 
wearing units with regard to long-term maintenance strategies.  
 

4. Summary 
To implement more efficient and climate-friendly power plant 
technologies two current research and development directions are 
being pursued. Apart from increasing efficiency in conventional 
power plant technologies these include increasing process 
parameters and the use of innovative materials for the 
development of low CO2-emitting power plant technologies. Both 
cases involve altered process parameters (temperature, pressure, 
flue gas composition) which for their part influence the damage 
occurring to components.  
To analyse savings in the maintenance sector and avoid increased 
follow-up costs the INSTRA software tool was developed and 
refined. With the help of genetic algorithms as well as a basis for 
the utility costs of individual components the software optimises 
the maintenance strategy for an entire power plant. To implement 
a basis for utility costs the division of power plant components 
into individual wearing units, as well as preparation of the data 
required for these wearing units, is necessary. 
The INSTRA software was applied over the lifetime of a 
conventional lignite-fired power plant, whereby improvements 
with regard to maintenance strategies as well as lower 
maintenance costs could be identified. Moreover INSTRA 
provides the opportunity to analyse current maintenance strategies 
as well as to suggest rankings for the wearing units for the 
determination of future maintenance strategies. 
Within the framework of ongoing research the INSTRA software 
is able to adapt to changing market conditions. The main focus is 
on the development of low CO2-emitting power plant technologies 
as well as the associated technological and procedural changes. In 
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order to solve present optimisation problems fuzzy input data 
must be acquired from external data sources and confidence 
intervals must be implemented. The goal is to forecast a cost-
efficient, long-term maintenance strategy and determine the 
effects of fuzzy input data on the end results, as well as develop a 
ranked classification system for wearing units with regard to long-
term maintenance strategies. 
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ABSTRACT 

Due to widespread automation and the high capital tied up in 

production equipment, the importance of maintenance is ever 

increasing. This makes maintenance an investment opportunity to 

be optimized, not a cost to be minimized. Academics have 

recognized this and many maintenance optimization models have 

been published over the years. Most of these models focus on one 

optimization criterion or objective, making multi-objective 

optimization models an underexplored area of maintenance 

optimization. Moreover, there is a big gap between academic 

models and application in practice. It is very difficult for 

industrial companies to adapt these models to their specific 

business context. This paper reviews the literature on maintenance 

optimization models, with special focus on the optimization 

criteria and objectives used. To overcome flaws in present 

optimization models, a generic survey of maintenance 

optimization models is presented. All factors that have an 

influence on the optimization model will be made explicit and 

their links will be established. The survey is a starting point to 

develop business specific optimization models and enables 

decision making in e-maintenance. Moreover, it ensures a fit 

between the business model of a company and the maintenance 

optimization model right from the beginning. Future research will 

be on the development of a maintenance optimization model 

taking into account the most relevant optimization influence 

factors and criteria for a situation at hand. 

Keywords 

Maintenance optimization models, Maintenance optimization 

criteria, Decision support, E-maintenance 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Asset management, more specifically maintenance management, is 

a big issue nowadays. The economic downturn and the dynamic 

business environment drive companies to seek more efficient and 

effective maintenance. Companies recognize that maintenance can 

provide value to their business. While in the past maintenance was 

only seen as a cost factor, having a negative effect on the 

productivity of the company. Decision models can help 

companies to determine the value of maintenance. Literature 

provides quite some decision models to determine optimum 

maintenance policies. However, these are limited to very specific 

problems. Furthermore, Dekker [21] already came to the 

conclusion that more application oriented research should be 

done. Currently, the gap between academic models and 

application in a business specific context is still the biggest 

problem encountered in the field of maintenance optimization. In 

literature, case studies are often only used to demonstrate the 

applicability of a developed model, rather than finding an optimal 

solution to a specific problem of interest to a practitioner. Nicolai 

and Dekker [46] came to the conclusion that case-studies are not 

well represented in maintenance optimization literature, although 

maintenance is something that should be done in practice and not 

in theory. Furthermore, Dekker [22] describes the aspects of 

maintenance optimization models which cause the gap between 

theory and practice. He describes six aspects, whereof the most 

important ones are: models are difficult to understand, many 

papers are written for mathematical purposes only, companies are 

not interested in publications and the models often focus on the 

wrong type of maintenance. Scarf [56] and Garg [26] also address 

this problem by noting that too much attention is paid to the 

development of new optimization models, with little regard to 

their applicability. They come to the conclusion that a shift from 

theoretical research to applied research is required. This illustrates 

that the usefulness of solving real problems through model fitting 

is often forgotten. Maintenance practitioners do not know which 

of the many available maintenance optimization models fit their 

specific problems. Moreover, they lack the time and experience to 

develop, themselves, an optimization model that satisfies their 

business specific needs. Another limitation perceived in literature 

is that most of the models focus on only one optimization 

criterion, making multi-objective optimization models an 

underexplored area of maintenance optimization. Although single-

objective optimization is attractive from the modeling point of 

view, this approach does not capture all important aspects of a 

real-life situation.  

Lots of surveys on maintenance optimization already appeared in 

literature [13-21-22-31-40-44-47-48-56-57-59-63]. Although they 

give a nice overview of different optimization models available, 

they do not assist practitioners in deciding which model to use or 

in developing a model that fits their needs. Except for Wang [63], 

who gives an overview of the influence factors that should be 

considered in an optimal maintenance policy. But in our view, not 

all factors are included. Dekker [20] also developed a framework 

that covers several optimization models in a uniform model. 

Though some research is already done in this field, business 

specific maintenance optimization and decision making remains a 

still underexplored area of research. Certainly when looking to the 

integration of maintenance optimization models into decision 

making in industry. When looking at multi-objective maintenance 

optimization some research has already been done [10-28-39]. 

But this is still limited to optimizing certain criteria (cost, 

availability, reliability) while these are not valid or important in 
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certain industrial cases or do not take into account all business 

specific objectives. One of the concluding remarks Scarf [56] 

makes is that the understanding of the optimization process is at 

least as important as the models themselves. Dekker [22] supports 

this view by mentioning that it is important to know which models 

to use for certain problems. Moreover, a general problem structure 

that fits most of the problems is necessary.  

Based on the above stated problem environment, the objective of 

this paper is to develop a general survey or problem structure of 

maintenance optimization models, with special focus on the 

optimization criteria and objectives. The survey involves listing 

all factors (e.g. maintenance actions, optimization criteria, 

maintenance effectiveness) that have an influence on how a 

maintenance optimization model is built, and establishing their 

links. By doing so, knowledge will be gained on how to build an 

optimization model and on the important factors in certain 

business specific cases. This approach turns around the normal 

reasoning in model building, instead of fitting a certain case study 

to a developed optimization model, an optimization model will be 

fit to a practical problem. The survey will enable decision making 

in companies by giving an overview of different approaches to 

maintenance optimization. By doing so, it will be possible to fit 

already existing optimization models to specific cases if 

applicable. And if not, the survey will give insight on how to 

model this optimization process, which is according to Scarf [56] 

the most important. Furthermore, the survey can be used as a 

starting point for the development of a new business specific 

maintenance optimization model. In this way, the survey will 

ensure an integration of maintenance optimization models in 

decision making in industrial settings, by closing the gap between 

academic research and application in practice.  

This will be done by first reviewing, and at the same time 

classifying, the pertinent literature on maintenance optimization 

methods in section 2. In section 3 all possible maintenance 

optimization criteria will be determined. The final survey together 

with possible applications and future work will be presented in 

sections 4 and 5. Finally the conclusions will be stated in section 

6. 

2. OPTIMIZATION MODELS 
A literature review will be given on different maintenance 

optimization models and the input parameters influencing and 

steering this optimization process. These, together with our own 

additions, will be used later on to construct the optimization 

survey. The review will be done by defining different important 

maintenance optimization classes. These optimization classes are 

groups of input parameters necessary to construct a maintenance 

optimization model. All these maintenance optimization classes 

will be discussed in the following subsections. Besides these, the 

possible outputs of a maintenance optimization model will be 

listed in the last subsection. 

2.1 General Modeling Techniques 
By general modeling techniques, we mean choices that have to be 

made for optimization problems in general. The most important 

ones are: continuous or discrete optimization, static or dynamic 

optimization, deterministic or probabilistic optimization, 

constrained or unconstrained optimization and single-objective or 

multi-objective optimization [49]. Maintenance specific modeling 

decisions are; component or system perspective and finite or 

infinite planning horizon. While in most of the optimization 

models a component perspective is taken, a framework for a 

predictive maintenance-based schedule derived from a system-

perspective is developed by Ming Tan [41]. Wang [63] and 

Nicolai and Dekker [46] also take the planning horizon into 

consideration when classifying different optimization methods. 

Some maintenance optimization models for finite time periods 

exist, but these models are still an underexplored area of 

maintenance optimization [46].  

2.2 Maintenance Concepts, Policies and 

Actions 
A maintenance concept is a set of maintenance actions and 

policies and the general decision support structure in which these 

are planned and supported [49]. Well known maintenance 

concepts are total productive maintenance (TPM) [45] and 

reliability centred maintenance (RCM) [42]. The maintenance 

policies (e.g. failure-based maintenance, time/use-based 

maintenance, condition-based maintenance) trigger a maintenance 

action when a certain event happens (e.g. failure, time-limit, and 

condition-limit). Different maintenance actions (corrective 

maintenance, corrective replacement, preventive maintenance and 

preventive replacement) are possible in different situations. The 

implementations of these concepts, policies and actions all have 

an influence on the optimization modeling. All maintenance 

optimization models, starting from a certain maintenance policy, 

try to optimize this specific policy. The output of the optimization 

model will also depend on the maintenance policy and actions 

used. For example, a time-based maintenance policy will optimize 

the timing of maintenance, while a condition-based maintenance 

policy also tries to optimize the time of inspection or the 

triggering threshold [31]. Nowadays, the maintenance 

optimization modeling is shifting to optimization of condition-

based and predictive maintenance policies [4-24-27-29-38-60].  

In most maintenance optimization models, maintenance action 

duration (repair and maintenance times) is assumed to be 

negligible [47]. Nevertheless, this can have a big influence on the 

determination of the optimal maintenance policy. Availability and 

the value of maintenance are not taken into account when making 

this assumption. This can result in sub-optimal solutions to the 

maintenance optimization problem, which makes maintenance 

action duration an important factor to take into account in the 

optimization modeling. Several optimization models already 

recognize and incorporate this [7]. 

2.3 Maintenance Optimization Criteria 
Maintenance is optimized by minimizing or maximizing an 

objective function. In most of the optimization models the 

objective function only takes into account one criterion (e.g. cost, 

availability, reliability) [63]. This makes of single-objective 

optimization a well studied field in maintenance literature, though 

when looking to real-life cases multi-objective optimization is 

necessary. Some research has been done in the field of multi-

objective maintenance optimization [10-28-39], but these always 

take into account the same optimization criteria. These are cost 

rate, total cost, availability and reliability. Although this is a nice 

starting point, not all possible criteria are included in these 

models. Furthermore, more research is necessary on which criteria 
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should be used in business specific cases. For this reason, all 

possible optimization criteria, together with prioritizing 

algorithms, are listed and discussed in section 3. 

2.4 Maintenance Effectiveness 
In an optimization model the effectiveness of maintenance actions 

should be taken into account, because in real-life the maintained 

components are not always restored to an as good as new state 

(AGAN). Maintenance effectiveness is the degree to which the 

operating conditions of an item are restored after a maintenance 

action is performed. Pham and Wang [47] give an overview of the 

different possible degrees of restoration: 

1) Perfect repair or perfect maintenance: the operating 

condition of the system is restored to an as good as 

new state, which means that the lifetime 

distribution, degradation level and failure rate are 

the same as for a new component. 

2) Minimal repair or minimal maintenance: the failure 

rate of the system is restored to the one the system 

had before the maintenance action was performed 

(ABAO). 

3) Imperfect repair or imperfect maintenance: the 

operating condition of the system is restored to 

somewhere between as good as new and as bad as 

old.  

4) Worse repair or worse maintenance: the system 

failure rate or actual age of the system increases by 

performing a maintenance action, but the system 

does not break down. 

5) Worst repair or worst maintenance: the system will 

certainly fail by performing a maintenance action. 

Possible causes for imperfect, worse or worst maintenance are 

repair of the wrong part, partial repair, repair the wrong part… 

The Brown-Proschan model [9] is one of the best known models 

to account for imperfect repair. Beyond this model, lots of other 

methods exists to model imperfect maintenance: (p, q) rule, (p(t), 

q(t)) rule , improvement factor, virtual age method, shock model 

method, (α, β) rule and multiple (p, q) rule. These methods are 

classified for various maintenance policies by Pham and Wang 

[47]. 

2.5 Modeling Deterioration 
The modeling of the deterioration process of components and 

systems is a very important input to a maintenance optimization 

model. This is the case because on this data all decisions are based 

about when to perform maintenance or inspection. So this 

deterioration process should match as close as possible with the 

real deterioration of the system. This makes that many 

deterioration models are available in literature. The easiest way to 

model failure behavior of components is by failure distributions 

(e.g. Weibull, exponential, normal) or the failure rate distribution 

[49]. Borgonovo [6] describes aging of a component by a 

modified Brown-Proschan model with exponential and Weibull 

distributions.  Linear deterioration and aging models with time are 

also used in literature [10-37]. Another common way to model 

deterioration of components is by using Markov chains [27-38]. 

Marquez [18] uses a Markov process for repairable systems and 

finite time periods. A k-state discrete time Markov deteriorating 

system with time dependent transition probabilities in 

combination with directed graphs is presented by Marais [36]. 

Although Markov processes are used regularly to model 

deteriorating components, this approach also has some 

disadvantages. The analytical resolution is difficult in complex 

cases [7], the classification of states is arbitrary and the transition 

probabilities are difficult to estimate and may not be elaborate 

enough in complex cases [27-34]. A more realistic approach is to 

model deterioration by a stochastic continuous state process [34], 

though this has the disadvantage of mathematical complexity 

when modeling complex systems. Grall [27] and Dieulle [23] 

model a stochastic continuous state deteriorating system by using 

a Gamma process. Another well known method to model 

deterioration of components is the proportional hazard model 

(PHM). This model was first introduced by Cox [17] and later on 

reviewed by Kumar [32]. In maintenance this model is often used 

to estimate the influence of different covariates on the time to 

failure of a system or component [54]. Due to the emergence of 

condition-based and predictive maintenance, deterioration models 

for these maintenance policies are developed. Jardine [30] 

developed a PHM with Weibull baseline function and time-

dependent stochastic covariates for condition-based maintenance. 

This model takes into account both the age of the component as 

well as the condition of this component. A semi-Markov decision 

process is used by Chen [12] to model deterioration of a 

condition-based maintenance problem. A cumulative stochastic 

point process is used by van der Weide [60]. Finally, Wu [66] 

developed a predictive model that uses an artificial neural network 

to estimate the life percentile and failure times of roller bearings. 

2.6 System Information and Configuration 
System information can be complete or incomplete; when 

incomplete some expert judgment will be necessary to determine 

all essential information about the system. Dekker [22] states that 

a maintenance optimization model comprises four aspects whereof 

the first aspect is a description of the technical system, its function 

and its importance. This is necessary to understand the working 

principle, determine the criticality, system configuration… of the 

machine at hand. Dekker [22] states that analyzing data without 

knowing the underlying mechanisms can lead to wrong decisions, 

which stresses the importance of having the proper system 

information. Furthermore, this system information will reveal 

dependence, when present, between components of a multi-

component system. When no dependence between components is 

present the maintenance decision reduces to an optimal policy for 

each component. There are three types of dependence between 

components, namely economic, failure and stochastic dependence. 

Nicolai and Dekker [46] give an overview of maintenance models 

for multi-component systems using a classification scheme based 

on the dependence between components. Group maintenance 

policies and opportunistic maintenance policies are summarized 

by Wang [63]. 

The system configuration is, together with the component 

dependence, important system information necessary for 

maintenance optimization modeling. Different configurations are 

possible: single-unit, multi-unit, series, parallel, K-out-of-N, 

standby… For all of these system configurations different 

optimization models are available. The review papers  all address 

single-unit and multi-unit systems, while Nicolai and Dekker [46] 

review literature on K-out-of-N systems. A maintenance policy for 

a K-out-of-N system under a condition based maintenance 
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strategy is presented by de Smidt-Destombes [19] and by Lu [35]. 

Furthermore, series-parallel systems [4-8-16-33-38] and standby 

units [61] are also common system configurations addressed in 

literature. 

2.7 Data Sources 
Data availability is often seen as the biggest obstacle to overcome 

to make the implementation of maintenance optimization models 

possible in real-life case studies [22]. Failure data are necessary to 

model the deterioration of components, operating data to model 

the working conditions and cost data to evaluate different 

maintenance policies. Maintenance information systems mainly 

contain accounting information on events, while these data are not 

valuable for maintenance optimization modeling [21]. Moreover, 

problems exist with the acquisition of cost data. Direct 

maintenance costs (e.g. personnel cost, component cost) are 

relatively easy to quantify. However, indirect maintenance costs 

(e.g. accelerated wear, rework) and the value of maintenance (e.g. 

increase in availability) are very difficult to determine. Because of 

these problems some publications were made taking into account 

model and data uncertainty [11-51-55]. A general survey of 

maintenance optimization models can assist in determining the 

important data that are necessary in specific cases, reduce 

uncertainty about some parameters and avoid time loss by 

gathering irrelevant data. Together with the concept of e-

maintenance a survey like this has the potential to solve the data 

problem [43].  

2.8 Optimization Algorithms 
When the objectives are set and all necessary information is 

available an optimization algorithm is used to find the optimal 

solution to the optimization problem.  Analytical and numerical 

optimization solving are the most common used optimization 

methods in general [31]. Weise [65] gives a general overview of 

global optimization algorithms and Ehrgott [25] reviews different 

multi-objective combinatorial optimization methods (e.g. tabu 

search, simulated annealing, neural networks). In maintenance 

optimization lots of algorithms (e.g. linear programming, dynamic 

programming) are used, which all have their advantages on 

solving specific problems. In most of the real-life maintenance 

optimization cases, multi-objective optimization is required to 

ensure a good fit between the model and the industrial problem. In 

the last few years academics have recognized this, which makes a 

combination of simulation (e.g. Monte Carlo simulation) and 

evolutionary algorithms [14-38-62] a promising multi-objective 

optimization algorithm used in maintenance optimization.  

2.9 Output  
Dekker [21] describes the results of a maintenance optimization 

model. First, maintenance policies can be evaluated and compared 

with respect to the optimization objectives and criteria. Only cost 

and reliability characteristics are mentioned as criteria by Dekker. 

Secondly, models can determine how often and when to inspect or 

maintain. In other words, they assist in taking a timing decision. 

And finally, optimization models can help to determine effective 

and efficient maintenance schedules and plans (e.g. execution 

moments, planning shutdowns, work preparation, required 

maintenance capacity). Furthermore, an optimal control-limit 

policy (maintenance threshold) for condition-based maintenance 

can be determined. Jardine and Tsang [31] introduce a framework 

consisting of four key decision areas for optimizing equipment 

maintenance and replacement decisions. Each of these four areas 

returns specific outputs; these are component replacement time, 

inspection time and frequency, capital equipment replacement 

(economic life, repair vs. replace) and resource requirements 

(workshop machines, crew sizes and composition, right sizing 

equipment, lease or buy, outsourcing). 

3. MAINTENANCE OPTIMIZATION 

CRITERIA 
As can be concluded from the literature study performed, all 

maintenance optimization input parameters to develop a 

maintenance optimization model are well studied, except for the 

maintenance optimization criteria used. The number of 

maintenance criteria or objectives used in literature for 

optimization is limited. Moreover, no attention is paid to which 

criteria are important in specific business cases. For this reason 

we establish all maintenance optimization criteria that could be 

used in maintenance optimization and some prioritization 

methods to determine whether these criteria are important or not 

in business specific cases are presented. 

3.1 Listing All Optimization Criteria 
Coetzee [15] states that: “The objective of the maintenance 

function is to support the production process with adequate levels 

of availability, reliability, operability and safety at an acceptable 

cost.” Taking this into account there are five important 

maintenance optimization criteria. Dekker [22] from his side 

categorizes the prime maintenance objectives under four 

headings: ensuring system function (availability, efficiency and 

product quality), ensuring system life (asset management), 

ensuring safety and ensuring human well-being. Capital 

replacement modeling, deciding when to replace a machine with a 

new one, is another optimization criterion [31-56]. Other 

objectives taken into account in literature are safety [10-39], 

maintenance personnel management [50] and spare parts 

inventory [28]. Most of the important maintenance optimization 

criteria are mentioned in literature, but not all of them are used in 

maintenance optimization models. In most of the optimization 

models a cost rate or total cost optimization is done. However, the 

major benefits of maintenance improvement are usually noticed at 

other working areas like production, inventory, quality… and not 

at maintenance itself as it usually shows a higher cost. Marais [36] 

and Al-Najjar [3] take a better approach by optimizing the value 

of maintenance. Moreover, all optimization models used in case 

studies try to optimize a limited number of maintenance criteria 

(e.g. cost rate, availability), without being sure that these criteria 

are the most important ones in this specific case. This can lead to 

sub-optimal solutions. Maintenance has to provide the right value 

to optimization objectives, not always the maximum or minimum. 

To overcome these problems a generic list of all possible 

maintenance optimization criteria is developed (Table 1), taking 

into account the criteria found in literature and adding the ones we 

think are also important and are missing. 
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Table 1. Generic list of optimization criteria 

Maintenance optimization criteria 

Maintenance costs (discounted) Availability 

Maintenance quality Reliability 

Personnel management Maintainability 

Inventory of spare parts Environmental impact 

Overall equipment effectiveness Safety/risk 

Number of maintenance interventions Logistics 

Capital replacement decisions Output quantity 

Asset management Output quality 

 

When setting objectives in maintenance optimization, one should 

start from this generic list of maintenance optimization criteria. 

Based on the experience and expert knowledge available in a 

company with respect to a specific case, a prioritization among 

those criteria should be made. Based on this prioritization, the real 

objectives are derived and an optimal optimization model and 

solution, with business specific objectives, to the real maintenance 

problem is found. 

3.2 Business Specific Criteria 
To determine business specific maintenance optimization criteria, 

several prioritization methods can be used. Ahl [1] compares five 

prioritization methods: analytic hierarchy process (AHP), binary 

search tree (BST), Planning game (PG), 100 points method and 

planning game combined with AHP. A fuzzy multiple criteria 

decision making method is used by Al-Najjar [2] to evaluate 

different maintenance policies. The analytic hierarchy process 

[52] is a well-known prioritization method that is also used in 

maintenance decision making [5-58]. When using AHP, a 

decision maker first gives linguistic pairwise comparisons, they 

are numerically quantified by selecting a certain numerical scale, 

and finally a priority vector is derived from the numerical pairwise 

comparisons. To determine a priority among the maintenance 

optimization criteria, an AHP prioritization approach can be used. 

Although the AHP method has some disadvantages (e.g. large 

amount of pairwise comparisons, scalability), these do not 

outweigh the advantages (e.g. quantitative and qualitative criteria, 

structure complex problems, consistency of decision maker is 

checked) of applying this method to a decision process. 

Furthermore, AHP can be extended to fuzzy AHP, which takes 

into account the uncertainty of the decision maker [64]. When the 

assumption of independent criteria is not valid, the analytic 

network process (ANP) can be used [53]. Applying these methods 

to the maintenance optimization criteria is a starting point to 

business specific maintenance optimization. 

4. SURVEY OF MAINTENANCE 

OPTIMIZATION MODELS  
Maintenance optimization models are already categorized 

(imperfect, deteriorating, dependence…), but there is always a 

limited focus on certain subjects of maintenance and a general 

overview of maintenance optimization models was never given. 

By doing this it becomes clear to practitioners what is possible 

with maintenance optimization and which factors should be taken 

into account in the modeling process. 

4.1 Maintenance Optimization Survey 
Dekker [21] states how he sees an optimization model. It is a 

description of a technical system, its function and its importance, 

deterioration of the system, available system information, an 

objective function and an optimization technique. Wang [63] 

developed a general framework for maintenance policy 

optimization. The inputs used for this framework are: maintenance 

policies, system configuration, maintenance effectiveness, 

maintenance cost, optimization criteria, modeling tools, planning 

horizon, dependence and system information. By changing the 

system configuration, maintenance effectiveness, planning 

horizon, analytical tools and dependencies between components, 

different optimization models are obtained according to Marais 

[36]. Although this gives an idea about how a maintenance 

optimization model is built, not all optimization classes discussed 

in the literature study of section 2 are present. Taking these 

optimization classes into account, together with the optimization 

criteria, a general maintenance optimization survey is built 

(Figure 1). This survey shows all possibilities for maintenance 

optimization modeling. The optimization classes (section 2) are 

the input parameters necessary to construct a maintenance 

optimization model, and this model will generate the wanted 

output. 

4.2 Application of the Survey 
Dekker [22] states the need for a set of standard models that fit 

different optimization problems. This can be difficult to achieve in 

reality, but a method how to reach an optimization model that fits 

a business specific case can be developed. The developed 

maintenance optimization survey gives an overview of all 

variations that can be considered for maintenance optimization 

modeling. This makes it easier for industrial companies to see 

what is possible with the current optimization techniques and 

which areas still need some further research. The general survey 

for optimization models presented in this paper is a starting point 

to fit a maintenance optimization model to a specific problem. In 

this way a business specific model is built, starting from the 

general survey and determining the important business specific 

input parameters for the model. Moreover, the survey not only 

assists in developing a maintenance optimization model, it also 

helps practitioners to find existing maintenance optimization 

models that fit their specific needs. Another problem addressed by 

the survey is the data problem mentioned earlier in this paper. The 

maintenance optimization survey helps to determine which data 

are important to incorporate in the optimization model in specific 

cases. Moreover they help to decide whether more or less time 

should be spend to obtain the right data. The survey enables a 

closer cooperation between academics and industry by showing to 

practitioners what is possible with maintenance optimization 

models and ensuring a fit between the model and the real-life 

case, making companies also more willing to collect and supply 

data to academics. In other words, the survey helps to close the 

gap between academic research and industrial applications. 
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Figure 1. Maintenance optimization survey 
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4.3 Link with E-maintenance 
The knowledge and technology needed to apply these 

maintenance optimization models in practice needs to be 

transferred to the maintenance engineers in the company. Here e-

maintenance can play an important role, to provide the 

maintenance engineer with the right information to optimize 

maintenance. Moreover, the survey assists in determining if the 

implementation of condition-based maintenance is really valuable 

in specific business contexts and it enables decision making based 

on diagnostic and prognostic data. These are frequently addressed 

problems in e-maintenance. 

5. FUTURE WORK 
Future work will be on establishing the links between the different 

maintenance optimization criteria and determining which 

parameters have an influence on these maintenance optimization 

criteria (e.g. the maintenance cost is determined by the direct 

costs, the indirect costs and the criticality of the system or 

components). In this way a hierarchical or network structure will 

be developed and a more thorough AHP or ANP method can be 

used to determine the relative importance of the different criteria 

in a business specific context. In a next step, when all criteria are 

weighted, these weights can be used to construct a weighted 

single-objective function optimization model or the important 

criteria can be used in a multi-objective optimization model. 

Furthermore, the applicability of the survey will be tested by 

performing industrial case studies and the development of 

business specific maintenance optimization models will be done. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Literature urges for a need for more application based 

maintenance optimization. Maintenance optimization should not 

start with developing a maintenance model and trying to fit an 

application to it, but it should start with an application and try to 

fit a maintenance optimization model to it. 

The literature review on maintenance optimization models shows 

that already a lot of research has been done in this field. However 

a flaw in literature is discovered when looking at maintenance 

optimization criteria. Not all optimization criteria are included in 

those maintenance optimization models and what is even more 

important is the fact that no business specific criteria are taken 

into account. However, this is very important to fit an 

optimization model to a real-life case. To overcome these issues a 

generic list of maintenance optimization criteria is presented.  

Taking the literature review and generic list of maintenance 

optimization criteria into account a general maintenance 

optimization survey is developed. The survey links all possible 

maintenance optimization techniques and parameters. By doing 

so, the survey assists maintenance practitioners in selecting or 

developing a business specific maintenance optimization model. 

The developed list of generic maintenance optimization criteria 

together with the general maintenance optimization survey helps 

to close the gap between academic research and application in 

practice, by enabling business specific maintenance optimization. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to present ideas, views, and 

experiences on how to communicate and motivate the benefits in 

introducing condition based maintenance in a discrete item 

manufacturing organization. The paper is built on two years of 

participant-observation in an industrial context.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Lean producing organizations require a high degree of up-time of 

production equipment. In transforming from a functional 

production plant layout to a lean, flow-oriented one, it is vital that 

unplanned events, such as breakdowns, are kept to a minimum. 

Decreasing unplanned stops as well as mean down time for 

maintenance activities is often tackled by introducing 

predetermined maintenance in hope that maintenance activities 

will become planned in nature. A well implemented 

predetermined maintenance program, however, needs to be 

balanced against condition monitoring activities and condition 

based maintenance in order to become both effective and efficient. 

Incipient failures on production equipment, either introduced 

between predetermined activities or lack attention in the 

maintenance schedule, are always an imminent risk, thus making 

the use of objective condition monitoring tools a necessity.  

Predetermined maintenance schedules are quite commonly built 

on machine supplier recommendations in combination with 

repairmen and maintenance engineers’ experiences. It is easy to 

plan in time and the execution cost is usually perceived as rather 

low. Condition based maintenance with objective condition 

monitoring tools on the other hand is, in discrete item 

manufacturing industries, often viewed upon as expensive and 

complicated, and doubted to be an effective approach to decrease 

number of breakdowns enough to justify the means. Therefore, in 

communicating and motivating the utilization of objective 

condition monitoring tools it is also important to visualize other 

aspects of the benefits. Maintenance initiatives, including 

objective condition monitoring tools can, and should, be utilized 

to find, e.g., safety-hazards, environmental improvements, quality-

deviations etc. (see, for instance, [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]) rather than 

merely focus on machine availability. These should receive equal 

attention when communicating and motivating benefits of a 

condition based maintenance program in order to raise awareness 

and management support. For instance, both Bengtsson [6] and 

Walker [7] point out that is necessary to have the benefit of a 

strong management support in order for an introduction to be 

successful. Bengtsson [6] also points out the importance to focus 

on communication and motivation whilst in the process of 

introduction and in running a condition based maintenance 

program.  

1.1 Purpose of the paper 
The purpose of this paper is to present ideas, views, and 

experiences on how to communicate and motivate the benefits in 

introducing condition based maintenance in a discrete item 

manufacturing organization. The foundation of the paper is two 

years of participant-observation in a discrete item manufacturer by 

the author.  

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of the research is to present ideas, views, and 

experiences on how to communicate and motivate the benefits in 

introducing condition based maintenance. The research is a 

continuation of earlier research, presented in [6], in where a study 

as this was presented as possible future research. The 

methodology used in answering the research purpose has been 

case study research, with participant-observation as main source 

of evidence. According to Yin [8], participant-observation is a 

mode of observation where the researcher is not passive, but 

assumes a role within the case study context and may actually 

participate in the events.  

The strengths of participant-observation coincide with direct 

observations in that it covers events in real time and it covers 

context of case. In addition participant-observation, in collecting 

case study data, is insightful into interpersonal behavior and 

motives. Weaknesses covers the (long) time aspect, it is selective, 

it is difficult (or even impossible) to repeat, and for participant-

observation in particular, bias due to participant manipulation of 

events [8].  

In this context the researcher has had a dual role, one as a 

researcher and one as a maintenance engineer. The roles have to 

some extent been colliding as the researcher tries to be objective 
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and perceptive while the maintenance engineer has been 

subjective and keen on action. The researcher (and author) has 

been working part-time in a discrete item manufacturing company 

and part-time at the Mälardalen University. The employment at 

the industrial company has been in maintenance engineering, 

supporting the maintenance department with introduction of 

condition based maintenance as a main responsibility. At the 

University, the employment has been as a researcher within the 

competence group of Quality- and Maintenance Development, 

being active in various projects within maintenance and 

production development. A discussion, as well as critique, on the 

chosen methodology and researcher’s role will follow in Section 

4.1.  

3. IDEAS, VIEWS, AND EXPERIENCES IN 

COMMUNICATING AND MOTIVATING 

CONDITION BASED MAINTENANCE 
Below, the case study is explained in three Sections. The first 

Section covers general background issues and the settings of the 

case company. The second Section covers background on the 

problems of selling the utilization of condition based 

maintenance. The third Section covers some ideas, views and 

experiences in how condition based maintenance can be sold in.  

3.1 Settings in the Case Study Context 
The case company can be found within the automotive industry 

and is considered large when looking at numbers of employees. 

The manufacturing is mostly based on discrete items and 

machining operations, but processes, such as painting and 

hardening, are also present. The case company has undertaken a 

major change initiative in production strategy in the last few 

years. Transforming from a functional layout; with: complex 

logistics, a high work in progress, and low flexibility to a lean, 

flow-oriented, characterized with: improved quality, a higher 

flexibility in handling product variations, and improved efficiency 

in logistics. In this change initiative, several new machines have 

been installed, several have been scrapped, and even more have 

been relocated within the production site in order to achieve the 

lean layout.  

The lean layout and production strategy has put an increasing 

pressure on the maintenance function in delivering availability, 

that is, fewer breakdowns, shorter mean time to repair, and a more 

preventive/planned approach. Therefore, the maintenance function 

embarked on a change initiative simultaneously as the larger, 

production-related, change program took form. The major goals of 

the (maintenance) initiative were as stated:  

• decrease number of breakdowns,  

• decrease mean repair time, and  

• to become increasingly more preventive.  

In order to achieve the goals; efforts in developing predetermined 

maintenance schedules for all machinery equipments, analyzing 

and purchasing critical spare parts, re-designing of the 

organization, education, appointing responsibilities, developing 

and introducing autonomous maintenance, and introducing of 

condition based maintenance, were some of the tasks performed 

within the maintenance function. This paper, however, will be 

delimited to only discussing the introduction of condition based 

maintenance and in particular the selling-in of condition based 

maintenance.  

3.2 Problems in the Case Study Context 
Prior to the change initiative, some condition monitoring activities 

had been in use in the case company. However, the utilization had 

not been introduced in a particular wide context. Monitoring 

activities such as Ballbar (geometry deviation), clamping force, 

and temperature controls of electrical cabinets where performed 

sporadically. Vibration analysis (on fan bearings on the process 

fans of the paint and hardening shop) as well as thermography 

was purchased from an entrepreneur.  

Even though introducing condition based maintenance on a bigger 

scale and in-house, from the start of the change initiative, was 

high on the agenda it was not until one and a half years ago that 

the process truly started. In the beginning, the focus of the 

maintenance department was to start working more on 

predetermined maintenance and to re-design the organization into 

a shape that supported a more planned approach. Due to this, 

there was a lack of resources, i.e. man-hours, to spend on 

condition based maintenance development. There also existed 

skepticism (within the organization) towards the use of advanced 

and objective condition monitoring tools as the site was lacking 

in-house data as well as internal knowledge and experience to 

support the use on machining centers in particular. This also made 

it difficult to calculate return on investments. However, after the 

above changes had started to take place, more emphasis was put 

towards condition based maintenance. Below a discussion on how 

communication and motivation of condition based maintenance 

was carried out will follow.  

3.3 Communication and Motivation in the 

Case Study Context 
Three distinctive communication and motivation initiatives were 

performed. The initiatives were performed in order to receive the 

approval of, in order, the maintenance management, the 

maintenance department, and the production management. These 

will be elaborated on below.  

3.3.1 The Maintenance Management 
As pointed out above, there existed some skepticism towards the 

utilization of objective condition monitoring tools on machining 

centers. One major enabler to erase the skepticism was to 

benchmark other discrete item manufacturing industries with 

similar machine equipment. Another enabler in the early process 

was to find and communicate in-house success stories of the 

scarce condition monitoring activities that had been performed. 

However, to start with the basics and try to relate it to a known 

situation was an enabler to win trust in the management function. 

At the case company, Nowlan and Heaps’ [9] and Pages’ [10] 

age-reliability patterns were shown, see Figure 1, together with 

the potential failure to failure curve (P-F curve) [11], see Figure 2. 

This, in order to visualize the necessity with condition monitoring 

and how it can complement the implemented predetermined 

maintenance schedules. The relation to the known situation 

consisted of the fact that much of the predetermined maintenance 

as well as autonomous maintenance consists of inspect and 

control activities, which is due to the fact that finding an exact 

point in time for replacement of components is very difficult, 
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which also speaks for the use of condition monitoring. A known 

situation of the P-F curve as well as a success story were related 

to the vibration analysis on fan bearings, where the case company 

had not had any bearing breakdowns since the start of the 

vibration analysis program. This brought on the ideas that many 

components and sub-systems in machining centers as well must 

have a P-F curve and thus be applicable to other condition 

monitoring technologies. With the maintenance management on 

board a concept was needed and an acceptance for condition 

monitoring was needed in the entire maintenance department.  

 

Figure 1. The six age-reliability patterns as presented by [9] 

and [10]. That the larger amounts of components lack a visible 

and defined wear-out region speaks for the use of condition 

monitoring technologies.  

 

 

Figure 2. The potential failure to failure curve of a ball 

bearing, visualizing the idea behind condition based 

maintenance [11, p.144].  

3.3.2 The Maintenance Department 
The maintenance department consists of an operative function 

(electro mechanics) as well as a tactical function (maintenance 

engineering). Motivating the use of condition monitoring within 

these functions was not that difficult. Presenting the tools that was 

used in-house today, ideas for future tools to be used and why, 

and to put these into a context of a day-to-day use received 

approval as a good approach to complement predetermined 

maintenance, see Figure 3. The idea behind the concept is to 

perform condition monitoring activities before the planned 

predetermined maintenance schedule in order to find incipient 

failures that otherwise might have been overlooked. Within the 

concept was also the idea to much more carefully than earlier 

inspect the machining centers at purchase and delivery, as well as 

before warranty runs out and at the end of expected life as a 

machine status evaluation.  

 

Figure 3. The work procedure and its different schedules as 

explained in the early stages of introduction.  

3.3.3 The Production Management 
The production management, which in this paper is considered as 

a wide function consisting of top management to production 

managers responsible for delimited production areas, was also not 

that difficult to convince. However, in a financial crisis such as 

the one starting in the fall of 2008, much evidence had to be 

provided in order to receive acceptance to purchase new 

equipment.  

The case company, as many others, ranks order of importance in 

some key areas: safety/health/environment (S), quality (Q), 

delivery (L), and finance (E). It was tried to not only focus on 

delivery, as it much of time is when it come to maintenance 

performance. Instead, looking at the condition monitoring tools 

and what they can reveal in a machining center other than finding 

incipient failures was performed in order to create business cases.  

One financial-related example is the purchasing of an infrared 

camera. Instead of calculating the estimated number of incipient 

failures found and the potential savings from averting loss of 

production time as a business case, it was calculated and 

estimated that the infrared camera would make the predetermined 

maintenance more effective. Instead of tightening all screws in, 

e.g., motor protectors and terminals in the electrical cabinets of 

the machining centers when machine is turned off, one can use the 

camera to find hot-spots, and thus which screw that needs 

tightening, when the machine is in operation. By only focusing on 

this maintenance activity as a business case the camera had 

refunded itself within half a year, i.e., with condition monitoring 

we can eliminate tedious and time consuming as well expensive 

work and instead work smarter.  

One quality-related example is the purchasing of vibration 

analysis equipment for machining centers. Instead of calculating 

estimated number of incipient failures found on, for instance, 

machine spindle bearing, focus was turned to acceptance and 

delivery tests of machines and their critical speeds and 
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resonances. The case company had previous experience in 

accepting machine equipment only to learn later that the machine 

was having problems with critical speeds within the stipulated 

operating speeds. Finding these kinds of problems before 

installing the machine in the production site was considered 

business case enough to accept a purchase of vibration analysis 

equipment.  

Another quality-related example is the use of Ballbar and other 

geometry measuring techniques. While the maintenance function 

wants to measure machining centre geometry to decrease machine 

wear, it can also of course be used to find machine irregularities 

that will affect quality in the operating process. To also focus on 

the quality aspect of the condition monitoring activity it increases 

production management interest.  

However, if one finds a condition monitoring activity that does 

not only find incipient failures but also can be attributed to safety, 

business case almost turns unessential. This has been the case 

with measurement of clamping force on machining centers. Also, 

an upgrade of the case companies Ballbar equipment needed 

almost none explanation as the upgrade contained a wireless 

application which increased the safety during the measuring cycle.  

With more or less everyone onboard, the work procedure and the 

condition monitoring tools to be used could be decided. Figure 4 

visualizes some of the technologies used, the reasons why they are 

used, as well as the goals (motives) why they are used. The work 

procedure (Figure 3) was decided upon and machine time needed 

to perform measurements was guaranteed by the production 

management.  

 

Figure 4. The final approach of the case company as easily 

explained as possible. The condition monitoring technologies 

to use, the reason to use them, the goals of the use, and some 

pictures for recognition.  

4. DISCUSSION 
Communicating and motivating the use of condition monitoring 

activities in a discrete item manufacturing industry should not be 

more difficult than in a process industry. However, there might be 

more aspects to bring to the negotiating table in order to receive a 

positive response. In this context the researcher and author has 

tried to communicate the need for condition monitoring activities 

at different hierarchical levels and functions of the company and 

used different motives to visualize its strengths. This has been an 

ongoing process and highly contextualized, it is not possible to 

generalize the results of the process. However, it has been a 

successful process in this context. Acceptance for a new work 

procedure that mean that additional stops (than the ones for 

predetermined maintenance) for condition monitoring has been 

given. Also, acceptance for investments of new equipment has 

been granted even within the last recession that has affected the 

case company. Future research on such a communication and 

motivation process implies performing additional studies at other 

companies and within other industrial settings.  

4.1 A note on the Research Method 
The research presented is highly contextualized and researcher 

bias is definitely present to some degree as the author has had a 

dual role as a researcher and a maintenance engineer at the case 

company. Even so, the purpose of the paper is considered reached 

as ideas, views, and experiences, although from only one case, has 

been presented. Even if other research methodologies, such as: 

surveys, interview studies, or plain observation might have given 

other results and been easier to claim a higher reliability, a study 

as has been presented can lay the foundation for additional studies 

on the topic. 
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ABSTRACT 
A key objective for e-maintenance efforts is to align the 

maintenance process with the business- and operational processes 

in order to reach organizational objectives. In the context of the 

process- and manufacturing industry a key objective for firms is to 

avoid downtime and to make sure all critical production 

equipment is up and running. To this end, e-maintenance has 

become increasingly important for the process- and manufacturing 

industry. Successful e-maintenance is realised by the 

organizational use of advanced IT-solutions which aims at moving 

maintenance work from being primarily reactive (e.g. to react and 

respond to equipment breakdowns) to predictive (e.g. to predict 

when equipment are in need of maintenance before it breaks 

down). Building on a collaborative project with globally 

competitive industrial organizations in the pulp & paper and the 

mining industry this paper explores organizational opportunities 

and challenges associated with the design and implementation of 

IT-based services for remote diagnostics of industrial equipment. 

We observe opportunities and challenges related to organizational 

innovation and learning. The paper introduces a multicontextual 

perspective to better understand the opportunities and challenges 

associated with organizational learning and innovation. Moreover, 

the paper suggests that in order for e-maintenance to be successful 

it must not only build on leading-edge technological solutions but 

also be built on an explicit model for how the maintenance work 

is organized and how e-maintenance efforts are aligned with 

overall organizational objectives both from a service provider and 

a customer perspective.  

 

Keywords 
Preventive maintenance, remote diagnostics services, remote 

diagnostics systems, organizational issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
E-maintenance offers a revolutionary change for contemporary 

organizations as industrial equipment can be monitored and 

managed over the Internet [16]. While previously mainly relying 

on sensing skills, hands-on knowledge, and closeness to the 

equipment e-maintenance adds processes of electronic 

information collection and exchange, enabling remote 

maintenance diagnostics. New service businesses is thereby 

enabled where customer plant uptime and operation is supported 

anywhere and anytime.  

Remote diagnostics systems are a family of e-maintenance 

solutions where sensors are installed in industrial equipment to 

monitor its condition [14]. These systems can automatically 

monitor performance, diagnose problems, and request attention 

from service technicians for any detected problems [4]. These 

systems have led to a centralization of maintenance that was 

previously locally arranged. Remote service centres can be 

organized globally, and they can monitor and diagnose a large 

number of distributed industrial equipment and their components 

across multiple organizational boundaries. They have generated 

new insights like brokering leading maintenance practices data, or 

new maintenance rules. Finally, they increase the information and 

knowledge intensity of maintenance work, as centralized centres 

can analyze multiple data sets in complex ways with small 

additional cost. Technicians in the centres can also focus on 

proactively diagnosing problems by learning from the past cases. 

Moreover, they provide knowledge-intensive value-adding 

services like learning from failures through rule-based decision-

making, or statistical sampling and data mining [23, 30]. With 

remote diagnostics systems, no direct user involvement is required 

in the data collection, as sensors are embedded into the machines 

to log their condition, and the subsequent data analysis often takes 

place at remote service centres by experts. A remote diagnostics 

service is generally depict by Lee et al [24] as an “intelligent 

maintenance system”. However, while current research has mainly 

elaborated on data acquisition techniques [e.g. 5], signal analysis 

[e.g. 1, 12, 21], diagnostics and fault detection [e.g. 8, 28] the 

intelligent maintenance system also includes expert knowledge 

and business services aimed at near-zero-downtime [24]. This 

paper aims to explore organizational opportunities and challenges 

associated with the design and implementation of IT-based 
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services for remote diagnostics of industrial equipment. This 

paper will focus on organizational innovation and organizational 

learning, which are two perspectives brought forth in boundary 

spanning literature. Boundary spanning is adopted as remote 

diagnostics systems by default involve the transfer of data across 

organizational boundaries. This paper will introduce a 

multicontextual perspective as a lens to better understand 

opportunities and challenges associated with the service related 

issues surrounding a remote diagnostics service solution.    

2. E- MAINTENANCE 
In the literature e-maintenance is addressed as a broad concept 

dealing with overall maintenance strategy and IT-supported 

maintenance, as well as more specific concept targeting specific 

predictive or prognostics maintenance system [24]. Karim and 

Söderholm [18] provide a definition where e-maintenance “is seen 

as the application of ICT for remote maintenance and the 

representation of the physical world in a digital mode that aims at 

supplying tailored information as decision-support regarding 

appropriate maintenance activities for all stakeholders 

independent of time, geographical location, or organizational 

belonging.” In creating a digital representation of the physical 

asset and transmitting these over space and time for extensive 

analysis, e-maintenance has the potential to transform localized, 

manual maintenance practices into complex, digitally mediated, 

organizationally, and geographically distributed practices. Remote 

diagnostics services provide an example of this ability where 

condition data is collected via sensors and transferred to a remote 

site for extensive analysis.  

2.1 Remote diagnostics services 
In maintenance-related services, one facet involves improving 

customer up-time [3], as failures in maintaining equipment and 

subsequent breakdowns can cause losses in production and 

environmental hazards. These losses and hazards can be 

minimized if machinery failures can be predicted and corrected 

proactively. The aim of preventive maintenance is to replace 

components before a failure occurs, in contrast to a run-to-failure 

approach where maintenance is done after the fact [31]. Two main 

approaches to preventive maintenance are scheduled maintenance 

and condition-based maintenance. In the former, maintenance is 

performed at scheduled intervals regardless of the item’s actual 

condition. In condition-based maintenance, actions are performed 

when failure is deemed to be imminent. Performance-parameter 

analysis, vibration monitoring, thermography, and oil analysis are 

typical condition-monitoring techniques that are used in 

condition-based maintenance. The challenges involved in 

condition-based monitoring include installing sensors that observe 

such conditions, maintaining the history of collected data to 

predict when a failure is imminent, and communicating this to the 

relevant parties. These challenges are increasingly related to 

organizational issues and abilities.  

New IT has emerged in which some of the condition-based 

monitoring can be transferred to remote field sites. These sites 

provide remote services organized around ongoing information 

gathering and exchange, and allow for remote access to machinery 

components [29]. The IT infrastructure for remote diagnostics 

services consists of the remote diagnostics systems, which carry 

out continuous sensing, collection, transfer, and analysis of the 

machinery’s condition parameters [15]. These systems are 

organized around rich forms of digital data gathering and 

exchange [29] that allow for extensive, real time, and model-

based computations. Remote diagnostics systems are made up of 

collections of heterogeneous technologies; sensors that collect 

data, networks that transmit it into a centralized repository; and 

analytics and operational rule systems that store and retrieve the 

data, analyze it, visualize it and make recommendations, generate 

alarms, or launch responses. The sensors are distributed among 

critical physical components throughout a plant, or an industrial 

network [10]. Depending on which types of sensors are installed, 

the remote diagnostics system can, for instance, collect data on 

vibrations of bearings or temperature, pressure and speed. By 

monitoring such data, it is possible to find problems in the 

equipment early on. With sensors embedded in the equipment it 

becomes possible to go beyond object identification and measure 

the status or condition of products [9, 11]. Object location, 

temperature, and acceleration are examples of parameters that can 

be measured. The monitored parameters can indicate changes 

months and even years before a breakdown will occur, and the 

remote diagnostics services are thereby oriented towards a long-

term focus. However, remote diagnostics services are not solely 

based on technology. The remote technicians play an important 

role in analyzing the collected data, and reporting and discussing 

the findings with the local workers. These local workers are 

important for the service, as they are responsible for maintaining 

the products and have knowledge of and information about 

environmentally related issues. In addition, the remote diagnostics 

services do not fully replace traditional preventive maintenance, 

as scheduled maintenance is still needed and local interventions 

are necessary in cases of emergency. To this end, we need to 

probe deeper into the organizational issues surrounding remote 

diagnostics technology. The organizational setting in which these 

technologies are immersed need to be sensitive towards both the 

opportunities and the challenges associated with remote 

diagnostics technology use if the e-maintenance practice is to be 

successful. 

3. BOUNDARY-SPANNING IT 
Information has for several decades been essential to 

organizations that serve as consumers, managers and purveyors of 

information [6]. Accurate information is essential but relatively 

difficult to gather as boundaries hinder the free flow of 

information [32]. Organizations are fragmented by such 

boundaries, which serve as demarcations of varying and 

incompatible tasks and systems. Leifer and Delbecq [25] define a 

boundary as the demarcation between one system and another that 

protects the members of the system from extra-systemic influences 

and regulates the flows of information, material and people into or 

out of the system. As employees engage in their tasks, boundaries 

emerge, languages diverge and logics change to increasingly 

separate the fields of practice. At the same time, an organization’s 

ability to create, transfer and integrate knowledge from diverse 

sources is viewed as a key competence [20]. Consequently, 

organizations increasingly develop and engage in boundary 

spanning both internally and externally. In general terms, 

boundary spanning can be described as an activity of making 

sense of peripheral information to expand local knowledge in a 

given organizational context [26].  

Various kinds of information systems support boundary spanning 

as IT artifacts can be shared across two or more organizations, 

units, or social worlds. They enable or constrain boundary 

spanning as they permit or prevent the efforts of organizations’ 
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members to share information across functional, geographic and 

temporal boundaries [13]. As information becomes increasingly 

digitized, it can be shared instantly; geographic distance becomes 

irrelevant, enabling distributed collaborations; and improved 

access generates new forms of boundary spanning [7]. 

Lindgren, Andersson and Henfridsson [26] identify two distinct 

perspectives on boundary spanning in the literature: 

organizational innovation and everyday work practices. The 

innovation perspective views boundary spanning as essential for 

organizational renewal, and it aims at linking new, typically 

external, information to prior knowledge. The work practices 

perspective views boundary spanning as essential to 

organizational learning and typically recognizes boundary 

spanning across internal boundaries of the organization aimed at 

situating information in the context of local work practices.  

4. STUDY APPROACH 
This paper presents overall findings from two different case 

studies in processing and manufacturing industry. The first case 

study was initiated at PowerDrive, a manufacturer of hydraulic 

drive systems, in February 2003. The overall aim with the project 

was to evaluate PowerDrive’s remote diagnostics service. To 

evaluate the customer view of the service, two organizations, 

Alpha and Beta, were chosen to represent the customer 

perspective. The project ended in November 2003 and the results 

were presented at PowerDrive in March 2004. The second case 

study was initiated at monitoring Control Centre (MCC), in April 

2004. MCC is a provider of remote diagnostics services and in 

2004 we conducted a number of interviews to get an initial 

understanding of MCC and its remote diagnostics services. In 

2006 an in-depth study was conducted to explore the service both 

from a supplier and a customer perspective, Alpha represented the 

customer side. 

The different organizations in the case studies were selected for 

several reasons. First, all utilized remote diagnostics services for 

maintenance, either as a provider or as customers. Second, the 

organizations represented both the remote and the local work 

settings, enabling the study of both ends in the service production. 

The remote work setting is represented by service providers’ 

offering maintenance services and operating remote diagnostics 

systems. Their customers represent local work settings. Other 

criteria for selecting the organizations were their willingness to 

cooperate, the availability for multiple sources of data, and the 

possibility of purposeful sampling [27, 33]. 

Empirical data were collected through interviews, documents and 

observations. The interview materials and field observations 

constitute the major corpus of the empirical database. In all, 51 

interviews were conducted with 42 respondents. The interviews 

were semi-structured, we had a number of issues with related 

questions that guided the interviews, but we were open for follow-

up questions and issues raised by the respondents. In all cases, a 

report summarizing the study was written and handed over to the 

respondents. 

5. RESULTS 
The empirical context for this study is maintenance work in 

industrial organizations. The equipment being maintained is 

situated in large plants that are running on a 24/7 principle. 

As remote diagnostics systems create a digital representation of 

the physical world, remote service technicians can be grouped in 

central repositories where data from different remote settings are 

integrated. Based on data analysis the remote technicians provide 

the local maintenance workers with detailed information on the 

equipment’s status, serving as decision-support regarding the 

appropriate maintenance activities. In this section the work of 

remote and local maintenance groups are explored empirically. 

First a remote perspective is applied to understand the work 

conducted by the service provider at a distance from the object of 

work. A local perspective is thereafter applied to explore the 

customer context where the object of work is physically located.   

5.1 Remote maintenance work 
With remote diagnostics systems installed as a link between the 

remote maintenance technicians and the equipment, data can be 

captured and transferred to the remote service centre for analysis. 

Transfer of data from many dispersed objects into one place 

enhances the possibility of comparing data and the technicians 

performing the analyses gain experiences from many different 

equipment and settings. These systems can for instance collect 

data on vibrations from bearings, temperature, pressure and speed. 

By monitoring such parameters the system helps finding potential 

problems in the equipment before they lead to a breakdown.  

Compared with information retrieval via phone or data collected 

with hand-held devices the remote diagnostics system is viewed as 

creating a stable and regular flow of data. The service providers 

view data automatically collected as reliable due to the stability in 

the data collection process. Moreover, the service providers 

witness about how sensors also expand human sensing as they can 

monitor things which humans cannot and in places where humans 

cannot go. For example, a sensor can pick up sounds, which the 

human ear cannot recognize. Another benefit highlighted by the 

service providers with the remote diagnostics system is the 

possibility to get access to data when the equipment is in use. Due 

to machine design and safety regulations it is sometimes 

impossible for humans to get inspect the equipment while they are 

running. 

The remote service providers in this study underscore the 

possibility of providing a seamless service solution based on the 

system’s continuous monitoring of the equipment. For equipment 

manufacturers, as PowerDrive, remote diagnostics systems is an 

enabler of new after-sales business, while at the same time giving 

them important feedback about their equipment in use. 

Traditionally, PowerDrive had to send out a technician to the 

customer site to check the equipment’s status, but with the remote 

diagnostics systems real time data can be accessed at a distance.  

The remote diagnostics system enables now a seamless flow of 

data concerning monitored parameters between the local and the 

remote site. It also shows what has happened in between the 

service visits. These capabilities help spanning the use pattern 

boundary that earlier hindered the remote actors from gaining 

continuous information about the products:  

With the remote diagnostics systems we can see things between 

the physical visits. For example in England we could see that one 

motor worked under very high temperature. When the technician 

was there everything was ok, but the system told us that every 

night the temperature increased dramatically. It was due to a 

regular overload of the motor and nothing that we could detect 

during our physical visits daytime. (Technical engineer, 

PowerDrive)   
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At PowerDrive the possibility to get feedback was one of the 

driving forces in the development of the remote diagnostics 

system. PowerDrive receives now richer information how its 

products work in real settings. The previous boundary between 

the manufacturer and the product used in the local context is more 

porous:  

We don’t know how the customers use our products if we don’t 

monitor them during operation. (Technical engineer, PowerDrive) 

If there is a problem we can log in and see how things look right 

now. Have they made any changes, is the parameters in the motor 

the same as when it was delivered? The system gives a clear 

picture of the motor at the moment. (Design manager, 

PowerDrive) 

With the remote system it is also possible to learn about how the 

products operate in real work conditions. This knowledge is 

valuable both for product development, but also in improving 

customer’s use of the product. Earlier the manufacturer could 

inspect the product only while it was idle.  

[…] it’s easy to see how the whole drive system is being used, if it 

is running as planned and if it is correctly dimensioned. This will 

provide a useful overview of how the complete drive system is 

being used helping us to understand drive applications better, 

improve settings and achieve better performance and more 

efficient utilization. (PowerDrive customer magazine, 2-2003) 

Even though MCC is not a manufacturer they offers similar 

remote diagnostics services as manufacturing companies. The 

company is located in the northern part of Sweden but envisions 

becoming a global service provider of remote diagnostics services. 

A technician at MCC says that:  

We are able to monitor a machine at a company in Africa, it is 

just to plug in the cable. But I think we must have a good contact 

with someone at that company. (Technician A, MCC) 

The remote diagnostics system enables a global monitoring of 

machines as long as data can be transferred from the local site to 

the remote work setting. However, as the technician mentions the 

contact with the workers at the local site are important. The 

remote worker is limited to the information that is received via the 

system and additional information can only be given by those who 

are present in the local environment. For the remote worker data 

is the key for finding problems in the equipments and prevent 

unplanned breakdowns. However, the service providers in this 

study see a challenge in selecting parameters and time intervals 

for monitoring. In one way they are all seduced to collect more 

and more data to get a more all-embracing model of the products, 

which enables crosschecking of parameters if uncertainties arise. 

However, even though increased data collection can minimize 

uncertainties and give more information about the products, all 

organizations stress the risk of information overload as the 

amount of data is growing fast, and sometimes faster than they 

manage to handle. 

As the remote diagnostics system enables detailed monitoring of 

how the equipment is operated it also indirectly enables 

monitoring of the operators. MCC is aware of this capability:  

This is to a large extent a surveillance system. We have taken 

temperature measurements on drills and with that data you can 

see exactly how the machine is operated, how long the breaks 

have been and how long it takes between every shift until the 

machine is turned on again. (Employee, MCC) 

However, the system is not used for this kind of monitoring and 

no analyses are conducted with such purposes. But, as the system 

do bring such a capability it might become a critical issue to 

manage. By embedding technology into equipment at the 

workplace it becomes invisible for the employees. The literal 

embeddedness of the technology distinguishes embedded 

computing from traditional desktop computing. From a user 

perspective this development brings with it a lack of choices; it is 

no longer possible to turn the computing device on and off. 

Moreover the users may not even be aware of the computer hiding 

in their everyday artefact, and even if the users are aware of it they 

may not know why it is there or what data it collects. 

5.2 Local maintenance work 
Even though the remote diagnostics systems create new 

opportunities for remote service providers there is also a local 

perspective that need to be addressed. The local perspective puts 

attention to the setting where the equipments are physically 

located. The traditional maintenance organization performs urgent 

services and repairs on a daily basis. As both customer companies 

in this study has a preventive maintenance approach the work also 

includes services on a regular basis and manual inspections 

intended to identify potential problems and avoid unplanned 

breakdowns.  

For the local maintenance organization the system per see is 

invisible. The sensors are embedded into the equipment and data 

can instantly be transferred via digital networks. The local 

organization receives monthly reports where the status of the 

equipment is presented. Moreover, the remote technicians also 

inform the local workers about the product status via phone, 

especially if they detect something urgent. The view of the 

maintenance organizing among the service providers and the 

plants’ management is that the work of the local group should 

sustain, however with assistance by the remote workers. 

All organizations in this study highlight that even though the 

equipments are constantly monitored with remote diagnostics 

systems, only data from a specified number of parameters are 

collected. Thus, the picture a remote technician gets is not total. 

The diagnoses that can be performed with the system are only 

based on the parameters that are monitored. A physical walk-

around by an experienced technician who can see, hear, and feel 

when something is abnormal can detect things that the technology 

and the remote technician cannot. A technician at Beta also says 

that: 

You have to learn to know the machines individually. You don’t 

do that remotely. (Technician A, Beta) 

This highlights a clear limitation with the remote diagnostics 

systems compared with the work of an experienced technician 

walking around in the plant. Although the system can detect 

conditions that the local technician cannot, many of the 

respondents point out the importance of keeping in mind that 

there is a world out there and the collected data on its own is not 

enough. The technician at Beta expresses both a risk and a 

limitation of the technology: 

With more monitoring, you can work more and more online and 

less people will be out among the machines. You won’t get the 
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same feeling of the machines. The only things you see are, for 

example, temperature, pressure, and flow. You don’t know how it 

sounds. (Technician A, Beta) 

The system and, therefore also the remote technicians, are limited 

to the data collected by the sensors. The limited depiction of the 

reality is a constraint that always has to be kept in mind and 

considered. Besides this limitation with the remote diagnostics 

systems the technician also mentions an important effect of the 

systems – with more online measurements the less people will be 

walking around by the machines. At Beta they gave an example of 

problems with a motor due to bad oil quality – a parameter that 

the remote system did not monitor. After repeated problems with 

the motor a technician finally cheeked the machine physically, 

and the problem was identified. Another example is given by 

Alpha that also highlights the loss of local presence for the remote 

workers. An engineer at the company described how they installed 

a remote diagnostics system in one of the oil pumps that 

monitored the oil level. When the oil level sank, a remote 

technician called the operator and instructed him to fill up more 

oil. This system was supposed to be a complement to the 

operators’ traditional regular walk rounds in the plant. After a 

while the operator got used to the phone calls and sometimes 

neglected to walk around in the plant. The system, however, only 

measured the oil level and did not give the remote technician an 

overall depiction of the equipment and its environment. Once it 

almost broke down due to problems that the system could not 

detect: but the operator would if he had walked by the machine. In 

this case the remote diagnostics system led to a local physical 

distance as the value of a local presence were not realized. To the 

operator, the phone calls from the remote technician had become a 

work practice that would indicate all problems with the machine 

and, therefore, the walk rounds were neglected. This shows that 

through the use of remote diagnostics systems follows the critical 

issue to manage the boundaries between the remote and local 

maintenance work. Not only must the remote centres be well 

functioning, the local maintenance work must also be managed 

when implementing remote diagnostics systems.  

6. DISCUSSION 
The aim of this paper is explore organizational opportunities and 

challenges associated with the design and implementation of IT-

based services for remote diagnostics of industrial equipment.. 

This paper will focus on organizational innovation and 

organizational learning, which are two perspectives brought forth 

in boundary spanning literature. Remote diagnostics systems can 

be viewed as harbingers of a new distributed and networked 

knowledge-intensive industrial organization, that re-organizes 

production functions and their control geographically based on 

the creation and distribution of new knowledge-based operational 

skills. Moreover, they foster untried ways to organize production 

and its maintenance that separate local information from its 

origins and make it travel so as to permit centralized operators to 

act from a distance. They establish unprecedented knowledge-

based routines that separate technicians in time, space, and 

industrial context from the components they monitor. These 

changes enables new value creation processes [17] and 

information flows across boundaries [16], but also challenges 

manufacturers to adapt a service focus.  

As noted earlier, Lindgren et al. [26] distinguish two basic 

perspectives on boundary-spanning practices: a work practice 

perspective, which recognizes boundary spanning as essential to 

learning, and an innovation perspective recognizing boundary 

spanning as essential for organizational renewal. These two 

perspectives are adopted to further understand how remote 

diagnostics systems affect remote diagnostics practices. Table 1 

summarizes these findings from the viewpoints of the service 

provider and the customer. 

 

Organizational   

context 

Organizational 

learning 

Organizational 

innovation 

Service provider  

(Remote context) 

 

                                      

Knowledge of 

equipment in use in 

multiple settings 

Deepened knowledge of 

equipment maintenance 

New business services 

Changed maintenance 

recommendations 

Equipment development 

Customer 

(Local context) 

 

                                                                         

Knowledge of 

equipment in use 

Improved knowledge of 

maintenance 

Outsourced maintenance 

services 

Changed maintenance 

routines 

Improved use of 

equipment 

 
Table 1. A multicontextual perspective on remote diagnostics 

practices 

  
The service providers can now engage in real-time knowledge 

creation regarding the equipment in use in multiple contexts. 

Before the use of the remote diagnostics system, different 

technicians conducted separate inspections when the equipment 

was not running. The system has enabled transfer of data from 

multiple contexts into one place, where technicians can gain an 

overall view of the running equipment in dispersed settings. The 

knowledge base for the service provider is thus expanded as it 

gains experience from analyzing the performance of multiple 

pieces of equipment. Through remote diagnostics of the 

equipment, the service providers also obtained deepened 

knowledge of the maintenance processes. They learn more 

regarding the appropriate time intervals for component 

replacements and how use cycles affect the condition of the 

equipment. The customers also benefit from the remote 

diagnostics as they can also learn more about the equipment in use 

and the maintenance processes. However, as they cannot access 

the remote diagnostics system, they gain these insights via 

information shared by the service providers. From an 

organizational learning perspective, the remote diagnostics system 

makes available novel information that creates new knowledge for 

service providers as well as customers.  

From an organizational innovation perspective, the boundary-

spanning capability enables development of new after-sales 

related services. Either a standalone remote diagnostics service is 

offered, or it can be incorporated into a broader service offer 

where the digitalized equipment can serve as a platform for total 

maintenance services (diagnosing and maintaining the equipment) 

or for services related to its performance, e.g., performance 

contracting [19]. The manufacturer’s deepened insights regarding 
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maintenance can also lead to changes in recommendations 

regarding when the equipment should be maintained. When the 

service provider is the equipment manufacturer, the information 

gained from the system can be used directly for development of 

the equipment. In cases when the manufacturer and service 

provider are separate organizations, the manufacturer can only 

receive such information indirectly via the service provider.  

As information can easily be collected and transferred across 

organizational boundaries and central service centers with 

knowledge from many external settings can be created, customers 

may also seek to reorganize their maintenance organization and 

outsource the diagnostics portion to focus on other processes). 

Based on the information gained via the remote diagnostics 

system, customers also change their maintenance routines and 

their use of the equipment.  

As this paper shows, information gained via the remote 

diagnostics system is beneficial for organizational learning as well 

as innovation; as novel information can be gained on the 

equipment in use, new services as well as new maintenance 

routines are developed. Organizational learning and innovation 

thus mutually shape each other. This perspective supports the 

finding of Lindgren et al. [28] that ubiquitous computing 

environments allow for collection and transfer of contextual 

information that is useful from both a work practice and an 

organizational innovation perspective. However, this thesis adds 

the perspective of multicontextual practices, showing how 

information can be useful in a multitude of contexts. Service 

providers, equipment manufacturers and equipment users are 

examples of different entities that can benefit, directly or 

indirectly, from information gained via the remote diagnostics 

system. However, in this study, the system was not designed to 

allow for a direct information transfer to all contexts. By directing 

the information flow to only one context, the service provider 

sought to gain a base for creating new businesses. This way of 

locking the information can be contrasted to vehicle services [22], 

where information is presented to drivers as well as car 

manufacturers/service providers. Additional methods to 

accomplish this are also to exclude the service dimension and to 

provide the system as a product where information is mainly 

transferred to the customer [2]. However, compared to a product 

strategy, the service strategy enables a shared view on what data 

are collected and for what purposes. Customers and service 

providers are mutually involved and seek to find and customize a 

solution that adds value to the customer organization. 

As this study shows the adoption of a remote diagnostics service 

is not merely an issue of managing technology. Rather, it requires 

a broad organizational approach where the local maintenance 

work as well as the remote maintenance work is managed as well. 

Figure 1 illustrates this perspective.  

 

 
  

Figure 1. Remote diagnostics services 

  
This perspective brings a focus on the surrounding where the 

technology is installed. If these two contexts (the remote and the 

local) are not well functioning the potential of remote diagnostics 

services is not fully explored. However, to manage this 

assemblage of technology, people and organization is not easy. It 

means that the development cannot only be a development of 

technology: rather it need to be a development of new work 

processes, routines, information flows etc. Manufacturing 

companies need to move from a product focus to a service focus 

where the development processes are integrated into an overall 

perspective of the e-maintenance service. 

7. CONCLUSIONS  
This paper proposes an integrative view of e-maintenance service 

development. We argue that a successful organizational use of 

advanced IT-solutions can help to move maintenance work from 

being primarily reactive (e.g. to react and respond to equipment 

breakdowns) to predictive (e.g. to predict when equipment are in 

need of maintenance before it breaks down). Based on studies of 

remote diagnostics services we identify a multicontextual 

perspective to better understand the opportunities and challenges 

associated with organizational learning and innovation. The 

remote diagnostics services offer many possibilities for new and 

improved maintenance processes, but they also bring many 

challenges that need to be managed. In order to address the 

challenges and opportunities related to emerging e-maintenance 

practices in process- and manufacturing industries, 

multicontextual issues must be conceived as central, and 

entangled with the emerging technologies that these organizations 

are putting into use.  
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ABSTRACT
Measurements from products are continuously collected to allow 
adjustments in  the production line  to  certify a feasible  product 
quality.  Case-Based Reasoning is  a promising methodology for 
this type of quality assurance. It allows product measurements and 
its related adjustments to the production line to be stored as cases 
in  a  Case-Based  Reasoning system.  The idea is  to  describe an 
event  of  adjustments  based  on  deviations  in  geometric 
measurement points on a product and connect these measurements 
to  their  correlated  adjustments  done  to  the  production  line. 
Experience will implicitly be stored in each case in the form of 
uniquely weighted measurement points according to their positive 
influence on adjustments. Methods have been developed in order 
to  find  these  positive  correlations  between  measurements  and 
adjustments by analysing a set of historical product measurement 
and their following adjustments. Each case saved in the case base 
will be "quality assured" according to this methods and only cases 
containing strong positive correlations will be used by the system. 
The correlations will be used to supply each case with its own set 
individual weights.

Keywords
Decision  Support  Systems,  Experience  Reuse,  Case-Based 
Reasoning, Quality Improvement

1.INTRODUCTION
Production  of  cars  is  a  very  complex  process  which  involves 
many process steps. Each step contributes to the variation of the 
quality of the final product. Therefore, it is essential to have good 
control over each process as well as the interaction between the 
ingoing  processes.  A car  body consists  of  over  350  individual 
parts  which  have  their  own  variation,  These  parts  shall  be 
assembled in several steps into the final product – the complete 
car body. The car body have it's specification to follow, in order 
to fulfil the demands for mounting of all other equipment in the 
car. If the car body is out of specification, problems will arise e.g.: 
bad fitting of interior parts, leakage of sound and water, closing 
problems with door, hood and other hang on parts. These are just 
examples of problems which arise due to that the geometry of the 
car body is out of specifications. The list of problems can be made 
much longer. Therefore, it is important to understand how each of 
the  ingoing parts  and  processes  affects  and  interacts  with  each 

other.  In  this  study,  performed  at  Volvo  Car  Corporation,  the 
assembly process  of  one  sub  assembly cell  (the  gore  line)  for 
Volvo S80 was analysed. The approach was to investigate a set of 
selected  measurements  of  the  assembled  part  geometry  and 
compare that to the process adjustments which have been done. 

We believe that efficient decision support is helpful in this kind of 
situation  and  in  this  paper  we  present  a  method  to  connect 
measurements  of  car  body  parts  to  their  resulting  adjustments 
done in the production line. Our approach is to investigate a set of 
selected production measurements and their resulting adjustments 
to the welding frame. We are also investigating the outcome of the 
adjustments. The methodology of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) 
is  applied  to  enable  a  connection  between  measurements, 
adjustments and their outcome and enable improved performance 
with increased number of collected cases. This approach enables 
events  of  measurements,  adjustments  and  their  outcome  to  be 
connected and to be saved as cases in a CBR system for future use 
and re-use as previous similar cases. A case library of such cases 
is assembled and it will be made readily available to provide real-
time  decision  support  in  any situation  to  technicians.  Figure  1 
depicts a situation of a case solving a problem occurring late in 
the  production  line  that  may result  in  a  defective  part  if  not 
corrected in time. The case connects measurement features from 
off-target  parts  (problems)  to  action  taken  previously to  adjust 
production line (solution) to bring production back to target. 

Figure 1. Case solving a problem occurring late in the 
production line.
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In  this  kind  of  situation  it  is  vital  that  the  correct  cases  are 
retrieved to assure that the correct adjustments are done. We have 
developed algorithms especially suited for this context to provide 
efficient  case  matching,  case  retrieval  and  case  adaptation  to 
provide  technicians  with  adequate  data  from previously  stored 
cases of adjustments and their corresponding outcome.

The  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  Section  2  gives  a  brief 
introduction to CBR. Section 3 describes our approach of CBR 
applied  to  geometric  production  measurements.  Sections  4 
describes a  prototype system involving a web interface, a server 
and a database developed for evaluation of our approach in a live 
production environment and finally section 5 concludes this paper 
with summary and conclusions. 

2.CASE-BASED REASONING
Case Based Reasoning is an Artificial Intelligence method  that is 
inspired by the way humans reuse past experience to solve new 
problems.  It  offers  an  alternative  to  implement  intelligent 
diagnosis  systems for  real-world applications  [1].  Motivated  by 
the doctrine that similar situations lead to similar outcomes, CBR 
fits well to classify new measurements or sensor signals based on 
experiences of past categorizations [2]. The main strength lies in 
the  fact  that  it  enables  directly  reusing  concrete  examples  in 
history  and  consequently  eases  the  knowledge  acquisition 
bottleneck. The CBR methodology is used to solve new problems 
based  on  learning  from similar  cases  (i.e.  existing  experience) 
stored in a case library that is obtained by storing previous similar 
situations.  It  bases  its  learning  from past  cases  and  it  has  the 
ability to build up experience, improve its performance and adapt 
to a changing environment. The CBR cycle is based on four main 
steps:  Retrieve,  Reuse,  Revise  and  Retain.  The  quality  of  the 
retrieval  process  is  measured  in  how well  it  identifies  similar 
problems  that  may  be  reused.  Adaptation  may  also  be 
implemented in the reuse step. Adaptation enables one or more 
solutions to be adapted to solve a “similar” problem. A proposed 
solution may be revised to better fit the new problem before it is 
retained in the case base. A CBR system  generally follow this 
cycle [3] as depicted in figure 2.

Figure 2. CBR applied to geometric production measurements.

The  approach  is  especially  suitable  where  simulation  and 
modelling is to complex and adjustments cannot be calculated in 
real time. This is often the case in a real production environment 
where  the  relationship  between the  result  and adjustment  is  so 
complex that it cannot be predicted, to many factors influence the 

outcome.  Even  so  skilled  technicians  learn  over  time  how  to 
adjust in order to get the desired result, experience that may have 
been  acquired  trough  costly  mistakes.  CBR enables  harvesting 
this experience and also transferring it between experts and to less 
experienced experts [4].

3.CBR APPLIED TO GEOMETRIC 
PRODUCTION MEASUREMENTS
When a novel  case is presented to the  CBR system a list  with 
similar  cases  will  be  presented.  This  is  done  using  individual 
weights stored in each of the presented cases. These weights will 
amplify or attenuate the closeness of the stored case in relation to 
the novel case. The result will be a list of the nearest neighbouring 
cases  containing  candidate  solutions  according  to  each  set  of 
individual  weights  stored in  each of the cases.  Each individual 
case in this list has a global ranking in the list. The list can be 
used  as  decision  support  for  technicians.  Cases  can  easily  be 
browsed using an intuitive web interface and the technician can 
decide which case or combination of cases to use to guide which 
adjustments to be done.

In the above manner a possible scenario may contain a number of 
deviating measurements  that  may need a combination  of stored 
solutions in order to make a complete adjustment. The technician 
may use a number of top-ranked cases from the list to perform the 
necessary adjustments. E.g. case#2 in the list may be similar to 
deviations in measurement points #1,2,5  presented in the novel 
case and case#4 in the list may contain solutions to adjustments of 
deviating measurement point #6 presented in the novel case. The 
technician can now make a compound adjustment by combining 
information about adjustment done on case#2 and case#4 and if 
these adjustments proves to be successful this new compound case 
may be injected using the web interface into the case base to be 
used to guide future adjustments.

3.1Case Representation and Case Base

The position of the gore in the car can be seen in figure 3

Figure 3. Position of the gore in the car.
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The assembly cell can be seen in figure 4.

Figure 4. Assembly cell.

The gore consist of nine ingoing parts which each one contributes 
with it's own variation. The position of the ingoing parts are fixed 
in an assembly fixture. The internal position of the parts can be 
adjusted  by adding  shims at  the  position  of the  reference-  and 
support  points.  Adjustments  are  used  for  compensate  for  the 
variation of the ingoing parts in order to reach the specification 
demands on the final sub assembly, the gore. The geometry of the 
part are controlled by measurement of predefined points , spread 
over the geometry to reflect the process stability. These points are 
measured with a Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM) and 
indicates if the process are stable or not. If the results indicate that 
the part is out of specification, problem will arise when mounting 
the gore  into  the  car and will  generate  problems such as lamp 
fixation etc. The parts are continuously measured and stored in a 
database.  Trends  can  be  followed  over  time  since  parts  are 
measured during the entire lifetime of the part.
Since the part is very sensitive for variations, many adjustments 
are  required  and  the  experience  of  the  operator,  who  is 
responsible,  contributes  significantly  to  the  quality  of  the 
assembled  part.  A  tool  for  relating  how  adjustments  in  the 
assembly fixture affects the part geometry of the gore would be a 
valuable tool for the operator in order to take the correct decisions 
of adjustments of the assembly fixture. 
The  case  base  consists  of  cases  containing  measurements, 
adjustments and outcome (results). Each case is represented with a 
case id. There are 56 cases in total  including 290 measurement 
points, 30 adjustment coordinates and 290 resulting measurement 
points. Fig 3 depicts the case representation.

Figure 3. Case representation of geometric production 
measurements.

3.2Individual Weighting
To achieve an accurate and realistic matching of cases we intend 
to  find  significant  measurement  points  and  weight  them 
accordingly.  Individual  weights  are  calculated  according  to 
relationships  between  measurements  and  adjustments  using 
correlation analysis based on the information in the case base. We 
believe  there  exist  possible  relations  between  one  or  more 
measurement points and one or more adjustment points. Also one 
or  more  adjustment  points  can  relate  to  one  or  more  resulting 
measurement points. 

Our main approach is to find all the cases with similar adjustment 
coordinates and in these cases we investigate whether a relation 
exists  between  its  measurement  points  and  its  resulting 
measurement  points.  This  is  done  by calculating the  difference 
between the measurements and the  resulting measurement points 
and  then  to  use  correlation  analysis  to  find  the  relationship 
between  this  difference  and  the  adjustments.  The  resulting 
candidate measurement points, which may be affected if a certain 
adjustment coordinate (e.g. coordinate M) alters [5]. 

When a relationships exist, the affected measurement point can be 
considered as important as it is shown to have have influence on 
adjustments.  We  use  this  information  to  calculate  weights 
accordingly.  A  criterion  is  set  to  indicate  the  strength  of  a 
relationship.  The  criterion  has  three  grades  of  relationships; 
strong, medium and non-existent.

3.3Case-Based Classification using Weighted 
Measurements
As mentioned before, the features of the problem part of a  case 
consist of sample measurements from a finished body part and the 
solution  part  of  the  case  consists  of  the  adjustments  done 
accordingly. Our approach is to match and classify a novel case 
based on comparing its problem part (ie its sample measurements) 
with the problem parts of the cases saved in the case base. When 
matching a novel case all measurements are vital but only cases 
representing  partial  (or  full)  similarities  in  deviating 
measurements will be retrieved and these cases will only represent 
events of successful adjustments with strong correlations between 
adjustments  and  measurements   as  described  in  the  previous 
section. This is done using individual weights stored in each of 
the retrieved cases.  These weights  will  amplify or attenuate the 
similarity of the stored cases in relation to the novel case.  

Generally the problem part of the novel case can be described as a 
feature vector of n measurement features and is formulated as (1):

FV= [ m1, m2,. .. ,mn ] (1)

where  each  m a  geometric  measurement.  In  comparison,  each 
individually weighted case retrieved from the case base case is 
formulated as (2):

FV= [ m1 w1, m2 w2,. . . ,mn wn] (2)

where  each  m a  geometric  measurement  and  w is  a  weight 
indicating the strength of the influence  m as shown to have on 
resulting adjustments.

We then  perform case-based  reasoning  to  achieve a  list  of the 
nearest  neighbouring  cases  containing  candidate  solutions 
according to each set of individual weights stored in each of the 
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retrieved  cases.  The retrieval process consists  of the following 
steps:  compare the  feature  vector  with  the  known  cases  in  the 
library by means of similarity calculation and subsequently select 
the k nearest cases exhibiting the highest similarity degrees;

Given a feature vector FV = (m1, m2, ....mn) its similarity degree 
with case C in the case library is defined as (3):

Similarity  FV,C =∑i=1

n

wi×mi−c i 
2 (3)

where  w1,  w2,  ....,  wn are attribute  weights  reflecting different 
importance of the individual features, ci represents the ith feature 
of case C and mi represents the ith feature of feature vector FV .

4.4 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

We have developed a prototype system involving a web interface, 
a server and a database for classification of geometric production 
measurements.  This  has  been  done  in  close  collaboration  with 
technicians at Volvo. 

The  system is  developed  in  order  to  aid  technicians  to  adjust 
production  equipment  according  to  geometric  product 
measurements.  The prototype  is  able  to  import  production  data 
and  store  in  a  database  accessible  from a  web  interface.  The 
prototype will aid a technician in his daily work in the production 
line. Also an evaluation of the prototype will be done in order to 
assess its  in-situ  functionality at  the factory.  Figure 4 depicts a 
screen  shot  of  the  prototype  system.  It  displays  a  nearest 
neighbour retrieval of stored cases from the case base. The novel 
case can be seen in the left of the screen, in the middle of the 
screen is a ranked list of the nearest neighbouring cases and in the 
right of the screen, further information of a case is displayed when 
clicking on one of the retrieved cases.

Figure 4. screen shot of the prototype system.

5.CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that Case-based reasoning is a method that can be 
used to make adjustments to production more efficient by acting 
as  decision  support  for  technicians.  The  case  library  stores 
measurement-adjustment-outcome  triplets  capturing  past 
experience. These cases can be reused and adapted to the current 
situation.  The  system  will  over  time  collect  considerable 
experience as the case library grows.
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ABSTRACT 
The actors in the railway domain do experience an increasing 
competition between the traffic modes street, rail, air and ship. In 
addition, there are regulatory attempts asking for innovations to 
improve the transport market. To ensure a strong position within 
the transport market sustainable economical decisions and the 
implementation of new methods and techniques for achieving 
higher process efficiency are necessary for the infrastructure 
managers. Starting from a primarily time scheduled maintenance 
an improvement of the rail infrastructure asset maintenance can 
contribute to this aim, especially when considering that 
maintenance is a cost driver in the operation of railway systems.  

eMaintenance for railway infrastructure is such a concept. 
Implemented in a reliable way it gives the infrastructure managers 
a better idea about the asset condition, reduces the number of 
maintenance activities to be taken manually and therefore the risk 
for maintenance workers in the track bed. And in the end 
increases the effectiveness and efficiency of the maintenance 
process. 

eMaintenance mainly relies on a good information quality 
achieved from data which is interpreted in an electronic way. 
Whereas the number of diagnosis systems for railway 
infrastructure elements increases and therefore the amount of 
condition data, the number of maintenance activities has not 
decreased in a satisfactory amount. This is partly because such 
diagnosis systems record necessary data and do basic data 
interpretation, but the information quality is not well enough or 
not prepared user-friendly. Within this paper the necessity for as 
well as ways and challenges in developing an asset condition 
prediction model will be outlined. Railway switches are the object 
of investigation. 

 

Keywords 
Railway infrastructure, condition prediction, data interpretation, 
signal analysis, railway switch 

1. MOTIVATION 
The increasing competition between the traffic modes as well as 
regulatory attempts (i.e. cutting of subsidies, increase of 
availability) ask the railway infrastructure managers for a more 
competitive service, which means high quality to compatible 
prices. Since the price of rail transportation is determined by the 
capital costs for the assets along the track and the expenses for 
their operation and maintenance, the choice of system 
development and maintenance strategies strongly influences the 

cost efficiency of the railway system. As the optimization of the 
infrastructure maintenance promises cost reductions of 20 to 30 
percent [6], improvements in maintenance have a high 
effectiveness. For this purpose eMaintenance is a promising 
approach, especially with regard to the distributed structures of 
the railway infrastructure assets. Through the use of electronic 
measurement and transportation facilities to collect, forward and 
process information relevant for maintenance activities, the 
number of manual work with the asset itself and therefore higher 
risk and longer distances for the maintenance worker can be 
reduced. 

 

That there are technical efforts undertaken to optimize the 
maintenance process of railway assets, as for example railway 
switches which are very cost-intensive in maintenance, shows the 
number of diagnosis systems in use [3] [4] [5]. With them 
information of assets’ conditions are collected online. Their 
development has sped up with the advancements in sensor 
technology. Nowadays physical variables as they are liquid level 
or section sickness are easy to measure. This makes the fault 
evaluation easier, there is system knowledge already available for 
maintenance workers beforehand inspecting the asset. While 
diagnosis systems support in the current determination of the asset 
condition, the challenge now lays in the use of the potentials of 
diagnosis systems for a system condition prediction as part of a 
successful eMaintenance concept. Such a condition prediction 
module asks for knowledge of how a degradation process will 
continue from the current point under upcoming operation 
conditions. For railway switches [7] has done deep analysis to 
describe the degradation parameters. This knowledge not only 
helps to set up a prediction model but also enables system 
suppliers to improve their existing diagnosis systems with regard 
to false alarm, unrecognized faults and erroneous fault location 
prevention. But since there are various interdependencies arising 
from the system architecture itself but also from external 
parameters as weather and load, the building of a prediction 
model is rather complex.  

The major advantage of a reliable prediction model is obvious. A 
better picture of the near future avoids unmeant operation 
situations caused by sudden unavailability and makes the 
planning of maintenance activities more condition and less time 
based. The maintenance process efficiency increases. 

2. APPROACH 
The challenge within the creation of condition prediction models 
for rail infrastructure assets is the definition of the essential, most 
significant condition characteristics based on measurable 
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parameters. Their interpretation has to allow specific and reliable 
maintenance recommendations. Of course, data measured by 
existing diagnosis systems is a good start. But the use of such 
systems not only asks for a collection of data, but corresponding 
to the idea of eMaintenance, also for an intelligent data treatment. 
Only this way the system is usable. For establishing a reliable 
condition prediction model, the data processing has to be not only 
correct but also comprehensible by the user. This allows activities 
based not only on pure machine driven information but with the 
inclusion of the maintainer’s expertise.  

This paper focuses on the right data processing with the aim of 
pattern recognition in the behavior of the condition data 
measured. An appropriate system usability meaning an efficient 
information preparation will not be discussed here.  

 

For creating a reliable condition prediction model, three major 
questions have to be answered beforehand. 

1. Which (internal and external) parameters influence the 
system condition (see [7])? 

2. The system condition can be described by which 
characteristics? / Is there a characteristic condition 
function?  

3. What influences take different maintenance activities on 
the condition?  

After the condition characteristics are determined, existing 
methods for statistical as well as signal analysis and data mining 
are to evaluate with respect to their potential to identify patterns 
in the behavior of condition characteristics of critical rail 
infrastructure assets. With the identification of patterns, the work 
done by the Institute for Transportation Research focuses on the 
long-term perspective of condition change processes. Short-term 
events, e.g. a stone between switch tongue and rails, will be rather 
difficult to detect in advance. Therefore the focus of this paper 
lies on the identification of characteristics. 

Apart from that should the condition behavior schemes be of 
generic nature and have to  

• recognize upcoming events relevant for maintenance ; 

• be reliable, which means to recognize faults and to 
avoid false alarm; 

• be rather simple, that means the inclusion of only the 
most relevant characteristics which have to be of limited 
number;  

• work mainly based on data achieved from already 
existing infrastructure and/ or measurement advices. 
The number of sensors should be kept to a minimum. 

3. STUDY 
In a first step the Institute lays its focus on the creation of a 
prediction model for railway switches. This is because of switches 
being one of the most expensive railway assets in maintenance. 
Not only do they ask for many maintenance activities, but 
because of their central role in the rail operation they also have a 
huge impact on the overall system availability  and cause high 
unavailability fees in case of fault occurrence. This is true for all 
rail networks. Therefore the French rail network operator SNCF 
has already done research on the condition prediction for railway 

switches, but contrary to the French system, the German use of 
railway switches is not only more flexible – the switches can be 
used from both sides, but there is also a higher variety of switch 
motors in use. France only uses one type, which always needs the 
same repositioning time, no matter how long the switch is. 
Therefore generic condition pattern recognitions as described in 
[1] are easier to conduct. However, the same demand must be 
fulfilled in Germany regarding the high number of approximately 
71.000 railway switches in use, even though the switch asset 
landscape and operation modes are more diverse. 

For that reason the first findings as described below are based on 
data gathered from switch diagnosis systems used in the German 
rail network. Hence, no additional sensor information will be 
used, instead characteristics measured at the switch motor are 
used as indicators for the switch condition. 

Research Findings 
The initial point for the modeling of the degradation process of 
switches is an understanding of their functionality. For the 
German switches there is a principle time-line of the repositioning 
process, which is shown in Figure 1. The characteristic values 
recorded by switch diagnosis systems are indicated. They 
correspond to the time phases. The figure shows that the process 
of switch control operation can be split into the phase of engine 
idle, the moving of the off-tongue, the moving of both tongues 
and the tongue locking phase. Throughout these phases the 
diagnosis system records the power values to determine the 
condition of the switch. The measurement readings recorded over 
several years of such diagnosis systems from different railway 
switches are the starting point for the conducted study on the 
condition change process of switches.  

 

 

Figure 1: Time line of repositioning process of railway 
switches [5] 

 

Whereas the French infrastructure operator has established a 
condition prediction of railway switches on the basis of a single 
switch operation with its characteristic behavior as shown in 
Figure 1 [1], the approach of the DLR is based on the values 
gathered from several switch operations over a longer period. 
With this the focus is set on the long-term perspective, which also 
allows the evaluation of maintenance strategies [2]. 

tongue locking 
(pverschl) moving off-

tongue (plauf1) 

moving both tongues 
(plauf2) 

engine idle 
(pleer) 

max. power for 
tongue locking 
(pverschlPeak Max) 
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The findings recorded in this paper are based on the questions 
raised beforehand, as they were: 

1. Which properties show the recorded condition 
characteristics and is it possible to set up a degradation 
function? 

2. How generic can a prediction model be if there is a 
diversity of switches in use? 

3. Can one measured value be used to forecast the 
behavior of another value? How much do the measured 
values influence each other? Does the behavior of 
measured values allow a prediction of critical system 
conditions? 

 
1. Which properties show the recorded condition characteristics 
and is it possible to set up a degradation function? 
First of all the recorded data of about 2 years have been separated 
dependent on the switch operation direction (left or right 
movement). The recorded characteristic values (see Figure 1) 
from discrete switch operation events have been regarded as 
continues input (signal). An extract of the behavior of the 
characteristic plauf2 is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Evolution of plauf2 with regard to number of 
operations and maintenance 

 

Figure 2 demonstrates the following properties of the condition 
characteristics: 

• The characteristics are indicator for a continuous 
degradation process. 

• Fault clearance activities (indicated by vertical lines) 
show clear condition improvements, indicated by a 
decreased need of power whereas preventive 
maintenance activities don’t cause direct changes in the 
characteristics’ value. Their long-term effect on the 
condition behavior has to be explored further. 

• After fault clearance activities the power values 
achieved do resemble. 

Since a resemblance of the characteristic’s behavior has been 
proven within the research work, the question regarding the 
creation of a degradation function can be answered positive. Such 
a degradation function describes the ongoing condition decline 

with respect to the wear parameters. A way for determining the 
degradation function is the use of interpolation of the separated 
time windows in-between two corrective maintenance activities - 
given an obvious similarity. Whereas the number of wear 
parameters describing the degradation function should be limited 
to not more than three to five. That way the condition behavior 
schemes are kept as generic as possible and with the limited 
influencing parameters easy to use and interpret. 

 

2. How generic can a prediction model be if there is a diversity 
of switches in use? 
It is necessary to have a usable prediction tool, what means to 
limit the number of different condition models for the critical 
railway assets. For that reason it has been analyzed how different 
the characteristic values behave depending on what switch type is 
recorded. Thereby, external parameters such as weather, load and 
maintenance regime have been kept constant. The results gained 
are promising and ask for an ongoing in the determination of 
prediction models. Figure 3 shows the mean values of the 
characteristics recorded during a switch operation as they are 
indicated on the x-axis. Since every switch has a gradient, the 
values are shown separately for the up and down direction (left/ 
right movement). All three switches indicated are of the same 
type and supplier, but 302 has a switch rolling system in addition. 
Further are all three switches in the same station and are inspected 
and maintained following the same schedule. The characteristics’ 
means are plotted on a line only for reason of demonstration. 

 

 
Figure 3: resemblance in the mean values of recorded switch 
characteristics 

 
Figure 3 shows a clear interrelationship between the switch 
technique and the values of the switch characteristics. It can be 
seen that because of the rolling system the power for moving the 
switch tongues is less for switch 302. The characteristics of the 
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identical switches 328 and 332 show the same pattern in the 
‘course’ of the characteristics’ mean. This leads to the conclusion 
that the creation of condition prediction models is suitable for 
groups of switches which show identical or similar technological 
properties. This is a good start towards a feasible condition 
prediction. 

 

3. Can one measured value be used to forecast the behavior of 
another value? How much do the measured values influence 
each other? Does the behavior of measured values allow a 
prediction of critical system conditions? 
For answering the first question detailed statistical analysis has 
been conducted. Unfortunately no clear correlation or cross 
correlation which would either mean that two values are almost 
alike and therefore only one of them would be significant or allow 
the forecast of one value by another could be proven. That all of 
them are more or less indicators for condition changes has been 
proven, but existing interdependencies besides the ones existing 
because of functional and or structural reason were not found. 
Therefore it now has to be done a classification of which of the 
recorded characteristics do best reflect the condition change 
process. That the characteristics behave similar is demonstrated in 
Figure 4. All 6 characteristics show an ongoing change process 
and the influence of maintenance activities (indicated by dots). 
The dark dots show corrective maintenance activities, after which 
a condition improvement – decrease in needed motor power - is 
clearly visible for all characteristics besides pleer. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: switch condition characteristics, shown as moving 
average values 

 

Furthermore Figure 4 shows that a critical event prediction purely 
based on the behavior of the condition characteristics seems not to 
be feasible. By just looking on the value evolution of the 
characteristics, faults seem to occur rather sudden; the 
characteristics don’t always reach a specific value before fault 
occurrence or show a certain pattern. The identification of 
patterns within the value evolution before fault events is issue of 
ongoing detailed research with signal analysis and data mining 
instruments (see section 4). 

However, even though statistical analysis didn’t deliver the results 
hoped for, Figure 4 shows an effect within the data evolution. 
PverschlPeakMax, the maximum power needed for the final 
switch locking (see Figure 1) reflects the long-term temperature 
changes, so-called seasonal influences. During winter months this 
power is higher than during warmer summer days, when the 
lubricants are less viscid which allows better gliding. This will be 
relevant when establishing a prediction tool, which then obviously 
has to not only regard the current condition (starting point) and 
the wear (e.g. number of planned operations) but also weather 
trends. 

4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
The paper starts with a clear remark on the necessity of an 
intensified use of potentials of eMaintenance for rail 
infrastructure assets, as it is already conducted in other industries 
as aviation and road. The challenge within this concept lies in an 
efficient use of electronic measurements through the installation 
of intelligent data processing units. This allows maintenance 
recommendations based on the predicted asset condition. Some of 
the most relevant aspects to be addressed when establishing a 
manageable condition prediction tool have been outlined. Even 
though that there is still a number of open points to be addressed 
in detail the first results give positive signals for the realization of 
a generic prediction model, even considering the diversity of 
switch types used in the German rail network. But they also 
display the difficulties of not only describing the condition 
change process but also of identifying patterns for an early 
estimation of fault conditions under the constraint of a limited 
number of condition characteristics to be analyzed. However, an 
overcome of this challenge seems possible with the existing 
instruments for signal analysis and data processing. 
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1. Abstract:  Technological developments in e-
maintenance systems, radio-frequency identification (RFID) and 
personal digital assistants (PDA) have proven to satisfy the 
increasing demand for improved machinery reliability, 
efficiency and safety. The DYNAMITE (Dynamic Decisions in 
Maintenance) project intends to support maintenance decisions 
by developing and applying a blend of leading-edge 
communications and sensor technologies such as RFID and 
PDAs to enhance diagnostic and prognostic capabilities. RFID 
technology is embraced and used to store and remotely retrieve 
electronic maintenance data in order to provide instant access to 
up-to-date, accurate and detailed information. PDA technology 
supports the transfer of data between the user and a central 
maintenance database system. Within the DYNAMITE project 
systems and templates in which pertinent maintenance data are 
stored and accessed by both mobile and static computing 
devices have been developed using both current and newly 
developed RFID and PDA technology. This article will present 
the development and subsequent utilization of RFID and PDA 
technologies and describe how interlinked yet separate tools can 
be successfully used to retrieve, store and interrogate 
maintenance data via corresponding web interfaces.  

Key words: Diagnostics; E-maintenance; PDA;  

2. Introduction Over recent years, the importance of 
maintenance, and therefore maintenance management within 
manufacturing organizations has grown. This is a result of 
increasing pressure upon manufacturing organizations to meet 
customer and corporate demands, and equipment availability 
and performance is central to achieving these [1]. Recent trends 
have indicated that, in general, many manufacturing systems are 
not performing as intended, so far as cost effectiveness in terms 
of their operation and support. The majority often operates at 
less than full capacity with low productivity and the costs of 
producing products are high [7]. One method to support 
maintenance staff is to supply them with accurate and up-to-date 
information regarding maintenance tasks and recent history. 
One such method is to identify and ‘label’ an asset with the 
correct identification using ‘smart data tags’ which can store 
maintenance data, cost to maintain and recent maintenance 
problems. Smart tags are quickly becoming a ‘new’ method for 
managing assets, which could be moved and utilized at different 
sites utilizing wireless tag technologies. The method includes 
storing information relating to each asset, which is then 
displayed to a user of the system.  

3. Mobile e-maintenance: Recently, the growth of 
wireless communication technology, mobile technology and 
web technology has increased at an immense pace. Today, 
maintenance personnel are no longer restricted to “pen and 
paper” to determine maintenance tasks or more modern 
technologies such as a laptop and PC to access the corporate 
intranet and to review maintenance work orders.  Recent trends 
have shown that improved connectivity, faster transfer of data 
and the ability to store and analyze large amounts of data is now 
required by maintenance managers. Current e-maintenance tools 
have already utilized existing web and computing network 
technology to form a maintenance infrastructure for integrating 
and synchronizing various maintenance information which 
supports and enhances collaboration between different users [7]  
The following diagram illustrates the change from the existing 
e-maintenance to new mobile e-maintenance.   

Figure 1: Concept Model of the Integration of Different 
Technologies 

The structure on the left side represents existing e-maintenance 
management systems. The assets, tools and spare parts are 
managed and maintained by different PC-based maintenance 
technologies including condition monitoring, signal analysis and 
decision support. Then, those analyzed results will be updated to 
the central database via local area networks. Typically, in order 
to efficiently manage different assets, both barcode and serial 
number systems are commonly used because they are low cost 
and easy to use.   
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Beside the existing structure, the new mobile e-maintenance 
structure is illustrated. Three highlighted units represent three 
core technologies in the mobile-maintenance structure including 
the mobile-based technology, smart tag technology and web 
technology. Assets will have a smart tag attached where some 
basic asset identity and maintenance information is stored. No 
additional label, barcode or serial code is necessary. Since smart 
tags can be read wirelessly at short range by a RFID function 
equipped PDA, engineers can easily and accurately identify the 
target machine, the correct spare parts and the suitable tools 
before performing any maintenance activities. Also, if it is 
necessary, engineers can, based on the smart tag identity code, 
query on-line materials for their maintenance work. Finally, the 
collected and analyzed results will be uploaded to the central 
database using PDA’s internal wireless network function instead 
of a cable network.   

Although the two e-maintenance structures are located side-by-
side, they are connected to a central database. This indicates that 
the two systems can work together to provide PC-based and 
mobile-based services to users. In this case, companies do not 
need to replace their existing systems, which is a good reason to 
motivate manufacturing companies to invest. Reducing the 
maintenance cost while increasing the efficiency and quality are 
a key to success, especially in the current challenging business 
environment. This mobile e-maintenance strategy can offer a 
good outcome for most manufactures by managing and 
maintaining their resources in a more efficiently and cost 
effectively way.   

 

RFID And PDA For Mobile E-Maintenance: What then can 
RFID and PDA do? It is necessary to clarify their roles. The role 
of the PDA is to provide a user-friendly, comfortable and 
powerful mobile computing device for dealing with different 
types of data processing and maintenance activities [3-9]. The 
role of RFID smart tags is to support the asset management and 
maintenance activities. Unlike other maintenance technologies, 
the use of RFID and PDA together for maintenance is 
established on the concept of helping workers perform their 
maintenance tasks faster, easier and more accurately and to 
avoid any improper maintenance activities and also improve 
security and safety, rather in order to reduce maintenance cost.    

  

4. Assets Identification and Assets Inventory 
Management: Identifying the model of a machine’s parts 
is not difficult; however it will be difficult to identify each part 
individually among thousands of them in an industrial plant. To 
solve the problem, low cost passive RFID technology is a good 
option. The advantages of using it for asset management is that 
it is powerless, contact-less, has embedded memory, is reusable 
and is low cost. Each passive RFID smart tag contains it’s 
unique tag identity code. Once it has been attached to an asset, 
engineers can easily scan the tag identity code from smart tags 
and auto-fill it to different on-line querying forms to search 
asset information from the database. They can also directly read 
the content from the smart tag’s internal memory for basic asset 
information.   

 In order to integrate passive RFID into existing asset 
management systems such as inventory systems, some 
middleware is needed [10]. It interconnects the hardware, driver 
and software to establish an intermediate information exchange 
interface for the existing management system to read and write 
passive smart tags. In practice, passive RFID can be directly 
used as a replacement of barcode system. Through setting up 
multiple self-service checking points and gates around store 
rooms and the entrance of working areas, engineers can check-
in and check-out their required spare parts and tools for 
maintenance [11]. If any asset is lost, the inventory system can 
easily check the last record to track who took it and where is it.  

4.1 Real-Time Mobile Assets Localization and Tracking: 
Real-time mobile asset tracking is a real time locating systems 
(RTLS) using active RFID technology [12-14]. It is important 
for security access control and protection purposes to track and 
monitor the position of valuable movable assets and to detect 
any unauthorized people getting into a protected area [4-15]. 
This system can be integrated with the asset management 
system for managing mobile assets such as vehicles. Engineers 
can always check with their availability, status and position. If a 
suitable one is found, they can reserve it by using a PDA to call 
a corresponding web-based service.    

Technically, active RFID technology is perfect for RTLS since 
it operates in active mode to continuously send the up-to-date 
data to the monitoring system. Also, compared to passive RFID 
technology, active RFID is battery powered so it supports a 
longer communication range (up to 200 meters), embedded 
temperature/vibration sensor capability and larger memory 
storage space with anti-tamper function. Similar to passive 
smart tags, active smart tags will be attached to movable assets 
and personnel. Multiple active RFID readers will be connected 
to form a RFID network. Each reader will be installed on 
specific fixed locations to provide a received signal strength 
indication (RSSI) signal emitted from smart tags. These RSSI 
signals and smart tag information will be sent to the tracking 
application (including a positioning engine and a map rendering 
user interface) to calculate and display their positions and 
update their records in a database. Finally, engineers can use 
their PDA to call different web-based services to query updated 
asset positions and display them on the PDA screen.  

Although active RFID is more powerful than passive RFID, 
active RFID is not suitable for replacing passive RFID and 
barcode systems [8-16]. There are several reasons for this, 
firstly, the battery life-time of active RFID smart tags is about 
five years which will increase the long-term maintenance costs 
for battery replacement. The typical price of active RFID smart 
tags is more expensive than passive ones. Also, one company’s 
active RFID product is not compatible with another company’s 
products even though they are operating on the same frequency. 
In addition, most additional characteristics of active RFID for 
fixed assets are advanced but not essential, so applying both 
technologies into a single asset management system should be a 
more reasonable option for most industries.   

4.2 Universal Mobile Maintenance 
Computing Device:  Unlike the smart tag technology, 
mobile technology is widely contributing to different 
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maintenance areas. It acts as a universal mobile maintenance 
tool with different pre-installed maintenance applications. 
Through PDA supported device connection interfaces like 
compact flash, USB, Bluetooth and WiFi, different sensors and 
devices can be connected to the PDA directly for measurement, 
monitoring and data analysis. Additionally, web-services can be 
developed and published on the network/internet to support 
different kinds of complex calculation and decision support. 
This means engineers can use a universal mobile PDA to 
connect to different sensors for different maintenance tasks.   

A large and high resolution screen on a PDA is also a benefit to 
allow users to read electronic materials more comfortably. 
Engineers can follow the on-screen instructions step-by-step to 
complete a maintenance task. Even where they work in poor 
conditions where no network connection is available, PDAs will 
become more useful since a compact database can be pre-stored 
inside the PDA’s internal memory or memory stick.  

5. Prototype System: In order to support the concept, 
the prototype system was developed to demonstrate some 
previously discussed applications of using RFID and PDA 
technology.   

5.1 Architecture: In Figure 2, the whole system 
architecture is shown. The active RFID asset localization system 
is located on the left and the passive RFID for asset 
identification system is on the right. They are connected by a 
central maintenance database called MIMOSA via the internet 
or a local network. The MIMOSA is an enterprise-level 
maintenance open database system which is used in the 
Dynamite project for connecting all services from different 
maintenance areas together including intelligent sensors, 
machine diagnostics, prognostic and decision support. Our work 
presented here involves a passive RFID asset identification 
system and an active RFID mobile asset tracking system.  

 
Figure 2: A complete active and passive RFID asset 

management system architecture 

5.2 Asset Identification System: A RFID smart tag 
provides two sets of information: the smart tag identity code 

(RFID) and the tag memory content. Through using the RFID 
management interface, users can read the asset information from 
a passive smart tag or, if the internet is available, users can 
query the database on-line based on the smart tag identity code 
read from the smart tag for retrieving the asset information and 
displaying on the screen.   

 In order to manage what maintenance information should be 
displayed on the screen, six types of fundamental information 
templates have been designed for machines, parts, tools 
facilities, locations and agents. Those templates are mainly used 
to help categorizing and standardizing what information and 
what functions should be included. For example, a machine 
should have an information interface for specifying some basic 
information, an image gallery interface for displaying images, 
schematics and diagrams of machinery and different functional 
service interfaces for reporting failure of machinery, checking 
quantity and locations of spare parts.  

5.3 Active RFID Mobile Asset Tracking 
System: Regarding the setup of a mobile asset tracking 
system, there are four active RFID readers which are connected 
as shown in Figure 3. Those readers will continuously receive 
RF messages transmitted from active smart tags. All information 
such as the RSSI signal, sensor value and stored information are 
bound in a single message. All messages from different smart 
tags will be collected by the tracking application which is 
installed on a PC to calculate their positions. The results will 
then be displayed on the map and updated to the corresponding 
records in the database. A non-linear artificial neural network 
mapping approach is currently used as the positioning algorithm 
and an example result is shown in the left side of Figure 4. 
When four RSSI values for a smart tag are input to the position 
engine, one corresponding colour output will be activated for 
representing a corresponding position in the map. Then the 
position field of the asset record will be updated in the database 
via calling an asset position updating web-service. Then users 
can use the web-based interface for the PDA to call asset 
tracking web-services retrieving the asset tracking records and 
displaying them on the screen statically as shown in the right 
side of Figure 3.   

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: The asset positioning result (left) and the screenshot of 

tracking records on the PDA screen (right) 
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Figure 4: The screenshots of six basic information interfaces and some 
functional services interfaces
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Conclusion: In this paper, the focus is on showing the 
benefit of utilizing RFID and a mobile device such as a PDA for 
mobile e-maintenance. Through utilizing PDA as a wireless 
mobile processing device, users can easily transfer of data 
between users and a central maintenance database system. On 
the other hand, RFID technology is embraced and used to store 
and remotely retrieve electronic maintenance data in order to 
provide instant access to up-to-date, accurate and detailed 
information. So, the use of passive RFID as a replacement of 
barcode systems for asset identification and inventory can 
effectively manage different machines, spare parts and tools. 
Moreover, active RFID is perfect for real-time location tracking 
(RTLS) of mobile assets. It can be used for security purposes to 
detect any unauthorized people getting into a protected area, and 
also used for inventory purposes to search and reserve shared 
mobile resources like vehicles. Thus, RFID and PDA are 
proposed to be used together as a perfect maintenance device to 
effectively reduce the improper asset identification in order to 
prevent a series of inappropriate maintenance activities and 
facilitate the maintenance such as spare parts checking, tools 
reserving and machine failure reporting. Finally, based on the 
idea, an asset identification system and mobile active tracking 
system have been developed to keep pertinent maintenance data 
and to support access by both mobile and static computing 
devices. The goal is to demonstrate the idea and the benefit of 
using RFID and PDAs together for mobile e-maintenance.   
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ABSTRACT 
Maintenance management is a relatively new academic 
discipline whose purpose is to reduce the adverse effects of 
breakdown and to maximize equipment availability at minimum 
cost. Staffing is concerned with filling, and keeping filled 
positions in the organization structure through identifying 
work-force requirements; this is one of the important steps and 
duties of maintenance management in the recent industrial 
environment. In this paper, a simulation-based approach is 
proposed for planning the maintenance workforce of an 
electricity distribution company in a province of Canada. 
Internal and external workforces are employed to perform 
maintenance actions and restore power after interruptions 
throughout the province. According to the electricity 
distribution network, the province is divided into 50 operating 
centres (OP), each having local crews to perform maintenance 
actions and fix power interruptions. However, determining the 
size of the crew in each OP and also for each month is 
challenging. The reason for this is that the frequency of the 
interruptions differs from one OP to another and from one 
month to another because it is affected by various factors such 
as system configuration, deterioration and failure of the 
equipment, weather conditions, etc. The company would like to 
know how many internal and external workers should be 
available during the year to cover possible interruptions across 
the province with minimum cost and minimum interruption 
duration. 

Keywords 
Maintenance management, workforce planning, simulation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
What is “Maintenance Management”? As organizations are 
increasing their investment in capital equipment (Tsang, 1998), 
especially those in the mining, steel, petrochemical, utilities, 
electrical power, and public transportation industries, the 
effectiveness of the maintenance function to ensure sustainable 
output has become a major management issue. Moreover, 
maintenance costs can be considerable, falling somewhere 
between 15 and 70 per cent of production costs depending on 
the type of industry (Bevilacqua and Braglia, 2000). So, a 
significant cost can be saved through the optimization of 
maintenance tasks.  

Priel (1974) lists the following reasons for viewing 
maintenance as an important function in an enterprise: 

• Increase in the number and type of equipment 
• Increase in complexity of processes and equipment 
• Cost of production/operation 
• Technological progress and obsolescence of 

equipment 

• Increase in specialization of maintenance workers  

A maintenance management framework, comprising five 
aspects of the maintenance system was formulated by Visser 
(2002) as: 

• The maintenance systems as part of the enterprise 
• The subsystems of the maintenance system 
• Maintenance in the total life cycle of assets 
• The maintenance system as a transformation system 
• The management of the maintenance system 

The 4th aspect views maintenance as a transformation system 
that takes certain inputs and transforms them into useful outputs 
with increased value as illustrated in Figure 1:  

Figure 1. Maintenance as a transformation process (adapted 
from Visser, 2002) 

Change to the inputs, the transformation process or the 
environment will influence the outputs of the maintenance 
system. The task of maintenance management is to manage the 
performance of the maintenance system to achieve its 
objectives and targets. The main functions of management are 
the sequential steps of planning, staffing, leading and 
controlling. 

Figure 2 illustrates the maintenance management process. 
Staffing (work force) is an important part of maintenance 
management in the recent industrial environment. Managers are 
concerned with filling, and keeping filled, positions in the 
organization structure by identifying work-force requirements, 
inventorying the people available and recruiting, placing, 
promoting, compensating and training candidates and current 
job-holders. This paper considers this concept in an electricity 
distribution company. 

An electricity system consists of a number of generating, 
transformer and distribution stations connected by transmission 
lines which transmit the electricity from generating stations to 
households. 
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Transformer stations convert the electricity produced at a 
generating station or from transmission lines into the voltage 
required for distribution lines. Distribution stations distribute 
the lower voltages of electricity to households. The 
transmission lines are supported by poles and transmission 
towers (Li, 2005). 

Figure 2. The maintenance management process (adapted 
from Visser, 2002) 

An electricity distribution company, say company α, in a 
Canadian province employs internal and external 
(subcontracting) workforces to perform maintenance actions 
and to restore power after interruptions throughout the 
province. According to the existing electricity distribution 
network, the province is divided into a number of operating 
centres (OP), each having local crews to perform maintenance 
actions and fix power interruptions. These interruptions are 
caused by various factors such as the system configuration, 
deterioration and/or failure of the equipment, weather 
conditions, accident, etc. Each restoration action requires a 
number of skilled maintainers and must be completed with a 
mean time to repair of up to four hours to minimize the impact 
of interruptions on customers. If a power interruption requires 
more than four hours to repair, workers keep going until all the 
power is back on. Depending on the distance between the 
failure point and the corresponding upstream supply point, the 
number of customers who are affected by the failure varies. In 
general, the shorter the distance between the failure point and 
the upstream supply point, the larger the number of affected 
customers. Thus, the OPs have different importance degrees 
depending on which section of the network lies within the OP. 
The problem is to determine the number of available workers 
required during the year to cover the possible interruptions 
across the province with minimum cost and minimum 
interruption duration. Simulation is the most commonly used 
approach to tackle the workforce management under the 
uncertain and stochastic environment (Mjema, 2009; Bazargan-
Lari et al., 2003; Noack and Rose, 2008; Huang et al., 2009). In 
this paper, a hierarchical simulation-based approach is proposed 
consisting of three phases:  

1- Data Analysis:  

a. Extracting the possible correlation or relation 
between the principal parameters. 

b. Determining the probability distribution of the 
principal parameters. 

c. Determining the average number of interruptions 
triggered by each cause in each OP in each 
month. 

2- Simulation: Determining the required number of 
workers in each OP and each month using a 

simulation algorithm according to the information 
obtained in phase 1. This phase is aimed at 
minimizing the interruption durations.  

3- Optimization: Determining the total required internal 
and external workforce over the year and the possible 
relocation of the workers between OPs as required. 
This phase is aimed at minimizing the workforce cost. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the problem is 
described in Section 2; in Section 3, the data analysis is 
discussed. The simulation phase is presented in Section 4. The 
optimization phase is discussed in Section 5; and finally the 
conclusions are reported in Section 6. 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
When a power interruption occurs, the company considers the 
available workforce and the current workload; then a crew is 
either dispatched to the interruption location immediately, or 
the job is placed on the list to be done later. According to 
company’s criteria, the duration of the interruption should not 
be longer than 4 hours; hence, jobs have lower priority and can 
be postponed if this limitation is not violated. The interruption 
duration is divided into three time intervals as shown in Figure 
3. 

• Time to Notification (NT) = Time between 
occurrence and notification of the interruption 

• Time to Arrival (AT) = Time between interruption 
notification and crew arrival at the site 

• Restoration Time (RT) =  Required time to 
restore/repair the interruption  

Figure 3. Interruption duration elements 

Obviously, these time intervals have stochastic lengths because 
they are affected by numerous real factors that should be 
identified. These key influential factors include: 

• Calendar time: Because of changing environmental 
conditions, like weather, the frequency of 
interruptions resulting from specific types of causes is 
different from one month to another (month is 
considered as the time scale).  

• Location of interruption: The population is not 
distributed uniformly across the province and hence 
the OPs have different numbers of customers. This 
means that the frequency and “congestion” of 
interruptions differs among OPs. Congestion is 
defined as the mean time between interruptions 
within a time scale. 

• Type of cause: Depending on the type of the cause, 
the repair time of the interruptions can significantly 
vary.  

• Workforce availability: There is an inverse relation 
between the frequency and duration of interruptions 
and the workforce size. With less time between 
interruptions (TBI), more interruptions must be 
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postponed because of possible workforce shortage; 
hence, the duration of the interruptions increases. 
Conversely, the duration of interruptions can be 
decreased by increasing the size of the workforce.  

• Number of the affected customers: As pointed out 
earlier, when the interruption location is closer to the 
upstream supply point (distribution station), there are 
more affected customers. On the other hand, the 
number of affected customers affects the priority of 
the interruptions and, consequently, the AT interval. 

As will be shown in Section 3, the results of the data analysis 
indicate that the fluctuation in the interruption duration is 
highly dependent on the second time interval, i.e., AT. AT is 
greatly affected by two factors, “calendar time” and “location 
of interruption,” while NT has a relatively fixed pattern and RT 
greatly depends on the type of cause. Thus, intervals NT and RT 
are independent of the calendar time and location of 
interruption. As a result, the required number of workers for a 
given OP can differ from one month to another.  

Workforce relocation is an alternative to cover a shortage of 
labour in critical situations such as a heavy snowfall or storm. 
Relocation means dispatching a crew from one OP to another. 
This is a short-term strategy, used when there is insufficient 
time to employ and train a new workforce. The proposed 
approach must estimate the possible relocation of workers 
between OPs during specific conditions. From the company’s 
point of view, weather conditions are classified into three main 
groups: Normal, Storm and Most Prominent Events (MPE) or 
force critical events like big storms. The data on hand show that 
about 53%, 27% and 20% of the interruptions during a year 
occur during Normal, Storm and MPE conditions respectively. 

3. DATA ANALYSIS PHASE 
An Access database including 179,550 records related to power 
interruptions that occurred between 2004 and 2007 provides the 
raw data. The interruptions are related to a wide variety of 
electrical components, devices and equipment like 
transformers, poles, towers, wires, etc. These are spread across 
the province, and there is no clear information as to which 
interruption is associated with which equipment. Hence, 
without loss of generality, it is assumed that the interruptions 
have occurred independently of each other. In other words, the 
correlation between failures related to individual equipment is 
beyond the scope of the research. 

3.1  Interruption Causes 
In general, interruptions can be classified into two main groups: 
scheduled interruptions (preventive maintenance actions) and 
unscheduled ones (corrective maintenance actions).Only about 
12% of the interruption events are related to scheduled 
interruptions; the rest, i.e., 88%, are stochastic or unscheduled 
events. Interruption causes can be categorized into a number of 
groups as follows:  

• Defective Equipment: equipment installation/ 
maintenance/ failure such as material failure and 
corrective maintenance actions; equipment overload; 
equipment rot/corrosion; abnormal voltage; pole 
setting; pole fire; outage operating; etc.  

• Scheduled Interruptions: periodic inspections and 
preventive maintenance actions.  

• Adverse Environment: natural disasters and 
environmental events caused by animals, floods and 
forest fires.   

• Tree Contact: A tree or branch falls onto power lines 

• Human Elements: These include building fires, motor 
vehicle accidents, vandalism, customer equipment 
failure, etc.  

• Unknown causes: The causes of a relatively large 
number of interruptions are unknown. We treat these 
“unknown causes” as a single cause.  

Using the available data, the average frequency of some causes 
over the year is shown in Figure 4; months 6, 7 and 8 represent 
significant peaks in the frequency of interruptions.  

 

Figure 4. Average frequency of some interruption causes 
during the year 

3.2 Relation between Weather Conditions 
and Interruption Causes 
The data analysis indicates a significant effect of weather 
conditions on the frequency of some interruption causes. As 
pointed out earlier, the company defines three statuses, Normal, 
Storm and MPE, for weather conditions. Results of the data 
analysis are summarized in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Percentage of the frequency of interruptions 
associated with each weather status over the year 

As shown in Figure 5, the percentage of the frequency of 
interruptions due to “Storm” conditions significantly increases 
in months 6, 7 and 8, while there is a significant decrease in 
“Normal” weather conditions in the same months. The 
percentage of frequency of “MPE” interruptions significantly 
increases in months 2, 7, 9 and 11. 

Detailed analysis shows that weather conditions have a 
significant effect on “Defective Equipment” as a cause of 
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interruption in months 6, 7 and 8; they have a significant effect 
on “Tree Contact” as a cause of interruption in months 2, 7, 9 
and 11.  

3.3 Probability Distribution of Affective 
Parameters 
We need to determine the behavioural pattern of three main 
time intervals NT, AT and RT, as discussed in Section 2. 
Weibull++7 software is used to determine the distribution of 
the parameters. Two criteria, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and 
Anderson-Darling, are used as goodness-of-fit tests to measure 
the compatibility of the observed data with the theoretical 
probability distribution functions. The following results are 
obtained: 

• NT distribution: NT follows Weibull-3P distribution 
with parameters β = 0.576, η = 0.275 and γ = 0.096 
where β, η and γ  represent the shape, scale and delay 
parameters respectively. NT will be fixed over the 
year and does not depend on calendar time or 
location. 

• AT distribution: in the current situation, the OPs with 
a higher interruption frequency do not necessarily 
have more workers. The time between interruptions 
(TBI) varies at different times and in different 
locations. As a matter of fact, AT is not solely 
applicable because it directly depends on the 
workforce availability and the time between 
interruptions (TBI). Hence, we need to estimate the 
TBI as an independent parameter instead of AT for 
each OP in each month. Figure 6 shows the behaviour 
of TBI for a typical OP over the year; it follows a 
generalized gamma (G-Gamma) distribution. In 
general, G-Gamma is a dominant distribution for TBI; 
however, other similar distributions such as 
Exponential, Weibull and Lognormal may be fitted. 

 

Figure 6. Typical distribution of TBI in OP 16 over the year 

• RT distribution: the obtained results show that RT 
directly depends on the type of cause; therefore, each 
RT value is associated with a specific cause. Like 
TBI, G-Gamma is a dominant distribution for RT 
values. It is worth noting that G-Gamma is a general 
and flexible distribution with a strong ability to show 
the various patterns of a stochastic variable. As 
evidenced in Figure 7, because of the company’s 
criterion, we attempted to keep the repair time of the 
“Defective Equipment” causes less than 4 hours. 

The data analysis is completed by estimating the frequency of 
each interruption cause in each OP and each month (f). As 

pointed out earlier, the given database contains the interruptions 
that occurred between 2004 and 2007. In other words, only four 
values are available to determine each element of f. Hence, we 
must consider the simple average of four years as estimation of 
each element of f. 

 

Figure 7. Typical distribution of some causes related to 
“Defective Equipment” 

4. SIMULATION PHASE 
In the second phase, a simulation algorithm is run, based on the 
probability distributions obtained in the previous phase, to 
estimate the required number of workers in each OP in each 
month. The main strategy is that upon finishing the restoration 
of an interruption, the crews move immediately to the closest 
(in travel time) interruption. It is assumed that there is a large 
enough labour resource at the time of interruption. In other 
words, the restoration task is not delayed or postponed due to a 
workforce shortage. This assumption emphasizes the 
minimization of the duration of an interruption in the 
simulation phase while keeping the available workforce at a 
minimum level. Note: workforce cost minimization will be 
discussed in the next phase.  

According to the fundamental concepts of production planning, 
the time scale for workforce planning is “month,” and the unit 
time is “hour”. Because the month is a standard time interval 
used to study the behaviour of interruptions, the workforce 
costs are considered monthly. The accuracy of TBI is 
considered to be 0.1 hour; this means the minimum time gap 
between occurrences of two consecutive interruptions is about 
0.1 hour or 6 minutes—the frequency of TBI data less than 0.1 
hours is not considerable. Moreover, a very small TBI value 
means two consecutive interruptions related to two different 
systems or equipments occurs nearly simultaneously; this rarely 
happens in real situations unless the systems are mutually 
dependent. However, the data analysis does not show a 
significant dependency between interruptions, and we assume 
that the interruptions occur completely independently of each 
other. On the other hand, increased accuracy substantially 
increases the simulation time. In this case, a month is divided 
into 30 (days) ×24 (hours) ×10 (sections) = 7,200 time sections 
where the length of each section is 6 minutes. The interruptions 
generated by simulation occur at the beginning of these time 
sections. According to this assumption, the average gap 
between the notification time and starting time to restoration is 
6 minutes which is considered as the crew travelling time 
between two interruption locations. With respect to the size of 
OPs, the 6 minutes travelling time on average seems reasonable 
and allows us to avoid the intensive complexity resulting from 
routing problems such as determining the traffic rate, length of 
the routes in town, velocity of the crew’s vehicle, etc. 
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4.1 Simulation Algorithm 
The following nomenclature is used to develop the simulation 
algorithm. 
N number of OPs, where according to Table 2, N=50 
K number of causes, where according to Table 3, K=37 
T length of the planning horizon = 7,200 time sections 

= 1 month 
R number of simulation runs =1000  
NT notification time 

RTk restoration time of cause type k where  [ ]kRT RT
→

=  

t
iTBI  time between interruptions in OP i in month t, where 

t
iTBI TBI

→
⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦  

t
ikf  frequency of interruptions of cause k in OP i in month 

t, where t
ikf f

→
⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦  

t
iF  total number of interruptions occurred in OP i in 

month t, where 
1

Kt t
i ikk

F f
=

= ∑  

NCi number of customers affected by an interruption in 

OP i, where [ ]iNC NC
→

=  

t
ilO   occurrence time of lth interruption in OP i and month t 

that ranges between 0 and 30×24×60 minutes with 
accuracy 0.1, where 

1
1,2,...,

K t
ikk

l f
=

= ∑  

kw  number of workers required to rectify cause type k 

(from Table 3) 
t

iW  total number of workers required in OP i and month t 
t
ilst   starting time of restoration for lth interruption in OP i 

and month t  
t
ilct   completion time of restoration for lth interruption in 

OP i and month t 

1t
ikla =  if lth interruption in OP i and month t is raised by 

cause type k and equals to zero otherwise 

For better illustration, the simulation algorithm is presented by 
a pseudo-code. The algorithm consists of two sub-procedures 
called SUB1 and SUB2. In each iteration of the algorithm, a 
solution is generated using simulation within SUB1, and the 
number of required workers for each OP and month is 
computed as an objective function within SUB2. A solution 
consists of t

iF  interruptions generated during month t in OP i. 

Using simulation, lth interruption in OP i and month t occurs at 
time t

ilO , and is notified; the restoration is started at 

time t
ilO NT+ , and is completed at time

1

Kt t
il ikl kk

O NT a RT
=

+ +∑ . 

The algorithm is iterated R =10000 times, and the obtained 
objective function values are saved in the memory. The 
algorithm is applied for each OP for each month. The 
parameters NT, RTk, and t

iTBI  are randomly generated in terms 

of the distributions extracted from the previous phase. As 
pointed out earlier, the value of t

ikf  is considered to be the 

average over 4 years. The pseudo-code of the developed 
simulation algorithm is shown in detail in Figure 8. 

In Figure 8, count(k) is a temporary array to keep count of 
cause type k. ρ(h) represents the number of required workers in 
hth time section where h = 0.1, 0.2,…, T. The number of 
workers required during a month depends on whether or not 

there are time-overlaps between the restoration of two 
interruptions. We say that there is a time overlap between the 
restorations of two interruptions whenever they are being 
restored simultaneously using two different workforce crews. 
Obviously, with more overlapped interruptions, more workers 
are needed to restore all interruptions. 

 

Figure 8. Pseudo-code of the simulation algorithm 

However, without loss of generality, we assume that a 
subcontracting worker is employed for a whole month 
irrespective of the number of unit times that he/she works 
during the month. Consequently, the number of required 
workers in month t in a given OP, t

iW , is equal to the 

maximum number of required workers over all time sections, or 

{ }0.1max ( )T
h hρ=

.  

The simulation algorithm is developed by Visual Basic 2008, 
and the in-built functions provided by EasyFit software are 
used to generate random numbers in terms of the different 
probability distributions. 

The simulation algorithm is run for 10000 iterations to 
determine the distribution of t

iW for each OP and each month. 

The average of t
iW as well as the lower and upper bounds, i.e., 

L t
iW and U t

iW , of the 95% confidence interval (CI) are saved as 

outputs.  

The outputs show that U t
iW  is relatively greater than L t

iW  in 

terms of the distance with average; this means that the outputs 
of the simulation follow distributions which are skewed to the 
right like the input parameters. The inputs and outputs of the 
simulation have relatively the same behaviour patterns, as 
expected, thereby verifying the performance of the applied 
algorithm. Two typical graph of t

iW  over one year, including 

the 95% CI, for two given OPs are shown in Figures 9a and 9b.  

Likewise, the behaviour of
1

N t
ii

W
=∑ , i.e., total workforce 

requirement for the whole province, is shown in Figure 10. As 
can be seen, the upper bound of the CI is significantly greater 
than the average in months 6 to 9; this implies the increasing of 
interruptions due to Storm and MPE conditions based on the 
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reasoning presented in Section 2. However, August remains the 
peak month of interruptions. In general, t

iW  values can be 

interpreted as the workforce requirements in normal situations 
while U t

iW values are the workforce requirements in critical 

situations. 

 

Figure 9a. Workforce requirements considering 95% 
confidence interval for OP 1 

 

 

Figure 9b. Workforce requirements considering 95% 
confidence interval for OP 27 

 

 

Figure 10. Total workforce requirements considering 95% 
confidence interval for whole of province 

5. OPTIMIZATION PHASE 
In this phase, we want to fix the number of workers that must 
be allocated to each OP to avoid the high costs of fluctuation in 
manpower requirements over the year. Moreover, we are 
interested in knowing how many internal and external workers 
must be employed over the year. To reduce the cost of the 
subcontracting workforce, the relocation of the workers 
between OPs is allowable in critical situations. However, to 
reduce the penalty/cost of relocation such as travelling 
time/cost, workforce dissatisfaction and etc, we assume that the 
workers can be relocated only between adjacent OPs. In the 
current distribution network, the OPs are divided into eight 
geographical regions. Thus, we assume that workers can be 

relocated only between OPs in a specific geographical region. 
In the case of relocation, the worker(s) move to the destination 
OP during critical situations (i.e., Storm and MPE) and return 
to the primary OP when the weather conditions become normal. 
Hence, each worker essentially belongs to only one OP.  

From a practical point of view, the estimation of the occurrence 
time and duration of a Storm or MPE is not feasible. However, 
as pointed out earlier, the upper bound of the workforce 
requirements indirectly indicates critical events especially in 
months 6, 7 and 8. Therefore, as discussed earlier, the 
parameters L t

iW and U t
iW can be interpreted as normal and 

critical workforce requirements respectively for OP i and month 
t. The strategy is that t

iW  values are considered to establish 

workforce planning with normal requirements, while 
U t

iW values are used to establish a plan with critical/abnormal 

requirements. In other words, the fixed number of internal 
(employed) workers required at each OP is determined based on 

t
iW  values, while workforce relocation decisions are based on 

U t
iW values. Moreover, the external (subcontracting) workforce 

is considered to cover a shortage of labour resources in both 
normal and abnormal situations.  

To implement this strategy, two optimization models are solved 
whereby the first model satisfies normal requirements and the 
second meets abnormal requirements. In the first model, the 
objective is to minimize the workforce costs consisting of the 
employment and subcontracting costs. In the second model, the 
objective is to minimize the workforce costs consisting of the 
extra subcontracting and relocating costs. The simulation 
outputs feed to both models as input data, but the second model 
uses the output of the first model as input data. The first 
model’s requirements are presented below.  

Input Parameters 

CI cost of each internal worker per month 

CE cost of each external worker per month 

CM cost of relocating a worker from an OP to another 

Zij =1 if OPs i and j are neighbors in the same geographical 
region, and is equal zero otherwise  

Q an arbitrary positive big number 

Decision Variables  

yi fixed number of the employed workers that should be 
allocated to OP i  

et
i number of the external workers that should be 

assigned to OP i in month t 

First model 

According to the above notation, the mathematical formulation 
of the first model is written as follows: 

12 12

1 1 1 1

min
N N

I E t
i i

i t i t

Z C y C e
= = = =

= +∑∑ ∑∑ ,  (1) 

Subject to: 

               ,t t
i i iy e W i t+ ≥ ∀ ,  (2) 

,t
i ie y +∈ .  (3) 
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Equation (1) represents the objective function of the model 
consisting of two terms. The first term computes the 
employment cost of the required internal workforce over the 
year based on the monthly salary. The second term computes 
the subcontracting cost of the external workforce also based on 
a monthly contract. Constraint (2) guarantees the satisfaction of 
normal workforce requirements using the internal and external 
workforce, and Constraint (3) ensures that the decision 
variables are positive integer values. 

To solve the first model, the parameters CI, CE and Zij must be 
known in advance. The workforce costs are estimated based on 
the company payments and assuming that each worker works 9 
hours per day, 4 days per week (including 3 days off) and 1800 
hours per year on average (each year is considered to have 50 
weeks). The average cost of each internal worker plus benefits, 
overtime, etc. is about $142,500 per year or equivalently 
$11,875 per month. Hence, CI = $11,875. Also, the average cost 
of each external worker is about $111 plus 15% overhead and 
profit per hour. Considering 1800 work-hours per year for 
external workers, CE = {$111× (1.15) × 1800}/12 = $19,147 per 
month. The second model’s requirements are as follows: 

Input parameter 

ˆiy  number of the employed workers allocated to OPi – 

resulted from the first model 

ˆt
ie   number of the external workers assigned to OPi in 

month t – resulted from the first model 

Decision Variables  

xt
ij number of workers that should be relocated from OPi 

to OPj in month t 

θt
i additional number of the external workers (hiring 

hall) that should be assigned to OPi in month t 

Second model 

The mathematical formulation of the second model is written as 
follows: 

12 12

1 1 1 1 1

min
N N N

E t M t
i ij

i t i j t

Z C C xθ
= = = = =

= +∑∑ ∑∑∑ ,  (4) 

Subject to: 

( )
1 1

ˆ ˆ     ,
N N

t t t t U t
i i i ji ij i

j j

y e x x W i tθ
= =

+ + + − ≥ ∀∑ ∑   (5) 

  , ,   t
ij ijx Q z i j t≤ × ∀   (6) 

, and 0    t t t
i ij iix x iθ +∈ = ∀   (7) 

The objective function presented in Eq. (4) also consists of two 
terms. The first term counts the required number of workers in 
the subcontracting workforce in addition to those counted in the 
first model. The second term calculates the relocation cost of 
workers over the year. Constraint (5) is a balanced equation that 
imposes the satisfaction of the abnormal workforce 
requirement, i.e., U t

iW , considering the current available 

workforce, additional subcontracting workforce and the 
relocated workforce. Inequality (6) ensures that the workers are 
relocated only between adjacent OPs, and constraint (7) reveals 
the integrity of the decision variables. 

To extract the CM value, we use the materials agreed between 
the company and the power workers’ union, i.e., Construction 
and Supplementary Maintenance Agreement, Section 12, 
Subsection 1200. According to this subsection, the average 
travel cost for each worker is $28.33 per day or equivalently 
$453 per month, if the employee lives within a 40 to 97 
kilometre radius. We assume that the company will pay the 
relocating cost CM =$453, if a worker goes from one OP to 
another during a month irrespective of frequency. Note that this 
cost is an approximate penalty in addition to the travelling cost 
already paid to the worker. The last input, Zij, is determined 
based on the location map of the company’s distribution 
network. 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The obtained results can be summarized as follows: 

The currently available workforce is nearly sufficient to mange 
interruptions throughout the province in a timely fashion; 
however, the current workforce allocation in OPs is not 
optimal. Optimal allocation cannot be achieved without 
considering the fluctuation of manpower demand during the 
year—the key point of this paper. 

The proposed approach guarantees that we will not encounter 
the workforce shortage with a 95% confidence interval. 
Moreover, the proposed solution improves the current status in 
terms of the customer-hour criterion by three times or about 
67%; at the same time, only about 10 additional workers should 
be employed. In general, the proposed solution significantly 
increases the reliability criteria of the company, possibly the 
most important result, representing an important saving for the 
company.  

The optimal long-term strategy is shown in Table 1. Note that 
the values corresponding to the subcontracting and relocation 
requirements indicate the maximum requirements during the 
year (i.e., August). The concept of “Extra” implies the external 
workforce requirements in addition to the normal conditions. 
This value can be considered as the same in normal conditions 
or can be interpreted as a “reserved workforce” for Storm and 
MPE events, including the workforce provided through mutual 
assistance agreements from other utilities. In these events, part 
of the workforce demand is met by relocation.  

Table 1. Optimal long-term workforce employment strategy 

 

Considering the fluctuation of the workforce demand over the 
year, the optimal workforce requirement in each month is 
shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Fluctuation of the total workforce demand over the 
year in different weather situations 
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However, to avoid costs and dissatisfactory fluctuations, as 
pointed out earlier, the final decision is based on August 
demand in abnormal situation, i.e., 1313 workers (see Table 2). 
It is worth nothing that the obtained result, i.e., 1313 workers, is 
very close to the current available workforce. The details of the 
demand fluctuation are shown graphically in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. Fluctuation of the workforce demand over the 
year 

7. CONCLUSION 
The obtained results indicate the currently available workforce 
is nearly sufficient to mange interruptions throughout the 
province in a timely fashion; however, the current workforce 
allocation in OPs is not optimal. 

Optimal allocation cannot be achieved without considering the 
fluctuation of workforce demand during the year, and this is the 
key idea behind the proposed approach.  

The results show that the proposed approach improves the 
current status in terms of the customer-hour criterion by three 
times or about 67%; at the same time only about 10 more 
workers should be employed. The peak of the workforce 
demand is in August but most of the demand occurs in June, 
July and August. More than half the interruptions in these 
months occur during major events.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Finally, weather conditions have a significance effect on the 
frequency of two main interruption causes: “Tree Contact” and 
“Defective Equipment”. 
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ABSTRACT 
The modelling of systems, the support organization and the 
evaluation of their performances are key phases of any logistic 
support study and risk analysis. However, the methods most 
frequently used for this purpose are in some cases maladjusted, 
particularly if it is necessary to take into account the dynamic 
characteristics of these systems and/or the support means intended 
for their purpose. To remedy this deficiency, we think that 
simulation methods are very useful. In this work a stochastic Petri 
net based modelling method for Monte Carlo simulation is 
presented, and validated by a case study of a French high speed 
line. This work also presents a graphical software tool, capable of 
modelling, simulating and showing graphical result 
representations of railway infrastructure maintenance processes. 
The tool relies on the proposed Petri net based modelling method, 
and uses Monte Carlo techniques for simulation. Its main 
objective is to precisely forecast the impact of alternative 
maintenance policies on the global infrastructure availability. 

Keywords 
Infrastructure management, railways, maintenance, reliability, 
Petri nets. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Modeling of railway infrastructure maintenance is a highly 
complex task. Besides the enormous number of maintainable 
items, the interaction between maintenance teams and system 
components constitute a high dynamic complexity degree. The 
optimal planning of the maintenance in the new free market 
conditions have become an important issue in the face of the 
growth of the constraints on service regularity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Therefore already before putting into service new high speed 
lines, it has to be analyzed in detail how the unavailability can be 
reduced. In order to keep the track equipment permanently in 
good regularity and safety conditions, the adapted logistic support 
has to be defined right on from the creation of a new line. In the 
case of a new high speed line, an additional difficulty appears for 
the definition of the maintenance strategy due to the existence of 
new and innovating eMaintenance systems under development, 
e.g. remote surveillance systems (see section 5.3). The 
Maintenance Engineering Department of SNCF looked for a 
formal method permitting to estimate in an objective way the 
effectiveness of the implemented means and its effects on traffic 
regularity. For this purpose, Petri networks seem to provide a 
smart solution. 
 

1.1 Approaches to modelling of maintenance 
processes 
Among the traditional approaches to the reliability analysis, there 
are mostly used combinatory methods (fault trees, reliability 
diagrams) that do not allow the identification and the assessment 
of event combinations which can lead to other events likely to be 
generated by the analyzed system. These combinations, unlike 
accident sequences, cannot take into account the order of events. 
Besides, these combinatory methods do not consider simultaneous 
failure occurrences in different line sections and the undesired 
events resulting from them. 

Another type of methods includes Markov modelling, able to 
release some of the previous limitations. There are however other 
limitations, for example their inability to model correctly 
processes with determinist delays, non exponential distributions 
and interactive processes taking place in parallel. One of the 
major problems inherent to any reliability analysis of an industrial 
system is the actual and realistic modelling of the dynamic 
interactions existing between the different equipment 
components, of the system functions, and of the normal behaviour 
or the malfunction of the technical or human support, 
implemented to ensure the regularity of a railway line. Within 
such a system, the configuration of operational or accidental 
sequences results from the simultaneous occurrence of two types 
of events: 
• The first ones are related to the deterministic behaviour [1] of 
some subsystems (e.g. a maintenance procedure). 
• The second ones refer to the failures of components or operators 
and are thus probabilistic (obeying some stochastic distribution). 
To describe this behaviour a simulation method based on 
stochastic Petri nets has applied in [2]. 
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In 2000, the European Union founded a project named 
“RAIL: Reliability centred maintenance approach for the 
infrastructure and logistics or railway operation”, aimed to study 
the application of RCM (Reliability Centered Management) 
techniques to the railway infrastructure. Since then [10], [3], and 
[5] have attempted to introduce RCM to railway infrastructure 
maintenance. In these projects the modelling precision is bounded 
by usage of Markov Chains, as MTBF generally does not follow 
negative exponential pdf (probability distribution function). With 
the aim of overcoming this bound, a Petri net based modelling 
method for railway infrastructure maintenance is hereby 
presented, which allows to satisfactorily describe arbitrary pdfs 
and the process dependencies described in section 1.2, in the 
context of a reliability based dependability model. In order to 
validate it, the current maintenance strategy on a real French high 
speed line is modelled and simulated by means of Monte Carlo 
techniques, and then the benefit of some alternative maintenance 
strategies is evaluated. 
 

1.2 Dependencies in the maintenance process 
of railway infrastructures 
According to [11], maintenance of a single-unit system differs 
from that of a multicomponent system because in the latter there 
exists dependence. Some relevant dependencies in railway 
infrastructure maintenance processes are: 

• Economic dependency. As preventive maintenance 
comprises the participation of many agents and heavy 
machinery, it is generally performed per line sector, not 
per maintainable items. 

• Failures dependence or correlated failures. Resources 
for preventive maintenance (both machinery and 
manpower) are limited, so a criteria for interlocking 
sector prioritization must be defined in order to 
optimize (maximize) global system availability. 
Considering this, the system has also failure 
dependence, as the time of preventive maintenance for a  

• given sector depends on the priority it is assigned, and 
this in turn depends on the state (ageing, criticality) of 
the rest of the system sectors. 
The optimization potential of preventive maintenance 
effectiveness is significantly increased by means of a 
reliable diagnosis system, as it enhances the accuracy of 
infrastructure elements ageing modelling. 

• Daytime dependence. Time to repair is daytime 
dependant: a failure occurring at night or weekend will 
be handled by agents in on-call duty, so the expected 
time to repair will be considerably longer as that of a 
failure occurring during labour time, when they are 
handled by agents on duty. 

 
The objective of the study is to quantify the impact of 

different maintenance strategies on the availability of the railway 
line, under consideration of these dependencies. It is desired to 
predict the effects of a specific choice of organization or 
localization of the maintenance in order to take a decision on the 
amount of human and technical means to be allocated.  

2. CASE STUDY 
2.1 Generic railway infrastructure 
In this work, the railway infrastructure is modelled according to 
the schema shown in figure 1. In this model, railway lines are 
divided into interlocking sections, which in turn have a given 
number of element types. Finally, there is a given amount of items 
of each element type. Each element type is assigned a 
dependability model, basing on the a priori information. Besides, 
there are three types of maintenance teams and agents: a 
preventive maintenance team, corrective maintenance agents, 
which are in duty in normal labour times, and agents in on-call 
duty when the corrective maintenance agents are not in duty. 
 

 
Figure 1. Railway line and maintenance teams models 

 

2.2 Generic railway infrastructure 
The case here represented is the maintenance system of the 
railway track at the SNCF high-speed line 4 from Montanay to 
Claveyson of a total distance of about 100km.  
 

2.2.1 Infrastructure element types 
This infrastructure segment consists of one maintenance base and 
10 sectors, each of them having three kinds of component, 
namely: 

Interlocking computer points. In railway signalling, an 
interlocking is an arrangement of signal apparatus that prevents 
conflicting movements through an arrangement of tracks such as 
junctions or crossings. The signalling appliances and tracks are 
sometimes collectively referred to as an interlocking plant. An 
interlocking is designed so that it is impossible to give clear 
signals to trains unless the route to be used is proved to be safe. 

Track circuits. A track circuit is a electrical device used to, on 
one hand, detect the presence or absence of a train on rail tracks, 
used to inform signalers and control relevant signals and, on the 
other hand, transmit continuous speed and goal distance 
information to the train. 

Point switches. A railroad switch is a mechanical installation 
enabling trains to be guided from one track to another. 

2.2.2 Maintenance teams 
The model hereby represented considers the maintenance base 
equipped by the following maintenance teams: 

Preventive maintenance team. The preventive maintenance 
team is in charge of performing preventive maintenance in all 

Lines

Interlocking 
Sectors

Element 
types

Maintainable 
items

Maintenance 
staff 

Preventive 
Maintenance 

Team 

Corrective 
Maintenance 

Agents

Agents in  on-
call duty 
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sectors as well as of eliminating all faulty conditions. A working 
season of this team consists of a total of 18 weeks, of which they 
spend 10 working at the posts, and 8 staying inoperative. The 
team stays one week in each sector, so that a new sector is 
attended only at the beginning of the week. Every Monday they 
decide which sector to attend. If there is any sector with a 
detected failure, they choose it. Otherwise they just go to the 
sector which has been longest unattended. 

Corrective maintenance team. The corrective maintenance 
team is in charge of performing corrective maintenance in all 
sectors, from Monday to Friday, from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. At 
8:00 AM, the team arrives at the maintenance base, and waits for 
a failure call. Upon detection of a failure state, the call is 
generated and the team goes to the corresponding sector and 
performs a repair. After completion of the repair, the team attends 
pending calls if there is any, otherwise they return to the 
maintenance base. 

Team of agents on on-call duty. The team of agents in on-
call duty is in charge of corrective maintenance in all sectors, 
everyday from 5:00 PM. to 9 AM. During on-call duty, the agents 
stay at home. When a call is received, after conclusion of a 
preparation time they depart to the corresponding sector. After 
completion of the repair, the team attends pending calls if there is 
any, otherwise they return home. 

3. MODELLING METHOD 
3.1 Selection criteria 
The modelling method to be applied must fulfil the following 
requirements: 

a. Appropriate for modelling complex dynamical aspects 
of the process (dependencies),  

b. Capable of modelling not only exponential but also a 
wide variety of probability distribution functions. 

c. Adaptable for an RCM approach (see section 4.2), e.g., 
capable of describing discrete states 

d. High degree of readability and ease of use 
The fact that the railway infrastructure maintenance process has 
the dependencies described in section 1, makes it impossible to 
describe it by means of static models such as fault trees. Although 
there is no modelling method capable of totally fulfilling 
requirements a and c, in this work, stochastic Petri nets appear to 
be the best solution. 

3.2 Petri nets 
In [6] Petri nets are explicitly listed as applicable for general 
dependability as well as risk and safety tasks. The overall view on 
Petri nets can be characterized and dependability interpreted as 
follows: Active and passive Elements are differentiated (see 
Figure 2). The passive elements are called “Places”, they model 
conditions, e.g. distinguishable elementary states with certain 
duration. Places are represented graphically by circles. 
Transitions represent the active elements which change the 
elementary states. They are drawn as bars or rectangular boxes. 
Transitions are “activated” when the necessary conditions are 
fulfilled, i.e. when the corresponding places carry a token. 
Through switching a transition, i.e. the instantaneous event, new 
conditions may get valid and the preconditions lose their validity. 
Figure 3 shows different kinds of events which can be modelled 
by the chosen class of Petri nets. Further information about Petri 
nets can be found in [4], [7], [8] and [9]. 

Deterministic
Transition

Exponential
Transition

General stochastic
Transition

Immediate
Transition

W T λ Ф(t)

Place
(unmarked)

Place
(marked)

Arc Test Arc Inhibitor

 
Figure 2: The basic symbols of stochastic Petri nets 
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Figure 3: Modelling events by Petri Nets: graphical symbols 

and corresponding modelled time pdfs 
 
Immediate transitions can have a weighting factor: if several 
immediate transitions are active (can fire) simultaneously the 
probability of any transition to be chosen (to fire) is propotional 
to its weighting factor. 

3.3 Petri nets extensions  
As stated in section 3.1, it is not possible to find a modeling 
method which completely fulfils the requirements enumerated in 
section 3.1. In the case hereby presented, modeling with pure 
stochastic Petri nets would demand the use of hundreds of 
transitions and boolean equations, just to represent the team 
positioning and journey times, so that the model clearness would 
be seriously affected, being this one of the requirements stated in 
section 3.1. This leads to extending of the Petri net’s dynamics by 
adding the possibility of individual programming code 
implementations of transition behavior (Java), increasing 
considerably the method’s modeling ability. In the case study 
hereby presented, such a kind of Code-Transitions (called also 
Black Boxes) play a key role by managing the team positioning 
and their journey times, which have determining influence on the 
railroad track availability. 

3.4 Petri Net Tool 
In this work, the PN Tool π-Tool, developed at the Institute for 
Traffic Safety and Automation Engineering of Technical 
University of Braunschweig, was used to build the Petri net 
model. This software tool is suitable for creation of complex 
models and for analysing their deterministic and stochastic 
temporal behaviour. Some of its features are: 

• Steady state simulation Monte Carlo simulation, suitable for 
all kinds of transitions. 

• Steady state analysis, suitable for Petri nets with only 
immediate or exponentially distributed transitions. 

• Calculation of reachability graph, useful for calculating 
shortest paths to enter a given marking. 

• Interactive or autonomous token animation to observe the 
token flow as transitions fire.  
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The need of implementing programmable transitions led to 

the development of the π-Tool extension. This extension has been 
written in Java, and performs Monte Carlo simulations 
independently from the π-Tool. Future integration of this feature 
and the π-Tool is planned. 
 

 
Figure 4. Team positioning with normal Petri nets 

 
Figure 5. Team positioning with a programmable transition 

In order to illustrate this complexity, Figure 4 shows the Petri net 
modelling positioning of a maintenance team in case of a line 
with only 3 interlocking sectors. It can be observed that the 
number of transitions needed is n2, where n is the number of 
interlocking sectors. For the case study presented in section 5, 100 
transitions would be needed. And this is for positioning only one 
maintenance team. On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the 
resolution of the same problem by means of a black box. The 
algorithm in the black box is very simple, and the model 
complexity does not grow exponentially with the number of 
interlocking sectors. 

3.5 Modelling of the maintenance 
management  
The maintenance teams are reacting on the calls generated when a 
component is not in his intact state. Accordingly, there are two 
different maintenance call types generated by the model: 
 
Call for corrective maintenance. This call is generated upon 
appearance of a fault state. The agents responsible for handling 
the fault will be the ones in duty at the failure call generation, 
e.g., the corrective maintenance agents in labour time and the 
agents in on-call duty otherwise. 
Call for preventive maintenance. In this work it is assumed that 
the preventive maintenance team works a whole week in a given 
interlocking sector, so that they choose every Monday morning 
which sector to attend. This decision is taken basing on the 
information provided by the diagnosis system. Figure 6 shows the 
algorithm used. The main step is to make a list with the sector or 
sectors with maximal number of partial faults. In case that the list 
has only one sector, it is chosen and the algorithm is ended. In 
case that the list has more than one sector, the one which has not 
been maintained the longest is chosen. 

All Interlocking Sectors

Find the sectors with max 
active partial faults

Find sector which has been 
unattended the longest

Chosen Interlocking 
Sectors

One or more sectors

  
Figure 6. Algorithm for preventive maintenance management 

4. CASE STUDY MODELLING  

4.1 Infrastructure components 
In this section the dynamics of the 10 interlocking sectors are 
represented, according to the model description presented in 
chapter 2. Each of them consists of the three most representative 
component types: 
 

• Track circuits, 
• Point switches, and 
• Interlocking inputs and outputs. 

 
In table 1 the sectors and the maintenance base locations and the 
number of elements per sector are specified, except for 
interlocking points, where the different output and input types are 
weighted so the amounts shown are much larger than the real 
ones. Figure 7 shows the upper hierarchy of a line sector’s Petri 
net representation. There are submodels representing the 
mentioned three main components, and immediate transitions and 
places representing the logic of the failure detection and 
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reporting. As it can be seen they are connected only by test arcs, 
which is equivalent to using logical gates (AND, OR, Negation). 
The aim of these gates is to detect the actual dependability state of 
the interlocking sector. 

4.2 Generic dependability model 
The dependability behaviour of the considered sectors of the 
railway line was modelled using the generic dependability model 
of figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 7: Upper level of the line sector model 

 
Table 1: Modeled railroad track configuration. 

Nr. Location 
(Km.) 

Iterlockin
g Points 

Track 
circuit
s 

Switches 

1 380 14315 14 2 

2 389 17237 14 5 

3 398 5482 8 0 

4 409 50954 24 18 

5 416 28910 14 4 

Base 420    

6 429 16651 14 4 

7 442 8624 8 0 

8 454 18344 14 5 

9 464 9409 14 4 

10 476 21811 16 4 

 
This could be effectively applied as each of the infrastructure 
components may have four different dependability states: 
 
• Intact state. Faultless state, stands for full availability of the 
item. 
• Active partial fault state. A partial fault is a defect in a 
component which does not impede normal railway operation, and 

is repaired through preventive maintenance. Active means that the 
fault is detected and reported at a surveillance centre which 
generates a call for the preventive maintenance team. 
• Passive partial fault state. Same as active fault state, but the 
fault remains undetected until the preventive maintenance team 
visits the sector or a testing coach detects it. 
• Fault state. The state of the component affects the railway 
operation and causes unavailability. Failure state is detected 
(during operation) and can be repaired through corrective 
maintenance. 

 
Figure 8: Generic dependability model of the technical 

components 
 
The transitions Failure, Failure in active partial fault state, and 
Failure in passive partial fault state have exponential rates. In 
fact, the failure rate is a function of the age of the components, 
which may be mechanical or electronic. The failure rate is 
increasing over time and generally follows laws of Weibull or 
Bertholon [1]. Their failure rates λ are calculated based on SNCF 
statistical data recollection since TGV’s beginning of operation. 
They are dependent on the time of day, according to the traffic 
density. Figure 9 shows its time of day dependence. 

 
Figure 9: Day time dependence of the transitions rates used in 

the dependability model 
 

The effect of the introduction of a diagnostic system is 
modelled as an increment of the active (detected) partial failures, 
while the total number of  partial failures remains unchanged.  

In this case study the elements along the track sector are 
subject to similar traffic load, so we use a single λ for each 
element type. Their values are not shown for confidentiality 
reasons. In case of modelling a larger line where some elements 
are more heavily loaded (tonnes, kilometres) than others, the 
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failure rates for each element type at each interlocking sector can be set individually. 
 

 
Figure 10: Track circuit model 

 

4.3 Dependability model of the infrastructure 
components  
The dependability model of figure 10 is common to all main 
infrastructure component types (interlockings, switches and track 
circuits) as they only vary in the appearance rate of faulty states, 
and the average repair time. They are modelled as concretisation 
of the generic dependability model of figure 8. The only 
exception for this is the track circuit, which has an additional way 
of fault condition recognition described later on. As an example 
figure 10 shows the Petri net representation of a track circuit. 
Many of its transitions have exponential distribution. The three 
Occurrence fault or failure transitions as well as Failure 
occurrence 2 and Failure occurrence 3 have exponential 
probability density functions (pdf) and represent the element’s 
dynamic dependability, which depends on the time of day (see 
fig. 5). Depending on the time of day, the corresponding transition 
is enabled, by means of the corresponding calendar places 
modelled in a separate model page. The transitions Failure 
occurrence 2 and Failure occurrence 3 have higher firing rates 
than the Occurrence fault or failure transitions, representing the 
probability of failure once faulty state is entered. The reparation 
times are represented by the transitions End of preventive 
maintenance and End of corrective maintenance. 

4.4 Modelling of the maintenance 
management  
The maintenance teams are reacting on the calls generated when a 
component is not in his intact state. Accordingly are three 
different maintenance calls generated by the model: 

 

Not detectable fault state, the faults remain hidden and no call 
will be generated. The fault state will remain until being 
recognized by the preventive maintenance team, or until entering 
a failure state (by firing of transition Failure occurrence 3 in fig 
6). In the case of the circuit track, there is an additional 
possibility, consisting of the fault recognition by a testing vehicle 
which attends each interlocking sector with a mean rate of 2 
months. 

Detectable fault state, the fault is detected and a call for the 
preventive maintenance team will be generated. Upon arrival of 
the preventive maintenance team, the transition Preventive team 
arrival fires and then the place Failure state being repaired is 
filled and the transition End of preventive maintenance is 
activated (see fig 10). After completion of the reparation, the 
initial intact condition is achieved.  

Failure state, the failure is detected and a call for the 
corrective maintenance team or the agents in on-call duty 
(depending on which of them is in duty) will be generated, unless 
the preventive maintenance team is at the interlocking sector at 
that time. Upon arrival of a team, the transition Team arrival fires 
and then the place Failure state being repaired is filled and the 
transition End of corrective maintenance is activated (see fig.10). 
After completion of the reparation, the initial intact condition is 
achieved.  

The package Call generation comprises of two sub packages: 
Failure call generation and Fault call generation. The first one 
generates the call for the corrective maintenance team and the 
agents on on-call duty. The latter generates the calls for the 
preventive maintenance team. As an example the failure call 
generation is described. 
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Figure 11: Petri net modelling the maintenance management on the example of the Failure call generation 

 
Figure 11 shows the Petri net representation of the generation of 
failure calls for the maintenance. Upon detection of a failure, the 
place Failure detected is filled, and the transition Failure report 
is activated. When it fires, the place Failure call is filled and a 
call for the corresponding team is called (by generation of a token 
on the corresponding output place). When the team arrives at the 
interlocking sector, the reparation begins and after completion of 
the task the failure state is overcome. If there are further failures, 
the place Failure call remains filled and the team will move on to 
the corresponding interlocking sector. When no further failures 
are detected, the token on Failure detected is deleted and T3 fires, 
so the place Failure call is no longer filled. This permits T1 or T2 
fire and thereby the place No failure call is filled, and the initial 
intact condition is achieved. 

5. MODEL ANALYSIS 

5.1 Simulation method  
The developed model has been simulated by the means of Monte-
Carlo Simulation. The computation of each simulation run lasted 
about 1 minute, performed with an AMD Turion TL-50 1,60 GHz 
processor, and 2 GB RAM memory, using the graphical tool 
presented in chapter 6. The short computation time is an 
important prerequisite for future implementation of an automatic 
optimisation algorithm. Each simulation represents 5 years of the 
operation, and each one is intended to assess the benefit or 
disadvantage of introducing a specific change in the maintenance 
organization. A basic configuration is first presented, and then 6 
different variations. 
 

5.2 Current maintenance strategy simulation  
In order to validate our method, we now model the current 
maintenance strategy on the high speed line of section 4. The 
input data is the locations of each interlocking sector (to be able 
to calculate the travelling times between them), the failure rates of 
all considered element type (namely switches, current loops and 
interlocking points), and the typical repair times of each element 
type. Table 1 shows the most relevant results of a 5-year 
simulation. The next step was to compare the obtained results 
(MFT, MTBF, availability, etc.) with the ones collected by SNCF 
on the modelled sector. The results achieved correspond 
approximately to the real operation availability of the analysed 
high speed line section. Therefore, we consider that the method 
has been satisfactorily validated. 

Table 1. Mean values of relevant simulation parameters for 
basic configuration 

Parameter Value 

Mean failure time 3.75 hours 
Mean time between failures 14.0 days 
Mean number of faulty elements 2.8 
System availability rate 98.88% 

 
The values hereby presented are to be considered as reference 
values to compare with the ones obtained in the rest of the 
simulated cases, i.e. alternative maintenance strategies. 

5.3 Alternative maintenance strategies  
Six different improvements of the existing (basic) maintenance 
strategy have been investigated: 
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1. Addition of a regional supervision centre. This centre 
would be placed at the maintenance base, so that it would allow 
having the failures reported immediately, which would lead to 
decrementing the failure call generation from between 45 and 60 
minutes to between 1 and 15 minutes. 

2. Agents domicile relocation It would be assumed that the 
agents in on-call duty live 30 minutes nearer from the interlocking 
sectors. This would result in an significant reduction of the failure 
time in those cases which are attended by such agents, which 
represents approximately 75% of all failure repairs (see fig. 11) 

3. Addition of a remote surveillance system. This modification 
would lead to incrementing the fault recognition rate from 2% to 
50%. This would permit a more efficient work of the preventive 
maintenance team, as they would choose every week to attend a 
faulty sector, so they would repair at least one faulty element per 
week. This would have a direct effect on the mean number of 
faulty elements, which could then increase the mean time between 
failures, (considering that faulty elements have higher failure 
rates).  

4. Splitting the preventive maintenance team into two teams. 
This modification would lead to improving the fault repairing 
efficiency, leading to a decrement of the mean number of faults. 

5. Corrective team performs preventive maintenance In this 
case the corrective team travels every day with the preventive 
team, so that they corrective team agents do not stay deedless 
when there are if no failure call is given. This modification would 
not affect any relevant simulation output parameter. 

6. Addition of a second corrective team. The teams would be 
on duty from Monday to Friday, from 5:00 AM to 10:00 PM. This 
would mean that a corrective team would be available on the 
times of highest failure rates. This modification would slightly 
reduce the mean failure time, but its main effect would be 
dramatically decreasing the team in on-call duty failure 
attendance share. The benefit is significant if considering that 
every time the team in on-call duty is called the agents are paid an 
extra fee. 
 
The operational costs of the presented alternatives consist from 
two factors: 

• Costs of the maintenance given by the number of 
interventions of the teams (emergency calls during the night, 
interruptions of the planned maintenance work) including the 
inherited costs (vehicles, time loss, recovery compensations for 
night work, etc). 

• Costs of train operation delays. As the costs of the operation 
delays couldn’t be directly evaluated, the officially adopted 
general recommendation requires keeping the existing operational 
availability by the most technically and economically effective 
maintenance strategy. 
 

5.4 Simulation results analysis  
The alternative configurations hereby presented show the system 
sensibility to possible maintenance organization changes. In order 
to compare the results of each case, in this section charts showing 
the impact on values of the most relevant parameters are 
presented in the figure 12. As shown in table 2, the best and worst 
impacts on the Mean Failure time are achieved by the regional 
supervision centre and the agents domicile relocation, 
respectively, which are the only modifications affecting the repair 

time directly. The rest of the modifications also achieve reduction 
of the mean failure duration, but only slightly. 
 

 
Figure 12: Simulation results of 6 different maintenance 

improvement strategies in comparison with the basic 
configuration. 

 
Table 2: Overview of the evaluated availability by the 
simulation of maintenance improvement alternatives 

Maintenance Strategy  Availability   (%) 

Current 98.88 

Regional Supervision Centre 99.17 

Domicile Relocation 99.14 

Surveillance System 99.09 

Second Preventive Team 98.97 

Corrective Team does       
Preventive Maintenance 

98.97 

Second Corrective Team 98.93 

 

 
Figure 13. Impact of investigated maintenance strategies on 
reduction of the unavailability in relation with unavailability 

of the basic configuration. 
 

The system unavailability decrease achieved by the alternative 
strategies (see figure 13), yield the following remarks: 

• The existence of an enlarged remote monitoring centralized 
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by a supervision centre has a positive impact on the availability 
rates of the equipment (from 98.9% to 99.2%). The unavailability 
rate is thus reduced by 25.8% with respect to the current situation;  

• The subdivision of the district maintenance crew achieves 
significant unavailability reduction of 8% with respect to the 
current situation; 

• The location of the on-call personnel has a high impact on 
the availability of the equipment. Intervention delays are shorter if 
the maintenance support point and the crew domiciles are close to 
the centre of the line. 

6. SOFTWARE TOOL SUPPORT 
For the implementation of the modelling method proposed here a 
deep Petri nets knowledge would be required. In order to 
overcome this, a software tool with graphical user interface has 
been developed. In this section the main features of the tool are 
presented. 

6.1 Model specification 
The main components of the modelled systems are the 
interlocking sectors, and the maintenance teams. Each 
interlocking sector has a number of element types, and each of 
them must be correspondingly parameterised. Concerning 
maintenance teams, there are two basic types: preventive and 
corrective maintenance teams. Figure 14 shows the 
parameterisation of the current loop of a given interlocking sector. 
The rates to be introduced correspond to the rates of the 
transitions of the generic dependability model of figure 8. Figure 
15 shows the parameterisation of a preventive maintenance team, 
specifying working days and times and interlocking sectors for 
which it is responsible. 

  
Figure 14. Parameterisation of an infrastructure element. 

 

 
Figure 15. Parameterisation of a preventive maintenance 

team. 

6.2 Simulation 
After completion of the modelling process, a simulation can be 
performed. For a 100 Km. railway track with 10 interlocking 
sectors and about 190,000 elements, and a simulation time of 50 
years, the processing time is under 1 minute using a standard PC. 
This highly efficient performance is achieved due to the Petri net 
based simulator running behind the graphical interface. Besides, a 
graphical animation can be run for a better understanding of the 
modelled process. Figure 16 shows a screenshot of a 10 sector 
track animation. Each small box on top of the interlocking sectors 
represents an element type, and the colour is green, yellow or red, 
if its current state is intact, partial fault or fault, respectively. The 
figures representing the agents move to the sectors according to 
their parameterisations. 
 

 
Figure 16. 10-sector railroad track animation. 

6.3 Simulation results reports  
The figures representing the agents move to the sectors according 
to their parameterisations. The simulation results include Mean 
Time Between Failures (MTBF) and MFT (Mean Failure Time) 
and their respective variances, both for the global system as for 
every individual interlocking sector. Figure 17 shows these 
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parameters for a 25-year simulation, as well as a graph with 
element type failure share. Similar graphics can also be shown for 
maintenance team failure attendance share, that is, what 
percentage of the total failures was attended by each team. 
 

 
Figure 17. Relevant simulation output parameters. 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed approach successfully models the complex system 
characteristics stated in section 1. Additionally, the use of 
extended Petri nets as modelling method enhances the possibility 
of performing Monte Carlo simulation, in order to assess the 
effects of alternative maintenance policies on infrastructure 
availability. This approach offers some advantages: 

• A unique formalism allows a global representation that 
makes it possible to easily manage all types of dependencies that 
could exist concerning the occurrence of events during the 
lifetime of the system by means of an unambiguous description of 
the functioning of the system and the corresponding 
organizations. 

• By taking into account the system dependencies, it is easy to 
express operational restrictions, maintenance strategies, etc. 

• The simulation results take correctly into account the 
dynamic interactions between the failure events (time is also 
considered as a special event); 

• The possibility of taking into account the ageing of the 
components and the policy of regeneration of these components. 
 
Sensitivity analysis of the simulation results allows to optimize 
the system architecture as well as the maintenance strategies (load 
estimation, the stress of various actors and the sensitivity of the 
organization to various parameters, etc.). Moreover, this model 
permits to choose the best strategy in terms of maintenance 
engineering in order to guarantee over a long period the 
availability ratio aimed under the lowest costs. 

The presented model would be enhanced by a more accurate 
statistical description of the system elements reliability. 
Concretely the use of probability distribution functions with non 
constant failure rates (e.g. Weibull) would make it possible to 
take into account the impact of the maintenance strategy on the 
reliability of the system elements. For this aim, the Petri net tool 
π-Tool supports many different probability distribution functions. 

The simulation results presented in section 5.4 show that the 
current maintenance process can be improved in many ways. 
Some possible modifications comprise the introduction of new 

technologies (surveillance system, supervision centre), and others 
are rather logistics changes (subdivision of maintenance teams, 
reallocation of agents domiciles). The introduction of new 
technologies enhances the efficiency of the preventive 
maintenance, which leads to a reduction of the system failure rate. 
On the other hand, the proposed logistics changes would allow the 
maintenance agents to arrive earlier to the fault location, 
achieving thus shorter system failure times.  

The results hereby presented are an important contribution to 
assess the economic convenience of each modification by means 
of a cost-benefit analysis.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents an inquiry into the domain of e-maintenance, 
particularly of industrial entities. As a domain of research and 
practice, e-maintenance is understood to offer great opportunities, 
however it seems to be driven by the development of applications 
of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). This ICT-
driven approach is unfortunate, as ICT has no value in itself, 
rather its benefit comes for how it processes information, and 
more broadly how it forms its contextual activities. To remedy 
this situation, a conceptual framework is proposed, to guide both 
the practice and the research of e-maintenance operations. This 
framework combines the seminal Industrial Value Chain 
framework and then the Buyer-Consumer Value Chain, and 
articulates their intersection with a set of defined categories 
derived from Information Logistics. This provides one possible 
structure for the conception of e-maintenance, which needs to be 
populated with the published research and practice results. This, 
in turn, may uncover white spaces where research efforts deserve 
particular attention and are driven by value generation – whether 
economic or other – instead of experimental ICT application 
developments. The presentation of this framework is accompanied 
with a brief example that contrasts an event-driven versus a plan-
driven approach to e-maintenance. 

Keywords 
Research Design, Information Logistics, Sustainability, Industrial 
Value Chain, Customer Value Chain, Maintenance 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents a conceptual framework that may guide the 
design of both research and practice of maintenance operations of 
industrial entities. This introductory section puts this into its 
current context. 

While the application of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) to industrial and business organisations started 
shortly after the World War II, it is since the 1990’s arrival of the 
Internet and the mobile technologies that the range and the 
implications of such applications has become dramatic. The initial 
focus of the electrification of the industrial value chain focused 
mainly on one or two particular kinds of activity streams in the 
industrial value chain. Thus, the Enterprise Resource Management 

Systems support the manufacturing and warehousing, then the 
Supply Chain Management Systems extended to encompass the 
whole supply chain, then the Customer Relationship Management 
Systems support the marketing and sales activities, while the e-
commerce enables electrification of the commercial transactions. 
More recently, the electrification of the industrial maintenance 
activities, i.e. e-maintenance, has emerged as a promising enabler, 
particularly as the maintenance phase represents often a 
significant, if not the largest amount of the total cost of ownership 
of an industrial entity [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Attentions to the 
role of ICT in general planned for the conduct of maintenance 
have been made for some time now [7], [8], [9] and more 
recently the role of the Internet and mobile technology [10] which 
has given rise to the concept of ‘e-Maintenance’ – the 
electronification of some or all activities of a particular 
maintenance operation.  This has found various areas of 
application, such as aircrafts [11], the power plants [12], the 
semi-conductor plants [13], or water management [14], 
residential buildings [15] among many others.  

However, this emerging field of e-maintenance seems to be 
predominately ICT-driven, meaning that the creation of 
innovative engineering solutions advanced the practice and 
research of e-maintenance. There are very few initiatives that 
tackle the business processes in relation to e-maintenance [6]. The 
limitations of this have sporadically made attention to suggesting 
a business process driven [16] and an asset management driven 
development [17]. The field of e-maintenance needs a clear 
vision, where subsequent objectives may be articulated. The latter 
could include the handling of the Total Cost of Ownership of an 
industrial entity, various quality aspirations such as security, 
safety, or sustainability aspects of fossil product consumption. In 
more general terms, however, the field of Strategic Management 
has shown that ICT has no inherent value in itself; rather ICT’s 
benefit emerges from how it is used in its context [18], [19], 
[20]. 

1.1 Research Approach Assumed 
To remedy this situation of ICT-driven e-maintenance research 
and practice, the present inquiry starts from the basic assumption, 
which is the context that provides the value of ICT. In the most 
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general terms, such context may be understood as various kinds of 
human activity chains, or as Checkland’s seminal notion of a 
Human Activity System [21], which has also been extended to 
provide context for ICT [22]. This means that our human, social 
and industrial affairs are organised in a manner so that a large set 
and variety of activities are conducted in the form of a set of 
activities that transform something into something else: for 
example when baking a cake. The first question of this inquiry 
was thus to identify a suitable context for e-maintenance and its 
ICT, which is here assumed through Porter’s seminal Industrial 
Value Chain [18], and the Buyer-Consumer Experience Value 
Chain [23]. 
The second starting point of this inquiry addresses the content of 
ICT handling: the information. In the particular case, the domain 
of Information Logistics has shown a particular importance for e-
maintenance [11], [24], in its ability to comfort industrial entities 
with various actors acting upon them. More specifically, 
Information Logistics is here understood as the practices of 
providing the right information to the right actor, at the right time, 
place, format and cost [25], [26]. The key contribution of 
Information Logistics is therefore to provide the right information 
about an industrial entity to the needing actors, whether human or 
machine. 

The next section advanced the conceptual framework proposed 
here, while the section thereafter provides a brief illustration of its 
application to e-maintenance practice. 

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
RESEARCH INTO E-MAINTENANCE 
In this section, the very core proposition of the present inquiry is 
advanced. This starts with a brief recall of Porter’s seminal 
Industrial Value Chain and thereafter with an account of a Buyer-
Consumer Experience Value Chain. These two value chains are 
then synthesised into the proposed e-Maintenance Framework, 
which is presented in more details.  

2.1 The Industrial Value Chain 
The seminal notion of the ‘value chain analysis’, firstly 
popularised by Michael Porter in 1985, is assumed here as the 
starting point for the understanding of the maintenance operations 
and their context. This value chain of industrial firm states that 
firms, as a collective within a specific industry, conduct certain 
generic value adding activities, and that the products delivered to 
their customers and finally consumers must pass through these 
generic activities. While there are various slightly differing 
notions regarding which activities constitute an industrial value 
chain, the present elaboration assumes the following kind of value 
adding activities: the research and development, the production, 
the distribution, the marketing and sales, and the customer service 
– see Figure 1 for an illustration. 
The following example of an auto-making firm illustrates the 
industrial value. The research and development is responsible for 
the design of a new model of a car, the production accounts here 
both for the inbound logistics and the manufacturing process; the 
distribution includes the out-bound logistics to the various 
retailing actors; the market and sales influences the potential 
buyers and transforms some of them into actual buyers; and, 
finally the services support the car owners and users with the 
various maintenance and repair activities. The lastly mentioned 

activity illustrates the position of the maintenance operations of an 
industrial entity. 

 

Figure 1. Illustrates the Industrial Value Chain constituted by 
the generic producer activities: the research and development, 
the production, the distribution, the marketing and sales, and 

the customer service – adapted and modified from [18]. 

2.2 The Buyer-Consumer Experience Value-
Chain 
The second assumed conceptual framework is the so-called 
‘Buyer Experience Cycle’ [23]. This accounts for all the kind of 
experiences that a product exposes the buyer and consumer for. 
More descriptively, this framework is called here the Buyer-
Consumer Experience Chain, and it constitutes the following five 
kinds of experiences: the purchase, the delivery, the use, the 
supplements, the maintenance, the disposal – Figure 2 illustrates 
this. 
The following example of a mobile telephone device illustrates 
this Buyer-Consumer Experience Chain. John may buy his new 
mobile phone in the local store, with all the advisory services 
provided by the sales staff, or through an Internet based shop, 
without such advisory, yet for a lower price. Therefore, in the first 
instance the delivery may be conducted instantaneously in an 
over-the-counter mode, by the sales staff and include some 
instructions for the initiation of the device. In the second instance, 
the delivery is made through postal services and will require three 
working-days to complete the transaction. While the use of a 
mobile phone seems obvious to most, various brands differentiate 
in terms of their functionality and usability provided. Also, 
different supplements are mandatory or optional, such as batteries 
and power chargers, or the head-phones. While the maintenance 
activities of a mobile phone typically do not exist or are limited, 
they may include the cleaning of the device, the change of 
batteries, and more recently the update of relevant software, either 
to improve the current functionality or to add new. Finally, while 
the disposal may be regarded as unproblematic, unfortunately too 
many mobile phone batteries are put into places not advised for 
them. In this context, the maintenance-experience activities of a 
product clearly articulate the here elaborated research addenda. 

 
Figure 2. Illustrates the Buyer-Consumer Experience Chain 

that accounts for the generic experience that a product 
exposes the buyer and consumer for; this chain is constituted 

by six kinds of experiences: the purchase, the delivery, the use, 
the supplements, the maintenance, and the disposal – adapted 

from [23]. 

2.3 The e-Maintenance Framework  
While the notion of Industrial Value Chain represents the 
operations of the development, production and delivery of an 
entity, the notion of Buyer-Consumer Experience Chain 
represents the activities of the buyer and consumer of such an 
entity, which makes these two conceptual frameworks 
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complementary. Further, within the first mentioned framework 
there is the articulation of the Customer Service generic activities, 
while within the latter framework there is the implicit articulation 
of the Maintenance activities. In this, the latter’s maintenance 
activities are the primer’s service activities; this intersection 
manifests the core of the present elaboration where the 
maintenance operations must be understood in terms of both, the 
producer and supplier and the buyer and consumer.  

With this intersection as a starting point a further articulation of 
interactions between the various generic activities of the producer-
deliver and the buyer-consumer may be conceived – see Figure 1. 

 
Figure 3. Illustrates the intersection of the generic activities 

within the Industrial Value Chain (horizontal) and the Buyer-
Consumer Experience Chain (vertical). The starting point of 

the conception of the e-Maintenance is the intersection 
between the Services and the Maintenance. Elaboration into 
the remaining intersections opens further opportunities for 

the conception of e-Maintenance.  
In the following, a further elaboration is exercised for the points 
of intersections between a producer-supplier and the buyer-
consumer; this is made in terms of the involved actors and their 
interactions, the information logistics, and the potential value of 
such interactions and information exchanges. 

To start with, the most obvious situation is where the buyer-
customer maintenance activities are conducted by the service 
activities of the producer-supplier. In this, at least two actors are 
typically involved: the firm that produces an entity say a truck, 
and the firm that has bough and utilises the truck. However, more 
than two actors may be involved, as for example the maintenance 
activities of a truck may be ordered by the road carrier firm that 
owns the given track, the order may be received by the vendor 
company, and then forwarded to a third part supplier of 
maintenance activities, which during the very execution of these 
activities may be required to receive competence or spare parts 
assistance from the vendor, and further, to make the situation even 
more intricate, the service staff may need to inquire the driver of 
the specific truck, for specific information, who in turn may be 
self-employed or  employed at another firm that specialises in the 
providing of truck drivers. In this case, the truck driver may be a 
source of certain information, about some conditions of the 
specific vehicle, while the service maintenance provider may be 
the receiver of this information. The latter may then obtain a more 
informed understanding of the maintenance need, along with the 
information that the vehicle’s information system provides. 

However, also the producer of a truck may find both the 
information provided by the truck-driver and the truck’s 
information system beneficial for its development activities of 
new models of trucks, for example, to eliminate a specific and 
structurally determined malfunction inherent in a current model of 
the truck. 
Another example of an intersection between the two value chains, 
is when the Marketing and Sales operations of the Producer-
Supplier interact with the Use operations of the Buyer-Consumer. 
Elementary information about the status of the use of trucks, 
owned by a road carrier firm, may have significant value for both 
the marketing and sales efforts of the producer-supplier, and also 
the latter’s production activities. In the first case, the customer 
targeting and subsequent sales resource allocation, may be 
informed by the fact that a particular road carrier company utilises 
only, for example, 75 % of its available vehicle road-time. The 
sales effort may thus be redirect to another road carrier that 
approaches the limits of its vehicle-time. In the second case, the 
generic production activity at a producer-supplier, may find 
significant value from this information about the truck utilization 
time. The producer-supplier’s forecasting process, that determines 
the forthcoming truck production volume, may be informed by, 
for example, a very recently emerging decrease of the utilisation 
road-time for trucks in one or several markets. In such a case, the 
forecasting process may direct a lowering of the production 
volume, which in turn will eliminate a certain level of storage cost 
and their capital binding generated by unsold trucks, due to a 
decreased market demand. 

All this gives rise to expression of the contribution of this inquiry. 
It is a conceptual framework that articulates a structure of 
operational domains, and actors that execute activities their in, the 
information logistics requirements upon the involved actors, and 
then the benefits that may arise from such information logistics – 
Table 1 illustrates this in terms of a matrix constituted by a set of 
categories and their interrelations. This matrix is called here the 
Supplier-Consumer Information Logistics matrix; or ‘SCIL-
Matrix’ in short. As illustrated above, each intersection between 
two generic activities, one at the producer-supplier, and the other 
at the buyer-consumer value chains, may be articulated in terms of 
the actors involved – human and artificial – their interactions or 
network, then the information logistics patterns emerging in these 
networks, thereafter the new and informed behaviour of one or 
several actors in the network, and finally the emerged value that 
such informed behaviour may give rise to. 
The proposed SCIL-Matrix may serve for at least two principally 
distinct purposes. One is to guide the development of concrete 
maintenance operations within and between organisations and 
their actors, for various ends such as efficiency gains or quality 
improvements. A second potential function of this matrix is to 
guide the design and execution of empirical research into the 
maintenance operations of industrial entities. The questions to be 
addressed include: what are the current patterns of actor 
interactions and their information logistics in current maintenance 
practices? And then: what benefits are gained by such patterns? 
And then what benefits are unexplored? This kind of knowledge 
would inform the development of the current practice of the 
maintenance operations. 
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Table 1. Illustrates the key contribution of this inquiry: the Supplier-Consumer Information Logistics Matrix. Horizontally 
illustrated are the key generic activities of the producer-supplier value chain, while vertically shown are the generic activities of the 

buyer-consumer value chain. Each such intersection that these generic activities give rise to, may be understood in terms of the 
actors involved, their interactions and hence network, the information logistic streams realised in such network, the informed and 

new behaviour of one or several actors, and finally the emerged value from such new behaviour.  

3. FROM EVENT-DRIVEN TO PLAN-
DRIVEN ENTITY MAINTENANCE  
The above elaboration presents the key contribution here, the 
SCIL Matrix, aimed for guiding the design of research and for the 
design of practice, all within maintenance operations of industrial 
entities. For the purpose of illustration, an effort is made in this 
section to present an instance of such a design of maintenance 
practice. 

The starting point is the typical current practice of maintenance 
operations, which is here understood as ‘event-driven’. An 
example of this is the instance of a heavy truck’s malfunctioning 
that triggers the call for, and subsequent execution of, 
maintenance activities. Such maintenance activities are re-active 
in the sense that an unwanted malfunctioning of the truck gives 
rise to extensive repair, with long truck stop-time, and thus 
significant costs for the truck owner. In terms of the here proposed 
categories, the driver or the owner of the truck detects in some 
manner the truck malfunction, typically too late, and thereafter 
reacts by calling for the maintenance operator. The information 
logistics in this case is typically exchanged between two human 
actors, probably mediated by a phone, and the information 
mediated characterises the malfunctioning of the truck – i.e. a 
symptom of the malfunctioning, not necessary the cause. The 

benefit of such actor interaction and their information logistics 
comes from the ability to repair the truck and get it back to work. 

Clearly, the outlined reactive approach to repair and maintenance 
operations is not optimal with regard to the economic efficiency 
of an industrial entity. An alternative approach to remedy this is 
here called pre-active maintenance [27] or plan-driven 
maintenance, illustrated in Table 2.  In this approach, sensors at 
the truck capture status information and transfer it to the 
maintenance centre for analysis. Defined parameters will suggest 
if some part of the vehicle is approaching its limits, and thereby 
anticipate a forthcoming truck breakdown. Thereby, maintenance 
operations may be planned in advance in a manner to both prevent 
the break down and to choose a suitable stop-time for the operator 
of the truck. In this case, the information logistics is digitally 
conducted from the truck’s control system to the maintenance 
centre’s analytical system, and then back to the truck operator for 
the booking of a maintenance stop, which could be conducted 
while the truck driver has an overnight stop in its transportation 
drive. The emerging new behaviour here is that the truck is 
monitored continuously, which generates status information of the 
vehicle’s condition, which in turn may trigger the planning of 
maintenance operations prior a breakdown. The benefits come 
both to the truck owner, where the unplanned truck stop-time is 
eliminated and thus the cost that may emerge for this are also 
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eliminated. Further, a proactive maintenance aims to address the 
cause of possible breakdown and is typically less expensive than 

to handle the actual breakdown, both in terms of the maintenance 
working time needed, and in terms of the spare parts needed. 

Table 2. Provides a summary of the distinction between an Event-driven and a Plan-driven maintenance approach 

Next, at the maintenance operator’s end, this planned approach 
may help to plan ahead the resource utilisation and also free-up 
resources for rapid handling of those breakdowns that could not 
be handled proactively. Table 2 provides an overview of the two 
approaches to maintenance here: the re-active or event-driven and 
the pre-active of plan-driven. 

The plan-driven maintenance approach also opens for the 
exploration of other opportunities and benefits such as the 
increased efficiency of preparatory work prior the conduct of the 
maintenance work. For example, the maintenance operators to 
conduct the vehicle-maintenance, which may require travel to a 
truck far away, may prepare their maintenance work both in terms 
of formulating a maintenance plan and also to acquire the needed 
spare parts. Further selection of the needed competencies, in term 
of the right staff member, may be done more appropriately when 
information about the truck is available, and also the opportunity 
to provide the operators for an education and training module, for 
instance an e-learning module, may be realised.  

4. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS 
While the utilisation of ICT in the context of maintenance 
operations of industrial entities provides an opportunity for the 
development of e-maintenance practice and research, this far this 
seems to be mainly driven by the ICT application development. 
The limitation of this is that such an approach is somewhat blind 
and opportunistic, working mainly in a trial-and-error approach as 
the value of ICT steams from its context and how it is used in this 
context. 
The present text has therefore proposed a conceptual framework, 
the SCIL-Matrix, to guide the development of both the practice 
and the research of e-maintenance operations. This framework is a 
synthesis of the Industrial Value Chain and the Buyer-Consumer 
Experience Value Chain, where the primer articulates the key 
generic activities of a producer-supplier, while the latter of the 
buyer-consumer. The intersection of each of such generic 
activities, in the respective value chains, is articulated in terms of 
a set of categories: actors, information logistics, behaviour and 

value. This SCIL-Matrix may thus be understood as a map for the 
comprehension of e-maintenance practice and also research. 

This text presents only a very preliminary step in the crafting of a 
long-term e-maintenance practice and research. There is clearly a 
need to further advance this initiative, where one fundamental step 
would be to map the current e-maintenance research and practice 
into the here proposed SCIL-Matrix, and thereby identifying the 
white spaces of unaddressed areas.  
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ABSTRACT
The business requirements and characteristics of the produc-
tion systems determine the effective modes of operations in
industrial maintenance. In this paper we introduce an eMain-
tenance tool to benchmark maintenance key performance in-
dicators. The basic idea of this tool is to use it in Internet. The
tool in based on the interaction of three soft-wares (PHP,
mySQL and statistical software “R”).  In order to identify the
best practices the first task is to identify the best performance
in various business environments using relevant key perform-
ance indicators.). A web based tool for benchmarking is based
on many years' research efforts within Finnish industry. It
helps to evaluate plants' performance in operations and main-
tenance by making industrial plants comparable with the aid
of statistical methods. The system is updated continually and
automatically. It carries out automatically multivariate statisti-
cal analysis when data is entered into the system, and many
other statistical operations. Many studies within Finnish in-
dustry during the last 15 years have revealed clear causalities
between various performance indicators. This paper presents
some of the results  of a long research process,  which form a
solid basis for determining the best practices in the area of
industrial maintenance. Finnish Maintenance Society (Pro-
maint) and Swedish Maintenance Society (UTEK) have been
actively supporting the development of the tool.

Key Words:
Benchmarking, Industrial Maintenance, Performance indica-
tors

1.  INTRODUCTION
According to the management of many industrial enterprises
'benchmarking' is a powerful tool for the development of the
plant operations. However, among many problems concerning
benchmarking a challenge is to make companies or plants
comparable. This challenge is sometimes used as an excuse to
explain away the worse ranking in comparison between the
plants in question. In this paper, we describe the system of
benchmarking, which aims to make various production units
comparable with the aid of statistical methods based on many
years' theoretical and empirical research. The positioning of
the production systems is one of the instruments introduced in

this paper, and the other tools of the system lean on the results
of the positioning tool.

The success of the maintenance function can evaluated (sim-
plifying) with the aid of three factors: the maintenance related
performance of the production system, cost-effectiveness of
the maintenance function and the quality of the maintenance
processes. The first can be measured e.g. with the aid of over-
all equipment effectiveness (OEE), availability or reliability of
the machinery in question. Typical measures for the cost-
effectiveness of the maintenance function are 'maintenance
costs in relation to plant replacement value' or 'maintenance
costs in relation to line capacity. The quality of the mainte-
nance processes can be evaluated with such the indicators as
planning rate, customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction,
accident rate or hazard rate etc.

The main research activities required to achieve the objectives
of the system have been the following:

Standardisation of concepts and key figures needed
in benchmarking
Data collection in various countries and branches
Research work in the area of causal relationship be-
tween various key performance indicators
Methods to identify the best plants
Research to specify relationships between the best
practices and performance indicators
Methods to transform the research results into the
properties of the benchmarking system.
Design of system architecture and programming of
the web-tool

The main objective of this paper is to introduce and demon-
strate the benchmarking systems based on the research carried
out in Finnish industry during the last 15 years (e.g. Komonen
1998, 2002 a, 2002b, 2006a). Altogether, the data used has
consisted of more than 550 industrial plants in Finland.

There exist several methods for measuring the performance of
maintenance operations: e.g. (1) Priel’s (1962) indices of
maintenance efficiency, (2) Luck’s (1956) method of measur-
ing maintenance effectiveness, (3) Finley’s (1972) indicators,
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(4) Newbrought’s profile, (5) VDI-Richtlinjen (1991) and (6)
Corder’s index of maintenance efficiency (one index). Richard
Dwight (1999) has taken the view that the standard of per-
formance  must  be  in  terms  of  the  organisation’s  goals  and
what is possible. In Luleå University of Technology Parida
and Kumar has written interesting papers on the system of key
performance  indicators  (e.g  Parida  &  Kumar  2006).  As  we
see, the science of key figures in industrial maintenance is
well established in part and includes a number of well-defined
subsystems. However, relationships between different key
performance indicators or between various subsystems and
causalities in their behaviour are still little studied. Also some
standards give guidelines for selecting a set of indicators for
various business situations (e.g. IEC 56/858/CDV, PSK 7501
2000, PSK 7502 2002, SFS-EN 15341 2007).

Business requirements, safety and environmental risks deter-
mine the system of key performance indicators for the man-
agement of the maintenance function. This issue has been
earlier dealt with by many authors (e.g. Alan Wilson 1999,
Bhat 2000, Komonen 2002, Mitchell 2002, Parida et al 2009).
The various levels and functions of the organisations may also
have varying needs and standpoints that should be supported
by the system of key indicators. Various business require-
ments could be grouped, for instance, into four groups of in-
fluencing factors: (1) business requirements and critical suc-
cess factors, (2) delivery system of products, (3) the determi-
nants of production system and (4) used technology (Figure
1). Various combinations of these factors may put different
amount of pressure on the maintenance function.

2.  KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
In this section, an aim is to present the framework for the sys-
tem of key performance indicators in the form of an example.
The hierarchical system of key performance indicators consist
of (1) business objective, (2) production objectives, (3) main-
tenance objectives, (4) exogenous influencing factors, (5)
intermediate maintenance objectives, (6) action variables and
(7) descriptive indicators. The example below is simple and
perhaps self-evident, but the objective of it is to present how
business requirements, delivery and production systems, tech-
nology and potential in the system influence on the selection
of performance indicators.

In our example, high profit, high volume and excellent safety
level require high availability, high reliability and low cost
level in the production system. Due to JIT-principle, in order
to achieve the high availability, flexibility is an important
property of the maintenance function. The maintenance func-
tion should be ready for planned proactive downtimes, when
that is required by the production function (compare with
planned and scheduled maintenance specific downtime). Be-
cause the utilisation level is high, the production system is
highly integrated, the production and maintenance functions
can hide behind each other and unavailability due to failures is
low, the availability measure, which should be employed, is
the planned and scheduled maintenance specific availability.

The selected objectives could be achieved by intermediate
objectives, which in this case are the decrease of MTTM (pro-
active mean time to maintain), the increase of MTBM (mean
time between maintenance) with CBM (condition based main-
tenance), because there can still be seen potential in this tech-
nology. Improvement maintenance should be employed in
order to lower the number of failures, which are required by

safety objectives and JIT-principle, even though the unavail-
ability due to failures is low.

The key performance indicators of the industrial maintenance
can be classified in a hierarchical manner in the following way
as mentioned above:

(1) business goals and critical success factors
(external to maintenance department)

(2) production objectives
(3) maintenance objectives
(4) exogenous influencing factors (external

conditions)
(5) intermediate internal objective variables

(follow-up variables)

(6) action variables of maintenance function
(means for improvement)

(7) internal descriptive (explanatory) variables

Such fundamental business goals as ROCE, life cycle profits
or a profit margin belong to the first level of hierarchy. The
second level contain such objectives of the production func-
tion as overall equipment efficiency (OEE), the costs of pro-
duction and quality of production processes. Maintenance
objectives are metrics for the performance of the maintenance
operations: e.g. availability of machinery, the sum of unavail-
ability costs and maintenance costs (“dependability costs”),
maintenance costs as a % of estimated plant replacement
value (PRV) or of the capacity of the plant in question.

Figure 1.  The determination of the set of performance
indicators, an example (Komonen 2004)

Exogenous influencing factors are indicators, which help
management to evaluate the state of affairs. These key indica-
tors are factors, which are beyond the scope of maintenance
managers to determine, but which have a considerable impact
on the objective variables. Examples of these kinds of vari-
ables are the utilisation rate of the production machinery, pro-
duction volume, the amount of the production equipment, the
integration level of the production process etc. Intermediate
internal objective variables are performance indicators,
which should be measured and followed up, since they may
give more information about the development needs and may
act as intermediate objective variables in order to reach the
main objective. For example the mean time to restoration
(MTTR) is an intermediate objective when the main objective
is to minimise downtime costs. This is an objective variable,
because a maintenance manager cannot influence it directly.
The action variables of maintenance function are tools for

Maintenance
objectives:

for instance

1) high planned
and scheduled
availability
2) low failure rate
3) flexibility
4) low costs

Production
objectives:

for instance

1) availability
2) reliability
3) low costs

Intermediate
maintenance
objectives:
for instance

*decrease
proactive MTTM
*increase MTBM
  with CBM
*lower  with
 improvements

                     Delivery system:
for instance: JIT-principle,

            Production system and technology:
for instance: scale economies, high utilisation level,
integrated production system, potential in condition
monitoring, production and maintenance downtime
at the same level

   Potential

  1) unavailability
     due to failures
     low
  2) total
     availability
     90%

Business goals
and critical

success factors:
for instance

1) High profit
2) High volume

3) Excellent
safety level
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maintenance managers, by the aid of which objectives are
reached. Preventive and improvement maintenance, outsourc-
ing, operator maintenance etc. are such kind of tools. Internal
descriptive (explanatory) variables give additional informa-
tion, for example, about the cost and organisation structure,
cost level and capital intensity of maintenance function (Ko-
monen 2002a, 2002b). The system of key performance indica-
tors could be illustrated by several centric zones, or with a
matrix presentation (Table 1).

In the earlier studies we have tried to find causalities between
various performance indicators. Causal relationship between
action variables and intermediate objectives or between action
variables and maintenance objectives is important in the plan-
ning of the maintenance activities. From the benchmarking
and company planning point of view it is also very important
to know the impact of the exogenous independent variables on
the maintenance objectives, because it enables to distinguish
the influence of those factors which are beyond the scope of
maintenance management to determine.

Table 1. The O&M focused system of the plant level asset management indicators (e.g. Komonen 2006b)

A  similar  model  of  key  figures  as  presented  above  has  also
been designed in PSK 7502 standard for the internal logistics
of the plants by Jari Viertävä and Kari Komonen in 2002. In
this case internal logistics serve particularly the maintenance
function of the plants. The key performance indicator matrix
of logistics has been illustrated in “Table 2”. The indicators
presented in the table are examples. The tables do not include
all possible indicators. Owing to lack of space some variables
are in the form of a ratio and some in the form of a concept.
However, for all the presented variables it is possible to con-
struct an indicator in the form of ratio or index.

Table 2. Indicators for internal logistics

Some of the key performance indicators can be applied to
benchmarking purposes only in the limited circumstances

although they are very suitable for the follow-up of the inter-
nal trends. Examples of such kinds of variables are “mean
time to failure” or “lost production due to breakdowns”. These
absolute values do not give an accurate picture of the effec-
tiveness of a plant. For example, the size of a plant should be
taken into account before benchmarking.

3.  SOME VIEWS ON THE USE KEY
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
There are several options to measure the success of mainte-
nance function:

OEE
maintenance specific availability
maintenance costs / plant replacement value
maintenance costs / output of plant (kg, ton, km, m3

etc.)
maintenance costs / capacity of plant
maintenance costs / plant turnover
availability performance costs / plant replacement
value
availability performance costs / plant turnover

The ratio “maintenance costs / plant replacement” value tells
us,  how much  it  costs  to  maintain  a  certain  type  and  size  of
equipment or facility. When using this ratio we should make a
difference between the total costs of maintenance and the

Fundamental First level Second level Maintenance Exogenous Intermediate Means, action Descriptive
business objectives of objectives objectives Factors objectives variables variables
goals production of production (internal

explanatory)
e.g. e.g. e.g. e.g. e.g.

* availability *operating  rate * MTTF * preventive maint. * inventory turnover

Total lost OEE * performance rate * technology * MWT * planned maint. * proportion of

production * quality rate * integration level * MTTR * spare parts   mehanical

opportunities (€) * capital intensity * MTTM * contracting rate   maintenance

e.g. e.g. e.g. e.g.

*ROI, BSC, Production * maintenance * operating  rate * MRT * preventive maint. * material costs

*Growth, dependability costs Production   costs / PRV * technology * MTTR * planned maint. * allocated hours

* Market share (unavailability costs * maintenance * scale * MTTM * contracting rate * unit labor costs

   etc. costs+upkeep costs / output * integration rate * flexibility * maintenance costs/

costs) * capital intensity * spares / PRV   plant turnover

e.g. e.g. e.g. e.g. e.g.

Turnover of * internal customer * technology * MWT * feedback to clients * age structure of

capital Quality of   satisfaction * structure of * MTTM * multi-skilled workers  personnel

production * planning rate   production system * Accidents * keeping promises

processes * job satisfaction * Absenteeism * improvement

* Claims   maintenance
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maintenance costs of the machinery. In certain branches the
proportion of real estate of total fixed capital may vary a lot,
and therefore this index may give misleading results, at least,
as far as the maintenance costs of the machinery are con-
cerned. Altogether, the problem with the above ratio is the
determination of the replacement value. Very often the fire
insurance  value  is  a  good  estimate  of  that.  The  term  Plant
Replacement value (PRV) is defined as the amount of capital
that would be required to replace the plant. This value is not a
book  value  or  cost  to  build  a  state  of  art  replacement.   The
advantage of this ratio is that it makes possible to compare
various kinds of plants within or between branches. The dis-
advantage of this ratio is that it does not take into account the
availability of production equipment (Komonen 2006a9).

The ratio “maintenance costs / output” takes implicitly into
account lost output and the both factors can be defined quite
exactly. The disadvantage of this ratio, however, is that very
often the output of the production is very difficult to deter-
mine physically. Thus, in many branches benchmarking with
aid of this index is difficult. In some branches, it may be pos-
sible to use substitutes, for example the consumption of en-
ergy or raw material.

In certain industries maintenance costs / line capacity is also a
good indicator. The latter one does not vary according to op-
erating rate and it is easier to measure than replacement value.
The fourth ratio “maintenance costs / plant turnover” is an
important performance indicator from the company manage-
ment point of view, but from the maintenance point of view it
tells very little of the efficiency of the maintenance operations.

The fourth and fifth ratios “availability performance costs /
plant replacement value” (or / plant turnover) are explicitly
used very seldom. The ultimate goal surely is that managers
would be able to calculate the dependability (availability per-
formance) costs of the plant. Therefore, at least, unavailability
costs, maintenance costs and investments on availability per-
formance should be included. However, in practice, usually
maintenance costs and availability as a time based concept
(%) has been followed. A ratio “maintenance costs /  produc-
tion output” gives some idea of the availability performance
costs of plants, but the information is then partly implicit.
Exogenous factors may have similar kind impacts on the total
costs of availability performance as on the maintenance costs,
but the direction of the impact may change. The mechanism
behind this influence is not clear. However, it can be stated
that availability should be high, when operating rate is high.

As mentioned above different kinds of production units or
plants can be made comparable with the aid of exogenous
factors. Thus, for example, objectives such as 'overall equip-
ment effectiveness' (OEE) or availability are dependent on the
external factors, which cannot be influenced in the shorter
time span. Examples of the exogenous factors can be a priori
the following variables (the signs + and – indicate the direc-
tion of the impact):

integration level of production system (+)
operating rate and /or shift work rate (+)
technical capital intensity (plant turnover / plant re-
placement value) (+)
redundancy (+)
severity of the production environment (+)

In the case of maintenance costs in relation to equipment re-
placement value the effect of the exogenous factors may be
the following:

Integration level of production system (which has,
in practice, often parallel impacts to maintenance
costs as replacement value)    (-)
scale (replacement value of production equipment )
(-)
production volume / production equipment replace-
ment value (+)
shift work rate, operating rate  (+)
Industry –dummy variables (industry specific  fac-
tors)  (-, +)

In the case of maintenance costs in relation to capacity of the
production line in question the effect of exogenous factors
may be the following:

replacement value  (-)
capacity  (-)
capacity / replacement value  (-)
integration level  (-)
production volume  (+)
technology  (-,+)

4.  EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
Before we present methodological consequences and conclu-
sion from the system of key performance indicators concern-
ing benchmarking and development of maintenance activities,
we give some examples of empirical evidence on causal rela-
tionship between exogenous factors and key performance
indicators.

As an example in the forest industry (Table 3), it was possible
to explain about 80% of variation in maintenance costs using
three exogenous factors.  Therefore, determining power was
very high (adjusted R2=0,81). The statistical significance of
the results was also very high (p<0,000). The statistical sig-
nificance two of exogenous factors was also very high
(<0,000)

Table 3. Factors influencing the performance indica-
tor “maintenance costs / line capacity”: empirical evi-
dence.

Dependent variable: Maintenance costs / capacity of production
lines (Forest industry)
Adjusted R2 =0,81   F(3,14)=25,786   p<0,0000  Std.Error of
estimate: 4,118

Line replacement value and capacity in relation to line
replacement value have negative impact on maintenance
costs: the higher replacement value and capacity/replacement
value the lower are maintenance costs in relation to plant size
(costs/capacity). The parallel empirical evidence can be found
for several key performance indicators and industrial
branches. However, detailed results vary branch-wise.

Figure 2 depicts graphically the results.  We can use the
results of the above statistical analysis to predict what is the
cost level for each plant and the compare that with actual ob-
served values. In the scatter diagram (Figure 2), predicted and
observed values equal on the diagonal. Cases above the di-
agonal represent worse performance than expected.
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Figure 2. Graphical presentation of explanatory
power of exogenous factors on maintenance costs per
line capacity

We can find the same kind of results for availability or OEE.
Our example comes from the chemical industry (Table 4), the
degree of integration only had a meaningful influence on OEE
(degree of integration measures mechanisation rate, continuity
of processes, capital intensity etc. and therefore also the prob-
ability of production losses due to down time in any part of
the production system). However, its determining power was
very high (adjusted R2=0,77). The statistical significance of
the results was also very high (p<0,0001).

Table 4.  The variables having an impact on OEE in
the chemical industry

Dependent variable: OEE Chemical industry (N=12)
Adjusted R²= ,774   p<,0001 Impact p-level
Intercept
Degree of integration

0,0000
+ 0,0001

Figure 3. depicts graphically the results. We can use the re-
sults of the above statistical analysis to predict what is the cost
level for each plant and the compare that with actual observed
values. In the scatter diagram (Figure 3), predicted and ob-
served values equal on the diagonal. Cases above the diagonal
represent worse performance than expected.

It is also possible to statistically estimate breakdown time
level in relation to line replacement value by using multivari-
ate statistical analysis. It is interesting to notice that a major
proportion of breakdown time in relation to plant size is de-
termined by the exogenous factors. However, this phenome-
non can be understood by the means of technical scale effect
in many industrial branches (Komonen 1998).

The determining power of the statistical model in our example
was very high (adjusted R2=0,85). The model explained there-
fore 85% of all variation. The statistical significance of the
results was also very high (p<0,0001). The statistical signifi-
cance of exogenous variables varied between 0,000-0,071.
Figure 4. depicts graphically the results.

Chemical industry
Dependent variable: OEE

Predicted Values
.

O
bserved V

a
lue

s
. . .

95% confidence

Figure 3.  The predicting power of integration level on
OEE in the chemical industry

Figure 4. The predicting power of multivariate statis-
tical model on breakdown time in relation to replace-
ment value

5.  WEB-TOOL FOR BENCHMARKING
The benchmarking system consists of four sections or tools
(Komonen 2005) plus branch-wise statistics.

1. 'Data input section' is an electronic form to insert
the data of the plant in the database. An incorpo-
rated test tool will give the user a notice in the case
of the most probable mistakes.

2. In the 'positioning section' there is an option to
evaluate the success of the plant's maintenance func-
tion branch-wise (by industrial sector) with the aid
of several indicators such as OEE, availability of
machinery, production losses due to maintenance,
maintenance costs as a percentage of estimated plant
replacement value and many other.

3. In the 'locating differences section' it is possible to
compare the plant's mode of operations with the
successful plants, with the less successful plants and
with the average plant in the industrial sector in
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question. Comparison can be made with the aid of
several economic, technical and organisational indi-
cators.

4. In the 'best practices and planning section' the user
of the benchmarking system may find more hints of,
which kind of modes of operations lead to success-
ful results.

5. Industry-wise statistics

The system is automatic and runs all the automatic calcula-
tions getting commands from the user-code and password
entered into the system. All the needed calculations are carried
out when changes occur or the user commands to execute any
task. Simulations are also possible options, for example, for
planning purposes. The determination of the variables, which
should be taken into account when the system executes auto-
matic multivariate analyses for the positioning, is an expert's
job. The same applies to the determination of the impact (di-
rection  and  strength)  of  the  modes  of  operations  on  the  se-
lected objectives. The users of the system are able to see their
own data only and statistical key figures concerning the indus-
trial branch in question (Komonen 2006c).

6.  METHODS AND TOOLS OF
BENCHMARKING SYSTEM

In this chapter we depict the main features of the web-based
benchmarking systems. This chapter gives a good idea why
this benchmarking tool is an essential part of eMaintenance.

6.1. Data input
'Data  input  section'  serves  for  a  user  an  electronic  form  to
insert data concerning the plant's maintenance function. An
incorporated test tool will give the user a notice in the case of
the most probable mistakes. Data entered by the user is pre-
condition for the broader use of this benchmarking system. All
the entered data is confidential and no-one but the organisa-
tion which has entered the data in question can see it. The
users of the system are able to compare branch-wise their own
performance with the total figures and with the figures con-
cerning their own country. For each indicator, there exists also
the info-box, which gives additional information concerning
the indicator in question. On the left of the input boxes, the
plants can see the values they have earlier entered into the
database. It is possible to interrupt data input when needed
and continue it later.

6.2. Positioning
By means of the positioning the sample of plants in the
benchmarking data-base can be split down into two groups:
successful plants and unsuccessful plants. These two groups
can be used when trying to identify causes for successful or
less successful performance in the case of the individual plant.

In the 'positioning section' the users are able to evaluate the
success of their maintenance function branch-wise (by indus-
trial sector) by means of several indicators such as availability
of machinery, maintenance costs as a % of estimated plant
replacement value and many other. The above mentioned
indicators are affected by several exogenous influencing fac-
tors which are beyond the scope of the plant management or
maintenance managers to determine. But still they have a
considerable impact on the other performance indicators. Ex-

amples of exogenous influencing factors are process severity,
plant size, operating rate, age of the plant, technology etc.
These factors are taken into account when evaluating one’s
success by means of multivariate statistical models. The con-
clusion page of the positioning is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The conclusion page of the positioning

As stated earlier in the positioning section, various plants are
made comparable with the aid of the exogenous factors. These
factors should be taken into account when evaluating one’s
success. The benchmarking tool will take care of this analysis
automatically for the user. The developed software calls the
plants' data from the database, takes into account exogenous
influencing factors and calculates for the users an expected,
predicted value for each performance indicator the user has
chosen. The users can also make simulations, how things
would change if they were able to change factors which are or
are not under their own control. This benchmarking software
also groups all plants into successful and less successful sub-
groups (Komonen 2005, 2006a). In the graphical presentation
the  result  of  the  positioning  is  marked  by  means  of  a  green
plot. In the horizontal co-ordinate predicted values are shown.
These values take into account the impact of exogenous fac-
tors. In the vertical co-ordinate, the actual values of the plant
are shown.  The 95% confidence limits are plotted with red
lines.

6.3. Locating differences
Applying positioning to all the cases in the sample it is possi-
ble to compare industry-wise the plant's mode of operations
with the average plant or with the successful plants or with the
less successful plants. Comparison can be made with the aid
of several economic, technical and organisational indicators.
Examples of the modes of operations are the amount of opera-
tor maintenance, preventive maintenance, contracting and
improvements or the use of criticality analyses. Following the
techniques introduced above it is possible to find some hints
of which kind of modes of operations lead to successful re-
sults. (Komonen 2005, 2006b and c).
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Figure 6. The conclusion page of locating differences

The conclusion page of "locating differences section" is illus-
trated in Figure 6. The objective of this analysis is to find
probable causes for deviations from the expected (predicted)
values in the positioning section. The benchmarking tool will
take  care  of  this  analysis  automatically  for  a  user.  The  soft-
ware calls all the needed data from data base and carries out
positioning for each case and in this way groups all the cases
into successful and less successful subgroups. Finally, the tool
calculates means and deviations for the groups of all cases,
successful plants and less successful plants and for each per-
formance indicator the user has chosen. Plants' own actual
values for the selected indicator is marked with a green plot.

6.4. Best practices and planning
In 'best practices and planning section' a user can find some
hints of, which kind of modes of operations lead to successful
results. Since the proper way to improvement depends on the
user's present results and present mode of operations this sec-
tion includes also management tool to help in the planning
process.

Figure 7. The first conclusion page of best practices
and planning section

A user is able to compare the plant's mode of operations with
the successful plants. The comparison is the summary of the

10 largest deviations in the form of Pareto-diagram and the
comparison  can  be  carried  out  with  the  aid  of  several  eco-
nomic, technical and organisational indicators. The objective
of this analysis is to find the course of actions which should be
carried out in order to improve the performance of objective
variables (e.g. OEE, availability or cost effectiveness). Devia-
tions can be positive or negative values.

Since the statistical performance of the successful companies
is based on the results of positioning, those results are pre-
sented here once again in order to make interpretation easier.
The differences between the mean values of the most success-
ful plants and the users' own actual indicator values have been
normalised. The graphical conclusions have been presented in
Figure 7. The effect of the indicators in question on the de-
pendent variables (e.g. OEE, availability or cost effectiveness)
has been indicated in the same table (direction and strength).
The direction of the effect denotes what happens to an objec-
tive value (e.g. availability) if the numerical value of an inde-
pendent indicator (indicator which depicts the mode of opera-
tions) increases.

 In the following page there is the summary of the largest
deviations and their influence on the performance indicators
presented in two by two table. The greatest attention should be
focused on the factors, which indicates the largest deviations
and strongest impact. Further, less attention should be focused
on the factors having smaller deviations and smaller impact.

7.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
According to the management of many industrial enterprises,
'benchmarking' is a powerful tool for the development of the
plant operations. However, among many problems concerning
benchmarking one challenge is to make companies or plants
comparable. This challenge is sometimes used as an excuse to
explain away the worse ranking in a comparison between
plants. In this paper, the benchmarking system to avoid this
problem has been introduced. The positioning of the produc-
tion unit seems to work well and the quality of the positioning
system has improved during the years of research.

Several studies during the last 12 years in the Finnish industry
have revealed clear causalities between certain performance
objectives and exogenous variables. These causalities are
valid in the industrial maintenance as well as, in many cases,
in logistics and operations. In addition, these causalities
should be taken into account when utilising benchmarking or
developing maintenance activities. The introduced web-based
benchmarking tool is based on the above mentioned research
activities concerning causalities between objective variables
and exogenous influencing factors and on the research con-
cerning causalities between the successful plants (determined
with the aid of the positioning) and modes of operations de-
termined by action variables such as preventive maintenance
or training of personnel. The results of the first mentioned
causalities (objectives and exogenous factors) have been clear
and the samples have been sufficiently large. Instead, the lat-
ter causalities are not as clear. The main reason here is strong
data erosion due to diverse answering activities to various
questions, that is, various indicators.

Regardless of the above mentioned problems some clear re-
sults have been achieved. In several industrial branches, the
means which improve the product of maintenance activities
such as OEE or availability increase the relative costs of the
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maintenance function and vice versa. Sometimes the results
are opposite to expectations. Therefore, the optimisation of the
improvement efforts is crucial. The quality of the data is also
crucial issue when improving benchmarking tools. In empiri-
cal research there is always trade off between the detailed data
and the number of cases in sample. The ability of the compa-
nies to deliver data for a large number of sophisticated indica-
tors is limited.
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ABSTRACT 
In the area of eMaintenance the analysis of condition data (e.g. 
vibration monitoring, thermography, tribology, …) plays an 
important role in order to determine the health condition of 
machines. The results of such an analysis are used to decide 
whether maintenance actions for a machine have to be scheduled 
or not. Predictive Maintenance makes the next step as it offers the 
possibility to prognosticate the remaining time until a 
maintenance action of a machine has to be scheduled. One part 
still missing in common predictive maintenance solutions is the 
consideration of the fact that a machine may deteriorate non-
uniform, depending on external impacts. Examples for those 
contexts are: the work piece material in a milling machine, the 
changing fruit acid concentration in a bottling plant or the order 
of production steps in a production line in general. In this paper 
the advantages of context-sensitive predictions will be discussed. 
Furthermore, methods will be presented which show how contexts 
can be identified and used in order to improve the quality of 
machine health state predictions. 

Keywords 
Aging Indicators, Reliability Indicators, Predictive Maintenance, 
Machine Reliability, context-sensitive predictions.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the area of eMaintenance, predictive maintenance is a 
promising concept. Using predictive maintenance systems, one is 
able to predict the health state of machines and so to optimize 
maintenance actions and consequently to save costs. It is guest 
that applying predictive maintenance systems can save up to 1/3 
of the total maintenance costs. For the USA this is e.g. a total 
saving of about 60 Billion US-dollars (60000000000 $) per year 
[8].  
Precondition for the application of predictive maintenance is 
condition monitoring. Thereby, parameters of machines are 
monitored by the mean of sensors. The so generated signals can 
be analysed in order to determine the current health state of a 
machine. Many maintenance systems use this condition data 
directly to decide whether a maintenance action should be 
executed or not. In this paper predictive maintenance is referred to 
as the prediction of these condition data into the future in order to 
decide when a health state will reach a critical stage. In the focus 
of the here proposed approach is the so called aging indicator. It is 
a parameter which represents the aging behaviour of a concerned 

machine. Section 2 discusses issues concerning the determination 
of those aging indicators. A weak point in current predictive 
maintenance approaches is that they do not address that many 
aging processes are prone to changes triggered by external factors. 
The inclusion of those external factors is critical in order to 
guarantee a good quality of any reliability prediction. Section 3 
introduces the problems concerning variable aging-behaviour. 
Therefore, it is shown how external parameters influence the 
development of aging indicators. After introducing two concepts 
for the identification of those external parameters section 4 
additionally shows a concept for the creation of so called context-
sensitive predictions. In order to test the applicability of the 
previews mentioned concepts they were implemented in a 
software environment. Section 5 shows an example of an aging 
process for which a context-sensitive prediction was created using 
the software environment. Finally, in section 6 the state of the art 
is shown and in section 7 conclusion and future work are 
addressed.  

2. Aging Indicators 
Figure 1 shows an example of the aging process of an abstract 
machine. 

 
Figure 1. Example of an aging process 

 
In the focus of this example are gear wheels, which are identified 
as vital parts of the shown machinery. During the production these 
gear wheels are stressed by friction. It follows material fatigue 
which is the result when friction permanently stresses the gear 
wheels. Eventually, a point in time will be reached when the gear 
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wheels will break down. Consequently, the functionality of the 
whole machine will be disturbed. Condition monitoring is often 
used to observe processes as shown in the previous example (e.g. 
through vibration monitoring). Thereby, sensors measure 
parameters at machine components. The sensor signals can then 
be made visible as time series or directly be used to influence the 
production process (e.g. alarms are generated when thresholds are 
crossed). Monitoring signals may consist of information about a 
machine working condition which can be related to its aging 
behaviour. Therefore, we recommend to analyse monitoring 
signals in order to define so called aging indicators. An aging 
indicator is defined as a value which represents the aging 
behaviour of a machine or machine part. In a more formal way it 
is a time series where increasing values indicate the progress of 
machine aging.  The determination of suitable aging indicators is 
a difficult task. A common approach in the literature [12] consists 
of two main steps: 

• From the set of signals those signals must be identified 
which are related to the aging process of the concerned 
machine( dominant feature identification [12])  

• Based on the set of relevant signals an indicator must be 
defined which correlates directly with the aging 
behaviour of the concerned machine. 

So far no generic way is known for the creation of aging 
indicators. Nevertheless, manifold state of the art techniques for 
the determination of aging indicators are available. They can be 
divided into three groups: 

• Analysis-techniques  
o Time-domain analysis 
o Frequency-domain analysis 
o Principal component analysis 

• Transformation-techniques 
o Fourier Transformation 
o Proportional Hazard Models 

• Modelling approaches 
o Hidden Markov Models 
o System Models 

An overview about this topic is given in [10]. In continuation of 
the example in Figure 1, Figure 2 shows the determination of an 
aging indicator which represents the aging of the gear wheels. 
 

 
Figure 2. Example for determination of an aging indicator 

 
First of all a vibrancy signal is monitored and stored (it is 
assumed that the identification of suitable signals has already be 
done). Through Fourier Transformation (transformation 
technique) the signal is transformed into its frequency domain 
where additional characteristics of the signal become visible. A 
regression model is then adapted to model this curve. In this 
example the aging progress is visible in the parameters drifts of 
the regression model. Next, the model parameters are read 
equidistant in time and its values are stored as a time series. This 
time series is stated as aging indicator. Finally, prediction 
modelling (e.g. ARIMA-modelling [2]) is used to predict the 
future behaviour of the aging indicator.  
 

3. The Problem of Variable Aging-behaviour 
Section 2 has shown how aging related information can be 
extracted from signals in order to determine an aging indicator. In 
case of a predictive maintenance scenario those aging indicators 
can be used to predict the future aging behaviour of a machine. In 
the following it is shown that this approach has a weak point 
which must be considered if accurate predictions are desired. To 
introduce this problem Figure 3 shows a realistic example of a 
milling process with different workpiece materials. 
 

 
Figure 3. Abrasion for different workpiece materials [11] 

 
The diagram is based on a milling process. Thereby, the abrasion 
of a milling tool is measured for different workpiece materials e.g. 
metals with different degree of hardness. It is visible that the 
harder the workpiece material the higher the degree of abrasion at 
the milling tool. The dashed line in the middle of the diagram 
indicates the point where the degree of hardness is equal for both 
the workpiece material and the milling tool. The non-linear 
gradient of the curve is characteristically for those abrasions 
processes but will not further be discussed here in detail. The 
example shows a phenomenon which can be found in many aging 
processes (compare section 3): The Aging-behaviour is variable, 
depending on external factors so as the workpiece material. In this 
paper external factors will be referred as the more generic term 
contexts. It is intuitive that not including those contexts will lead 
to a decreased quality of any further reliability predictions. In 
example, the speed of aging of a milling tool which has to process 
mainly work pieces made of titan will be higher than for those 
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processing mostly work pieces made of aluminium. Figure 4 
schematically shows the impact of different contexts on the aging 
behaviour of a machine. 
 

 
Figure 4. Impact of different contexts on an aging indicator 

 
The figure shows different contexts which lead to different speeds 
of aging of the concerning machine. In this case traditional 
predictive maintenance approaches will provide inexact 
predictions. This can be seen at the dashed line which shows the 
curve of a prediction model not considering any contexts. It shows 
a prediction model averaging the aging behaviour which is of 
little accuracy.  The consequences of such an approach are: 

• Wrong determination of breakdowns 

• Unexpected breakdowns 

• Less cost savings 

• ... 
The consideration of contexts will help to avoid these problems. 
In order to investigate real world examples we had a closer look at 
examples for context-sensitive aging behaviour. In the first case a 
bottling plant was in the focus. There, a bottling machine was 
filling different kinds of soft drinks into different containers. 
According to the mechanics previous attempts to install a 
predictive maintenance system failed because of the changing 
aging behaviour of the machine. The cause for this variability is 
that the drinks contain of different concentrations of fruit acid. 
Consequently, apple juice with a high degree of acid accelerates 
the aging progress at the machine parts compared to water with no 
acid in it. The second example was located at a printing plant. 
There, traditional predictive maintenance solutions failed as the 
aging speed depends on the composition of the used ink. 
Besides these two examples there are many other examples for 
context-sensitive aging behaviour: 

• Production plans 

• Material properties 

• Workload 

• Order of production steps 

• ... 

4. Concepts for Handling of Variable Aging- 
Behaviour 
In section 2 the problem of variable aging-behaviour has been 
introduced. Not considering contexts likely lead to inaccurate 
aging models and inaccurate predictions. Therefore, the task is to 
identify and to include any available context information. In this 
section it is shown how context information can be used for 
predicting machine reliability. Therefore, we defined a concept 
that consists of the following steps: 

1. Aging indicators must be defined (see section 2). 
2. Aging relevant contexts must be identified. 
3. For each context a model must be created describing the 

behaviour of the aging indicator during the influence of 
this context (This can be done e.g. by time series 
modelling (see section 2)). 

4. A mapping between the contexts and predictable 
parameters must be established.  

5. Using the predictable parameters from Step 4 and the 
models from Step 3 context-sensitive prediction can be 
created.  

In the following these steps are described in detail.  
Step 1: For the definition of aging indicators state-of-the art 
modelling techniques can be used (see section 2). The first 
objective of this step is to identify aging-related signals. The 
second is to define rules how an aging indicator can be generated 
based on the previous chosen sensor signals. At this point we 
assume that an aging indicator is given by a univariate time series 
representing the aging behaviour. That means there exists no more 
than one value of the aging indicator for any point in time. 
Step 2: For the identification of aging relevant contexts we 
propose two concepts. The first – called bottom-up identification- 
is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. Bottom-up identification  

 
Located on the left side in the figure a machine is influenced by 
contexts which determine the speed of aging. At the same time 
signals are measured by sensors. These signals are used to 
generate an aging indicator (see section 2). The curve of this aging 
indicator (a time series) is then compared to the timely occurrence 
of any available potential contexts. Techniques which can be used 
for this matter are described in [9]. If a matching between 
components of the aging indicator and potential contexts is 
possible these contexts are stated as aging relevant contexts. A 
good matching is given if the same context always causes a 
similar behaviour of the aging indicator.  
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The second concept for the identification of aging relevant 
contexts is called top-down identification. It is shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6. Top-down identification 

 
In contrast to the bottom-up identification potential contexts are 
first selected and then compared to the aging indicator. This 
concept is recommended when it is clear that a context has an 
influence on the aging behaviour of the machine (e.g. the work 
piece material of the milling machine shown in section 3). The 
arrow which points on the link between the signals and the aging 
indicator indicates that knowledge about the context may also be 
used for the definition of the aging indicators. At the end of this 
step aging relevant contexts have been identified. 
Step 3: In order to formalize the behaviour of aging indicators 
under the influence of contexts, context-dependent models need to 
be determined. It can be assumed that for each context several 
aging indicator intervals exist. In detail, a context can occur 
repeatedly in the same record (e.g. the order of work piece 
materials on the same machine is: “Material a”-“Material b”-
“Material a”...). Techniques for time series modelling which are 
also suitable for context-sensitive predictions are well described 
in [2][3][10]. They can be used as they are able to represent the 
timely behaviour of time series. Suitable methods e.g. are: 
ARIMA-Models, Trend-Analysis, Polynomial approaches, 
Regression-Analysis, et cetera. The result of this step is a specific 
time series model allocated to each context. The meaning of these 
models is that the developing of an aging indicator is determined 
by the context models or in other words: under the influence of a 
context the progress of machine aging is given by a specific 
model.   
Step 4: A mapping between contexts and predictable parameters 
must be done. We define a predictable parameter as a context for 
which its further timely occurrence is given. Production plans e.g. 
are suitable as predictable parameters as they usually are 
determined in advanced. The mapping itself can go through 
several levels starting at a very fine granular level up to coarse 
granular levels. Figure 7 illustrates this matter.  
 

 
Figure 7. Mapping of contexts to predictable parameters 

 
Different levels of mapping have an important advantage. In case 
of a new yet unknown predictable parameter the mapping chain 
can be reconstructed down to the finest granular level. Based on 
the example shown in Figure 7 this means that for a new 
production order the sequence of the production steps is known. 
Next, the production steps can be mapped to the lowest level 
where the granularity already is on sensor/actor level. Finally, 
from there a direct mapping to the aging indicator can be made.    
Step 5: The predictable parameters from Step 4 and the models 
from Step 3 are used to create a context-sensitive prediction. 
Therefore, relevant predictable parameters must be extracted (e.g. 
from the production plan). Through the predefined mapping, so 
called sequences of contexts can be determined. Such a sequence 
is e.g. shown in Figure 7 at the lowest layer. In example, a 
possible sequence is given by the order of work piece materials 
that have to be milled by a milling tool. Last but not least the 
previous defined context related models are used to generate a 
prediction of the development of an aging indicator. Therefore, 
for each element in the context sequence the corresponding model 
is selected and put in the same order as the context sequence. 
Figure 8 illustrates the creation of a context-sensitive prediction 
(see also Figure 7).  
 

 
Figure 8. Creation of a context-sensitive prediction 

 

5. Example 
The here proposed concepts where tested in a software 
environment. The test case is given by a ventilation system. The 
objective of this system is to supply the rooms of a building with 
fresh air. Thereby, air filters are used to keep the air clean. The 
aging process in this example is given by the continuously 
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blinding of these filters. In this use case the step of defining aging 
indicators (see step 1 section 4) is simple as it is directly given by 
the power consumption of the air ventilation system. The reason 
therefore is that the higher the blinding of the filters the higher the 
required power consumption in order to provide the same amount 
of fresh air at every time. Figure 9 shows a screenshot of the curve 
of the aging indicator – power consumption – for an interval of 
about 10 weeks.  
 

 
Figure 9. Curve of the power consumption of an ventilation 

system (aging indicator) 
 
Next a bottom-up analysis is executed in order to identify 
potential contexts (see step 2 section 4). Comparing the intervals 
of similar behaviour in the aging indicator to a calendar shows a 
good correlation to specific dates. In detail, three different 
contexts can be identified: 

• working days 

• weekends 

• and holidays. 
For each of the three contexts a time series model is determined 
(see step 3 section 4). Thereby for “holidays” and “weekends” a 
polynomial modelling approach and for “working days” a 
seasonal modelling approach is chosen. Figure 10 shows the 
modelling steps in the software environment which has been 
developed at the department of computer science of the 
Technische Universität Dresden. It offers a flexible framework for 
time series- analysis, modelling- and prediction.  
 

 
Figure 10. Modelling the aging indicator for different contexts  
 
In this simple use case the mapping to predictable parameters (see 
step 4 section 4) is given by the mapping of time intervals to a 
calendar. Finally, a prediction can be determined. Therefore, the 
calendar containing the order of future events (working days, 

weekends and holydays) is used to determine the sequence of 
contexts. Figure 11 illustrates this process. 
 

 
Figure 11. Determination of the sequence of contexts 

 
Using the models for each context and the context sequence the 
prediction of the aging indicator (see step 5 section 4) can be 
made. The prediction of the aging indicator is shown in Figure 12. 
 

 
Figure 12. A context-sensitive prediction 

 
   

6. State of the Art 
EXACT [6] is a decision support tool for predicting reliability and 
optimizing condition based maintenance. It is able to predict 
equipment failures and to estimate remaining useful life of time. 
In detail, based on historical breakdown data and costs for 
maintenance actions it creates decision charts. Therefore, it uses 
proportional hazard models [10] in order to join aging 
information and monitoring data. It offers a good possibility to 
decide whether a maintenance action should be executed or not at 
the current state.  
The Watchdog Agent [13] is a toolbox of algorithms capable of 
converting sensor data and operating conditions to useful 
information that is indicative of a machine’s level of performance 
and health. It monitors the degradation rate of components and 
predicts the likelihood of failure and the health state of machines. 
Its focus is on the management of the information flow in the total 
life cycle. 
The Predictive Maintenance software PreCon [7] has its focus on 
the vertical integration of all parts of the production pyramid in 
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order to transform and deliver break down data up to ERP 
systems. Therefore, it offers a flexible modelling framework for 
modelling and predicting time series.  
The critic at the former mentioned Predictive Maintenance tools 
which are representatives for the group of those systems is that 
they do not consider behaviour changes of aging parameters. 
Consequently, the advantage of using aging relevant contexts in 
order to optimize predictions is unused. 
A huge variety of algorithms and concepts exist in the area of the 
definition of aging indicators (also called reliability indicators). 
The will not be further described here as they are preconditions 
for the proposed concepts in this paper. A good overview on this 
topic is given in [10] (see also: [1]). Information about Time 
Series analysis and prediction can be found in [2][3][8]. General 
information on Predictive Maintenance issues are described in [8].  

7. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper it was shown that conventional predictive 
maintenance approaches do not consider aging variability and 
therefore are not able to create prediction models of good quality 
for those aging processes. Furthermore, it was shown that variable 
aging behaviour is a common phenomenon which can be found in 
many production environments. In order to increase the accuracy 
of the prediction models a new approach was introduced that 
includes external factors in order to predict aging variability and 
uses this information for reliability predictions.  
The approach is based on so called aging indicators which 
represent the aging behaviour of a machine or machine part. In 
chapter 2 possible concepts were stated which can be applied to 
determine aging indicators. In section 3 the problem of variable 
aging behaviour was introduced using the example of a milling 
machine which has to process different kinds of work piece 
material. It was shown that variability in the aging behaviour is a 
common phenomenon and that not considering it will lead to bad 
reliability predictions. In section 4 new concepts were presented 
which describe how so called contexts can be used in order to 
improve the quality of predictions. Furthermore, it was shown that 
through mapping from coarse-granular contexts to fine-granular 
contexts it is possible to generate predictions even for before 
unknown contextual influences. The problem of the identification 
of contexts was addressed in section 4 by two new concepts: 
bottom-up-identification and top-down-identification. Finally, in 
section 5 the concepts where tested in a software environment 
using a real world example.   
The new concepts shown in this paper are at a very early stage. 
Although, they address important problems in terms of context-
sensitive reliability predictions a lot of investigation still has to be 
done:  

• Further research effort is needed at the area of context 
identification. 

• The performance of context-sensitive predictions 
compared to conventional predictions must be 
evaluated. 

• The concepts proposed in this paper must be validated 
using more use cases. 

• Concepts for the mapping between different levels of 
context-granularities must be developed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a useful tool that 

helps to find possible flaws in a system or element, mainly in the 

design phase. However, it is just a document that has no further 

''direct'' use than the observation. Mapping all this knowledge into 

a Bayesian Network would make it possible to use the information 

in further ways, like software applications for maintenance. A 

good FMEA has the necessary features to build a good Bayesian 

Network: Bottom-up (or Top-Down) analysis of all the 

components and subcomponents and cause-failure-effect chains. 

In this document we will detail the steps followed to create the 

Bayesian Network, using the FMEA of a Marine Diesel Engine, 

as well as their automation in a diagnosis application that uses a 

set of on-line lube-oil sensors. 

Keywords 
FMEA, Bayesian Networks, Diagnosis 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A well designed FMEA is a useful and valuable information 

source, containing both component and system failures, causes 

and effects. This information, however, is a document which 

cannot be used in further “direct” ways. If correctly mapped into a 

Bayesian Network it could be used in other ways, such as 

software applications. While the FMEA is mainly used to locate 

design flaws before the system is completely deployed, the 

Bayesian Networks objective is to help locate problems which 

occur in a working/deployed system. Furthermore, a Bayesian 

Network can be helpful when it comes to visualize all the cause-

effect chains involved in the system contained in the FMEA.  

 

This article will show the used methodology to map a FMEA into 

a Bayesian Network, which will be later used to give a diagnosis 

of the status of the engine, using a series of on-line oil/lube 

sensors. 

 

2. FMEA 
 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a procedure in 

operations management for analysis of potential failure modes 

within a system for classification by severity or determination of 

the effect of failures on the system. It is widely used in 

manufacturing industries in various phases of the product life 

cycle and is now increasingly finding use in the service industry.  

 

 

 

 

In FMEA, the following information needs to be identified for 

each one of the components and elements of the system: 

-Function(s): The function the item fulfils in the system 

-Failure(s): The way in which the element stops doing its 

function 

-Effect(s): The effect the failure has in the system 

-Cause(s): The cause of the failure happening 

-Control(s): The actions taken to detect/prevent the failure 

-Recommended Action(s): The actions that should be taken if the 

failure happens (e.g. stop system, replace part, do nothing...) 

-Other relevant details 

 

Failures are ranked by the Risk Priority Number (RPN), which is 

obtained from the product of three parameters: Severity, 

Occurrence and Detection, with values rank from 1 to 10. The 

RPN is used to prioritize the failures that should be monitored or 

corrected. 

RPN = Severity * Occurrence * Detection 

Severity ranks the impact the failure has on the system or client. 

This could include from no apparent effect to system breakdown 

or even personal injury. Occurrence ranks how often the failure 

occurs during the system’s lifetime. Detection ranks the ability to 

detect the failure before it happens. A failure that has an average 

severity and occurrence could be less “risky” than a less severe 

failure that is harder to locate, and therefore correct.  

 

Severity:   Little effect 1 … 10 Catastrophic 

Occurrence:  Very improbable 1 … 10 Sure to happen 

Detection:  Easily detectable 1… 10 Undetectable 

These parameter rates are ordinal, not linear (An occurrence rate 

of 8 is more probable than a 4, but doesn’t mean that is as twice as 

probable) and not standardised, so each FMEA may rank these 

rates in different ways (occurrence rate of 5 could be a probability 

from around 0.1 to 0.001, depending on the FMEA). Figure 1 

shows some of these probabilities for occurrence rates [3] 

 

This information will be documented in a series of tables, which 

will form the FMEA report. Severity, Occurrence and Detection 

rates should be included in the report along with the tables, as 

they do not always follow the same standard. 
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Figure 1: Probabilities and occurrence rates 

 

FMEA helps improve the quality, reliability and safety of a 

product, locating and reducing the failures found in a system or 

process. Unfortunately, the FMEA is dependant on the experience 

and expertise of the members who examine the system. This could 

lead to some problems as non-identified failures or wrong failure 

rankings, underestimating the risk of some failures or giving 

others failures too much care.   

3. BAYESIAN NETWORKS 
A Bayesian Network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model 

[1][2]. It reflects the states of some parts of a world that is being 

modelled and it describes how those states are related though 

conditional probabilities. All the possible states of the model 

represent all the possible worlds that can exist, that is, all the 

possible ways that the parts or states can be configured.  

 

The representation is a directed acyclic graph consisting of nodes, 

which correspond to random variables and arcs, which in turn 

correspond to probabilistic dependencies between the variables. A 

conditional probability distribution is associated with each node 

and describes the dependency between the node and its parents. 

BNs are widely used in diagnosis. E.g.: Given symptoms, the 

network can be used to compute the probabilities of the presence 

of various diseases. 

 

In the network prototype shown in Figure 1, the qualitative 

relationship indicated by the direction of the link arrows 

corresponds to dependence and independence between events. 

That is, nodes higher up in the diagram tend to influence those 

below rather than, or, at least, more so than the other way around. 

On the other hand, the quantitative relationships between nodes 

are defined by conditional probability tables (In case of 

continuous variables, conditional probability distributions) 

Many practical tasks can be reduced to the problem of 

classification, including Fault diagnosis. A Bayesian Network 

helps tackle the problem of classification in a way that helps to 

overcome problems that other methods partially address: 

• Able to mix a-priory knowledge together with 

data/experimental knowledge. 

• Explanatory abilities. 

• Uncertainty and Causality management  

• Learning both parametric and structural issues. 

One important characteristic of this inference model is the 

adaptation ability. In this way, introducing risk values of 

environmental variables and expected parcel risk value, the 

Bayesian Network adapts the weights of conditional probability 

tables, approximating to desired solution. 

 

 

Figure 2: Bayesian Network with 3 nodes 

 

4. BUILDING THE MODEL 
FTA trees have already been used to map a Bayesian network [7]. 

Fault Tree Analysis is a commonly used technique in risk 

management and control. Using tree like structures and a top-

down methodology, an undesired top event (a failure) is defined, 

as well as all the possible causes that may lead to it. FMEA sheets 

follow a similar structure, defining for each component the 

possible ways in which it can fail, as well as its effects and causes 

in the system. The methodology used in the FMEA mapping is 

adapted from the one used in FTA mapping. 

The methodology used to do the mapping will be bottom-up, 

starting from the individual components and subsystems, to finish 

with the whole system. Three types of nodes will be used: Failure, 

Component Failure and Effects. Failure nodes represent a general 

failure in the system. Component Failures represent specific 

failures happening to a component. Effects are the result of a 

failure (general or component) which don’t further cause more 

failures in lower levels. They act as “leaf” nodes. A fourth node 

type can be used (Component) to help locate in which component 

is happening the failure. 

4.1 Mapping Methodology 
The steps to build the networks should be: 

1. Start with the components: Add the individual 

component nodes to the network. 

2. Add the components failure modes: Add each 

component’s failures 

3. Add the failures effects: Add each component-failure’s 

effects 

4. Add the causes: Add the causes of the failures. 

5. Join common nodes: Repeated nodes will be joined in a 

common node.  

a. The same cause may affect different failures 

b. Different failures may have the same effect. 

c. A component failure may be the cause of 

another component failure. 

 

For a better understanding of the process, a step-by-step example 

is shown. Table 1 shows the FMEA extract used in the example. 

The table contains the cause-effect chains of three components of 

a diesel engine: injector, cylinder liner and piston.  

Figures 2 to 5 show the node-adding steps. Figure 6 shows the 

fusion between the different components causes and effects. 
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Table 1: Example FMEA (extract) 

 

 

Figure 3: Adding component nodes 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Adding failure nodes 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Adding effect Nodes 

 

Figure 6: Adding cause nodes 

 

 

Figure 7: Joining common nodes 

 

4.2 Assigning probabilities 
The mapping methodology is centred in developing the structure 

of the Bayesian Model. This structure will be fixed as long as the 

system doesn’t undergo any major changes, and the learning 

processes will only affect the conditional probability tables (CPT). 

These conditional probability tables are the ones that define how 

the model works, how the belief is propagated and how parent and 

son nodes are related. 

The CPT stores the probability beliefs in a table, one cell for each 

possible combination between the parent nodes’ states, multiplied 

for the number of nodes’ states. This could lead to very big tables, 

making the assigning of the CPTs for each node the most difficult 

part of the mapping.  

Component Failure Cause Effect 

Injector Bad Spray Sticky Needle Bad Lubrication 

Piston Perforation 

Cylinder 

Liner 

Bad Lubrication Bad Spray Overheating 

Bad Oil Quality Piston Clipping 

Piston Piston Perforated Bad Spray Perforation particles. 

Piston Clipped Overheating Clipping particles 

Bad Lubrication 
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The nodes in the Bayesian network should be of Boolean nature 

in order to avoid extremely large tables. The fail happens or not, 

the effect is visible or not, the component works or not… 

Ideally, the Bayesian Network should be trained with parameter 

learning algorithms such as expectation-maximization. Not having 

enough usage data may make this task difficult. For that reason 

giving the network initial values can be a good idea. The network 

CPTs should be later tuned with additional data as extra design 

information, reliability tests and field performance evaluations 

[4]. 

4.2.1 Initial values 

Nodes that are dependant from more than one parent nodes act 

differently depending of their nature. Some failures happen when 

one or more causes are present, like OR-gates do in fault trees. 

Other failures need more than one cause to be present at the same 

moment to trigger, as AND gates do in fault trees. Sometimes the 

nature of the failure is unknown. 

 

If the nature of the failure is unknown, so it is which cause has 

more relevance in the failure happening. It is known that the cause 

affects the failure, but not how. Maximum entropy theory should 

be used in these cases. Maximum entropy (ME) theory argues that 

in the absence of other information, all s failure states of a 

variable X should be assigned equal probabilities of (1/s), as 

shown in Table 2 

Table 2: Max. Entropy table in a node with 3 causes 

Node 1 True False 

Node 2 True False True False 

Node 3 True False True False True False True False 

True 1 0.66 0.66 0.33 0.66 0.33 0.33 0 

False 0 0.33 0.33 0.66 0.33 0.66 0.66 1 

 

Some of the failures happen when one or more of their causes are 

present. If we assume that each one of the causes are independent 

of each other, noisy OR-gates [8] can be used, which are a 

generalization of the binary OR-gates. If a failure has n possible 

causes, each of the xi causes have a probability pi of producing the 

failure in the absence of the others. pi = P(Failure|xi only). The 

probability of any combination is the calculated by the next 

equation: 

P (Failure | x1, x2 ... xn) = 1 - (1 - p1) * (1 – p2) *…* (1 - pn) 

P (Failure | X) = 1 - ∏ (1- pi)   Where X = any xi combination 

 

Table 3 and Table 4 show the difference between using binary Or-

gates and Noisy OR-gates, detailing the probability tables for the 

Piston node in Figure 6.  

Table 3: Piston probability table (Binary OR) 

Table 4: Piston probability table (Noisy OR) 

 

Some failures may need more than one cause simultaneously in 

order to happen. E.g. a system with two cooling systems (water 

and air) will suffer overheating only if both systems are down. 

Noisy AND-gates can be defined using the same considerations 

used with the Or-Gates [7]. In this case pi stands for the 

probability of the failure happening while all causes except for xi 

are true. P(Failure| All but xi). The probability for any 

combination of the added causes: 

P (Failure | x1, x2 ... xn) = p1 * p2 *…* pn 

P (Failure | X) = ∏ pi    Where X = any xi combination 

 

Table 5 shows the probability table of the previously explained 

example, the overheating problem when both cooling systems are 

down. 

 

Table 5: Overheating (Noisy AND) 

 

Noisy gates can be too restrictive, as they work under the 

assumption that all the possible causes of the failure happening 

are previously known. This is not always possible as there could 

be unknown causes that have not been noticed or recorded in the 

FMEA. An additional parameter called leak is added to fix this 

[9]. The leak constitutes a kind of residual “all others” category, 

representing what is not explicit in the FMEA, and makes it 

possible the failure to happen even if neither of their recorded 

causes is present.  

 

To effectively apply the Noisy gates the prior probabilities of their 

causes have to be known. Occurrence rates record how often the 

failure happens for a cause, not the conditional probability 

between that cause and the failure. These rates should be used as 

orientation instead of using them directly. 

4.2.2  Using non-Boolean nodes 
 

Sometimes, different variables can be considered as different 

grades of a common variable. E.g. the nodes “Engine is producing 

power” and “Power outcome not enough” can be considered 

different states of the power outcome of the engine. Instead of 

using two Boolean nodes it is possible to use a variable named 

“Power Outcome” with the states Normal, Poor and None. Using 

this kind of multistate variables can lead to smaller networks, at 

the expense of more complex probability tables. 

Piston Perforated True False 

Piston Clipped True False True False 

Faulty 0.98 0.9 0.8 0 

Normal 0.02 0.1 0.2 1 

Piston Perforated True False 

Piston Clipped True False True False 

Faulty 1 1 1 0 

Normal 0 0 0 1 

Cool. System (Air) True False 

Cool. System (Water) True False True False 

Faulty 0.995 0.05 0.1 0 

Normal 0.005 0.95 0.9 1 
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5. DIAGNOSIS APPLICATIONS 
Once created the Bayesian Network, it can be used in more than 

one way. In this paper, two different diagnosis applications will 

be used. One is an independent application specific made to help 

locate failures in large diesel engines used in marine cargo 

vessels. The other one is the integrated on-line web platform 

TESSnet, which gives diagnosis and prediction support to a 

variety of sensors. 

A series of parameters of the lubricant oil will be analysed in 

order to run a diagnosis over the status of the engine, parameters 

such as viscosity, particles and insoluble content, soot... 

Some failures will cause these parameters to appear. Incomplete 

combustion will increase the soot, piston clipping and perforation 

will increase the number of clipping and perforation particles in 

the oil, and so on. 

All these oil parameter values will be stored in a database, where 

they will be used later by both applications. In order to 

accomplish this, a GPS modem connected to the sensor will send 

the measurements timely, while another GPS modem will receive 

and store the transmitted values into the database. 

Both applications will follow the same steps in order to realize the 

diagnosis [ Figure 8]: 

1. Retrieve sensor data from the database. The application 

will connect and retrieve the last measurements made by 

the sensor. 

2. Discretize numeric values. The Bayesian Network uses 

Boolean values, so first of all it is necessary to turn the 

numerical values into Boolean ones. Maximum and 

Minimum values can be used for this. E.g. If the Soot 

concentration is above 50%, the Soot node status is set 

to True. 

3. Propagate belief. The Boolean values are assigned to the 

parameter nodes, then the belief is propagated though 

the network. 

4. Retrieve data from the failure nodes. Once the 

propagation is completed, the updated belief values of 

the failure nodes are retrieved.  

 

 
Figure 8: Information flow in application 

 

In this way the data capture and the diagnosis work asynchronous 

and independently. Other type of sensors can be used to gain 

additional information (vibrations, temperature...) 

The Bayesian Network has been created with the HUGIN Expert 

tools [5][Figure 9]. HUGIN Expert provides Bayesian Network 

creation and design software as well as plug-ins to integrate its 

features with different platforms and programming languages. 

 

 

Figure 9: HUGIN Researcher 

5.1 Diesel engine application 
The independent application was specifically created and 

designed for diagnosing the status of a marine diesel engine 

[Figure 10]. When the button is pressed, the last measurement is 

retrieved from a database, along with his parameter values. These 

parameters are then discretized into Boolean values and assigned 

to the net. Once the belief is propagated through the network, the 

failure modes and component status are showed, both numerically 

and in a colour rate (Normal, Warning, and Danger).  

The actual version of the application includes a test interface, 

which lets the user try all the possible input combinations of the 

network and its influence in all the nodes of the network. Future 

versions of the application may include a prognostic service, 

using trends developed from a set of previous measurements; and 

the possibility of configuring both sensor inputs and displayed 

nodes.  

The application has been developed in Java [6], making it 

possible to run in any platform. 

 

 

Figure 10: Diesel Engine Application 
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5.2 TESSnet 
TESSnet is a web platform which can be used as Predictive 

Maintenance Management System (PMMS), developed by 

Tekniker. Company and plant information can be accessed from 

the website, along with machine and assembly status, and sensor 

and measurement information is stored as well. 

Specific parameter values can be viewed, along with trend charts. 

Using these trends and setting maximum and minimum values to 

the parameters, the platform gives prognostic of the assemblies in 

terms of the remaining useful life. Diagnostic is provided with a 

rule based system. E.g. If the parameter X surpasses the warning 

value, the possible cause is Y.  

 

 

Figure 11: TESSnet  

The Bayesian Network would replace the rule based system. The 

data retrieval, discretization and propagation steps would be the 

same as in the other application. The results, numerical and 

discretized, would then be shown in a textbox. 

The main drawback is that each system would require his specific 

Bayesian Network, as TESSnet contains information about 

different systems like aero-generators or machine tools.  

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The method explained in this paper tries to provide some help in 

the task of building Bayesian Network out of a FMEA. The 

FMEA usually have good information about cause-effect chains, 

but lack of proper probabilistic information, so the resultant 

network will be of fixed structure and adaptive probabilities.  

This paper has also described how to solve the lack of 

information, developing a Bayesian Network for marine diesel 

engines, which has been used in two different applications.  
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ABSTRACT 

Today data stream in every area of industry is enormous. 

Correctness and validity of the data are all the time under 

inspection by the employees but still also false conclusions are 

drawn. To understand the amount of the data and data sources and 

also the difficulties to analyze the data a study was conducted by 

examining real-life cases in the industries. The cases were chosen 

by the companies: some included smaller parts of larger processes 

while some cases consisted of the whole maintenance system in 

smaller companies. First the data sources and flows were 

modelled, and the users were defined. Then the processes and 

needs were analysed on different levels of the organisations. Also 

personal needs and preferences were explored with the help of 

interviews. A “start of the day” view was designed to some users 

in collaboration with them. This study consists of a cross-case 

analysis amongst the screens.  

Keywords 

Maintenance, data source, computer interface, user 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Usually data from several different types of systems are needed to 

analyse and predict the condition of the physical process and the 

equipment. In addition to condition monitoring and maintenance 

management systems, at least process automation and information 

systems, various measuring systems and ERP are needed to 

provide adequate information. Also personnel with their tacit and 

explicit knowledge are important information and knowledge 

sources and thus a part of the knowledge management system [5, 

2]. As a summary, the useful data, information and knowledge is 

dispersed making it difficult to get swiftly a holistic view of the 

process and its condition.  

According to Muller & al[4], Hence, Koc and Lee referred e-

maintenance as predictive maintenance providing only monitoring 

and predictive prognostic functions. Muller et al [4] themselves 

define it to base on real-time data, condition based monitoring, 

predictive maintenance and information pipeline, and to have a 

goal to give precise and concise information to maintenance 

department, middle management and top management. Karim et 

al [3] argue that even though there is no agreement on how to 

define e-maintenance, one common part is the application of 

information and communication technology (ICT) to achieve 

effective information logistics within the maintenance area. The 

aim of information logistics is to provide just-in-time information 

to targeted users and to optimise the information supply process 

by making the right information available at the right time and at 

the right location. 

Candell et al [1] argue that the positive impact of e-maintenance is 

to be expected on two levels. The first one is the ‘maintenance 

micro-level’, where e-maintenance serves as a performance 

support that facilitates the hands-on execution of maintenance 

tasks by technicians, mechanics and support engineers, by 

providing a reduced number of interfaces to information sources, 

improved fault diagnosis, knowledge sharing and automated or 

facilitated procedures for technical administration. The other level 

is the higher ‘maintenance macro-level’, where e-maintenance 

will support managerial maintenance planning, preparation and 

assessment, enabling information-driven maintenance and support 

processes, and efficiency. e-Maintenance Management 

Framework (eMMF) is defined as a framework integrating 

maintenance and ICT perspectives to address the challenges 

presented above. 

According to Karim et al [3] most of the existing contributions to 

the e-maintenance debate suffer from too wide a gap between data 

processing and knowledge management. This tendency can be due 

to too great a focus on data collection, without any clear 

identification of the stakeholders’ requirements. Hence, a mature 

e-maintenance solution should focus on the enhancement of 

service-oriented information logistics based on content sharing for 

an output-based information strategy. One of the main objectives 

of e-maintenance is to enhance and support the maintenance 

process by establishing a content sharing process based on ICT 

that provides the right information at the right time, of the right 

quality, to the right actor. This content sharing process includes 

activities such as data collection, data filtering, data aggregation, 

data analysis, data distribution, and data visualisation. 

The difference in the needs of various types of users as well as the 

need to develop the way information is shared is confirmed also 

by other maintenance literature. E.g. according to Konola [6] data 

collection and utilisation can be assisted be developing ICT-

systems easier to use e.g. with the help of better user-interfaces 

and data preclassification. The needs of the field-work, work-

planning and maintenance management differ much from each 

others. 

Schneiderman et al [7] argue that there is a number of personality 

differences in the preferences how people use computers and 

computer interfaces. Some people are eager to use computers, 

while others find them frustrating. Even people who enjoy using 

computers may have very different preferences for interaction 

styles, pace of interaction, graphics versus tabular presentations, 

dense versus sparse data presentation, and so on. A clear 

understanding of personality and cognitive styles can be helpful in 

designing interfaces for diverse communities of users. To achieve 
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universal usability of a human-computer interface, different kinds 

of personalities should be taken into consideration but there is no 

simple taxonomy for that purpose.  

This article is based on the results and data from a research project 

conducted by the Kemi-Tornio University of Applied sciences: 

Study on maintenance related strategic, tactical and operative data 

retrieval, analysis and exploitation (DRAnEx). The project was 

partially financed by TEKES (The Finnish national agency for 

technology and innovations). This pre-study was conducted within 

project eMaintenance, which is partially financed by Interreg IVA 

North EU-financing as well as by the provincial government of 

Lapland. The project is conducted in collaboration with Luleå 

technical university. 

The project itself covers more widely the analysis and 

development on maintenance and maintenance related processes.  

In this paper the focus is on the demand personnel in various 

organisational positions set on the information and user interface, 

as well as on the differences between different persons in same 

type of positions when maintenance related information is 

concerned. 

Thus the research questions are: 

• What kind of maintenance related information personnel 

in various positions want to have on their personalised 

screen displays? 

• How they want it to be presented? 

This study is a limited pre-study, and the answers to the questions 

are expected to be implicative but not give the exact results. 

2. METHODOLOGY 
To understand the problems related to the amount of the data, 

number and type of the data sources, and the processes, K-TUAS 

conducted the project DRAnEx project during the years 2008 and 

2009, and has continued within the eMaintenance project (Interreg 

IV A North, and the provincial government of Lapland). The 

study consisted of six case studies in seven companies including 

SMEs as well as large process and mining industries. The 

companies were chosen to cover process industries, machine 

shops, logistics and repairing.  

The case study units were chosen together with the companies. 

The key words were maintenance, ICT system, and operational 

process. In large process industries the units were smaller parts of 

larger processes like a fine concentrating mill, a paper machine 

and a hot rolling mill. In smaller companies the study unit 

typically covered the whole maintenance operations including 

links to administration. 

The research was conducted by the maintenance research team 

consisting of five researchers. In each case one researcher 

functioned as the contact person and interface between the 

company and the research team. First the present state – including 

the ICT systems, knowledge and information flows, and the whole 

process – was explored. The fieldwork – data collection - was 

conducted with the help of the same protocol in each case to 

enable cross-case studies. The case reports were reviewed by the 

research team to ensure that the reports follow the same form and 

all adequate data exists. The internal review was followed by 

interviewee review.  

The next step was to model the data sources, flows and users. This 

was conducted by one single researcher to ensure comparability. 

The results show that the number and type of data and information 

sources is large especially when large production units are 

concerned. In one case the number of various sources was as high 

as 14. The study also showed that the information flows and 

related processes have often become very complex when new 

activities and new sources have been added without redesigning 

the system. 

The third step was to explore the information needs on different 

levels of the organisations, and in different lines of the 

organisations: e.g. the maintenance, operation and administration. 

In addition to this also personal needs and preferences were 

explored. As Schneiderman et al [7] argue, different personalities 

prefer different kinds of visualisation of data, and serving all types 

of users with same interface is difficult. 

The fourth step in the study was to construct personalised “start of 

the day” screen displays pilots to some users. The users were 

asked which data and information they need to get to form a 

holistic view of the situation, and to predict the future. These 

screen displays pilots were then reviewed with the users to ensure 

the validity.  

This pre-study was conducted to analyse of the screen displays 

with regard to the information content and visualisation. The 

results of the cross-case analyses is presented in the paper (see. 

[8]). 

3. DATA 
All the companies belong to process and mining industry cluster, 

but they differ with regard their size and their own sector within 

the cluster. The largest companies have several thousands 

employees while the smallest a few dozens. In all cases but one 

the explored unit is production related. In the large production 

units the explored unit was limited to enable the studying with 

reasonable resources: in a steel mill the unit was the hot rolling 

mill, in a mine the fine refining of ore, and in a paper mill a 

winder. 

In the main research project the research unit itself was the data 

that was available from the ICT- or automation systems. As an 

exception, in one case the research unit was the data that should 

be gathered from the process. In this article, anyhow, the research 

unit was the screen display which was defined by the end-user. In 

most of the cases they were designed to persons on several 

organisational levels. The total number of cases is 13. Some of 

them are presented as examples to show the large variation 

between them. 
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Table 1. Research cases 

 Sector Unit Research unit (use of) 

A Steel industry Process, hot 

rolling mill 

Operation and 

maintenance data 

B Mining 

industry 

Process, fine 

refinery 

Operation and 

maintenance data 

C Maintenance Process, paper 

machine 

Shutdowns and faults  

Operation data 

D Paper 

industry 

Process, 

winder 

Operation data 

E Logistics Maintenance, 

spare part 

supply 

Spare part supply data 

F Machine 

shop, electric 

motor repair 

Repair and 

machinery 

services 

Operation management 

data 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A dashboard showing the main measures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The screen display of the production manager. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The screen display of the maintenance engineer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The screen display of the foreman. 

 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Types of preferred information 
The preferred data on the start-of the-day view differed a lot 

between persons on different organisational levels, between 

companies especially according to their size, and also between 

persons in same companies on same organisational levels. 

1. Persons working directly with maintenance issues included 

naturally work order management and related topics in the list of 

needs. That is what they need to do their daily work. 

2. Real time process data was not valued very high from the 

maintenance point of view. Two persons on managerial level and 

one automation maintenance foreman wanted some of it on their 

start-of-the-day screen display. The smaller case companies do 

not belong to the process industries, and thus there is no process 

data available. 

3. The need for production planning data varied a lot. In process 

industries one paper mill production manager wanted to have it. In 

the refinery case the product is always the same which is the 

obvious reason to that no need for such data was expressed. In the 

smaller companies production planning data was included in 

every screen display.  

4. Various production indicators were wanted in 11 of the 13 

cases: the only exceptions were a mechanic and an office clerk.  

5. Safety indicators and other safety issues were highly 

emphasised in the large process industries, where they were 
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included in all of the cases. In the smaller companies they were 

not involved at all.  

6. Direct economy measures were involved in the display screens 

by a manager in a paper mill, and in the smaller companies by all 

the users but a clerk and a foreman. When indirect economy 

measures are added to this, the economy measures interested some 

of the foremen and everyone above that level. 

7. Other wished views or links included e.g. quality system, 

company intranet and some important web-links. Additionally, for 

some reason especially in small companies, views to Outlook 

were popular. 

4.2 Differences between organisational levels 
Another way to analyse the wished screen displays is the type of 

the computer-human interface. The wishes followed the table 2. 

According to the results, the management preferred graphical 

interface and the workers text interface while amongst the 

foremen there was a lot of variation.  

On personal level there is also some variation regarding to what 

type of graphics should be used: some prefer traditional graphs 

while some want to have more dashboard type of interface. This is 

equivalent to the theory presented by Schneiderman et al (2009). 

Table 1. Graphical vs. text interface according to the 

organisational position. 

 Graph. Semi Text 

Management, middle and 

higher 

6 - - 

Foremen 1 1 2 

Worker - - 2 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
When the data sources and wished computer-human interface 

various people on different organisational levels in different types 

of companies were cross-examined, there were a lot of differences 

in all of the comparisons.  

The studied cases showed that the need for real time or other 

process data is small. This implies that process data is not used 

from the maintenance point of view. The experience from the 

field implies that this analyses bases mainly on the operators’ 

personal know-how. 

When production planning data is concerned, the use is wider. 

Anyhow, when the product is a standard bulk product, the need 

for production planning is small, which explains why the data is 

neglected in some of the cases. Production indicators are used in 

all of the companies but often the worker level personnel does not 

see it as important. The same is valid also when direct and indirect 

economic measures are in consideration: they are widely used but 

not valued by the workers. Another question is, if these indicators 

still should be involved in the data to raise the awareness of the 

dependence between their personal input and the production 

output, and in this way raise the motivation. 

When safety questions are discussed, the conclusion is that the 

large companies have paid a lot of attention on it, and its 

importance is appreciated by all levels of the organisations. The 

results imply that the smaller companies do not highlight it as 

much in their everyday activities. 

According to the studied cases, the information the personnel 

wants to see at one glance on their screen display, is formed of 

data from several information systems. In most cases the filtering 

and combination of the data is difficult with the existing 

technologies and methods. This sets demands for further 

development of e-maintenance technologies and methods. 

The other research questions asked how the personnel want the 

information to be presented. According to the studied cases, there 

is a trend that personnel in middle and higher management prefer 

graphical presentations that are easy and fast to read. The worker 

level – even though the number of these cases was small – seems 

to prefer alphabetic presentations. Within the foreman level 

opinions seem to vary from graphical to semi-graphical and text 

based screens. One of the reasons to this may be the need to get 

exact work orders etc. Still, with the help of good interface design 

it would be possible to make the display screen more informative 

and also alerting when needed. 

This study based on case material originally collected for different 

purposes. With another selection of cases the results might be a 

some different, but they are still reliable enough to imply the main 

trends. For a quantitative study much more research should be 

done. 

6. FURTHER RESEARCH 
Even though approving the results statistically would demand 

more research, the case study shows that the information that is 

needed for maintenance purposes consists of data from different 

systems. This emphasises the need for both research and 

development that enables easy filtering and combination of the 

data to form the information. 

The needs for the main screen displays varied a lot between 

organisational levels and the tasks a person has. One result was 

that most of the people appreciate the usability and graphical 

properties of the computer-human interface, while at the same 

time most of the e.g. ERP interfaces are purely alphabetical. There 

is need for more research that combines the information needs and 

the computer interface – mixing together research on 

maintenance, information systems and interface design. This need 

will be taken into consideration in forthcoming research. 
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ABSTRACT 
Economies are shifting towards service-based business models 
with manufacturers providing increasingly advanced industrial 
services, such as leasing, performance based logistics, and 
condition based maintenance. This creates a need to rethink and 
develop the ways manufacturing organizations perceive their 
surroundings, and thus also change how the organizations control 
their operations. A notable problem is that manufacturing 
companies commonly organize data and knowledge in their 
information systems in ways that are ill-suited to the needs of a 
service business environment. The main challenge addressed in 
the paper is how to capture and use information about instances 
of individual things or events. Instead of allocating an instance of 
a thing or event directly as belonging to a given class within an 
information system there is a need to track specific properties of 
a given instance and thus enabling dynamically classifying and 
reclassifying the instances as needed. Research on how to 
manage instance operations has three overall objectives: To 
identify generic situations in the context of industrial service 
operations where the phenomenon of rigid classification explains 
to a significant extent inefficiency and ineffectiveness in service 
provision; to quantify the extent of waste resulting from rigid 
classification approaches; and to identify generic instance-based 
solutions and the mechanisms explaining the benefits. 

Keywords 
Operations management, industrial services, intelligent products, 
product-service systems, problem of classification 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A typical example of instance operations management would be 
performance based logistics, where a service provider adjusts the 

availability of spare parts and field engineers according to the 
condition and location of product individuals in a fleet of 
vehicles to be maintained.  The benefit is more efficient use of 
resources while at the same time the performance of the fleet is 
improved.  

The reality for most types of assets is that information is 
seldom systematically collected across multiple locations and 
organizations, and when such information is collected, it is not 
used to improve the performance of maintenance operations. 
Operationally the effort is often too great for organizations to 
make the required investments to bring benefits on the individual 
asset level, thus also missing-out on potential network level 
improvements that may be possible by much simpler and cruder 
collection of information on individual assets.  

However, despite its difficulties, the network level 
utilization of individual asset information is an attractive 
opportunity to improve operational performance. The goal of the 
paper is to provide a theoretical perspective on how the 
effectiveness of network level industrial asset management can 
be improved through the utilization of information on individual 
assets, i.e. the instance base. 

An important change underway in developed economies is 
the shift towards services and a service-dominant logic [14]. For 
traditional manufacturing organizations this implies both 
opportunities and challenges to transform established business 
models. To be sure, this transformation does not happen without 
friction and disruptive innovation.  

An important challenge, and the motivation for proposing 
this research project, is that manufacturing companies commonly 
organize the data and knowledge in their information systems in 
ways that are ill-suited to the needs of a service business 
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environment. The challenge is not only faced by manufacturers, 
but also by asset user organizations and third party service 
providers that rely on maintenance management systems focused 
on managing work orders and transactions rather than the 
lifecycle of asset instances. In particular, we argue that 
organizations need to focus on how to capture and use 
information about instances of individual things or events, rather 
than rely on classifications that standardize the interpretation of 
different instances. 

In general, research on categorization within cognitive 
psychology holds that humans organize their knowledge in 
categories, which are used to classify specific instances of things 
in order to make sense of their surrounding world [13, 7]. 
Correspondingly, based on limits of human cognition, 
organizations commonly simplify the way they see their 
surroundings through classification schemas, as noted first by 
James March and Herbert Simon in their widely influential book 
Organizations [8]. In particular, organizations decide on a 
requisite response to a given event after determining the kind of 
event it is. Because this type of standardization also allows for 
efficient information processing organizations tend to deal with 
their surrounding world using information and communication 
systems that rely on classification.  

The use of classifications is always a balancing act: the 
simpler the categories are the easier and the more efficient it is 
to decide on courses of action and to maintain a manageable base 
of standard responses on a given event. But too simplistic classes 
face the risk of ineffective responses. The problem is pronounced 
when classifications are rigid and systems do not support re-
classifying based on emerging needs. This impaired possibility to 
flexibly reclassify reduces the capability of manufacturers to 
compete in a service-dominant business environment for two 
major reasons: (1) classifications are the mechanism controlling 
the response [7] to customer’s requirements in given situations, 
but the requirements change over time and (2) learning on 
customer’s changing requirements are codified through improved 
and refined classifications [12], but classifications used in 
current information systems can only with difficulty be changed 
to reflect learning. 

2. TECHNOLOGICAL BASIS FOR 
INSTANCE BASED OPERATIONS 
As a solution from an information system perspective, Jeffrey 
Parsons and colleagues have proposed database designs that 
decouple representation level (how instances are linked to their 
properties) and organizational level (how classes are linked to 
specific properties) [10, 11]. Such design would address the 
assumption of inherent classification, i.e. linking instances, 
based on their properties, invariably to a class, without recording 
independently the properties of the things in themselves. Inherent 
classifications lead first and foremost to information systems that 
are not effective for the purpose that they were designed, as 
requirements change over time but changing classes in 
accumulated databases becomes increasingly difficult, and every 
time a class is changed the properties of individual things are 
recorded according to the new classification, leading to a loss of 
information on the aggregate level. 

The solution proposal has two starting premises: 

(1) Service-based economy creates a need to rethink and 
develop the ways manufacturing organizations perceive their 
surroundings, and thus also change how the organizations control 
their operations, through classifications, as codified in their 
information and communications systems.  

(2) In order to respond to the challenges and opportunities 
created by the service-based economy, manufacturing 
organizations need to be able to flexibly classify and re-classify 
instances of things. Such activity is enabled by instance-based 
operations, that is, operations that are focused on the capture, 
maintenance, use, and sharing of data on the level of instances of 
things or events. 

The current practice in classification can be contrasted to 
instance-based dynamic classification with a conceptual schema 
given in Figure 1. Instead of allocating an instance of a thing or 
event directly as belonging to a given class, an alternative is to 
track specific properties of a given instance and, linking the 
properties to different classes dynamically, and as needed. This 
way classification and information on instances is decoupled and 
classifications can be modified overtime without information loss 
and disruption. 
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Figure 1. Rigid vs. instance-based classifications. 
 

A major reason for the problem situation is that to bring 
benefits on the level of individual assets, the asset information 
models must be sufficiently accurate. Operationally the effort is 
often too great for organizations to make the required 
investments to bring benefits on the individual asset level, thus 
also missing-out on potential network level improvements that 
may be possible by much simpler and cruder collection of 
information on individual assets.  

 

3. EXPECTED BENEFITS OF INSTANCE 
BASED OPERATIONS  
Despite its difficulties, the network level utilization of individual 
asset information is an attractive opportunity to improve 
operational performance. In literature, the successful network 
level use of asset instance information has been reported from 
the aircraft industry as “performance based logistics” [6] and 
from the infrastructure sector as “pavement management models” 
[5]. 

Table 1 summarizes some examples of possibilities to 
transform service operations control from rigid classifications 
into instance-based dynamic classifications. In the context of 
industrial service operations the benefits of dynamic 
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classification can be substantial, as for example in performance 
based logistics. An original equipment manufacturer offering 
maintenance service can instead of offering preventive 
maintenance based on the product type offer predictive 
maintenance, a service based on the dynamic classification of 
product individuals in need of service.  

The basis for this type of instance-based operations is 
in addition to collecting installed-base information [1], the move 
towards fully digital design representations covering product 
development, production, use and maintenance. Dynamic 
instance-based classifications of operating status and 
maintenance status can be used as input for testing changes in 
the product service-system using neural net based non-parametric 
modeling 15] or dynamic parameter simulation [2]. This novel 
combination of digital representation of individual products, their 
operation, maintenance, and upgrades enable manufacturers to 
adapt maintained products and services for changing needs 
during the product life-cycle, and manage the entire life-cycle of 
the product also when industrial services are handled by third 
party maintenance and service providers. 

Table 1. Examples of possible dynamic classifications 
enabled by instance-base 

Example 
rigid class 

(Neglected) 
instance-
base 

Example 
dynamic 
classes 

Potential business 
benefit in service 
operations 

Product type Individual 
product 

Products in 
need of 
maintenance 

Predictive 
maintenance, instead 
of preventive 

Type of 
engineer 

Individual 
engineer 

Engineers with 
recent relevant 
experience 

Task allocation based 
on actual and recent 
experience 

Customer 
type 

Customer 
individual 

Customers with 
upcoming 
service need 

Targeted service 
offers 

Process 
type 

Process 
instance 

Billable work in 
process 

Faster order to cash 
 

4. RESEARCH AGENDA  
The research agenda to develop instance-based operations 
management approaches need to focus on different ways to 
address the problem of information loss by classification. The 
overall objectives are to understand: 

(1) Are rigid classifications really a problem in practice?. 
The objective is to identify generic situations in the 
context of industrial service operations where the 
phenomenon of rigid classification explains to a 
significant extent inefficiency and ineffectiveness in 
service provision. 

(2) What are the costs of rigidity? The objective is to 
quantify the extent of waste resulting from rigid 
classification approaches and describe key 
mechanisms causing the waste. 

(3) Can generic solutions be identified? Generic instance-
based solutions need to be identified and evaluated. 

What are their benefits, and how do the mechanisms 
explain the benefits? 

4.1 Are rigid classifications really a problem 
in practice? 
Previous research indicates that manufacturers’ service 
operations indeed struggle with uncertainties in decision making 
attributable to lack of appropriate product and service process 
information [1]. Further inquiries into service operations 
processes and their dependencies on different classification 
schemes for products and services need to be performed in the 
field. These investigations need to focus on emergent 
organizational structure [9] to tackle inadequacy of rigid 
classification schemes. For example, nonconforming current 
systems use, makeshift information systems such as 
institutionalized use of spreadsheets indicate problems 
originating in rigid classification. These detailed case studies of 
manufacturing organizations as well as reported studies with 
findings indicating lack of appropriate information infrastructure 
for decision making, with descriptions of instance-based 
information needs, or with analyses of successful interventions 
are to be performed to provide material for synthesizing generic 
situations of classification problems resulting in organizational 
waste.  

The collection and use of product instance-specific lifecycle 
information all the way from the design phase until the disposal 
of products is a great challenge for current information systems. 
Such lifecycles usually involve several organizations already in 
the design and manufacturing phases. When products are in use, 
even more organizations and people may be involved that have 
no strong or permanent relationship between them. Especially for 
products that are not maintained it is challenging to collect in-use 
information. Still, even for such products it would be important 
for manufacturers, and users to collect and exploit life-cycle 
information. 

4.2 What are the costs of rigid classification?  
The research task requires contingency analyses of the generic 
situations and definition of relevant instances for comparing rigid 
and dynamic classification. It is expected, that rigid classification 
result in more or less organizational waste, depending on 
contextual factors. The purpose of this type of research is to 
identify external and internal contextual factors that render rigid 
classification particularly problematic for an organization. For 
example, are there characteristic task environments or sets of 
internal functional interdependencies in specific business models 
that give rise to a particular classification problem? Or, are there 
configurations, where rigid classification is not problematic. 
These serve to guide solution development and identification of 
generic solutions in support of instance based operations 
management. 

4.3 Can generic solutions approaches be 
identified? 
Current information systems are not well adapted to handling 
loosely-coupled relations and product instance-specific 
information across organizations. The Dialog system developed 
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at Helsinki University of Technology in 2001 
(http://dialog.hut.fi) was from the beginning designed to handle 
such situations. Parallels with Object Oriented Programming and 
Design Patterns were proposed as a model for handling the both 
the challenges of loose coupling as well as product instance-
based information [3].  Since then, a first version of semantic 
nets have been implemented as a generic way of storing 
relationships between product instances and any information 
related to them. Dialog has been used in several multi-
organizational and industrial pilots on product service systems, 
and product lifecycle management. 

The instance-related information, together with the semantic 
net(s) that describe relationships between them are the “first 
layer” of the two-layer model of Parsons&Wand [11]. That 
information should contain as much and as accurate information 
as possible about the “real world”. The second layer is where 
different “views” can be dynamically created, rather than using 
static classes. A view  selects only relevant instance information 
for the current  application, user or context. The two layers are 
disconnected in the sense that both layers can be dynamically 
modified independently of each other, i.e. the information and 
the views do not depend on each other. This is radically different 
from how databases, object-oriented programs and information 
systems in general are conceived today. Still, techniques such as 
Design Patterns and graph traversal methods can be used as 
models for retrieving specific information in a “standard” way, 
retrieve the whole bill-of-material of car X, get the list of all 
devices present in room Y of building Z, get the list of all service 
providers in region A who can service machine B.  

The primary tasks for the research agenda consist in 
improving and extending the semantic net storage functionality 
and testing them in real-world pilot environments, as for 
example for the oil and gas industry’s integrated operations [16]. 
A parallel task is the implementation of generic query 
mechanisms for the semantic nets, where existing query 
languages from the Semantic Web world and similar will be 
needed.  

Furthermore, the implementation methods for processing 
information provided by instance level agents are a challenge to 
be resolved and tested in pilots. Instance level agents are 
typically information extractors/processors that react on certain 
events or run continuously in the background. An example of 
agent functionality is continuously monitoring sensor values and 
status of machine M and notify users of upcoming problems, sub-
optimal usage conditions or similar. Another example is 
observing the addition of new devices/people/other information 
and reacting on it appropriately, e.g. counting number of people 
and adjusting heating, ventilation and other systems proactively 
based on that information.  

For improved information processing agents that observe, 
learn and adapt their behavior based on experience are needed. 
Such agents would learn to predict upcoming failures or sub-
optimal conditions. For example, they would learn how to adjust 
heating proactively when weather conditions change or they 
could learn to predict users’ behaviors. Such machine learning 
techniques have been used previously by Främling [4] and in 

commercial applications based on “non-parametric modeling” 
[15]. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The research agenda to develop instance-based operations 
management approaches need to focus on different ways to 
address the problem of information loss by classification. The 
overall objectives are to understand the problem of rigid 
classifications in practice and the identification of generic 
solutions. 

Research on instance operations management will have 
a significant impact and make important contributions to 
research and to practice of industrial service operations through: 

(1) Explicitly identifying the notion of rigid classification 
as an important source of organizational waste in service 
business. 

(2) Developing concepts and technologies to help to 
transform industrial service operations to more efficient and 
responsive instance-based management. 

The expected scientific impact is based on a theoretical synthesis 
of research in separate management domains to explain the 
benefit and the benefit generating mechanisms of instance based 
operations management. The main hypothesis to be tested in 
practice is whether instance-based operations management leads 
to improvements in efficiency and effectiveness of industrial 
service operations, and  
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ABSTRACT 

Usefulness of condition monitoring in industrial processes 

depends on how the measuring results are presented. This means 

for example the following topics: what other information are the 

results compared with, in which form they’re presented, to whom 

they’re presented and when they’re presented. One of the 

condition-monitoring techniques is solid debris analysis of 

lubrication oils. There is a prototype of on-line and real-time oil 

analysis sensor based on machine vision technology measuring 

the size and the shape of particles in oil. The prototype has been 

installed to monitor oil in lubrication system of cold rolling mill. 

Purpose of this case study is to find out how real-time particle size 

measurement could be utilized in preventive maintenance and in 

production at pilot target. In this case study it’s found out if 

particle size should be compared with other information, e.g. data 

from process automation and maintenance information systems. 

Another objective in the case study is to determine to whom in 

operative and maintenance organizations should the information 

be presented, in which form and when, to support decision-

making. Condition monitoring becomes useful after decisions 

based on it are made, and when those decisions will improve 

overall equipment efficiency, OEE. 

Keywords 

Condition monitoring, oil analysis, machine vision, cold rolling 

mill, OEE. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Optical Measurement Laboratory at Kemi-Tornio University of 

Applied Sciences is developing and testing machine-vision based 

technology to perform on-line solid debris analysis of lubrication 

oils. The research is carried out in collaboration with Luleå 

University of Technology and University of Oulu. Originally idea 

for this came from industry and it was first tested in laboratory 

with demonstration system in form of a bachelor’s thesis and in an 

earlier project. In laboratory tests this technology was proven to 

work. 

In cold rolling mill in steel industry it is important that the oil that 

lubricates bearings and rollers is clean. Particles in oil can affect 

quality of the product or cause failures to machines’ bearings [1]. 

At the moment the typical method to find particles is to analyze 

samples of the oil in a laboratory. Compared to off-line oil 

analysis, with on-line measurement, particles could be found 

sooner and corrective actions can be done before severe damages 

take place. Also with on-line measurement, development of oil 

filters’ condition could be estimated more accurately. 

Optical Measurement Laboratory has built a portable prototype 

system that can be connected into oil lubrication system in 

industrial environment. Prototype has been installed to monitor 

oil in lubrication system of cold rolling mill at Outokumpu Tornio 

Works. Outokumpu Tornio Works is a steel factory in Northern 

Finland. The main purpose is to monitor condition of an oil filter 

unit. Prototype is counting number of particles in oil and 

measuring their sizes and shapes. 

There are commercial systems to detect and classify particles in 

flowing oil but they’re made to detect very small particles. 

Sensors that are made to follow ISO 4406:1999 standard classify 

the particles as >4 µm, >6 µm and >14 µm in size [3]. Such 

systems do detect larger particles but don’t make a distinction 

between e.g. 20-µm and 120-µm particles. 

The prototype is working and giving measurement data of cold 

rolling mills’ lubrication oil. In this case study exploiting 

information of particle numbers and sizes in lubrication oil is 

examined. In this case study it is found out what conclusions can 

be made based on those results. So that results from 

measurements can be exploited, it has to be found out what the 

results are telling about condition of the oil filter unit and what 
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does it mean from production’s point of view. Also the best 

corrective actions based on the measurements are found out.  

It is also found out, are the measuring results alone providing 

enough information to make conclusions or do we have to 

compare them with other information. In other words, state of the 

production and oil lubrication system may affect amount of the 

particles in oil [4]. In that case changes in measuring results are 

not caused by oil filters. 

Critical part of condition monitoring techniques is interpretation 

of the measuring results. Person who is familiar with particular 

technique could draw the right conclusions from the raw 

measurement data. However, the people in industry who are 

authorized to make decisions regarding repairs and production are 

not necessarily experts in particular condition monitoring 

technique. In this case study it was important to found out how 

and when the measuring results have to be presented and to whom 

in production or maintenance organizations. Condition 

monitoring becomes useful when decisions and actions are made 

based on it and when those actions improve overall equipment 

efficiency. 

2. METHODOLOGY 
This case study was made together with Kemi-Tornio University 

of Applied Sciences and Outokumpu Tornio Works. The results 

are based on measurement data from our prototype device and 

information that are gathered from Outokumpu staff according to 

oil lubrication system. Also previously made researches were used 

to support our observations. Results and conclusions are made by 

combining information from these different sources.      

2.1 Measurement equipment 
In this prototype, measurement equipment is mounted inside the 

sealed cabinet and the oil to be monitored is lead through 35-mm 

pipe in the cabinet (see Figure 1). Inside the cabinet, part of the 

pipe has been pressed flatter and sides of the pipes have been 

replaced with glass screens supported by metal plates. On one side 

of the glass screen there is a flat LED illumination system, run by 

a strobe controller that makes the lamp flash once each time the 

camera grabs an image. On the other side of the pipe there’s a 

GigE camera.  

 

Figure 1. Portable device cabinet in which measurement 

equipment is mounted. 

From the GigE camera an Ethernet cable goes to the PC in the 

second device cabinet. After the glass screen there’s a flow meter 

that’s connected to an I/O controller that in turn is connected to 

the PC in the second device cabinet through a USB cable. In the 

second device cabinet there are a PC, DSP board, Ethernet switch 

and a 3G router. Through the 3G connection the PC and DSP 

board are connected to VPN (Virtual Private Network), through 

which they can be remote accessed using VNC (Virtual Network 

Computing, a method to remote access a computer with graphical 

desktop) for the PC and Telnet for the DSP board. On the PC is 

running software that analyses taken images. Figure 2 shows an 

example image of a detected particle. The image area is 

approximately 25 x 19 mm. 

 

Figure 2. Image of a detected particle. 

 

Particle analysis is performed by self-developed software. To 

ignore dirt stuck in screen, the software first grabs two 

consecutive images, subtracts one of them from the other, and 

thresholds the resulting image. In the thresholded image, particles 

are searched and labelled. Features describing size and shape of 

the particles are measured (see Figure 3).       

 

Figure 3. Particle measurements. 

 

Particle size is defined as the diameter of a circle having the same 

area as the area of the particle. 

π

A
d 2=  

Fit factor (ratio of the particle area to enclosing rectangle area) 

heightwidth

A
Fitfactor

×

=  
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Aspect ratio (ratio of the enclosing rectangle width to height) 

height

width
oAspectRati =  

Roundness 

2

4

P

A
Roundness

π

=  

where P is the perimeter of the particle. 

Based on the measurements, the particles are classified in 

different size classes that can be defined freely. Besides the size, 

three different shape features are measured: roundness, fit factor 

and aspect ratio. Results from a set time interval, that can also be 

defined freely, are gathered and numbers of found particles are 

placed under correct classes.  

2.2 Oil lubrication system 
Lubrication systems of rolling mills are ones of the biggest 

lubrication systems there are. Amount of oil can be hundreds of 

cubic meters. In common lubrication systems, particles in oil 

come from rotating machines, filters and gaskets. Amounts and 

sizes of particles in lubrication system of cold rolling mill are 

much bigger than in common lubrication systems and most of the 

particles come from surface of the product [2]. 

Our prototype is mounted in one of the Sendzimir rolling mills’ 

oil lubrication system. Purpose of the system is to lubricate the 

rolling process, in other words, surfaces of the rollers and the 

product. Another purpose is to lubricate bearings of the rolling 

mill. In a Sendzimir rolling mill oil lubrication system consists of 

4 – 6 filter units through which the oil is flowing from the dirty-

oil tank to the clean-oil tank. From the clean-oil tank part of the 

oil is pumped to rolling process and part in the bearings of the 

rolling mill (see Figure 4). 

Our prototype is mounted between a filter unit and clean-oil tank 

where part of the oil flow from the main pipe is lead through our 

measurement device (see Figure 4). Air bubbles in oil can distort 

measurement results and that’s why there is a separate oil tank 

mounted in the system for us that removes air from the sample oil. 

In the future measurement device should be mounted directly in 

the system to reduce measurement delay. 

One filter unit consists of five filter sections and each section 

contains 826 filter cartridges. Theoretical capacity of one filter 

cartridge is one litre of oil per minute so theoretical capacity of 

one filter unit is 4130 litres of oil per minute. Normally, when 

filters are new, oil flow through one filter unit is 3600 – 3800 

litres per minute. 

To prevent obstruction of the filter material, filter cartridges have 

to be cleaned every 8-12 hours. The filter unit is emptied of oil 

and filter material is cleaned by blowing air through each section 

in reverse direction to oil flow. Then particles from the unit are 

flushed with oil into secondary filtering where the particles are 

removed from the system. Finally the unit is filled with oil and for 

first 10 minutes the oil is recycled through the unit before starting 

normal filtering for the next 8-12 hours. 
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Figure 4. Functional drawing of oil lubrication systems 

primary filtering and location of our measurement device. 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Size of the particle 
Measurement results are saved in database where numbers of 

found particles are placed under defined size classes. First we had 

to find out what influences different size of particles could have in 

rolling mill. Only then we can define optimal size classes of 

particles so that they best describe condition of the filters and how 

that influence quality of product and function of bearings. 

There is previously made research about the effect of rolling oil 

cleanliness on the quality of products in Sendzimir rolling mill. 

That research shows what size of particles are ably to cause 

quality error to surface of rollers and product that can be seen 

with the naked eye. The research was made in Outokumpu with 

laboratory rolling mill. Also particle size that could cause damage 

to the bearings was examined.  

Referencing that research we decided to classify particle sizes in 

three different classes. In size class 1 belongs particles smaller 

than 150 µm. According to the research particles bigger that 15 

µm are capable of causing damage to the bearings [4]. Particles 

smaller than 150 µm are not ably to cause quality error to surface 

of rollers and product [4]. Filtering efficiency is 10 µm and our 

measurement device recognizes particles bigger than 15 µm. 

In size class 2 belong the particles bigger than 150 µm and 

smaller than 300 µm. According to the research bigger than 150 

µm particles are able to cause 300 µm diameter mark to surface of 

rollers and product [4]. 300 µm diameter mark can be just seen 

with naked eye and are classified as a mild quality error [4]. In 

size class 3 belong the particles bigger than 300 µm and those are 

capable of causing clear defects on surfaces of rollers and product 

[4]. 
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3.2 Interpretation of the measurement results 
Possibility for defects in quality and risk to bearing damages 

increases when number and sizes of particles in clean oil tank is 

increasing [4]. Question is, can we draw other conclusions based 

on measurement results. Typical damages and problems with oil 

filters according to Outokumpu staff are slow wearing and rupture 

of the filter material, loosening and detachment of the filter 

cartridges’ fastenings, and obstruction of filter material. Because 

of ruptures of the filter material and loosening and detachment of 

the filter cartridges’ fastenings, part of the dirty oil is flowing 

straight through into clean oil tank. Because of obstruction, filter 

material has to be cleaned every 8-12 hours. Otherwise the filter 

capacity and oil flow to the clean oil tank decreases. 

3.2.1 Slow wearing of the filter material 
Even when the filter cartridges are new there are always some 

particles bigger than filter efficiency getting through filters. 

Manufacturers test their product and announce filter efficiency 

with β-value that is usually 75-200 [3]. In a test in the filter can be 

lead 100 000 particles larger than 10 µm. If 1 000 particles are 

getting through the β10-value is 100 [3]. 

Our prototype was analysing oil from the filter unit 3 before and 

after all the 4130 old filter cartridges were changed for new ones. 

Before the filters were changed the prototype was counting 

approximately 3 000 particles in a 6-minute measuring interval in 

size class 15-50 µm (see Figure 5). After the filters were changed 

average number of particles was 150 during 6-minute measuring 

interval in size class 15-50 µm (see Figure 5). The filter cartridges 

in filter unit 3 were changed due to results from off-line 

laboratory analysis of the oil samples that are usually taken 2-4 

times per year. 
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   Figure 5. Measurement data from filter unit 3 before and 

after all filter cartridges in the unit were changed. 

 

Number of particles in size class 15-50 µm decreased 

approximately 95 % after all filter cartridges in the filter unit 3 

were changed. The measurement results showed that average 

number of small particles from filter unit 1 and 3 were 

approximately the same before filters were changed (see Figures 5 

and 6). Also laboratory made off-line solid debris analysis showed 

the same results for filter unit 1 and 3. 
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Figure 6. Measurement data from filter unit 1.  

 

According to those observations, slowly increasing number of 

small particles can be used to monitor condition of the filter 

material. Differences in numbers of particles with new and old 

filters can be used as a value to describe filters’ condition. By 

monitoring slowly increasing trends of numbers of particles 

between these levels it is possible to predict when the filter 

material reaches poor condition. 

3.2.2 Rupture, loosening and detachment of the 

filters 
When the filter material is torn or the filter cartridges are loose or 

detached from the fastenings part of the dirty oil is flowing strait 

through into pure oil tank. In that case also the big particles in oil 

are getting in the pure oil tank and that should be seen with our 

measurement device with increased number of bigger particles. 

When the number of small particles stays stable and the number 

or the frequency of bigger particles increases permanently there 

are spots where the dirty oil is getting straight through. 

3.2.3 Obstruction of the filter material 
One problem with the oil filtering is obstruction of the filter 

material witch decreases filter capacity and causes more load to 

intact parts of the filter material and thereby shorten lifetime of 

the filter cartridges. Based on our measurements an old partly 

obstructed filter is letting through more and bigger particles than 

the new filter. That can be explained with figure 7 which is 

picture taken with electron microscope (SEM BE) from sample of 

old filter material. Part of the filter material is obstructed with 

mass consist of small particles. Part of it is worn so that there are 

300 µm holes in the material. Also in the picture can be seen 

metal particles attached to the filter material. 
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   Figure 7. Picture of old partly obstructed filter material 

taken with electron microscope (SEM BE). 

 

Good indicator to monitor obstruction of the filter material is 

measuring difference in oil pressure over the filter unit. When the 

filter material is obstructing difference in oil pressure over the 

filter unit is increasing [3]. In our case there are pressure gauges 

with mechanical display measuring oil pressure before and after 

the filter unit but those are not connected in process automation 

system. However there are flow meters measuring oil flow from 

every filter unit and those are connected in process automation 

system. 

Oil flow from the filter unit can be used to monitor obstruction of 

the filter material. When the filter cartridges are new and in good 

condition, oil flow through one filter unit is 3 600 – 3 800 litres 

per minute. Rotation speed of the pump that are pumping oil from 

the filter unit to the pure oil tank are constant. When the filter 

material are obstructing, oil flow to the pure oil tank is decreasing. 

Oil flow from badly obstructed filter unit can drop to 2 000 litres 

per minute. Decreasing of the oil flow is currently used to monitor 

obstruction of the filter units in Outokumpu. 

3.3 Actions based on the measurement results 
Following the change and the changing speed of particle amounts 

in different size classes and comparing the results between size 

classes we are ably to make different conclusion which demands 

different actions. Corrective actions can concern filter cartridges 

but also use and control of the whole oil lubrication system.   

3.3.1 Changing the filter cartridges 
Condition of the filter material in the filter unit are getting worse 

when particle amounts in size class 1 (15-150 µm) are slowly 

increasing over time and approaching limit that has been 

measured from poor conditioned filter unit. Also decreasing of the 

oil flow from the filter unit can be used to describe obstruction of 

the filter material. When the filter material has lost demanded 

filtering properties only corrective action is changing the filter 

cartridges in the whole filter unit. By following the increasing 

trend and limits of the small particles it is possible to anticipate 

the optimal change time and do the work plan and order the spare 

parts for the repair work.  

When the particle amounts in size class 2 (150 - 300 µm) or size 

class 3 (> 300 µm) are increasing relatively more compared to 

amounts of the smaller particles, some of the dirty oil is getting 

straight through. That can be caused of rupture of the filter 

material or loosening and detachment of the filter cartridges. In 

that case corrective actions don’t have to be changing of all filter 

cartridges in the unit. Changing, fasten or tighten the failed filter 

cartridges are enough. With this information it is possible to do 

the work plan for the repair work in the next shutdown of the 

production line. 

3.3.2 Use and control of the oil lubrication system 
One aspect to exploiting the measuring results of the on-line oil 

analysis is better use and control of the oil lubrication system. 

Based on the on-line measurement it is possible to make rapid 

changes in the oil lubrication system from process automation. In 

the filter unit each of the five sections can be closed with valves 

that are controlled from process automation system. Also the 

cleaning program of the filter unit can be controlled and adjusted 

from process automation system. 

When the particle amounts in size class 2 (150 - 300 µm) or size 

class 3 (> 300 µm) are increasing in the pure oil tank, possibility 

to quality errors and risk to bearing damages increases. When 

amount of the big particles in oil after the filter unit are 

increasing, it is possible to close each filter section at the time and 

follow the changes in measurement results. In that way it is 

possible to locate failed filter section. With that information work 

plans can be made more accurately. 

Filter sections can be closed temporarily during the filtering if 

rolling process is not on at the moment. It is even possible to 

close 4 sections in the unit and direct the oil flow through 1 unit. 

By closing filter sections and monitoring changes in measuring 

results, condition of each filter section can be defined.  

When the rolling process is on, failed filter sections can’t be 

closed to wait repair work. Because of that, flowing of the dirty 

oil and big particles in the pure oil tank can’t be stopped by 

closing failed filter sections. However, entire filter unit can be 

closed instead if the filter capacity in the rolling mill is big 

enough. 

In our case, when the rolling mill is on, there have to be at least 3 

filter units in operation so that enough oil is flowing into pure oil 

tank. In case there are 4 filter units in the system 1 unit can be 

closed during the production but then cleaning program can’t be 

on in any of the units. In case there are 5 units in the system it is 

possible to close one unit without distracting function of other 

units and the whole system. In that case we don’t have to wait in 

the next shutdown of the production line to do repair work.   

The optimal use of cleaning program is important factor in 

preventing obstruction of the filter material and that way 

extending lifetime of the filter cartridges. Because of obstruction, 

filter unit have to be cleaned every 8-12 hours in normal 

situations. Otherwise the filter capacity and oil flow to the pure oil 

tank decreases. From process automation system it is possible to 

extend and shorten time of the filtering cycle. Also the number 

and time of the contrary blowing cycle can be changed. At the 

moment these adjustments are done based on the oil flow 

measurements from the filter unit, which describes obstruction of 

the filter material. With on-line particle analysis it is possible to 
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follow changes in amounts and sizes of particles during the 

filtering cycles and before and after the cleaning program. In that 

way it is possible to observe, how changes in filtering cycles and 

in cleaning program affects to filtering ability.      

3.4 Presentation of the measurement results 
Critical part in all condition monitoring techniques is 

interpretation of the measuring results. How the result of on-line 

particle measurements should be presented that persons who are 

interpreting them are ably to make conclusions described above. 

Also important questions are, who are the right people in 

production or maintenance organizations who are capable of 

doing required actions based on measurements and when the 

results have to be presented. So that the results are not 

misinterpreted, it is important to find out what factors in 

production line and in oil lubrication system can affect to our 

measurement results. 

3.4.1 Work planning and repairs 
Slow wearing of the filter material can be monitored by following 

slowly increasing number of particles in size class 1 (15-150 µm). 

Particle amounts in this size class are quite big even in case of 

new filter cartridges. Following slowly increasing trend of particle 

amounts between levels of new and worn filter unit is a good way 

to indicate filter ability. Condition of filter material are not 

changing very fast so changes in trend can be seen after a week or 

a month periods over time. Also rapid and temporary increasing 

of particle amounts in size class 1 are not increasing risk to 

quality errors and therefore doesn’t demand rapid actions. When 

the filter material has lost demanded filtering properties corrective 

action is changing the filter cartridges in the filter section or in the 

whole unit. 

In our case the right person to follow this presentation is Foreman 

from production organisation. He is capable of evaluate the results 

and anticipate the proper time to change the filters from 

productions point of view. He is also authorised to make work 

order to maintenance organisation. Work order for repair is done 

by Foreman or Section Manager from production organisation.   

3.4.2 Rapid actions required 
When the particle amounts in size class 2 (150 - 300 µm) or in 

size class 3 (> 300 µm) are increasing, the possibility to quality 

errors increases. Normally number and frequency of big particles 

are small, so trending is not a good way to present the results. In 

order to locate the failed filter section or to close the filter unit 

fast enough the information has to be presented quickly. In this 

case repair work should be done as soon as possible to prevent 

increasing risk to quality errors. Rapid and permanent rising of the 

particle amounts should be presented with alarm. 

In our case the person who is capable of receiving the alarm at 

anytime day or night and doing corrective actions fast enough is 

Operator of the rolling mill. Operator may need the authorisation 

for actions from the Foreman from production organisation but 

there is always at least one present at 24 hours a day in the 

production line. Also in this case, work order for repair is done by 

Foreman or Section Manager from production organisation. 

To define condition of a filter section, by closing sections and 

monitoring changes in measurement results, access to on-line 

measurement data is required. Also to monitor effects of filtering 

cycles and cleaning program to filtering ability requires access to 

on-line data. Things mentioned above should be noticed when 

designing used interface for measurement results. 

3.4.3 Other factors influencing the measurement 

results 
Other factors in production line and in oil lubrication system can 

affect to our measurement results. There is a risk to misinterpret 

the result if those other factors are not noticed. When the rolling 

mill and production is on, new particles are coming in oil from the 

surface of the product and average particle amount in oil 

lubrication system increases [4]. When the production is off, there 

are no new particles coming in oil and secondary filtering is 

removing particles from the system through cleaning program [4]. 

In that case average particle amount in system decreases. The 

more particles there are in dirty oil, the more are getting through 

filters. In this case increasing number of particles in our 

measurement results is not caused by changes in filters condition.  

Other factor that affects average particle amount in oil lubrication 

system is product of the rolling mill [4]. Depending on type, 

processing degree and thickness of the product, different amount 

of particles are loosen from the surface of the product during the 

production. Depend on product that is been rolled, average 

particle amount in oil lubrication system can change and that 

could be seen in our measurements. Also cleaning program in the 

filter unit affects our measurements results. 

Information of all the factors mentioned above, are in the process 

automation system and therefore it is possible to have those 

information to support our measurement results. If those factors 

are proven to be important for interpretation of our measurement 

results, those should be noticed when designing used interface for 

measurement results in the future. 

Other factor that can be use to support our measurement results, 

are age of the filters. In maintenance information system there is 

information when the filter cartridges were changed or repaired in 

each filter unit or section. Also the off-line oil analysis, which is 

made in laboratory 2-4 times per year, can be compared with our 

measurements. 

4. CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION 
Machine vision based on-line solid debris analysis of lubrication 

oil can be used to monitor condition of oil filters. In our case the 

challenge was size of the oil lubrication system of cold rolling 

mill, in other words large amount of oil and filter cartridges. 

Because of that, degradation of condition in one filter cartridge 

can’t be seen with our prototype device. At the moment prototype 

device is analysing 2 litres from amount of 3 600 – 3 800 litres of 

oil, that flows from one filter unit per minute through 4130 filter 

cartridges. If the oil flow to prototype device is taken directly 

from the one filter section or other 4 section in the unit are closed, 

analyzed oil amount would be 2 litres from amount of 720 – 760 

litres of oil per minute through 826 filter cartridges. 

To monitor condition of oil filters, it was decided that measured 

particles should be classified in three different size classes. Those 

size classes are describing different influences that are caused of 

degradation of filters condition. Particles in size class 1 are ably to 
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cause damages to bearings but are not capable of cause quality 

errors to surface of rollers and product. Particles in size class 2 are 

ably to cause mild quality error to surface of rollers and product 

that can be just seen with naked eye. Particles in size class 3 are 

ably to cause clear quality error to surface of rollers and product. 

Purpose is to monitor and compare changes in particle amounts in 

different size classes. That way it is possible to make different 

conclusions of reasons, that are causing growth in particle 

amounts, and make different corrective actions based on it. Slow 

increasing amount of small particles are caused by slow wearing 

of the filter material. When the filter material has lost demanded 

filtering properties, filter cartridges must be changed in the filter 

section or in the filter unit. More rapid and permanent increasing 

of bigger particles is caused by rupture of filter material or 

loosening or detachment of filter cartridges. In that case changing, 

fasten or tighten the failed filter cartridges is enough. 

Besides providing information about condition of filter cartridges 

it is possible to provide information for better use and control of 

whole oil lubrication system. When amount of big particles are 

increasing, it is possible to locate failed filter section by closing 

sections from process automation system and following changes 

in particle amounts. If the filter capacity in the rolling mill is big 

enough, failed filter unit can be closed to prevent quality errors 

until corrective actions have taken place. It is also possible to use 

on-line particle measurement to make optimal adjustments to filter 

units cleaning program. 

All those conclusions and corrective actions, based on 

measurement results, does not happen until right people in 

production or maintenance organizations are interpreting results 

correctly. This is important and critical part in all condition 

monitoring techniques. In our case, the same condition 

monitoring measurement is providing different information that 

requires different kinds of reactions and corrective measures. 

Those different reactions and measures can be done only by 

certain individuals in organisation. In order to get the best benefit 

from on-line particle amount and size measurement, the results 

have to be presented in different form and time to different 

people. In our case other factors in production line and in oil 

lubrication system can affect to measurement results. In order not 

to misinterpret the result, these other factors must be noticed. 

Things mentioned above have to be considered when designing 

user interface for measurement results. 

In this case study, exploiting particle amount and size information 

at pilot target, was examined. In addition, other important 

information that our prototype is providing, is shape of particles. 

In common oil lubrication systems information of particles shape 

can be used to conclude where particles are from and that way 

locate the starting failure before severe damage takes place. In the 

future, exploiting also particle shape information at oil lubrication 

system of cold rolling mill, will be examined. 

This case study was done with our first prototype device and it 

will be further developed as more measuring experience is gained. 

First development measure is going to be removing of air bubbles 

from the sample oil that are distorting measuring results. At the 

moment problem has been solved with separate oil tank that 

removes air from the sample oil. In the future, prototype device 

should be connected directly in the oil lubrication system. Also 

the best place where the device should be connected in the oil 

lubrication system, are going to be examined. Also suitable user 

interface for presenting the measurement results have to be 

developed. In addition to oil lubrication system of cold rolling 

mill, prototype device and this technology will be tested in other 

applications. 
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ABSTRACT 
Visualization is the foundation for human to understand as human 
think and create in a graphic world. By nature, maintenance 
activity is a multi discipline approach, where maintenance 
engineer should be able to convey their idea to people with 
various backgrounds. In this situation, visualization is a powerful 
mode; it can act as a bridge to eliminate the knowledge gap within 
the group. Knight (2001) developed Jack-knife diagram for 
visualizing total downtime and factors influencing the failure 
(failure frequency and mean downtime) in a point estimation. As 
failure data is a probabilistic in nature, it is important to look not 
only point estimation but also interval estimation, so the precision 
and uncertainty of estimation can be identified. This paper 
proposes a way of visualizing total downtime and factors 
influencing the failure (failure frequency and mean downtime) in 
interval estimation. Case study from scaling machines is used for 
illustration.  
 

Keywords 
Graphical method, Jack-knife diagram, Interval estimation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A quote from Aristotle ‘Now we have already discussed 
imagination in the treatise On the Soul, and we concluded there 
that thought is impossible without an image’. It emphasizes that 
visualization is the foundation for human to understand as human 
think and create in a graphic world. Presenting data in visual form 
(graphs, pictures and diagrams) can enhance data comprehension, 
decision-making and communication of data information (Roth 
and Bowen, 2003; Tory and Möller, 2004). The reason is due to 
stimulation of cognitive processes (visual chunking, mental 
imagery and parallel processing) and reduction in cognitive load 
(Winn, 1994; Card et al, 1999). 
By nature, maintenance activity is a multi discipline approach, 
where maintenance engineer should be able to convey their idea 
to people with various backgrounds. The key success in this type 
of situation is relying on how to communicate. Communication is 
only successful when both the sender and the receiver understand 
the same information as a result of the communication. It is 
widely accepted that visualization can improve the effectiveness 
of the communication. It can act as a bridge to eliminate the 
barrier of knowledge gap within the group. In a study on effective 

communication within the organization, Yates (1985) found that 
the use of graphs as a managerial tool is one of the key success. 
Purpose of this study is to develop a graphical method that can be 
used as visual communication tool for maintenance engineering in 
communicating to people with various backgrounds. 

2. DATA VISUALIZATION 
Data visualization is a process of converting raw numerical data 
into graphical depiction of the data. The goal is to support 
decision making through the use of properly designed graphical 
representation of information. Verbal and numeric cues are 
insufficient to trigger some insight into the specific nature of the 
problem (Larkin and Simon, 1987). Presenting data in graphics 
helps to break a mental block by providing a memory structure to 
aid the decomposition of information in the problem (Lohse, 
2001). Schmid (1954) has been summarized the advantage of 
graphs as compared with textual and tabular forms as follow; 

1. Graphs are more effective in creating interest and in 
appealing to the attention of the reader 

2. Visual relationships, as portrayed by graphs, are more 
clearly grasped and more easily remembered. 

3. It saves time, since the essential meaning of large 
masses data can be visualized at a glance 

4. It can provide a comprehensive picture of a problem 
that makes possible a more complete and better-
balanced understanding. 

5. It can bring out hidden facts and relationships and can 
stimulate analytical thinking and investigation.  

This superiority of graphs over textual and tabular forms makes 
graphs as major components in recent science reform documents 
(Friel, Curcio and Bright, 2001). 
In maintenance engineering, however, the development of the 
graph for data visualization is not significantly developed. In most 
publication related to maintenance, a classic Pareto diagram still 
be utilized for presenting failure data despite of its deficiency (Lin 
and Titmuss, 1995; Ashraf, et al, 1998; Hennessy, 2000; Platfoot, 
2000; Kortelainen, et al, 2003; Das, 2005). Knight (2001) pointed 
out three shortcomings of Pareto analysis in maintenance 
engineering application. First, where an outcome is a product of 
two factors, a Pareto diagram based on one factor alone cannot 
determine which factor is dominant in contributing to the 
problems. Second, by focusing on any one factor to the exclusion 
of others, it may miss identifying individual events having high 
time consumption, or those that may consume relatively little 
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average time but have the ability to cause operational 
disturbances. Third, Pareto diagram is not useful for trending 
comparisons across different time periods. To overcome these 
shortcomings, Knight have developed Jack-knife diagram. In his 
method, number of failure and mean downtime is plotted in a 
logarithmic scatter plots. Plotting in logarithmic allow a constant 
downtime to be appeared as a constant straight lines with uniform 
negative gradient.  It still reserves the basic information of Pareto 
diagram (to highlight the most contributed downtime) and enables 
identification of the dominant factors influencing the failure 
(failure frequency and mean downtime). In his method, downtime 
is presented as a single value (point estimation). In the last 
decade, presenting data as point estimation is considered to be 
insufficient (Altman et al, 2000; Curran-Everett, 2004; Council of 
Science Editors, 2006). Presenting estimation should also be 
accompanied by the precision and the uncertainty of the 
estimation. As failure data is a probabilistic in nature, it is 
essential to see also the reliability of an estimate (Gardner and 
Altman, 2000). Two components might have same value of 
downtime, but at a given confidence level their interval might 
differ significantly. Thus it is important in visualizing failure data 
to show not only point estimation but also the interval estimation, 
so the precision of estimation and the uncertainty of the 
estimation can be identified. 

3. INTERVAL ESTIMATION 
In this study, interval estimation is determined by using the 
assumption that failure times have Weibull distribution and the 
repair times have lognormal distribution. It is well known that 
failure times are often modeled with Weibull distribution 
(Abernethy, 2000; Wiseman, 2001; Schroeder and Gibson, 2006). 
About 85% - 95% of all failures data are adequately described 
with Weibull distribution (Barringer, 2009). The reasons are that 
Weibull distribution has the ability to provide reasonably accurate 
failure analysis with small sample size and it has no specific 
characteristics shape and depending upon the values of the 
parameters it can adapt shape of many distributions (Abernethy, 
2000). The shapes of the Weibull distribution for a different shape 
parameter are shown in figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Weibull Distribution 

It also known that lognormal distribution is widely used to model 
repair times (Rausand and Høyland, 2004; Bovaird and Zagor, 
2006; Schroeder and Gibson, 2006). About 85%-95% of all repair 
times are adequately described by log normal distribution 
(Barringer, 2009). The skewness of the lognormal distribution 
with a long tails to the right fit to represent the repairment 
situation. In a typical repairment situation, most of the repairs are 
completed in a small time interval but in some cases it can take 

much longer times. The shapes of the lognormal distribution for 
different parameters are shown in figure 2. 
The probability density function of Weibull distribution is given 
as 
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where β > 0 is the shape parameter and η > 0 is the scale 
parameter of the distribution. The expected value, in this case is 
Mean Time between Failure (MTBF), is given by 
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Figure 2. Lognormal Distribution 

The probability density function of lognormal distribution is 
given as 
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where μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the 
variable’s natural logarithm. The expected value, in this case is 
Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), is given by 
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Let the total life time of component defined as 
                                 Total time = DT + UT                             (5) 
where DT is downtime and UT is uptime, and MTTR and MTBF 
is given by 

                                     
m

DTMTTR =                                  (6)                                

                                     
m

UTMTBF =                                   (7) 

where m is number of failures.  
For a given uptime, downtime can be formulated by using 
equation (6) and (7) as 

                                     UT
MTBF
MTTRDT = ,                        (8) 

Since the failure time distribution is Weibull and the repair time 
distribution is lognormal, equation can be rewritten as  
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and interval estimation for downtime can be determined by 
finding a confidence interval for YX μμ . The confidence 
interval can be determined by an approximate method and an 
exact method. In the approximate method, the confidence interval 
is determined by establishing confidence intervals for xμ and

yμ  

to obtain an “at least” type confidence interval. In exact method, 
the confidence interval for YX μμ is established simultaneously. 
The exact confidence interval is more accurate than approximate 
the confidence interval. Another advantage is that since the 
confidence interval is solved simultaneously, the result can be 
treated as a single dimension rather than two dimensions.   
By adopting procedure developed by Masters et al (1992), the 
exact confidence interval for YX μμ  is given by 
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which implies a 100p% confidence interval for DT is 
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where 

GX = geometric mean of lognormal distribution 

η = scale parameter of Weibull distribution 
y = time between failure 
σ  = standard deviation of time to repair’s natural logarithm 
β    = shape parameter of Weibull distribution 
a = constant for lower limit 
b = constant for upper limit  

To establish a 100p% confidence interval for DT, the value for a 
and b has to be determined so that 
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The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of W for a given value 
of b (the probability of the even that W is less than or equal to b) 
can be computed as follow 
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where 
m = number of failures 
n  = number of repairs. 

Tables of G(b) for selected values is presented in table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Factors for Computing Confidence Interval of Down Time 

(Gray and Lewis, 1967) 
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4. CONFIDENCE JACK-KNIFE DIAGRAM 
In this study, a new way of presenting failure data is developed 
allowing a visualization of the downtime estimation that are 
accompanied by the precision and the uncertainty of the 
estimation at a given confidence level. As the proposed diagram is 
developed based on the jack-knife diagram, hence it shall be 
referred as a confidence jack-knife diagram. 
A confidence Jack-knife diagram is presenting as log-log graph 
(both the vertical and horizontal axis of a plot is scaled 
logarithmically). The horizontal axis represent time to repair and 
the vertical axis represent number of failures. Downtime is 
determined by the multiplication of time to repair and number of 
failures. As the diagram is presenting in log-log graph, a curve of 
a constant downtime can be presented as a straight lines with 
uniform negative gradient, see figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Confidence Jack-knife Diagram 
To establish confidence jack-knife diagram, three estimation 
points should be determined. These three points are mean, upper 
limit and lower limit of downtime. The mean downtime for a 
given uptime is determined from equation (8), and the upper limit 
and lower limit of downtime are determined from equation (11). 
Prior calculation, level of confidence should be decided. The 
choice for the level of confidence is somewhat arbitrary, in 
practice values of 90%, 95% and 99% are often used (Snedecor 
and Cochran, 1989). 
After the three estimation points are determined, the next step is 
to determine their coordinates in the diagram. The coordinates for 
the mean downtime, abscissa (time to repair) is MTTR and 
ordinate (number of failures) is determined as  

                                        
MTBF

UTmmean =
                              (14) 

For lower limit and upper limit of downtime, abscissa is provided 
by equation below 

                 
[ ]MTTRDTDT

L
meanLTTR logloglog10 +−=        (15) 

where  
TTRL    = time to repair of limit (upper or lower) 
DTL    = downtime of limit (upper or lower) 
DTmean = mean downtime 

and ordinate is determined as 

                                       
L

L
L TTR

DT
m =                                  (16) 

The interval estimation is then established by connecting these 
three points with a straight line, see figure 3. 

5. APPLICATIONS  AND EXAMPLES 
To give an illustration on how to construct a confidence jack-
knife diagram and how it can be applied, two examples are given 
bellow. 
Example 1 
In this example, confident Jack-knife diagram is used for 
visualization of downtime that can be used as an aid for 
prioritization of significant components. Data of unplanned 
downtime for scaling machine is presented in table 2. Failures 
data and repairs time data are sorted in ascending order. Confident 
Jack-knife diagram is constructed for a given uptime of 8000 unit 
time and a confidence interval of 90%. Step by step for plotting 
component A on jack-knife diagram is providing as follow; 
1. First step is determining the downtimes (mean, upper and 

lower limit). Mean downtime (DTmean) is calculated by 
equation (8) and for uptime (UT) = 8000, MTBF = 942.09 
and MTTR = 4.88, it gives 41.52. Upper and lower limit of 
downtime is calculated by equation (11). Prior the 
calculation of upper limit of downtime (DTUL), value for b 
should be determined first. Since number of repairs (n) = 10, 
and σ = 0.91, then n/σ2 = 12.12 and number of failures (m) = 
9. From table 1, if n/σ2 = 10, G(b) = 0.95, and m = 9, then b 
= 39.427. If n/σ2 = 15, G(b) = 0.95, and m = 9, then b = 
36.897. By using linear interpolation, b is approximately 
38.61. DTUL is calculated for b = 38.61, σ = 0.91, 

GX = eμ = 
e1.17 = 3.23, β = 0.83, and η = 850.89 that gives 104.2. 
Similar procedure applied for calculation of lower limit of 
downtime (DTLL). From table 1, if n/σ2 = 10, G(b) = 0.05, 
and m = 9, then b = 8.9081. If n/σ2 = 15, G(b) = 0.95, and m 
= 9, then b = 9.4707. By using linear interpolation, b is 
approximately 9.09. DTUL is calculated for b = 9.09, σ = 
0.91, 

GX = eμ = e1.17 = 3.23, β = 0.83, and η = 850.89 that 
gives 24.54. 

2. Second step is determining the coordinates of the three 
downtimes. For DTmean abscissa is MTTR (4.88) and ordinate 
is calculated by equation (14), for UT = 8000 and MTBF = 
942.09, then mmean = 8.49. Abscissa of DTUL and DTLL can be 
determined by equation (15). For DTLL = 24.54, DTUL = 
104.2, DTmean = 41.52 and MTTR = 4.88, then TTRUL = 7.4 
and TTRUL = 3.5. Ordinates of DTUL and DTLL is determined 
by equation (16) that gives mLL = 6.1 and mUL = 12.8. 

3. Third step is establishing interval estimation by connecting 
the three estimation points by a straight line. 

Following similar procedure, the rest of component can be plotted 
in the diagram. A diagram for components of scaling machine is 
shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Confidence Jack-knife diagram for components of 
scaling machine 

From figure 4, it can be observed that presenting in interval 
estimation provides better insight into the hidden fact of the data 
than presenting in point estimation. For example in the 
prioritization of significant components based on downtime, it 
visualize that two different orders of the rank can be constructed. 
The order of significant components based on the mean 
estimation (likelihood) and lower limit estimation (best scenario) 
is B, E, F, C, H, A, G, D, while based on the upper limit 
estimation (worst scenario) is B, H, E, C, F, A, G, D. This kind of  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

information is needed especially for certain activities where the 
decision should be based on three scenarios (optimistic, most 
likely and pessimistic), eg. planning and budgeting of 
maintenance activities.  

In some cases, the maximum downtime is limited to certain value 
and in this regards it is important to know how likely that the 
downtime of components exceed that limit. Suppose that due to 
the consequences of the failure, it is decided that limit for the 
maximum downtime is 300 unit time and it is demanding that the 
maximum probability of error is 5%. Then it can be seen from 
figure 4 that component B, E and H at the confidence level of 
95% will exceed the limit.  

Since in the confidence Jack-knife diagram, the downtime is 
presenting as a function of time to repair and number of failures it 
also visualizes the reliability and maintainability issues. It shows 
which components that need to be improved their reliability 
or/and maintainability. In figure 4, it shows that the high 
downtimes of component B, F, E and C are mainly due to the 
reliability problem (high value for the number of failures), while 
the high downtime of component H is mainly due to 
maintainability problem (high value for the time to repairs).  

Suppose the smoothness (uninterrupted) of the operation is taken 
into consideration in the prioritization of significant components. 
For the similar value of downtime, a high frequent of interruption 
with a short duration is less favor than a low frequent of 
interruption with a long duration. Then it can be seen in the figure 
4 that in comparing the components of F, E and H, which have 
approximately equal mean downtime, a higher priority should be 
given to components F and E than component H.  

Example 2. 

In this example, confidence Jack-knife diagram is used to 
visualize the effectiveness of design alternatives in reducing 

Table 2.Failure data of scaling machine 
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downtime. In practice, strategy of redesign for reducing downtime 
can be classified into three strategies, they are;  

a. Design out Maintenance (DOM), in this strategy, aim is to 
improve reliability of the product so the number of failures 
are reduced but the time to repairs are remain constant,    

b. Design for Maintenance (DFM), in this strategy, aim is to 
improve maintainability (how ease to maintain) of the 
product so the time to repairs are reduced but the number of 
failures are remain constant, 

c. Combination of DOM and DFM, in this strategy, aim is to 
improve both maintainability and reliability of the product. 

To give an illustration, a set of artificial data is generated 
portraying a typical design improvement scenario. Distribution 
fitting of failures data of mechanical component shows that time 
to fail fit to Weibull distribution with β = 2.0, η = 565.5 and 
MTBF = 501.1 and time to repair fit to lognormal distribution 
with μ = 3.05, σ = 0.47 and MTTR = 23.57. For an uptime of 
11000 unit time, it gives a mean downtime of 517.4 unit times. To 
reduce downtime, five alternative designs have been developed. 
The first two designs (design A and B) adopted DOM strategy, 
thus attempt is to increase MTBF by keeping a constant MTTR. 
The second two designs (design D and E) adopted DFM strategy, 
thus attempt is to reduce MTTR by keeping a constant MTBF. 
The third design (design C) adopted a combination of DOM and 
DFM strategy. Trial test have been conducted to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the alternative designs in reducing downtime. 
Results of the trial test (given in ascending order) are shown in 
table 3.  

Table 3. Results of trial test of design alternatives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the table 3, it can be calculated that all five alternatives 
designs have an equal ratio of MTTR/MTBF, approximately 
0.035. It indicates that all design alternatives have an equal mean 
downtime. For an uptime of 11000 unit times, it gives a mean 
downtime of approximately 386.5 unit times which is lower than 
the current design (517.4 unit times). A question arise is which 
design alternative should be employed. Confidence Jack-knife 
diagram is used to visualize the effectiveness of the five design 
alternatives. Following similar procedure as example 1, the 
diagram is constructed, as shown in figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Confidence Jack-knife diagram of design 
alternatives 

From figure 5, it shows that though the five design alternatives 
have an equal mean downtime but their 95% confidence interval 
are varied significantly. In case of lower limit (best scenario), a 
discrepancy of approximately 40 unit times is observed, while in 
case of upper limit (worst scenario), a discrepancy of 
approximately 200 unit time is observed.  

By just considering the downtime, design B might be the best 
alternative, as it has the lower value of the downtime at the worst 
scenario. However the stability of the strategies (DOM or/and 
DFM) should also be taken into consideration.  It can be observed 
from figure 3 that in comparison of DOM and DFM strategies, the 
downtime in case of DFM is more sensitive to distribution 
parameters than in case of DOM. Changing the lognormal 
distribution parameters from μ = 2.5, σ = 0.86 (design A) to μ = 
2.8, σ = 0.36 (design B), will alter the downtime up to 
approximately 200 unit times. While changing the Weibull 
distribution parameters from β = 2.0, η = 757.6 (design E) to β = 
6.7, η = 719.4 (design D) will alter the downtime by 
approximately 40 unit time. Thus in this particular case, strategy 
of DOM gives better stability than strategy of DFM. These kind 
of information are needed in the decision making process and the 
confident jack-knife diagram can be used as an aid in visualizing 
alternative designs improvement.  

6. Conclusions 
A new way of presenting failure data is developed, allowing a 
visualization of the downtime estimation and the precision and the 
uncertainty of the estimation at a given confidence level and 
factors influencing the failure. Presenting failure data in this new 
diagram provides better insight into the hidden fact of the data. It 
can be used as a visual communication tool for maintenance 
engineering in communicating failure data to people with various 
backgrounds. 
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ABSTRACT 
The present day e-maintenance space is evolving with isolated 
legacy sub-systems or packages that span heterogeneous and 
domain specific industry verticals. Developing a unified platform 
for e-maintenance catering to the varied domains shall hence pose 
a major challenge. An open systems based platform for e-
maintenance can overcome some of these hurdles by defining the 
otherwise disparate systems as abstract entities with well defined 
public interfaces. The interfaces can be broadly classified based 
on the technology types, thus allowing individual vertical e-
maintenance applications to align with their respective business 
interests. In all, this shall greatly help in reducing the overall 
operating costs and at the same time provide increased flexibility, 
reusability and reliability. The underlying standard protocol, 
defined through a group consensus, shall be responsible for 
transport of the e-maintenance data between the distributed 
subsystems via the TCP/IP standard within multiple 
administrative domains of e-maintenance across wired and 
wireless networks. This paper also looks at e-maintenance from a 
systems integration perspective and illustrates how open systems 
based approach can help achieve integration better. 

Keywords 
O&M, OMC, OMS, CMMS, PLC, HMI, PdM, PM. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Concept of Open e-maintenance  
E-maintenance, considered strictly a complementary discipline to 
e-manufacturing, is defined based on multifarious views and 
perspectives. (Muller et al., 2008) propose the following 
definition for e-maintenance: 

Maintenance support which includes the resources, services and 
management necessary to enable proactive decision process 
execution. This support includes e-technologies (i.e. ICT, Web-
based, tether-free, wireless, infotronics technologies) but also, e-
maintenance activities (operations or processes) such as e-
monitoring, e-diagnosis, e-prognosis, etc.” The e-maintenance 
enables four main different maintenance strategies such as: 

• Remote maintenance 

• Predictive maintenance 

• Real-time maintenance 

• Collaborative maintenance  

 

This definition of e-maintenance is a precursor to the next 
generation of e-maintenance workflow wherein tether free 
Infocomm technologies are pushing a paradigm shift to drive 
complete business automation rather than just factory automation. 
The new paradigm would have intelligence instilled in the 
equipments in question, making them capable of transmitting real 
-time data such as alarms and events based on their current 
condition. These alarms/events, as a part of the e-maintenance 
solution can then be employed for PM (Preventive Maintenance) 
and/or for condition based maintenance (CBM).   

For example, may companies still use their EAM (Enterprise 
Asset Management) or Computerized Maintenance Management 
System (CMMS) solutions are just another static data and 
reporting system. But real-time data management, alarming 
through powerful and advanced software features, which when 
integrated into the existing ERP package, can help transform the 
existing EAM/CMMS into a real-time and dynamic knowledge-
driven solution. Another major aspect of e-maintenance would 
undoubtedly be to be able to manage the voluminous maintenance 
information ubiquitously over the internet and across 
heterogeneous domains. Trends indicate that the traditional fail 
and fix (FAF) practice has been replaced by the new “predict and 
prevent (PAP) paradigm” (Arab et al., 2009). Predictive 
maintenance (PdM) is being sought after because of its cost-
effectiveness. The eventual aim of PdM is to perform 
maintenance at a scheduled point in time when the maintenance 
activity is most cost-effective and before the equipment loses 
performance within a threshold. As per the “Reliability 
engineering” online magzine (RE, 2007) the major reason why 
most of the PdM’ programs fail is because the goals of the 
program are not well defined or understood well. Moreover, the 
goals need to be aligned to the exact needs for performing PdM in 
the organization. If the goals are set to comply with specifications 
based on “open” standards, it would help PdM succeed to a larger 
extent. 

 Going by the presence of numerous vendors in the marketplace 
for PdM, the market seems to be evolving into a highly 
fragmented market. The direct consequence of this is that multiple 
vendors are rolling out customized solutions for interfacing with 
the existing EAM systems. Without the existence of a formal 
alliance, the average e-maintenance customer runs the risk of 
breaking interoperability interfaces when they upgrade their 
EAM. One of the objectives of this paper is to focus on such 
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limitations with the current legacy systems and introduce an 
integration procedure based on open, de-facto standards.  

2. OPENNESS IN E-MAINTENANCE 
2.1 Motivation & Benefits 
Studies at Observatoire de la maintenance industrielle(OMI) have 
revealed that the total manpower and materials costs in the 
maintenance domain amount to about €22.7 million/year (ITEA, 
2005), representing:  

• Around 50% of general industrial services expenses; 
• 12% of the average added value (up to 35% in some industrial 
areas); 
• 300.000 people (7% of the total industrial workforce). 

Traditionally, maintenance cost(s) primarily involve: 

• The cost of labour.  

• Cost of parts for repairs   

• The costs associated to downtime. 

Another major potential cost incurred in the E-maintenance is 
costs associated to integration of legacy systems to enhance 
functionality or introduce automation in existing e-maintenance 
systems. Open systems help to a large extent in curbing the costs 
involved in “system integration”.   

The benefits reaped from the proposed “open” integration model 
shall be numerous including the following: 

2.1.1 Increased OEE 
The primary intention of an open integrated approach would be to 
automate each of the tedious processes involved in e-
maintenance, which would translate to improvements in overall 
equipment effectiveness (OEE) for productivity enhancement. 

2.1.2 Choice of maintenance strategy based on a 
more mature knowledge base: 
Take for example; Company A has been using a proprietary 
solution and has been using CBM as the maintenance strategy for 
quite some time based on a management decision. However, they 
realized CBM was not the best method suiting them, especially 
from the perspective of cost effectiveness.  
When failures of machines or components are not critical, we can 
allow corrective maintenance (CM), in which actions are taken 
after failures are detected. When the lives of machines or 
components can be estimated precisely, TBM is the most 
effective means of maintenance. 
With the use of open standards such as MIMOSA-OSA which 
helps you assess your system based on industry wide knowledge 
pool and expertise, the chance of running into a risk of choosing a 
“wrong” type of maintenance strategy gets lower (MIMOSA, 
2006).  
 

2.1.3 Software Reusability 
Design wise, the integrated OMC shall comply to the Open closed 
principle (Martin, 1996) in the world of object oriented design. 
The open architecture shall define multiple layers of abstract 
interfaces. The system (hardware/software) design shall be reused 
when extending functionality. This allows maximum reuse of 
existing interfaces/interface agents for the system 
designers/developers. 

 

2.1.4 Low Interoperability concerns 
A full fledged e-maintenance requires the new platform to support 
support the semantic and technical interoperability required for 
the right interconnection of all the previous technologies to make 
operating the platform as a whole. 

 

2.1.5 Openness 
Making an e-maintenance system whose components are 
interchangeable requires software architecture(s) which are 
flexible in nature and allow tools and algorithms which are 
flexible in nature. Designing systems with a specific application 
will cause the application be limited in scope, The flexibility 
required can be achieved through an open systems approach 
instead of building custom solutions. 

2.2 Requirements 
The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) defines an open system 
as a collection of interacting software, hardware, and human 
components with interface specifications of its components that 
are fully defined, available to the public, and maintained 
according to group consensus (Meyers et al., 1996). When applied 
to the realm of e-maintenance, it would mean an open consortium 
which works in a collaborative and a cooperative manner to 
generate cross-platform and multi-vendor solutions. The unified 
approach realizes improved preventive and condition based e-
maintenance, thus reducing O&M costs and increasing equipment 
availability. A holistic approach will also help alleviate the 
otherwise obvious disconnect between the “Operation” and 
“Maintenance” departments in a typical manufacturing 
environment. 

An open system would require integration of operational and 
manufacturing processes, systems and people to minimize the 
overall vertical and horizontal information gap created by islands 
of e-maintenance data spread across the various functions in a 
manufacturing ecosystem. An open e-maintenance infrastructure 
would greatly reduce integration costs, and the total cost of 
ownership (TCO), and at the same time provide a generic plug 
and play interface for interaction between the existing proprietary 
and rather isolated e-maintenance frameworks. 
 
This paper aims to present architecture in an attempt to establish a 
holistic approach towards e-maintenance using open, standardized 
systems.   

2.3 Challenges in building a business solution 
using open system methodology  
Open e-maintenance solutions will have their own share of 
challenges. More and more innovative techniques and methods 
driven by latest e-technologies have to be developed in order to 
perform asset maintenance in a seamless way. These methods 
have to be abstracted in order to the user remaining transparent to 
the overall process. For example, consider a manufacturing 
facility where Wi-Fi shall be used instead of Bluetooth. To the 
Human machine Interface(HMI) user, it might not mean anything 
except a performance improvement, but to the designer and the 
developer of the e-maintenance tool, it will boil down to re-
implementation of the lower abstraction layers which represent 
the connection to the equipments in the facility. 
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2.4 Evaluation of Open Systems 
 

2.4.1 Discussion of some existing open platforms 
With the advent of various e-technologies responsible for data 
acquisition and to aid decision making, it becomes imperative to 
establish some sort of openness for enabling interoperability and 
addressing integration concerns. The recurring operating costs of 
any type of maintenance are mainly driven by the cost to manage 
the prognostic “decision-making” information in an efficient and 
accurate manner. To begin with, any web based technology for e-
maintenance provides an open platform to publish and transport 
maintenance data. A service oriented protocol which treats 
individual pieces of maintenance data as objects would help in 
enabling an end to end mechanism for transporting maintenance 
data across heterogeneous systems. 

MIMOSA (Machinery Information Management Open System 
Alliance)is an association dedicated to  developing the adoption 
of open information model  in manufacturing, fleet, and facility 
environments with information standards which enable 
collaborative asset lifecycle management. DYNAWeb develops a 
CBM system based on OSA-CBM standard over MIMOSA 
comprising broad of capabilities like sensing and data acquisition, 
signal processing, health assessment, prognosis etc. This platform 
ensures the integration of all the components (software and 
hardware) using different technologies (sensor technologies, 
wireless communication technology) and providing them with 
agents and (Semantic) Web Services to allow the integration and 
the reuse among different applications.( Gilabert et al., 2007). 
Another example of a generic platform is the European 
PROTEUS project  (Bangemann et al., 2006) (ITEA, 2010) which 
aims at the integration of these various sub-systems, thanks to a 
unique and coherent description of the equipment (through an 
ontology description), a generic architecture (based on the “Web 
Services” technology) and coherent models of heterogeneous 
components 

 

2.4.2 Opportunities and criteria influencing 
consumer decisions  
 

The major influencing factor in choosing an e-maintenance 
application is cost of its implementation, integration and 
maintenance of the software/hardware platforms. An open 
platform will help attain affordable design(s), and can more easily 
accommodate rapidly changing technology to achieve system 
cost, schedule, and performance benefits by promoting multiple 
competitive sources of supply within the commercial marketplace 
(Larson et al., 2000). 

3. OPEN MAINTENANCE CONTROLLER 
Traditionally, e-maintenance has been performed through point to 
point solutions; thus every time there is a new integration 

scenario, a custom solution is built to address the concern. 
Enterprise Bus-based solutions are now preferred, whereby all 
systems communicate via an intermediary system through 
adapters, which convert data between the system’s native format 
to the bus’ format and back again. The enterprise service bus 
(ESB) is the result of this paradigm, with many of the larger IT 
vendors now offering competing products in this space (Mathew, 
et al., 2009).It also leads to a greater reliance on contract-based 
services as systems only know of the ESB and the services or 
interfaces it makes visible to a particular system. For example, 
consider some sensor based condition monitoring data could be 
treated as a class or a category of information which would aid 
CBM (condition based maintenance) method. Traditionally this 
data shall be gathered through a network actor system which shall 
interact with the dumb sensor to distribute the information to 
standard TCP/IP networks. A client which is interested in the 
sensor data shall subscribe to the object and hence shall 
automatically receive the required information in configurable 
intervals of time. If the client is no more interested in the 
information, it shall unsubscribe to the object’s service. So the 
system shall be provisioned with the required information. If this 
object is standardized based on a open protocol, it would only 
require the client to subscribe to that object type and the unique 
identifier tied to that sensor in a production environment.  

The future factory scenario shall be dominated by Service 
Oritnted Architecture (SOA) (Cannata et al.,2007), which 
empowers us with new capabilities and enables the realization of 
sophisticated approaches based on the collaboration of devices, 
network services within the single enterprise and among 
enterprises. Integration of data as condition monitoring data with 
maintenance systems has been the stumbling block for many 
companies in the past. The key is to integrate to existing 
computerized maintenance management software systems such 
as; Maximo, Datastream etc. to automatically create work 
requests directly from real-time events occurring with plant 
assets. 

The key to better e-maintenance is gathering comprehensive 
maintenance data. MIMOSA‘s integration technology is based on 
a mature open standard, the MIMOSA XML-based standard for 
maintenance integration, and the OPC standard for device 
communication. Together these standards reduce the cost and risk 
of integration greatly. MIMOSA open standards will help create a 
protocol translation layer for the individual heterogeneous e-
maintenance modules. The proposed model (Figure 1) depicts the 
integrated platform (Open maintenance controller) which contains 
the following subsystem objects: 
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3.1 Interface(s) to other e-maintenance 
subsystems 
The proposed integrated “Open Mainainence Controller” shall 
expose the following e-Maintenance service(s) as public 
interfaces for tying it to the external subsystems in a 
manufacturing environment: 

3.1.1.1 Control System(s) Interface 
Control System(s) interface allow the OMC (Open maintenance 
controller to talk to the PLC (Programmable logic controllers) 
associated to the equipments for multiple I/Os. This would 
translate the data transmitted over the TCP/IP networks to a 
specific set of commands/logic to be operated over hardware. The 
PLC logic shall be responsible control of hardware operation  

3.1.1.2 Prognostic Interface 
The Prognostic interface provides a facility for doing e-prognosis 
and the related algorithms based on the current performance input 
from data acquisition systems. The prognostic database gathered 
over time aids in the decision making process. 

3.1.1.3 Human Machine Interface 
The HMI shall enable interaction with human operators; or by 
using common process automation Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) software. 

3.1.1.4 Data Manipulation Interface 
The Data manipulation interface shall deal connecting to the real 
time database for CBM, extracting the required information from 
external databases, perform data analysis and pre-processing 
using graphical and statistical analysis  

3.1.1.5 Equipment Monitoring Interface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The Equipment monitoring subsystem shall also be a part of the 
“core service” tied to the OMC (Operation maintenance 
controller). It shall consist of the following software components 
(Figure 2): 

• Equipment Monitor points: The equipment monitor 
points are data pointers to which the client, for example 
the conditioning monitoring subsystem could hook on 
to receive sensor data “asynchronously”. 

• Sensor Interface: Helps gather the condition monitoring 
data through a wired/wireless network interface over 
TCP/IP. 

The concept is the open maintenance controller acts as a service 
to different open maintenance controllers in different zones 
(geographically distributed). “Zones” could be intra-organization 
or inter-organization. These zones could comprise individual 
subsystems like a Data acquisition system, equipment monitoring 
subsystem or a legacy system for that matter.   

The open maintenance controllers (OMC’s) (Fig 2) talk to each 
other via a de-facto open protocol based on open standards such 
as XML over TCP/IP.  
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3.2 Auto Discovery of OMC service 
Each of the OMC’s shall be capable of discovering each other 
using a dynamic service discovery protocol. The protocol shall 
also allow any client for e.g. a User interface/HMI to discover the 
various OMC’s in the same administrative domain. The 
underlying protocol used in discovery shall leverage on the 
standard TCP/IP network to interoperate. Basically an open e-
maintenance controller (OMC) involved in e-maintenance shall 
discover each the other OMC’s services and then can subscribe to 
different e-maintenance services hosted by it. Each of the services 
is associated to an individual subsystem outputs for e.g. HMI 
subsystem, the Data monitoring subsystem etc.  

4. TRADITIONAL CMMS AND PROPOSED 
EXTENSION BASED ON AN OPEN 
FRAMEWORK 

CMMS is a tool which performs asset management, predictive & 
maintenance tracking Software systems are now required to 
manage and control assets, plant and equipment maintenance in 
today's manufacturing, facilities and service industries. 

In this paper, we present a model for e-maintenance based on an 
existing system (DataStream 7i) and the extensibility of the 
system using open system technologies. The major challenge in 
establishing a holistic approach for predictive maintenance is the 
heterogeneous models offered by different designers of the e- 
maintenance systems. Even the source of data could be from 
different departments, but it is different in all respects.  

4.1 Performance indicators  
Maintenance performance indicators (MPI) are linked to the 
reduction of down-time, costs and wastes, and the enhancement of 
capacity utilization, productivity, quality, health and safety. 
Therefore, MPIs compare the actual conditions with a specific set 
of reference conditions (requirements/targets). 

Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) is used as a key 
performance indicator for the manufacturing industry in its 
continuous search for new ways to reduce downtime, costs and 
waste, to operate more efficiently, and to achieve greater capacity. 
The three elements of OEE, availability, performance speed and 
quality, help to determine the impact of the performance of an 
individual piece of equipment, and the concept of OEE can be 
applied to railway infrastructure. (Parida and Chattopadhyay, 
2007). Some typical key performance indicators (KPI) for 
manufacturing include operating cost; asset availability, lost time 
injuries, number of environmental incidents, OEE and asset 
utilization. 

4.2 Existing CMMS- the7i 
DataStream 7i has helped improve the production efficiency of 
Trane, a leading HVAC supplier in USA. The 7i facilitates asset 
management and systems management based on individual 
equipments and accounts the costs/events and various Preventive 
Maintenance schedules associated to each of the equipments. 
When failures of machines or components are not critical, we can 
allow corrective maintenance (CM), in which actions are taken 
after failures are detected. A CMMS can also provide historical 
information which is then used to adjust PM system setup over 

time to minimize repairs that are unnecessary, while still avoiding 
run-to-failure repair. With the usage of 7i platform, the process at 
the HVAC gave them the ability to schedule preventive 
maintenance, thus reducing overall downtime and reduce the cost 
of expensive repairs.  
 

4.3 Existing third party tool for PdM 
The very best PdM systems are expert systems that can perform 
expert system analysis like puts maintenance procedures on hold 
until absolutely necessary, thus extracting maximum equipment 
up-time. In addition, the best expert systems offer diagnostic fault 
trending where individual machine fault severity can be observed 
over time. 
A typical report generated by a third party condition monitoring 
tool called XL in the HVAC company gives an idea of how OEE 
is calculated and how reports are generated to aid decision 
making currently. 
 

Shift Report-<Sheet MetalX> 
Shift Information 

--------------------------------------------
-------------------------- 

Shift Start:    2/16/2010  7:00:00   Ideal 
Cycle:           9.000000000 

Shift End:      2/16/2010 15:30:00   Takt 
Time:             9.000000000 

Shift ID:                  Shift 1   Average 
Cycle:         9.400000000 

Counts                               OEE               

----------------------------------   -------
--------------------------- 

Good Count:        543   Availability:          
16.49% 

Reject Count:                   21   
Performance:                86.83% 

Total Count:                   564   
Quality:                    96.27% 

Average RPH:                    74   OEE:          
13.78% 

Production Times                     Targets 
and Goals                  

----------------------------------   -------
-------------------------- 

             HH:MM:SS      Percent   
Efficiency:                 28.95% 

Run:          1:15:12       14.74%   Target 
Count:                1,948 

Down:         3:36:58       42.54%   Goal 
Count:                  2,840 

Setup:        2:43:48       32.12% 

Standby:      0:54:00       10.58% 

Total:        8:29:59      100.00% 
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4.4 Advantages of CMMS and the need for 
linking to PdM  
The Maintenance Excellence Institute and others validate that 
poor utilization of existing CMMS systems is a major 
improvement opportunity (Peters et al., 2002).  
The major benefits drawn from CMMS systems by Trane, a 
leading HVAC manufacturer, are as follows: 

• Improved Work control for e.g work order generation. 
• Improved planning and scheduling 
• Improved parts and Materials availability. 
• 7i is a completely server based system which uses Java 

and XML which are inherently open in nature. It may 
be deployed in heterogeneous systems and at the same 
time be integrated with open standards. 
 

Another major untapped feature of 7i is the availability of 
Application Program Interfaces (APIs) facilitates the input of data 
directly into the CMMS database. These APIs have been proven 
to be instrumental in the integration of PLC’s, and other third 
party real-time data monitoring solutions. 

However, in spite of the judicious use of 7i, the HVAC 
manufacturer still depends on the preventive maintenance 
schedules controlled by the 7i system. The calendar based 
preventive maintenance does not account for the condition of the 
machinery which eventually runs into failure, causing 
unscheduled maintenance. To prevent this scenario, a hypothetical 
model is presented where the PLC monitoring the equipment 
condition transfers the condition data to create an alert to the 
CMMS (7i) system, it would greatly help increase the Overall 
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). OEE is a manufacturing process 
metric which takes into account the various sub components of 
the manufacturing process – Availability, Performance and 
Quality. Calculating availability manually through existing data 
collection for equipment condition can be erroneous. With 
introduction of the proposed OMC based system, the CMMS 
system would rely on the data collected from just a few discrete 
points called monitor points to provide a simplistic OEE 
calculation using only run-time, downtime and idle time 
information. 

 
 
 
Availability refers to the machine or cell being available for 
production when scheduled. By comparing the actual cycle times 
against ideal cycle times, OEE allows for a determination of how 
much production was lost by cycles that did not meet the ideal 
cycle time. Quality focuses on identifying time that was wasted 
by producing a product that does not meet quality standards. The 
XL system is used in the company for measuring OEE metrics for 
the current shift and job. 
The OEE recorded for the past few months in Trane’s production 
line has been showing a downward trend. The reason for 
deterioration in OEE is mainly due to the longer (material, new 
operators) setup times coupled with the lower availability of the 
machine(s). For e.g., the material may not run in one machine, so 
they will take it out and replace it with another roll and it will run.  

The PdM information can greatly help improve the OEE by 
integrating it with the existing CMMS, so that it provides the  

 

 

means to relate the condition of a machine to work order and 
equipment history data related to types of repairs, frequencies and 
causes for failure based on past trends. This will certainly help 
towards achieving a well-automated overall e-maintenance 
system. 

4.5 Passive Integration  
The current approach for linking the PdM data to the CMMS is 
through a manual and an error-prone method through which the 
data gathered through the XL tool is manually fed to the CMMS.  

A passive approach would be to somehow import relevant data to 
be exchanged including equipment identification, timestamps, and 
repair priority/recommendations into the CMMS database.   

4.6 Proposed integrated approach  
The proposed Integration of CMMS with PdM data and the other 
maintenance modules would essentially mean exchange of 
information using a common framework. For example, the 
Common Information Exchange Schema (CRIS) has been 
designed and MIMOSA has focussed efforts on defining the 
information model to enable seamless addition of data tables that 
should be communicated to an existing CMMS. An OMC 
gateway shall be required to translate the raw PdM data to the 
required common protocol format spoken by the participating 
subsystems. 

 
The integration of 7i though the propsed OMC based model and 
MIMOSA‘s open XML standard will allow incorporation of 
“Condition Based Maintenance” into the HVAC Company’s 
existing PM and work order system. The final integrated system 
based on MIMOSA’s open specifications shall then be capable of 
automatically creating work orders directly based on real time 
events associated to the plants machinery and assets. The 
proposed architecture (Figure 3) shall reduce the operating cost(s) 
by a considerable margin and hence would bring an inherent 
improvement in the Return on Investment (ROI). 

OEE = Availability X Performance Rate X Quality Rate % 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper gives an overview of an open systems approach to e-
maintenance with a hypothetical example of how an existing 

CMMS can be transformed to a fully automated e-maintenance 
solution. It identifies the weaknesses of the existing CMMS 
system and how can you leverage on the new system to optimize 
organizational profits. It also mentions the capabilities of the 
proposed architecture and addresses certain challenges faced in 
order to enable an open framework. The detailed cost benefit 
analysis for the framework is beyond the scope of this paper and 
will be discussed in a follow up paper. 

The findings so far suggest that the different traditional practices 
used in preventive and condition based maintenance strategies 
require building customised solutions. An open system solution 
can tackle the associated problem in fairly cost-effective manner. 

Ubiquitous and intelligent processing of maintenance data using 
standards “on demand” shall facilitate interoperability with 
existing legacy systems. This platform shall scale well to serve 
additional requirements of the user based on new information, 
historical analysis, and new measurements etc. 

A prospect of this work will be to generate a virtual framework of 
the system to do performance benchmarking of the integrated 
system based on real data gathered through the real system. This 
shall further help in evaluating whether or not the solution 
supports the industry wide best practices and the total 
maintenance process. 
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Improving Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) of process 
plant equipments through e-Diagnostics. 
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ABSTRACT  
The concept of e-maintenance is wide spread in industry which 
integrates ICT (information and communication technology) 
within the maintenance strategy to face the new challenges of 
supporting e-manufacturing. The  maintenance support  which 
includes  in the resources , services and management, are 
necessary  to enable proactive decision  making which includes e-
technologies( ICT, web based ,wireless etc.) and e-maintenance 
activities; such as  e-monitoring , e-diagnostics and e-prognostics. 
The monitoring of machines and processes for predictive 
maintenance and control is critical for sustainable and competitive 
industry.  E-diagnostics is a key component for implementing e-
maintenance for the cutting edge of high capital intensive plant. 

 

Keywords: e-diganostic, OEE, e-Maintenance, predictive 
maintenance, Maintenance support 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

The manufacturing and process industry use Overall Equipment 
Effectiveness (OEE) as an important Key Performance Indicator 
(KPI) to monitor and control their performance effectiveness. 
This KPI is applied as an overall indicator in the Total Productive 
Maintenance (TPM) concept (Nakajima, 1988). OEE is an 
aggregated productivity measure that takes into consideration the 
six big losses which affects the productivity of plant and 
equipments in an operational system. Equipment failure, setup, 
and adjustments are related to down time and expressed in terms 
of availability. Idling and minor stoppages together with reduced 
speed are related to speed looses and expressed in terms of 
performance rate. Finally, process failures or defects and reduced 
yield related to quality defects are expressed in terms of quality 
rate. OEE itself simply multiplies the equipment’s availability, 
performance rate, and quality rate. Normally, OEE figures can be 
found between 30 – 95 % (Ljungberg, 1998). Various aspects of 
OEE can be found in the literature. It is the availability metric that 
is targeted in these discussions. Some authors claim that the 
availability metric is influenced by factors beyond the equipment 
itself such as operators, facilities, input material availability, 
scheduling requirements, etc; i.e. the OEE metric is reflecting the 
integrated equipment system and not the stand-alone equipment 
themselves (De Ron and Rooda, 2005, De Ron and Rooda, 2006). 
Others are arguing that the OEE metric is not taking into 
consideration all factors that reduces the availability such as 
planned downtime and lack of material and labour (Ljungberg, 
1998, Sheu, 2006). 
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To develop control indicator or to launch maintenance 
improvement program, we need to streamline the information 
logistic: “right information in right formats and form to right 
person in right time” (Parida and Kumar, 2004). Condition 
monitoring uses various intelligent health monitoring techniques 
to monitor and control the health status of plant and machineries 
by analyzing the data after it has been collected. The application 
of information and communication technologies (ICT) facilitates 
the on-line and off-line condition monitoring and measurement of 
degradation of plant and machineries. (Parida and Kumar, 2004) 

Plant and equipment health management system (PHMS) is an 
approach for corrective, preventive and predictive maintenance 
besides other support activities. With a need to achieve zero down 
time, zero defect, instantaneous response and decision-making 
and world-class OEE performance; prognostics and diagnostics 
are used through embedded sensors and device to business tool 
(D2B). All these needs have lead to e-health card for equipment’s 
degradation assessment, which forms part of e-maintenance. 
PHMS thus, could consist of condition monitoring (CM) based 
diagnostics and prognostics, and condition based operation and 
support, to improve the dependability and safety of the technical 
systems, besides decreasing life cycle cost of operation and 
support (Campbell and Jardine, 2001; Soderholm and Akersten, 
2002). This system delivers data and information, which indicates 
the health condition of the system. The stakeholders of the system 
are the receivers of the data and information (Lyytinnen and 
Hirschheim, 1987; ISO/IEC 15288, 2002). The problem today in a 
health management system is the existing information islands, i.e. 
the different specialized systems, with in an organization speaking 
a different data and information language. (Parida and Kumar, 
2004) 

Some of the existing e-maintenance solution provide the server 
based software, equipment embedded internet interface devices 
(health management card). These e-maintenance solutions provide 
24 x 7 (24 hours 7days a week) real-time monitoring, control and 
alerts, at the operating centre. This system converts data in to 
information, available to all concerned for decision-making and 
predicting the performance condition of the plant and machineries 
on a real time basis. This enables the system to match with the e-
business and supply chain requirements. For example, once the 
supervisor knows the plant degradation condition, its related 
effects on material, and inventory, then the delivery status can be 
planned and coordinated with a greater speed to satisfy the 
customer (Parida and Kumar, 2004). 

The business scenario is focusing more on e-business intelligence 
to perform transaction with customers needs for enhanced value 
and improvement in asset management. Such prognostic business 
requirement is compelling the organizations to minimize the 
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production and service downtime by reducing the machine 
performance degradation. The above organizational requirements 
necessitate developing proactive maintenance strategies to 
provide optimized and continuous process performance with 
minimized system breakdowns and maintenance. 

e-Maintenance provides the organization with intelligent tools to 
monitor products through web-enabled wireless communication 
system focusing on health degradation monitoring and 
prognostics, instead of fault detection and diagnostics. This 
system converts data in to information, available to all concerned 
for decision-making and predicting the performance condition of 
the plant and machineries on a real time basis. This enables the 
system to match with the e-business and supply chain 
requirements. For example, once the supervisor knows the plant 
degradation condition, its related effects on material, and 
inventory, then the delivery status can be planned and coordinated 
with a greater speed to satisfy the customer (Parida et al., 2004). 
e-Maintenance creates a virtual knowledge centre with users (e.g. 
technicians, experts and the manufacturers) specializing in 
operation and maintenance of process industry like; steel, mining 
and paper amongst others. e-Maintenance can provide solution in 
its entirety for the process industry with an objective to reduce the 
overall costs, bring in a change and savings in resources through 
overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) and return on maintenance 
investment (ROMI).  

2. CONCEPT OF e-MAINTENANCE 
Maintenance functions sustain and improve the system’s 
availability, safety and product quality. Development of ICT has 
contributed to the emergence of e-Maintenance concept since 
early 2000, which has become a common term in the maintenance 
related literature today (Muller et al., 2008). e-Maintenance can 
be defined as a maintenance strategy where tasks are managed 
electronically using real time equipment data obtained through 
digital technologies (i.e. mobile devices, remote sensing, 
condition monitoring, knowledge engineering, tele-
communications and internet technologies  (Tsang, 2002). e-
Maintenance is also considered as a maintenance plan to meet the 
productivity through condition monitoring, proactive maintenance 
and remote maintenance through real time information for 
decision making. Koc and Lee (2001) referred e-Maintenance as 
predictive maintenance system which provides only monitoring 
and predictive prognostics functions. e-Maintenance thus can be 
termed as a maintenance support for the E-Operation through 
remote diagnostics and asset management, simulation for 
optimisation and decision making under an E-Business scenario 
for an organisation. 

Modern production environment demands an elevated degree of 
plant and equipment reliability involved in manufacturing 
process. Technological advances   have changed the way   the 
plant and equipments are being maintained. This change is aimed 
at continuous monitoring of the condition of the asset so as to 
sense the malfunctioning of their operating condition. Its  
importance is dictated by  the fact that any change in the asset 
condition  have a direct impact  on critical business  aspects such 
as production ,resource planning etc. in case there is  failure is 
developing  it is important to plan  maintenance execution  and 
related resources  ahead of time. An essential   requirement in this 
regard  is the continuous  availability  of the condition monitoring  
information  and its analysis  in order to predict failure   condition  

as soon as  the asset    starts deviating from  its standard 
operational  behaviour.  

 

e-diagnostics is a technology for accessing production equipment 
at manufacturer production base via network to carryout remote 
diagnostics, thus achieving reduction in maintenance management 
cost as well as failure prediction and prevention.  From the 
perspective of equipment vendors   and asset owners the ultimate 
goal of e-diagnostics is the prediction of failure.  If situation can 
be grasped  before equipment abnormality occur , allowing for  
measures to be taken  in advance , this would contribute  
significantly  to improved OEE.  There are two main type of 
equipment information that can be acquired via internet 
.Equipment operation log files, such as gas flow, pressure etc 
another is equipment failure diagnostic system that enables 
monitoring of machine health. This can be achieved if equipment 
experts at service centres can use the internet, a fast and in-
expensive communication infrastructure to conduct diagnostics 
and analysis of onsite equipment. 

The e-diagnostics is divided in to four levels. (Wohlwend, 2005) 

Level 0: access and remote collaboration (remote connectivity to 
the tool and remote collaboration capabilities, field service 
access).  

Level 1: collection and control (remote performance monitoring, 
data collection and storage) 

Level 2: analysis (advanced reporting, advanced analysis with 
SPC capability) 

Level 3: prediction (predictive maintenance, self diagnostics, 
automated maintenance) 

 

3. e-DIAGNOSTICS SUPPORT SYSTEM 
Data security is very important .All information is protected using 
advanced security functions including login authentication and 
authentic function at various stages.  Only authorized person may 
be able to access the view based, relevant data to perform 
diagnosis. When executing remote diagnostics using e-diagnostic 
system, the following points must be taken in to consideration. 
The security of data must be assured due to concern regarding 
negative effects on production process and leak of confidential 
production data. Firewall friendly technology enables application 
in an environment protected by high level security. Various 
functions required for e-diagnostics can be achieved by preparing 
built in software.  These functions include internet 
communication, real time data acquisition, and user 
authentication, mutual security between data bases, remote 
management and e-mail notification 

An  e-diagnostic support system  installed  by a device 
manufacturer  regularly accumulates  equipment  information , 
such that  both the device manufacturer  and the device vendor  
can confirm the  current operation status  via web browser  In the 
event   that some  type of abnormality  occurs in the  equipment , 
the production line  equipment manager  or the equipment vendor 
is  automatically notified via e-mail. In addition to preventing the   
product failure before they occur, this enables equipment failure 
counter measures to be initiated from an early stage thus reducing 
no of failures and shortening MTTR. Development in sensor 
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technology, signal processing, ICT and other technologies related 
to condition monitoring and diagnostics allow the maintenance 
area to improve the understanding of cause of failure, better 
monitoring to move from failure detection to degradation 
monitoring. 

Depending on the details and condition of the failure, the operator 
can gain shared access to equipment screens, making it possible to 
confirm equipment status or acquire important information stored 
in the data collection controller from a remote location and to 
quickly determine the causes of failure. Further by statistically 
analyzing past equipment information and effectively using the 
result of those analyses, the device manufacture is able to reduce 
the cost of equipment maintenance. 

Introduction and installation of e-diagnostics system offers 
significant merits for device manufacturer with multiple 
production bases. This is because parties conducting maintenance 
management and process management, for production facilities 
are able to carryout remote monitoring and diagnostics of 
equipment, either interactively or all at once with DCS and 
intranet. For asset management it means an integrated 
environment that not only monitors the condition of asset but also 
predicts failure condition as well as generates relevant 
maintenance recommendations and work request. Condition 
information is captured through an array of sensors. 

 

4. e-PROGNOSTICS   
The continuous prognostics (Lee et al., 2004) is aimed at 
detecting failure condition in development rather than failure 
reporting, whereby the aim is to reduce maintenance time and as a 
consequence increase operational time. This assessment generates 
recommendation for repairs or part replacement required to 
carryout maintenance. This framework not only provides for 
continuous availability of the asset but also ensures cost 
effectiveness by aiding in maintaining critical stock levels of 
essential spares, identification of maintenance resources and 
easily planning and scheduling of standby assets. These features 
ensure that the maintenance process is highly responsive and 
based on informed decisions rather than common judgments. 

This framework can be applied to e-enabled manufacturing 
paradigm. For example in a crude pumping station is located 
away from major infrastructure and considerable length of  
pipeline that bring crude oil from sea coast to refinery. In this 
situation, assets are deployed over an area of various kilometres; 
however the demand of crude is continuous. Although the station 
may have some kind of early warning or process control and 
condition monitoring system such as SCADA (Supervisory 
control and Data Acquisition), maintenance labour at the water 
station as well as the pipeline is limited and spare inventory is 
generally not held at each station. Therefore it is imperative to 
continuously monitor asset operation in order to sense asset 
failure as soon as possible and preferably in their development 
stage.  The SCADA system is used in the industry since 1960s. 
These systems are used to monitor the critical assets and provide 
early warning of potential disaster situation.  In the  cross country 
pipe lines  the leakage is detected  thru SCADA  system and   
transfer the  information back to the central site  then alerts the 
home station  that a leak has occurred , carrying out necessary 
analysis and control , such as determining if the leak is critical . 

SCADA system also is used   to detect the faults of remote 
unmanned electrical substations to avoid emergencies. 

         

5. RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, A CASE STUDY OF 
HYDRO CRACKING UNIT IN A 
PETROLEUM REFINERY 
Hydro cracking process is gaining more and more popularity for 
upgrading residues into higher value products in petroleum 
refinery. Residue up gradation into middle distillates and light 
distillates is currently being done in the Indian Refineries 
primarily by employing FCC process. Hydrocracking is an 
extremely versatile catalytic process in which feedstock ranging 
from Naphtha to Vacuum Residue can be processed in presence of 
Hydrogen and catalyst to produce almost any desired products 
lighter than the feed. Thus if the feed is Naphtha, it can be 
converted into LPG and if feed is Vacuum Gas Oil as in our 
Refinery, it can produce LPG, Naphtha, ATF, Diesel and FCCU 
feed in varying proportions as per design requirement. 
Compressor is the heart of the hydro processing plant of a 
Petroleum Refinery. Monitoring of this machine and failure 
prognosis plays vital role on plant availability. Reciprocating 
compressors are often some of the most critical and expensive 
systems at a petroleum refinery, and deserve special attention. 
Gas transmission pipelines, petrochemical plants, and many other 
industries all depend on this type of equipment also. 
Reciprocating compressors are typically used where high 
compression ratios (ratio of discharge to suction pressures) are 
required per stage without high flow rates, and the process fluid is 
relatively dry. 

 

Figure 1. Reciprocating Compressor Cylinder Assembly 

Process gas is drawn into the cylinder, squeezed, contained and 
then released by mechanical valves that typically operate 
automatically by differential pressures. Depending on system 
design, cylinders may have one or multiple suction and discharge 
valves. The distance piece (sometimes called the doghouse) is a 
structural member connecting the compressor frame to the 
cylinder. Intermixing of fluids between the cylinder and the 
distance piece must be avoided. Packing rings contain gas 
pressure within the cylinder, and they keep oil from entering the 
cylinder by wiping oil from the piston rod along its travel. The 
distance piece is typically vented according to the most hazardous 
material in the system, which is often the gas compressed in the 
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cylinder. The packing rings are designed to contain the gas within 
the cylinder, but with the high pressure it is possible that some of 
the compressed gas will leak past the packing rings.  

Compression occurs within the cylinder as a four-part cycle that 
occurs with each advance and retreat of the piston (two strokes 
per cycle). The four parts of the cycle are compression, discharge, 
expansion and intake. They are shown graphically with pressure 
vs. volume plotted in what is known as a P-V diagram (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Theoretical PV diagram 

At the conclusion of a prior cycle, the piston is fully retreated 
within the cylinder at V1, the volume of which is filled with 
process gas at suction conditions (pressure, P1 and temperature, 
T1), and the suction and discharge valves are all closed. This is 
represented by point 1 (zero) in the P-V diagram. As the piston 
advances, the volume within the cylinder is reduced. This causes 
the pressure and temperature of the gas to rise until the pressure 
within the cylinder reaches the pressure of the discharge header. 
At this time, the discharge valves begin to open, noted on the 
diagram by point 2. 

With the discharge valves opening, pressure remains fixed at P2 
for the remainder of the advancing stroke as volume continues to 
decrease for the discharge portion of the cycle. The piston comes 
to a momentary stop at V2 before reversing direction. Note that 
some minimal volume remains, known as the clearance volume. It 
is the space remaining within the cylinder when the piston is at 
the most advanced position in its travel. Some minimum clearance 
volume is necessary to prevent piston/head contact, and the 
manipulation of this volume is a major compressor performance 
parameter. The cycle is now at point 3.  

Expansion occurs next as the small volume of gas in the clearance 
pocket is expanded to slightly below suction pressure, facilitated 
by the closing of the discharge valves and the retreat of the piston. 
This is point 4.  

 
Figure 3. The actual PV diagram of reciprocating compressor  

When P1 is reached, the intake valves open allowing fresh charge 
to enter the cylinder for the intake and last stage of the cycle. 
Once again, pressure is held constant as the volume is changed. 
This marks the return to point 1.  

Comprehending this cycle is key to diagnosing compressor 
problems, and to understanding compressor efficiency, power 
requirements, valve operation, etc. This knowledge can be gained 
by trending process information and monitoring the effect these 
items have on the cycle.  

The most frequent reasons for unplanned outage of reciprocating 
compressors are faults in suction and discharge valves. As a 
result, these valve types are regarded as the main wearing parts, 
so particular importance is attached to early recognition and 
precise diagnosis of a defective valve. The situation inside the 
compression chambers can be continuously evaluated directly by 
permanent measurement of cylinder pressure. The measured time 
characteristic of this pressure is also presented in the form of a p-
V diagram, from which characteristic values are calculated and 
monitored. 

The following example, from a refinery operating a 700 kW 
two-stage, double-acting hydrogen compressor, demonstrates 
the characteristic changes in signals associated with damage to a 
pressure valve. Fig. 1 shows the P-V diagrams of the crank-end 
in the first and second stages. In our example, the monitoring 
system signalled a violation of the vibration thresholds in the 
first-stage cylinder and disturbance of the p-V characteristic 
values of the crank end compression. Fig. 2 demonstrates the 
vibration and pressure characteristics recorded at the time of the 
alarm for one crank revolution. There is increased cylinder 
vibration during almost the entire crank stroke, less vibration 
being evident only within the discharge region (70° to 180° 
crank angle) of the crank-end compression space. The changes 
are even more obvious on comparison with the first- and second-
stage P-V diagrams (Fig. 4). 

The first-stage P-V diagram is visibly distorted and no longer 
reaches the target intermediate pressure of 20.3 bar. The 
compression ratio in the second stage rises because of the 
decrease in ultimate pressure in the first stage. 

The analysis shows that the compression curve is steeper, while 
the re-expansion curve is flatter, so in these regions, gas is 
overflowing from the discharge side into the cylinder space. 
This is normally prevented by proper sealing of the discharge 
valves. It was, therefore, diagnosed that the problem could be 
due to a damaged discharge valve. Indeed, this was the case. 
Other possible causes, such as leakage along the piston rings, for 
instance, could be ruled out, because in that case, direction of 
gas overflow alternates between the cylinder crank-end and 
head-end during one crank revolution. Compression and back-
expansion would then both be steeper as a result. The 
conspicuously increased vibration (which has also produced an 
alarm signal) is caused by flow-induced noise and chattering of 
the faulty valve plate. 
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Fig -4 (left side)P-V diagram of first- and-second stage cylinder 

With properly operating discharge valves 

 

Reciprocating compressor dynamic analysis is based on the 
interpretation of deviation of its operating parameters from ideal 
conditions. Parameters to be analyzed include cylinder internal 
pressures, volumes, temperatures, phase, vibrations and rod drop. 
The analysis also includes calculated parameters such as power, 
efficiency, rod loads and losses.  

Continuous online monitoring of reciprocating compressors 
through dynamic analysis allows malfunction diagnosis, 
improving the time and cost to repair and provides continuous 
protection from catastrophic events such as rod or cylinder 
rupture. The Pressure x Volume (PxV) diagram is the best way to 
represent the energy cycle in a reciprocating machine. Theoretical 
P x V diagrams superimposed on the actual diagrams supplies 
important compressor diagnostic information.  

Pressure velocity (PV) analysis is a technique that has proven to 
be very effective in assessing the condition of reciprocating 
machine. Personal computer technology has significantly reduced 
the cost of this kind of measurement, and improvements in 
transducer technology have overcome the technical obstacles such 
that PV analysis is now available online. Dynamic pressure 
transducers are used to measure the pressure inside the cylinder 
over the course of the stroke. This allows the analyst to evaluate 
the condition of the rings, valves, and packing, while at the same 
time  
calculating the dynamic rod load, which is the source of the forces 
and moments described in the discussion on vibration. This 
requires that a pressure transducer be installed in the cylinder, 
either on a temporary basis using a valved port or for an online 
measurement using a permanent transducer installation.  While it 
is true that a direct measurement of the compressor pressure 
volume trace utilizing a dynamic pressure transducer gives the 
most accurate picture of cylinder condition, a performance 
calculation based on the pressures, temperatures, and flows 
already available in the process control system provides a 
valuable overview of the condition of the machine. Establishing a 
baseline of  performance when it is known that there are no 
problems with the machine makes it possible to  identify 
deviations from normal, alerting operations and maintenance to a 
developing problem, and  perhaps giving operations a chance to 

take action to mitigate the problem before it causes a machine  
failure.  

    (Right side)P-V diagram of first- and-second-stage crank-end 
cylinder  with faulty first-stage crank-end discharge valve. 

 

Other than the failure diagnosis of different components of the 
compressor, failure prognosis can be done by analyzing the past 
data. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

By leveraging information, wireless and internet technologies 
users may log in from anywhere and with any kind of devices as 
soon as they set an internet connection and a browser. This allows 
them to take remote actions, such as set up configuration, 
diagnosis, performance monitoring and data collection and 
analysis. Consequently, the manpower on the customer site of 
many machine builders can be reduced and preventive 
maintenance can be improved through machine performance 
monitoring .E-diagnostics  also offers the opportunity to connect 
field systems with expertise centers located at distant 
geographical sites, allowing the possibility of a remote 
maintenance decision making. 

An e-maintenance platform significantly contribute to a lean 
process and help to synchronize maintenance with  production, 
maximizing process through put and minimizing downtime cost. 
Data and information flow at all level can be improved. E-
maintenance connects geographically dispersed subsystems and 
actors (e.g. suppliers with clients and machinery with engineers). 
The resultant platform allows a strong co-operation between 
different human actors, different enterprise areas (production, 
maintenance, purchasing) and different companies (suppliers, 
customers, machine manufacturers).   The e-Diagnostics helps to 
increase the availability of production equipments, reduce the 
mean time to repair and provide significant reduction in field 
service resource and cost .Many plant operators have come to 
recognize the economic significance of e- monitoring, especially 
in regard to machines whose central importance could stop 
production of a whole plant on failure. Often, investment in such 
a system will pay for itself simply by preventing a production 
stoppage lasting just one day. The increasing popularity of online 
systems has been accelerated too, by the possibility of unmanned 
compressor operation through remote monitoring, for example, 
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via the internet. Real time machine monitoring of equipment 
status besides programmable alerts enables the operator to 
respond to any situation swiftly and then to prepare any 
intervention. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents an approach to determine the optimal aircraft 
overhaul capacity in the workshops for an aircraft fleet. The 
aircraft fleet contains one aircraft type with different models of 
that type. A mathematical model has been constructed to calculate 
the lowest cost alternative. 

 

The mathematical model uses various types of data to calculate 
the optimal workshop overhaul capacity like costs, times, 
numbers of workers, aircrafts used flight time etc. the paper 
presents one case study carried out representing a future coming 
need. Parts of the sensitivity analysis are given to show the 
models behaviour. The objective of this paper is to introduce a 
model that can be used as a decision helping tool for the decision 
makers when determine the future needed aircraft overhaul 
capacity in the workshops. The model can be a part of the e-
maintenance platform. 

 

 

Keywords 
Mathematical modelling, e-Maintenance, optimization, capacity, 
overhaul, effectiveness. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The maintenance for the aircrafts is planned and undertaken to 
carryout different tasks after periodical flying hours, periodical 
cycles, periodical calendar time or as the situation demands after 
inspection or diagnostics. The overhauls are a bigger maintenance 
action and are carried out when the aircraft reaches specific flying 
hours flown. Workshops are carrying out the overhauls and the 
capacity of in the workshops is in economic aspect important to 
match the needed capacity. The needed overhaul capacity needs 
to be predetermined so the workshops have the right capacity in 
the future. Support tools that can be used by the decision makers 
to determine the needed capacity will help the decision makers. 
Iung et al. (2008) state that the e-technologies starts to play a 
crucial role to support maintenance decision-making. It is 
important to have the “right information in right formats and from 
to right person in right time” Kumar & Parida (2004). 

This paper present a work carried out on one of the Swedish Air 
Force wings. The work has been focused on the total needed 
overhaul of all JAS 39 Gripen aircrafts owned by the Swedish 
military. During the overhauls other maintenance tasks as repairs 

and modifications are carried out, this paper are only looking into 
the needed capacity for the overhaul tasks under the overhauls. 
The overhauls are carried out at every 200 flight hours, allowed 
flight time interval when the aircraft can come for overhaul is ± 5 
flight hours. 

It is impossible to know exactly how big the workshop capacity 
should be in the future because there are always unplanned events 
that affect the total need but it is possible to calculate what the 
expected need will be. 

This paper presents a mathematical model that the decision 
makers can use for their decisions on what capacity the 
workshops should have to meet the overhaul need for the aircraft 
fleet in the future. The model can be used in a computer program 
and be a part of the e-maintenance platform. E-maintenance 
platform is sometimes considered as a software platform, a 
hardware/software platform or a full platform integrating also 
physical process and integration with enterprise tools Erbe et al. 
(2009).  

Researchers Sherbrooke (1971) and Dandotiya et al. (2008), has 
developed the model for taking optimum maintenance of Line 
Replaceable Units (LRU). Jardine, A. K. S. (1973) has discussed 
the various cost optimization models for repairable and 
replaceable components. Dandotiya et al. (2008) has minimized 
the total cost of repair and replacement while considering 
constrained resource and cost of replacement. 

Hahn & Newman (2006) have developed a mathematical 
deployment scheduling program based on an optimization model 
for the helicopters at the cost guard air station at Clearwater. The 
program is scheduling where the helicopters need to be deployed 
and when they are to be scheduled for heavy maintenance 
inspection. 

Haghani & Sriram (2003) have constructed an optimization model 
that considers the mission assignment for an airline company. The 
maintenance is carried out during the night. The aircrafts needs to 
be flown, so they are at the end of the day at any of the bases 
where the maintenance is carried out in order to reduce the 
maintenance cost. 

In the present paper the authors is optimizing the maintenance 
resources in order minimize the total cost.  
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2. PARAMETERS INFLUENCING BASE 
REPAIR 
Overhauls can be carried out not only at the main workshops but 
also at smaller maintenance places. To simplify in this paper only 
the workshops are assumed to carries out overhauls.  

Inside the workshops there are a number of maintenance teams. 
One type of team is the overhaul teams. They mostly undertake 
the overhauls works. Other teams are doing the other maintenance 
work that is carried out in the workshops.  

There are many parameters affecting the maintenance work and 
they are affected by other parameters. The parameters are not 
only interesting to know for the calculation but also to highlight 
areas that can be improved. 

The overhaul system is a short term used in this paper for the 
workshop overhaul facility plus the overhaul queue. 

2.1 Cost of queue  
The cost of the queue is the cost of having aircrafts waiting in the 
queue to come into the overhaul system. The cost of aircrafts in 
the queue can be calculated in many different ways. The selected 
cost used in this study was the depreciation cost of the aircrafts. 
The cost is only the depreciation cost for the time the aircraft is 
inside the queue. 

2.2 Cost of workshop capacity 
The overhaul capacity of the workshops is determined by the 
number of overhaul teams there are inside the workshops and how 
much each team can work per calendar time unit. In this study the 
owner of the aircrafts are the same as the owner of the workshops. 
The cost can be the cost the workshops are charging the 
department that owns the aircrafts. The charged cost depends on 
how many hours the team has spent on the aircraft and the cost 
per spent time per aircraft technician. The more technicians there 
are per overhaul team the more the each team will cost but the 
throughput time for the overhaul will get lower. 

2.3 Throughput time 
The time an overhaul takes to carryout depends on the overhaul 
tasks that is to be carried out on that specific overhaul and if extra 
maintenance work are carried out on the aircraft during the 
overhaul, planned or unplanned. The extra works can be 
modifications, repairs and component change of replaceable units 
that are maintained separately. The presented model in this paper 
is taking the average throughput time for aircraft fleet, it is also 
assuming that no extra work is added to the overhaul just the 
overhaul task included in the specific overhaul is considered.  

Because the throughput time is affected on what specific overhaul 
the aircraft are to undergo the present flight time used by every 
aircrafts in the fleet needs to be known. 

There are problems to achieve data on how long time the clean 
overhauls takes because almost at every overhaul extra work has 
been added to the overhaul. Data on the expected working time 
for every specific overhaul was available for this study and from 
the teams size the expected calendar time it will take was 
calculated. 

There are also in the end of the overhauls less work left to do so 
some technicians are not required, they can start overhauling the 
next aircraft. The effect of these needs is to be taking into 
consideration because it can effect the throughput time.  

2.4 Number of aircrafts per overhaul team 
As stated earlier, there are at the end of the overhaul coming in 
another aircraft to the overhaul team. This means that there are 
sometimes two aircrafts in one overhaul team. The model in this 
paper needs the average value of the number of aircrafts per 
overhaul team to compensate to the increase in the throughput 
time when this happens. This parameter is also needed to have the 
right dimension in the expression in the model. 

The average number of aircrafts per overhaul team is affected on 
the throughput time so even here the flight time status for each 
aircraft in the fleet needs to be known. 

2.5 Arrival rate, Lambda 
The arrival rate to the queue or workshop is in this paper also 
known as lambda. The lambda value is the incoming rate at which 
the aircrafts are flying out their flight hours before overhaul. The 
lambda value is the value that inserts new aircrafts to the model 
calculations for each new time interval. The lambda value is time 
dependent and most likely changing from time interval to the next 
time interval. The arrival rate is the rate that the aircrafts arrives 
and there cannot come a half aircraft or other non integer number 
of aircrafts so the lambda value needs to be set as to be integer. 

The arrival rate is affected on the fleet size and how much the 
whole fleet will fly during the time period that is to be considered. 
The arrival rate is also affected if there is some period that the 
aircraft fleet will fly more and fly less another time. 

This is an important parameter in the presented model but it is 
difficult to find, the parameter needs to be assumed based on 
earlier stated parameters. A self lambda generating program can 
help giving the values based on affecting parameters, such 
program can save time when the lambda values needs to be 
determined. How the actual flight activity are carried out are 
affected by many things and can change from the planned activity 
so the lambda values are to be the expected incoming rate. 

3. MODEL FORMULATION 
The capacity of the workshops is cost related because the lower 
the cost can be the more money can be spent on other things, but 
the maintenance requirements most still be meet. Aircrafts 
standing in queue will increase the cost but also unused workshop 
capacity is costing money. To find the capacity that gives the 
lowest cost a mathematical model has been constructed. The 
model simulates the workshops overhaul work for a time period 
containing a number of time intervals and optimizes the 
workshops capacity that gives the lowest cost. 

To simplify the model, all workshops are treated as one big 
workshop in the model. This doesn’t affect the result because the 
aircrafts are not bounded to be overhauled at a specific workshop. 
A predetermined load plan states where the aircrafts are to be 
overhauled but that plan can be changed and aircrafts can be 
redirected to other workshops if needed. 
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3.1 Variables 
iqn ,
= Number of aircrafts in queue at time interval i. 

isn ,
= Number of aircrafts in the queue and workshop in the 

beginning of time interval i. 

ib = Number of overhaul teams in the workshop at time interval i. 

iμ = Outgoing rate of overhauled aircrafts from workshop at time 

interval i. 

iy = Integer value, 1 if queue exists and 0 if no queue exists. 

3.2 Parameters 
qC = Cost of one aircraft in queue for one time interval. 

rC = Cost of one overhaul team in the workshop for one time 

interval. 

G = Average time it takes to overhaul an aircraft, (throughput 
time). 

AT = Average number of aircrafts per overhaul team. 

iλ = Number of aircrafts coming into the overhaul system at time 

interval i. 

max,qn = Maximal allowed number of aircrafts in queue. 

3.3 Objective function 
In order to reduce the total cost of maintenance, the maintenance 
must be cost and resource effective and optimally utilised. As in 
maintenance costs and resource utilization a number of 
parameters and stakeholders are involved, a balance must be 
found to minimize the total maintenance cost. The total cost for 
the overhaul is the cost when aircrafts is in queue waiting for 
overhaul plus the cost of the maintenance resources utilised in the 
workshop. The total cost is changing during time because the 
number of aircrafts in the queue is changing and the maintenance 
resources can also change in quantity depending on the overhaul 
need. The total cost (TC) for the overhaul during a time period 
having k time intervals can be expressed as. 

∑
=

⋅+⋅=
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i
iriqq bCnCTC

1
,

    (1) 

The number of overhaul teams that are needed during time 
interval i is equal to the rate at which the aircrafts are coming out 
from the overhaul workshop multiplied with the time an average 
overhaul takes. That gives how many aircrafts there are in the 
workshop. All that divided by the number of aircrafts each 
overhaul team at an average are handling gives the number of 
overhaul teams that is needed in the workshop at a specific time 
interval. 
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The aircrafts in the queue is the aircrafts that are inside the 
overhaul system but where overhaul have not been started. 
Overhaul system includes the aircrafts undergoing overhaul plus 

the aircrafts waiting for overhaul. The number of aircrafts in the 
queue is the number of aircrafts totally in the overhaul system 
minus the aircrafts in the workshop. The number of aircrafts in the 
workshop is equal to the rate at which the aircrafts are coming out 
from the overhaul workshop multiplied with the time it takes to 
overhaul one aircraft. 

Gnn iisiq ⋅−= μ,,
     (3) 

The objective function as it is stated in equation (1) can be 
rewritten by change the number of aircrafts in the queue and the 
number of overhaul teams with equation (2) and (3). 
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If no queue exists, the queue value can take negative values. 
When the queue value are taking a negative value then there are 
slack in the workshop and there are no aircrafts in the queue. If 
the cost function is as in equation (4) then there will be an 
economic income when the queue value is negative and that is not 
possible. To correct this, in the equation a decision variable 

iy  is 

multiplied to the queue cost function. The variable 
iy  takes the 

value one if queue exist and the queue cost multiplied with one is 
the queue cost. If the queue does not exist then 

iy  takes the value 

zero and the queue cost multiplied with zero is zero so the queue 
cost when no queue exist is always zero. Equation (5) shows the 
final objective function. 
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Objective functions can ether be minimized or maximized. A user 
or owner wants to have the lowest cost possible for the same 
quantity and quality so that the money can be used for other 
things. The optimal cost is the lowest cost that satisfies the user or 
owner requirements. The cost function is therefore to be 
minimized. 

3.4 Repair rate 
The number of aircrafts that have finished their overhaul under a 
time period cannot exceed the total number of aircrafts in the 
overhaul system. The number of aircrafts that have finished their 
overhaul under time period i is the same as the outgoing rate from 
the overhaul system under the same time interval. 

isi n ,≤μ       (6) 

Because the time taken to do an overhaul is longer than one time 
interval the aircrafts coming into the overhaul system during the 
time interval cannot be finished with their overhaul and therefore 
the incoming rate are not added to the constrain. This requires that 
the time intervals needs to be smaller than the throughput time for 
the overhauls. 

3.5 Slack and queue 
To have the variable y take the right value two constrains are 
needed. With the two constrains below and by define y as an 
integer value with lower value bound to zero and upper value 
bound to one, the y variable will get the value zero when there are  
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slack inside the workshop and the value one when there are queue 
into the workshop. 

iqiiq nyn ,, ≥⋅      (7) 

0, ≥⋅ iiq yn      (8) 

If the queue value is zero the value of y can be either zero or one 
but that doesn’t affect the result in the objective function because 
the y value is then multiplied with the value zero and that will 
always be zero. 

3.6 Number of aircraft in queue 
The queue is optimal set to as low as possible, there is no 
economic achievement in having many aircrafts in the queue. The 
model is calculating the lowest cost for each time interval. How 
many aircrafts there will be in queue are dependent on the cost 
parameters. When the queue cost parameter is set to a certain 
level lower than the workshop cost parameter it will be in the 
model cheapest to have all aircrafts in queue and none in the 
workshop undergoing overhaul. To make the model not having a 
too long queue and instead having the aircrafts sent to overhaul 
when the problem of all aircrafts are in the queue are occurring a 
constraint is added to the model. The queue length can be set to a 
maximum. When the maximal length is filled the aircrafts 
exceeding the maximal allowed queue length are sent to the 
workshop. 

max,, qiq nn ≤      (9) 

3.7 Overhaul teams 
The need of overhaul teams is calculated. The model needs to 
have a constrain that make the number of overhaul teams be 
positive number and not take negative values. 

0≥ib       (10) 

3.8 Length of time interval 
The length of the time intervals can be chosen by the user of the 
model. The time interval length is set by changing the time 
interval dependent parameters. The parameters that affect the 
length of the time interval are the average overhaul time and 
incoming rate, both needs to be presented with the same time 
interval length. 

3.9 Number of aircrafts at the end of the time 
interval 
The total number of aircrafts in the overhaul system at the end of 
the time interval will be the total number of aircrafts in the 
overhaul system at the beginning of the next time interval. The 
total number of aircrafts at the end of the time interval is equal to 
the total number of aircrafts at the beginning of the time interval 
plus the incoming rate of aircrafts to the overhaul system minus 
the outgoing rate.  

iiiisendis nnn μλ −+== +1,,,
    (11) 

3.10 Outgoing rate 
The outgoing rate from the overhaul system will be changing 
between the time intervals. The outgoing rate are in the model 
calculated by the number of overhaul teams multiplied with the 
number of aircrafts per overhaul team and all that divided by the 
throughput time. 

G

ATbi
i

⋅
=μ      (12) 

3.11 Summery of the model 
To summery the model shortly the models final objective function 
and the constrains needed are given. 

Objective function: 

Minimize ∑
=

⋅
⋅+⋅⋅−⋅=

k

i

i
riiisq AT

G
CyGnCTC

1
, )(

μ
μ  

Constraints: 

isi n ,≤μ  

iqiiq nyn ,, ≥⋅  

0, ≥⋅ iiq yn  

max,, qiq nn ≤  

0≥ib  

4. MODEL TESTING AND RESULTS 
In order to present some outputs from the model one case study 
are presented. After a mathematical model has been created it 
needs to be tested. Sensitivity analysis is used in models to see 
how sensitive the model is to parameter value changes and to 
changes in the model structure. 

4.1 Case study 
The number of time intervals in the time period the model was run 
with was 45, every time intervals time was set to be one week 
long, this represents one year in the case study. The rest of the 
weeks are weeks when it can be assumed that no flying or 
maintenance is carried out. The case is presenting a future need 
for one whole calendar year. The initial flight time used for the 
every aircraft in the fleet have been estimated upon the present 
flight time status of the aircrafts and added with the assumed 
coming flight time outtake to the start of the time period the 
model simulate. 

The outgoing rate is adjusting to the incoming rate. The outgoing 
rate is directly affected by the number of overhaul teams in the 
workshop. The variation of the outgoing rate is small compared 
with the variation of the incoming rate. 
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Figure 1. Time interval Vs number of aircrafts coming in or 
out from the overhaul system. Time horizon is one year. 

As seen in figure 1 the incoming rate and the outgoing rate are not 
the same for each time interval but as seen in figure 2 over time 
the number of aircrafts that have come into the overhaul system 
are matching the aircrafts that have come out from the overhaul 
system. 
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Figure 2. Time interval Vs cumulative number of aircrafts 
coming in or out from the overhaul system. Time horizon is 

one year. 

By testing the cost function with different values of overhaul 
teams for every time interval and summaries the results to an 
average result for all time intervals, cost values are obtained for 
all tested number of overhaul teams. The obtained cost is the 
workshop capacity cost, queue cost and the total cost. This cost 
graph is representing the average time interval and can only be 
seen as the cost for one time interval. The outgoing rate of 
aircrafts from the workshop is directly linked with the number of 
overhaul teams. If the number of overhaul team which gives the 
lowest cost is selected then for the next time interval the queue 
can ether have increased or decreased depending on if the selected 
number of overhaul team and the lambda value. That depends on 
the selected number of overhaul teams will ether give a small 
overcapacity or lack of capacity, it can be assumed that the 
selected number of overhaul teams will never give the exact 
maintenance capacity required even if it is theoretical possible. 

The lowest cost in the case study will be if 7 overhauls teams are 
selected. Note that the number in the x-axis is a reference number 
when testing the values in the model, the real number of overhaul 
teams is the number in the x-axis minus one. So where the x-axis 
has the value one the number of overhaul teams will be zero. 
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Figure 3. Cost graphs for an average time interval showing 
costs for different number of overhaul teams. 

The model gives also data on the optimal number of overhaul 
team for every time interval. If all the optimal number of overhaul 
teams calculated by the model for all time intervals are added the 
average optimal number of overhaul teams will in this case be 
7.067. This means that over time for almost every time interval it 
needs to be 7 overhaul teams but the queue will increase slowly 
and the needed number of overhaul teams will increase to 8 at 
some time intervals to lower the queue length. Table 1 shows the 
optimal number of overhaul teams for every time interval were 
the first value is the first for the first time interval and so on. 

 

Table 1. Optimal number of overhaul teams. 

Time interval 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Teams 7 7 6 6 8 7 7 6 7 8

Time interval 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Teams 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7

Time interval 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Teams 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 6 8 8

Time interval 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Teams 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Time interval 41 42 43 44 45
Teams 7 7 7 7 8  

4.2 Sensitivity analysis  
In figure 4 the cost graph shows how the total cost are changed 
when the cost parameter of queue is changed, the cost curve 1 is 
having the highest cost parameter and in falling order to the 
lowest cost curve 4. Similar results are obtained when the 
workshop cost parameter are changed. The phenomena that all 
aircrafts are entering the queue and no one to the workshop when 
the queue cost parameter is at some level lower than the workshop 
cost parameter can be seen in the figure, it happens when the total 
cost line is lower than cost curve 3. 
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Figure 4: Number of overhaul teams Vs cost. 

The queue cost parameter value used for curve 3 is the queue cost 
parameter value that is the highest value to when all aircrafts 
tends to be in the queue. If the value is higher then the aircrafts 
will not tend to stay in the queue. The value of the queue cost 
parameter is the workshop cost parameter divided by the number 
of aircrafts per overhaul team plus the outgoing rate for one 
overhaul team. 

G

AT
AT

C
C w

criticalq

+
=,

    (13) 

If the maximal number of aircrafts allowed in the queue is 
changed the increase in the allowed number will increase the cost 
but the result as the optimal number of overhaul teams will still be 
the same. This parameter is only affecting when all aircrafts tends 
to be in the queue.  

When the parameter of number of aircrafts per overhaul team is 
changed to a higher value the needed number of overhaul teams 
will decrease and the cost will be lowered. This assumes that the 
size of the overhaul team will be the same and that non extra 
aircraft more than needed is inserted to the workshops teams. 

If the parameter throughput time is changed then the required 
number of overhaul teams will increase and the total cost will also 
increase if the throughput time is increased. It is here also 
assumed that the size of the overhaul team will be the same and 
that non extra aircraft more than needed is inserted to the 
workshops teams. 

5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 
5.1 Discussions 
It is important to have the right maintenance capacity in order to 
have as low cost as possible and still meet the needed aircraft 
availability. The overhaul capacity is a part of the total 
maintenance capacity so finding the right overhaul capacity for 
the future is important. The capacity decisions are to be made at 
some point. 

The decision helping tool was formulated as an optimization 
model. The model are finding the best number of overhaul teams 
for optimal overhauls, the extra work that are added to the 
overhaul are hard to determine and have as mentioned before not 
been incorporated into the presented model. There are many ways 
to calculate the needed overhaul workshop capacity but doing an 
optimization model was selected because it gives a description on 

how the real world works and it can easily be used to find the best 
cost alternative. 

The model is to be solved with a computer program. The data the 
model is using is important to be of as high accuracy so the result 
form the model will have a higher reliability. The more up to date 
the data that is used by the model is the higher reliability the 
result will get. It could be possible to link the parameters to data 
bases with real time values of the aircrafts flight time used. 

It is important that the model is not taking over the decisions. The 
decision on what the needed capacity will be needs still to be 
done by the decision makers. The model is to be seen as a tool for 
the decision makers.  

5.2 Conclusion 
An optimization model have been formulated and tested to find 
the needed overhaul capacity for the Swedish air force. The model 
is to be solved on a computer and can be used as an e-
maintenance tool for the decision makers of the maintenance 
resources. The model is also possible to use on other places where 
the maintenance activity are similar. 
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ABSTRACT 
Emerging technologies, e.g. web services and open source 
software, are rapidly adopted in IT solutions, which are based on 
new business logics such as SOA and SaaS. But is industry ready 
to utilise these solutions? The aim with this paper is to describe 
current IT practices within maintenance in Swedish industry, and 
to outline the future possible developments. The study is formed 
as a web-based questionnaire survey addressed to plants where 
the maintenance is performed in-house. 71 responses were 
received of 196 questionnaires sent.  

We find that the main part of the participants of this study 
represents organisations that traditionally would be characterised 
as mature regarding IT use. The IT practices are characterised by 
high use of business specific IT solutions, low use of company 
wide IT solutions and low IT intensity. The ownership of IT is to 
high extent tied to the maintenance function and the client-server 
architecture is dominating. The findings imply that the focus of IT 
is for vertical (functional) support rather than horizontal or 
network support, and a decentralised IT governance form.  

Keywords 
IT practices, IT utilisation, maintenance management. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Information technology (IT) systems for maintenance 
management, hereafter denoted as Maintenance Management IT 
(MMIT), have been used for several decades and during this 
period undergone many changes. The demands on MMIT has 
shifted from being a tool to automate preventive maintenance 
management, such as task scheduling, plant inventory and stock 
control or cost and budgeting, to becoming support for predictive 
and proactive-predictive maintenance by providing real time data 
processing, effective communication channels and business 
function integration, Pintelon et al. (1999). We also find emerging 
technologies, such as web services and open source software, 
rapidly adopted in MMIT solutions, which are based on new 
business logics such as Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and 
Software as a Service (SaaS). But is industry ready to adopt these 
solutions? 

By describing the status of industrial IT utilisation, we can 
understand the problems faced and possibilities for enhancements 
that exist. The aim with the paper is to describe current IT 
practices within maintenance in Swedish industry. The purpose is 
to understand the utilisation of IT within maintenance today and 
to outline the future possible developments. 

The paper disposition is as follows: in section 2 IT practices are 
described in terms of IT systems types, investment impact, 
systems ownership and IT architectures. The section ends with a 
review of emerging concepts. Sections 3 to 5 describe a web 
based questionnaire survey and the results gained from the 
survey. The results are finally discussed in section 6 with respect 
to the concepts accounted for in section 2. 

 

2. IT practices – an area full of nuances 
IT systems are intended for supporting the activities and 
information flow of an organisation or corporation, thus 
supporting both the socio-technical and social system whilst the 
IT system itself is a technical system, Beynon-Davies (2009). 
Hence, we need to address both technical and organisational 
issues when describing the IT practices within maintenance. In 
this section we bring up important technical and organisational 
aspects of IT utilisation within maintenance. 

2.1 IT systems for maintenance management 
IT systems used for maintenance management are intended for the 
planning, execution and follow up of maintenance activities. 
These systems could be divided into three main groups: 
Computerised Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS), 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems and special 
solutions, mainly in the form of expert systems or decision 
support systems. These solutions focus on providing additional 
support not found in the CMMS or ERP systems, for instance by 
providing diagnostic power or decision support in form of key 
performance indicators. E-maintenance solutions are another type 
of special solutions. In addition, production planning, control and 
supervision systems as well as systems for condition monitoring 
and failure diagnostics are commonly used for maintenance 
management, mainly for data retrieval.  

2.2 IT investments impact 
The benefits of using MMIT have been expressed in a lot of 
publications, see for example Pintelon et al. (1999), Rao et al. 
(2002) and Mjema and Mweta (2003). According to Jonsson 
(2000) IT investments in the maintenance area are of strategic 
importance. Moreover, Pintelon et al. (2006) conclude that 
companies with a high level of maintenance strategy effectiveness 
are characterised by high and effective integrated computerised 
maintenance management system use. 

Even if there is evidence of positive impacts of IT on the 
business, the opposite is also reported. Brynjolfsson (1993) coined 
the expression “productivity paradox”; i.e. that IT is not adding to 
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the productivity of a company. His research has later on been both 
confirmed, see e.g. Theodorou and Florou (2008), and rejected 
such as in and Ross and Ernstberger (2006). There are several 
problems connected to research trying to show economic impact, 
in terms of e.g. profitability or return on investments, of IT 
investments, Byrd et al. (2006). One of them is to find suitable 
measures.  

Impact could be assessed as cost reduction as well as in non-
economic terms, such as faster response time, shorter lead times, 
higher production rate or fewer faults conducted during work. 
O'Donoghue and Prendergast (2004) for instance reported on the 
impact of CMMS implementation in form of reduced cost of 
spares, uptime improvements, and increased equipment 
availability, reducing lead times, increased morale, reduction in 
unscheduled maintenance and streamlining of work orders 
schedules which resulted in reduced maintenance cost and 
increased production output. In addition, impacts in safety and 
security could be seen, such as more reliable production or less 
injuries. In Candell et al. (2009) the positive impacts of 
eMaintenance on the dependability, safety and life-support costs 
of critical systems, such as airplanes, were highlighted.  

2.3 IT governance and systems ownership 
IT governance is defined by Weill as “the framework for decision 
rights and accountabilities to encourage desirable behavior in the 
use of IT”, Weill (2004) in Jacobson (2009 p. 2). The main role of 
IT governance is to provide IT value consistent with the business 
strategy and to handle IT related risks, Jianmu (2007). Centralised 
IT governance collects decisions to a central IT organisation body 
while in a decentralised IT governance form, the authority is 
found in the individual business units, Jacobson (2004). Both 
strategies have their benefits and setbacks. With a centralised 
ownership it is easier to assure the alignment of IT to corporate 
wide goals, while the fit of IT systems with the users and function 
specific requirements is easier with decentralised ownership. 
Southon et al. (1999) depicts the dilemma: decentralisation 
simplifies and facilitates IT projects at the local level and the 
probability of implementation success will be greater, while 
commonality (of technology) leads to greater service-wide 
flexibility and integration, and lower costs.   

2.4 IT architecture 
An IT system includes logic for storage, processing and 
presentation, and the distribution of the logic is connected to the 
architecture. One-tier solutions provides all logic at the same 
location, for instance as a stand-alone computer or a mainframe. 
Example of a one-tire application is a word processor or a desktop 
file utility program. Two-tier solutions normally distribute the 
logic using the client-server model either as fat clients 
(presentation and processing is made at the client) or thin client 
solutions (only presentation logic is implemented at the client). 
Many older client-server solutions are based on the two-tier 
architecture (i.e. the basic web model), but three-tier solutions are 
today more common, where storage, processing and presentation 
are separated in a database server, application server, and clients 
respectively, Hoffer et al. (2005). In Patterns : Service-Oriented 
Architecture and Web Services (2009) the authors points out that 
the evolution of business from function/vertical oriented through 
process/horizontal oriented to the network/eco systems oriented 
has been in parallel with the evolution of IT. Today, the n-tier 

solutions are emerging, making use of the web technology. This 
evolution has opened the door to many new concepts, such as 
SOA and SaaS, described in the following. 

2.5 Emerging concepts 
Service oriented architecture (SOA) denotes distributed IT 
systems organised as services that are communicating with each 
other. According to Sprott and Wilkes (2004), it concerns 
policies, frameworks and practices, as well as technology in order 
to provide the right services, thus they define SOA as: 

“The policies, practices, frameworks that enable application 
functionality to be provided and consumed as sets of services 
published at a granularity relevant to the service consumer. 
Services can be invoked, published and discovered, and are 
abstracted away from the implementation using a single, 
standards-based form of interface”.  

Businesses need core communications services to not only be 
reliable, but also to be available anywhere and anytime. SaaS 
(software as a service) is a concept where a software provider 
licenses an application to the customer, who can use the software 
when demanded. The software provider will host and manage the 
business communications, i.e. software and hardware will be 
bought and installed by the provider who will deal with tasks 
arising from having several various vendors (e.g. network 
security). SaaS can also take advantage of SOA for software 
applications to be able to communicate with each other. 
Schuchman (2006) states that by applying SaaS, there are benefits 
of technology evolvements without large investments in 
infrastructure or staff for managing and maintaining the 
technology in-house. Today, several commercial CMMS 
(eCMMS) are utilising the SaaS concept. 

The eCMMS is one type of several eMaintenance solutions. Muller 
et al. (2006) propose an eMaintenance definition as the 
“Maintenance support which includes the resources, services and 
management necessary to enable proactive decision process 
execution”. eMaintenance includes various e-technologies (e.g. 
ICT, Web-based, and wireless) as well as e-maintenance activities 
(e.g. e-monitoring, e-diagnosis, and e-prognosis), in order to 
support production and business. According to Candell et al. 
(2009) eMaintenance is to monitor, collect, record and distribute 
real-time data about system health.  

 

3. STUDY PRESENTATION 
The survey was conducted during fall 2008 and spring 2009. The 
questionnaire design was made in a web-based questionnaire 
software tool in 2008. It was tested internally within the 
department as well as on 5 industrial parts (a total of 15 test 
questionnaires was sent, wherefrom 5 answered). After minor 
changes in the design, the questionnaire was sent to the study 
participants during September 2008 to February 2009. The 
respondents were selected using information from Swedish Centre 
for Maintenance Management containing contact information 
regarding production plants in Sweden. The population for our 
study consists of plants where the maintenance is performed in-
house. Furthermore, the study was delimited to plants belonging 
to following industries (based on the Swedish Standard Industrial 
Classification (SE-SIC) 2002): Petrochemical, Pulp and Paper, 
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Wood and Timber, Steel and Metalwork, Automotive, 
Pharmaceutical, Chemical, Food, and Energy.  

The database from Swedish Centre for Maintenance Management 
contained 381 respondents meeting the set up criterions. To 
ensure that the information in the database where correct the 
respondents where personally contacted by telephone. Of these 
177 could not be reached by telephone and where removed from 
the study, and an additional eight respondents stated that they 
could not participate by various reasons. This resulted in 196 
respondents to which questionnaires where sent using a web 
based survey application. Of the 196 questionnaires sent 71 was 
answered and returned, representing a response rate of 36%. 

The questionnaire consisted of 29 questions in total: Company 
descriptive (Questions 1-6), Maintenance related descriptive 
(Questions 7-19), IT use related questions (Questions 20-24) and 
IT procurement related questions (Questions 25-29).  

 

4. STUDY PARTICIPANTS 
To get an apprehension of the study participants and their 
characteristics, we begin with some general descriptive and to 
depict the maintenance practices within the respondents. For this 
purpose, we utilised questions 2-3, 5-7, 11 and 18.  

4.1 Respondents general descriptive 
The respondents represent the following industries: Chemical 
industry, Pulp and Paper, Wood and Timber, Steel and 
Metalwork, Automotive industry, Food industry, Energy and 
Other, see Figure 1. 70 of 71 respondents answered this question. 
Steel and metal work is dominating followed by food industry. 
The automotive industry is not represented to high extent: only 
one respondent comes from this industry. 
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Figure 1. Industry type 

Over half of the study participants are from the process industry, 
see Figure 2. The batch processing industry is also well 
represented with 21 respondents. Low representation is seen in 
shop floor production and mass production. One respondent did 
not answer the question. 
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Figure 2. Production type 

The main part of the plants have been in operation for more than 
ten years, see Table 1. Only five plants were recently established, 
whereas the youngest establishments are from 2003. The oldest 
plant still in operation is from 1858. The median value is 1966. 
The plants are mainly medium to large sized. The smallest plant 
employs ten persons and the largest 2500. Median number of 
employees is 250. 

 

Table 1. Plant age and size 

Age of the current operation Number of employees
> 10 5 > 50 2
> 50 32 > 250 31
< 50 25 < 250 35

Total 62 Total 68  

4.2 Maintenance management 
Maintenance is most commonly organised as an own department, 
see Table 2. In 17 cases, the maintenance is organised as a part of 
the production. Three other organisational patterns were 
represented: maintenance as fully outsourced, maintenance and 
production in partnership, and maintenance as a part of 
production supported by a central maintenance department.  

 

Table 2. Maintenance organisation and time distribution 

Maintenance organisation Time distribution
Own department 50 Planning 20
Part of production 17 Execution 70
Other 4 Follow up 9
Total 71 Total 99  

The time distribution denotes the average time the respondents 
use for maintenance related activities. Main part of the time is 
spent on executing maintenance, while follow up is given around 
one tenth of the time. One fifth of the time is spent on planning. 

 

Table 3. Maintenance impact 

Completely true 35
True to some extent 26
Not true to some extent 9
Not true 0
Total 70

Maintenance contributes to company 
strategic goals
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Table 3 accounts for an attitude question regarding the impact of 
maintenance. We find that most respondents apprehend 
maintenance as something that does contribute to company 
strategic goals. 

 

5. MAINTENANCE IT PRACTICES  
In this section the results with regard to IT practices in 
maintenance are accounted for. For this purpose, we utilise the 
questions 20-22.  

5.1 IT systems used 
In this study, the types of IT systems are classified into following 
categories: CMMS, ERP, Production systems (production 
planning, control and supervision systems), specially designed 
systems (in-house developed or non-standardised systems) and 
other systems, for example expert systems and systems for 
decision support, project planning or inventory management. 

A multi-choice question was utilised for capturing the types of IT 
systems used for maintenance management purposes. The 
respondents could therefore select none up to five different types 
of systems they use. Three respondents did not use any IT system 
at present. The rest, 68 respondents, use one up to five different 
types of IT systems for maintenance management. Most 
commonly used is the CMMS. 32 respondents use ERP systems, 
and almost a third use a production system. Specially designed 
solutions are found in a third of the companies. Other systems 
used for maintenance purposes are solutions for inventory control, 
calibration, planning, document handling, product development, 
cost control, failure alert and control, and for Reliability-centred 
Maintenance decision-making.  
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Figure 3. IT systems used 

Table 4 accounts for the combinations of IT systems used. The 
main part of the respondents uses only one IT system, and the 
CMMS is dominating in this group. In the groups utilising two or 
three systems a combination of ERP, CMMS and a special 
solution is most common. Ten cases utilise all of the specified 
systems (ERP, Production and CMMS) and special solutions or 
additional systems on top of it. Interestingly, the specially 
designed solutions are always combined with at least one more IT 
system, and no combinations with a specially designed system 
and production system alone occur, implying that the special 
solution is not fulfilling the total needs of maintenance 
management, such as a CMMS or the maintenance module of an 
ERP system. 

 

Table 4. Combinations of IT systems used 

One system Two systems
CMMS 19 ERP, CMMS 7
ERP 3 Production, CMMS 5
Other 3 CMMS, Special 3
Production 1 ERP, Other 1

Total 26 Total 16

Three systems Four or five systems
ERP, CMMS, Special 6 ERP, Production, CMMS, Special 6
ERP, Production, CMMS 4 ERP, Production, CMMS, Other 2
Production, CMMS, Special 3 All alternatives 2
CMMS, Special, Other 1 Total 10
ERP, CMMS, Other 1

Total 15  
We have also investigated the IT intensity within the different 
industries. Due to small group sizes we only account for results 
between the five largest industries (which are still small compared 
to the normal size used for statistical analysis). In Table 5 the 
number of respondents and the total number of IT systems used 
are accounted for. In the rightmost column an index for IT 
intensity is found based on number of respondents and total 
amount of IT systems within the group. If we compare the 
different industries with the total, we find that wood and industry, 
steel and metal work and food industry are utilising fewer IT 
systems compared to the average, while pulp and paper and 
chemical industry utilises more than the average. 

 

Table 5. IT systems intensity 

Group # of 
respondents

IT systems total 
within the group

IT intensity 
index

Chemical industry 9 24 2,7
Pulp and Paper 10 30 3,0
Wood and timber 9 11 1,2
Steel and metalwork 17 29 1,7
Food industry 13 21 1,6
Total respondents 70 146 2,1  

5.2 IT investments impact 
In this study, we focus on the apprehended impact more than the 
real impact of IT investments. We simply wanted to know 
whether the users are satisfied with their IT solutions or not. 
Table 6 accounts for two attitude questions regarding the impact 
of IT investments. We find that the main part of the respondents 
apprehends the IT investments as beneficial and aligned to real 
needs within maintenance. 

 

Table 6. IT investment impacts 

Purchased IT systems are connected to real 
needs

 beneficial for the 
maintenance

Completely true 31 29
True to some extent 18 21
Not true to some extent 11 11
Not true 4 4
Total 64 65  

5.3 Systems ownership 
All 71 respondents answered the question regarding systems 
ownership. The question specifies the systems owner for the 
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computerised maintenance management support only, thus not all 
systems listed in the previous question. In 2/3 of the cases, the 
system is owned by maintenance, see Figure 4. In 17 cases IT is 
the systems owner. Only three respondents stated that the system 
was owned by production, and in two out of these three the 
maintenance was also organised as a part of production. In one 
case, the system was owned by different partners. The other 
answers were: (using only) Excel, does not have any IT system, 
and owned by technical department. 
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Figure 4. IT systems owner 

5.4 IT architecture 
Most respondents run their IT system using the client-server 
architecture, see Table 7. Stand alone and mainframe 
architectures are rarely used: only 7 out of 68 had such (5 main 
frames and 2 stand-alone). Web based solutions were found at 14 
plants. 

 

Table 7. IT architecture 

Web based 14
Client-server 47
Mainframe 5
Stand alone 2

Total 68  
 

6. RESULTS DISCUSSION 
We find that the main part of the participants of this study 
represents organisations that traditionally would be characterised 
as mature regarding IT use. They are established plants mainly 
from process industry in the range from medium to large sized 
businesses. We can also conclude that the main part represents a 
traditional maintenance organisation, where the focus is put on 
the execution of maintenance activities. Moreover, they 
apprehend their business unit as contributing to the overall 
corporate goals. 

When we look at the IT practices, we find: 

• High use of business specific IT solutions, in this case 
CMMS  

• Lower use of company wide IT solutions, e.g. ERP systems, 
and when used it is often in combination with a CMMS 

• Low IT intensity, in average two systems are used for 
maintenance management purposes 

• The ownership of IT is to high extent tied to the maintenance 
function 

• The client-server model, i.e. the tree-tier architecture is 
dominating, followed by other n-tier solutions 

These findings implies that the focus of IT is for vertical support 
rather than horizontal or network support. This might be due to 
the high extent of function specific IT ownership. If you own the 
IT and the IT project, you tend to focus on a solution that is 
directed on improving your working area, rather than a corporate 
overall ultimate solution. Other findings regarding who is making 
the IT procurement solution supports this: the IT procurement 
decision is to high extent made by maintenance, Kans (2010). 
Thus, the MMIT governance seems to be highly decentralised, 
with the benefits and drawbacks inherited with this form of 
governance.  

We found that the type and number of IT systems used for 
maintenance management varied, and that a CMMS or ERP 
system always is utilised as the backbone for maintenance 
management activities. The reason for the variance in type and 
number of systems used could for instance depend on: 
maintenance strategy applied, size and type of production, level 
of integration between maintenance and production or the 
maintenance organisation. It is suggested that a study of the 
possible reasons behind the variance is conducted in the future. 

The IT intensity was rather low: in average two systems were 
used for maintenance management. The IT intensity differed over 
the industry types. The pulp and paper industry was utilising in 
average three systems while wood and timber had an IT intensity 
of 1,2 systems in average. This might be explained with IT 
maturity, i.e. that pulp and paper are better in utilising IT than 
wood and timber, but an alternative explanation could of course 
be that the IT systems supporting wood and timber are more 
specialised for their processes, thus requiring few extra IT 
systems, and vice versa for pulp and paper. The first explanation 
seems to be more probable according to previous research, but a 
closer examination of differences in IT practices depending on 
industry type would be of interest.  

The study participants were satisfied with their IT investments 
and apprehended the IT system aligned to real needs. A previous 
study covering the same participants showed that the alignment 
between required functionality and functionality supplied by the 
MMIT was apprehended as high, Kans and Ingwald (2009).  

Moreover, we find the client-server architecture dominating, even 
if there are some web based solutions in use. When we further 
studied the group of plants using web based architecture, we 
found a higher degree of ERP users than within the total group. 
One explanation to the higher degree of ERP systems run on the 
web architecture might be the possibilities and resources within 
ERP developers to adapt to new technologies, compared to 
CMMS vendors. Another possible explanation would be that there 
are few eCMMS with Swedish language support at the market, 
compared to web-based ERP systems with Swedish language 
support.  

In conclusion, the question whether industry is ready to adopt new 
IT concepts or not could be answered saying yes – and no. 
Maintenance is a business unit with high level of decentralisation 
and function orientation with regard to IT practices. Therefore, 
the implementation of new technology would have high chances 
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of success if it was deemed as beneficial and meeting 
maintenance requirements. The flexibility and corporate/ 
intercorporate information integration demands would still be met 
using open systems and web services, overcoming one of the 
major problems with decentralised ownership. The largest 
obstacle would be to convince the top management of the benefits 
in such IT investments, implying the need of further studies which 
describe the benefits of adopting eMaintenance in technical, 
economic and organisational terms. Organisations tuning all over 
profits will be striving for better, cheaper, and more reliable IT 
systems, and hence, look for improving ways of dealing with the 
subjects. Maintenance IT is a part of it, and for future research it 
is suggested to firstly focus on maintenance IT, but since a 
holistic view (going from maintenance towards asset 
management) is important, secondly (when industry is more 
mature) the holistic IT solutions should be considered. The 
practical implications are mainly that the study results could be 
used to highlight state-of-the-art of MMIT, and thereby set the 
topic on the corporate agenda. The results could for also be used 
for benchmarking purposes, comparing your corporate 
maintenance IT practices against others. 
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ABSTRACT 

Maintenance is one approach to manage risk by a reduction of the 

probability of failure of technical systems and/or the 

consequences of their failure. However, history has shown that 

erroneous maintenance also can lead to reduced quality, incidents 

and accidents with extensive losses. Today, eMaintenance 

promises great opportunities for a paradigm shift from a rather 

narrow condition-based maintenance approach with focus on 

technical system health to a true risk-based maintenance approach 

that considers organisational excellence. This is achieved by 

proper information logistic solutions that address the needs of all 

stakeholders of the maintenance process, which are possible due 

to new and innovative Information & Communication Technology 

(ICT). However, all opportunities are also linked with some 

threats, which seldom are highlighted in the case of 

eMaintenance. In this paper, a risk management framework for 

evaluation of eMaintenance solutions is proposed. The framework 

is based on a combination of international standards (e.g. ISO 

31000, ISO/IEC 27000, and IEC 60300-3-14) to achieve 

integrated Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and enable a 

linkage of eMaintenance to strategic goals of an organisation. The 

framework is illustrated in the context of the Swedish Rail 

Administration. 

Keywords 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM), eMaintenance, information 

logistics, information security, ISO 31000, ISO/IEC 27000, IEC 

60300-3-14, railway. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Banverket (the Swedish Rail Administration), as all other 

authorities in Sweden, should be managed efficiently, take care of 

the state‟s resources, obey present laws and obligations, and 

present its performance in a reliable and fair manner; see 

SFS(2007:515) at Riksdagen (2010).  

More specifically, Banverket is responsible for ensuring that the 

entire rail sector (railways, light rail systems and the underground) 

is developed in accordance with the transport policy objectives 

determined by the Swedish Parliament. The overarching transport 

policy objective is to guarantee provision of transport systems for 

citizens and businesses throughout Sweden which is socio-

economically efficient and sustainable in the long term. 

(Banverket, 2009)  

As infrastructure manager, Banverket is responsible for 

investment and maintenance of the national Swedish railway 

infrastructure. In 2008, Banverket‟s costs for railway maintenance 

were about five billion Swedish crones (SEK), which is an 

increase with 100 percent since 2002.  

The volume and content of maintenance is decided upon during 

the long time planning, which also includes new investments in 

infrastructure. The present maintenance plan for railway 

infrastructure was decided upon in 2004 and is valid until 2015. 

Recently, the latest planning period was ended, which covers 

2010-2021. One prerequisite for efficient maintenance 

management is that the information about maintenance needs and 

costs are reliable and sufficient. Otherwise, there might be an 

erroneous estimation of the needs and available resources can be 

used erroneously. Some of Banverket‟s challenges related to 

maintenance planning are:  

 assessment of maintenance actions and their effect with 

regard to strategic goals; 

 knowledge about the linkage between maintenance actions 

and the effect on travellers and cargo customers;  

 knowledge about which factors that affect the need of 

maintenance;  

 model and criteria for prioritisation of maintenance actions;   

 overarching condition measures for different asset types; 

 central information systems with relevant information.  

The core of these challenges is shared with other sectors dealing 

with complex and critical technical systems, e.g. the aviation and 

process industries (see, e.g. Söderholm, 2005; Karim, 2008; 

Candell, 2009; and Ahmadi, 2010). 

These challenges can to some extent be met by eMaintenance, 

which aims at the provision of information logistic solutions to all 

stakeholder of the maintenance process through utilisation of new 

and innovative Information & Communication Technology (ICT) 

(see, e.g. Lee, 2003; Levrat et al., 2008; Karim et al. 2008a, 

2008b, 2009). However, in order to achieve a true risk-based 

maintenance approach that considers overarching strategic goals 

of an organisation, it is also necessary to apply principles, 

frameworks, processes, methodologies and tools from the risk 

management area.   

The purpose of this paper is to describe a risk management 

framework for evaluation of eMaintenance solutions, to enable a 

linkage of eMaintenance to strategic goals of an organisation and 
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thereby facilitate an achievement of opportunities and an 

avoidance of threats. 

2. STUDY APPROACH  
Based on the stated purpose, the following research question was 

formulated: How can a risk management framework be used to 

evaluate opportunities and threats of eMaintenance solutions with 

regard to strategic goals of an organisation? Based on the criteria 

given by Yin (2003), a case study was selected as an appropriate 

research strategy to answer the stated research question. Due to 

accessibility and available resources, it was decided to study the 

current practices within Banverket, which also enabled the use of 

action research (see discussion in, e.g. Patel & Tibelius, 1987; 

Gummesson, 2000). Hence, the paper describes some of the 

context and practices of risk and dependability management 

within Banverket from a strategic point of view. However, during 

2010 Banverket was phased out together with Vägverket (the 

Swedish Road Administration) and the Swedish Institute for 

Transport and Communications Analysis and their functions 

moved to the new governmental authority Trafikverket (the 

Swedish Transport Administration). Hence, due to one author‟s 

involvement in the development work, there was a great 

opportunity to also study the development of risk management 

and its intended practices within Trafikverket, which mainly are 

based on the best practices within Banverket and Vägverket 

respectively. Empirical data has been collected through action 

research, interviews, document studies and observations. The 

analysis is based on relevant theories and practices, e.g. within 

risk, quality, dependability and information logistics. Finally, the 

paper has been reviewed by key informants and roles in order to 

verify its content. Some of the case study findings have also been 

tentatively validated through similar experiences from other 

eMaintenance-related case studies performed within the aviation 

and process industries.   

3. REQUIREMENTS ON RISK 

MANAGEMENT 
In Sweden all authorities have to identify hazards within their area 

of responsibility that can lead to damages or losses; see 

SFS(1995:1300) at Riksdagen (2010). 

Furthermore, the authorities have to estimate associated risks and 

their present and potential costs. Each authority shall make a risk 

evaluation and take proper actions for risk reduction or control. In 

addition, there are other external requirements related to risk 

management that Banverket and Vägverket have to obey by, e.g. 

regarding: environment; work environment; accidents prevention; 

fire and explosive hazards; electric power safety; security and 

peacetime crisis management; and internal control; see e.g. JvSFS 

(2007:2), SFS(2006:942), SFS(2007:604) at Transportstyrelsen 

(2010) and Riksdagen (2010). Hence, from a strategic point of 

view, a risk can be classified as any event or circumstance that has 

impact on the following (COSO, 2004; ESV, 2008): 

 objectives that are aligned with and support the mission;  

 operations with an effective and efficient use of resources;  

 reliable operational and financial reporting;  

 compliance with applicable laws and regulations. 

In this complex context, Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is a 

vital approach for an organisation to fulfil requirements and 

achieve its objectives. 

4. PROPOSED RISK MANAGEMENT 

FRAMEWORK 
One reason for the scattered practice of risk management within 

an organisation is that it has been developed over time and within 

many different areas in order to meet varied needs. However, the 

adoption of consistent processes within a comprehensive ERM 

framework strives to achieve integrated risk management that are 

effective, efficient and coherent across an organisation. 

ERM provides principles and a framework that includes 

processes, methodologies and tools used by organisations to 

manage threats and seize opportunities related to the achievement 

of their objectives and value creation for its stakeholders. (CAS, 

2003; COSO, 2004; ISO, 2009) 

The proposed risk management framework promotes integrated 

ERM through an integration of risk-related areas such as: internal 

control, traffic safety, security, information security, health and 

safety, environment, quality, continuity management, work 

environment, dependability management, code of conduct, 

compliance, and insurance (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Proposed Integrated Enterprise Risk Management (IERM) framework, illustrated in the organisational structure of 

Banverket. 
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4.1 Principles and Framework 
The proposed ERM framework adapts the “Plan-Do-Check-Act” 

(PDCA) model since it is a common framework for the ISO 

management standards covering important risk-related areas (see 

e.g. ISO 31000, ISO/IEC 27000, ISO-PAS 22399, OHSAS 

18000, ISO 14000 and ISO 9000). Furthermore, the PDCA model 

can also be seen in the maintenance process described in IEC 

60300-14, which has been used in the context of eMaintenance 

(see e.g. Karim et al. 2008a, 2008b, 2009). Even though the 

model is used in slightly different ways, its role is to highlight the 

importance of continuous improvement. Within ISO 27000 the 

PDCA model is applied to structure all Information Security 

Management System (ISMS) processes, where information 

security requirements and expectations of the stakeholders act as 

input, and necessary actions and processes produces information 

security outcomes that meets those requirements and expectations. 

As an overarching standard for the proposed ERM framework the 

principles of ISO 31000 is selected, together with its definitions, 

which can be found in ISO Guide 73. The reason is that ISO 

31000 is intended to harmonise risk management processes in 

existing and future standards. As a consequence, existing ISO-

standards will adapt their risk-related vocabulary to ISO 31000 

once they are updated. Hence, the use of ISO 31000 will support 

an integration of diversified risk-related areas. However, even 

though ISO 31000 provides a common approach to standards 

dealing with specific risks and sectors, it does not replace those 

standards. See Figure 2 for some standards that support an 

integrated ERM framework, with special emphasis on the context 

of eMaintenance.  
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Figure 2. Integration and harmonisation of risk-related areas 

in different standards, with special focus on the context of 

eMaintenance. 

Even though it is necessary to integrate different risk-related areas 

to achieve integrated ERM, it is not sufficient. The ERM 

framework should also support an integration of the risk 

management process into the organisation‟s overall governance, 

strategy and planning, management, reporting processes, and 

policies. To achieve this integration it is necessary to consider the 

management principles of the organisation. In the case of 

Banverket these management principles are primarily by 

objectives and results, and secondly by mission, where the latter 

can be divided into projects or administration. There are also 

other important management principles, e.g. management by rules 

due to the safety criticality of railways. These management 

principles are also reflected in the different types of risks 

described in Section 3. Hence, there are mainly four areas that 

Banverket‟s risk management framework should cover:  

 Management system, i.e. the performance, effectiveness, and 

applicability of included processes, methodologies and tools.  

 Objectives and results that are deployed from a strategic 

Banverket level to an individual employee level.   

 Projects that range from „large‟ investment projects (a budget 

of more than four billion SEK) to uncomplicated projects at 

an office.  

 Administration (e.g. operation and maintenance) of 

everything from infrastructure assets to specific software 

tools.  

To manage the deployment and escalation of risks throughout the 

different hierarchies of Banverket, different types of support are 

necessary, e.g. management models and software adapted for the 

balanced scorecard logic. One physical artefact that manifests this 

integration at Banverket is the document called „Banverket‟s 

overall threats and opportunities analysis‟. This document is 

based on threats and opportunities identified at Banverket‟s 

different divisions and units, which are evaluated at each 

organisational level and aggregated to the management board for 

final evaluation on a strategic level. The analysis is presented for 

the board of directors, which decide upon it and use it as one 

input to judge if they with reasonable insurance can state that they 

have sufficient internal control. The risks and controls of the 

analysis, as well as their suitability, are reviewed and updated by 

the risk owners at each quarter and by the board of directors on a 

yearly basis.  

In addition, risk management also has to be integrated with 

intangible aspects such as organisational culture and values. One 

support to this integration is to apply methodologies and tools 

from the risk management area that support the values, see e.g. 

Hellsten & Klefsjö (2000), Akersten & Klefsjö (2003) and 

Söderholm (2004). A physical artefact that is intended to convey 

the board of directors‟ risk appetite is Banverket‟s risk 

management strategy, which includes principles and criteria for 

risk management to be used within the authority, but also by 

entrepreneurs and suppliers of Banverket, and thereby align the 

risk management culture and practice.     

4.2 Process, Methodologies and Tools 
Risk management may be as a process that are connected to the 

PDCA-framework and includes activities such as identification, 

analysis, evaluation, and treatment of risk (ISO, 2009). See  

Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Risk management framework and process (adapted 

from ISO, 2009). 
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The evaluation aims at determining whether the risk should be 

modified by risk treatment in order to satisfy the risk criteria of an 

organisation. Throughout this process, the organisation 

communicate and consult with stakeholders, and monitor and 

review the risk and the controls that are used to modify the risk to 

make sure that no further risk treatment is necessary. (ISO, 2009a) 

It should be noted that there are different roles responsible for 

activities within different phases of the process. These roles can 

be divided into two levels, i.e. a managerial level and an 

operational level. The managerial level is responsible for 

decisions related to phases 1, 4, 5 and 6, while the operational 

level are responsible for work  related to phases 2 and 3. See, 

discussion in e.g. Palm (2008) and Ahmadi et al. (2010). 

The process approach is common for the standards. Hence, risk 

management includes a process, as well as information security. 

However, also maintenance may be viewed as a process as 

described in IEC 60300-3-14, which is used by Karim et al. 

(2008a, 2008b, 2009) within the context of eMaintenance to 

emphasise information logistic aspects instead of technology. 

From an information security perspective, one aspect of the 

process approach is that the users are encouraged to emphasise the 

importance of (adapted from ISO/IEC 27000): 

 understanding an organization‟s information security 

requirements and the need to establish policy and objectives 

for information security, which should be derived form the 

organisation‟s strategic goals; 

 implementing and operating controls to manage an 

organisation's information security risks in the context of the 

organisation‟s overall business risks, and thereby be aligned 

with the controls of other risk management functions (e.g. 

dependability management); 

 continuous improvement, based on objective measurement. 

Examples of some methodologies and tools that can be used to 

support the risk management process can be found in „IEC/ISO 

31010: Risk management - Risk assessment techniques‟. Other 

examples of supporting tools are copies of the standards them 

selves, primarily ISO 31000, ISO/IEC 27000, ISO-PAS 22399, 

OHSAS 18000, ISO 14000 and ISO 9000. These standards and 

guidelines was used by both Banverket and Vägverket, and the 

management system of Trafikverket is expected to be certified for 

ISO 9000, ISO 14000, ISO/IEC 27000 and OHSAS 18000.  

On a more detailed level, the risk matrix for threats is one tool 

that Banverket uses in their risk management process for activities 

such as risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation. 

Presently there is a development of a risk matrix for the whole of 

Trafikverket, where criteria for assessment, acceptance, and 

escalation shall be decided upon by the board. Hence, this matrix 

will be included in the risk management strategy and reflects the 

risk apatite of the organisation and aligns its application of risk 

management, which contributes to integrated ERM. In order to 

further support integrated ERM, the consequence areas of the 

matrix reflects different risk-related areas, e.g. economy, 

reputation and image, health and safety, environment, and 

dependability. These areas can be seen as an expansion of the 

perspectives included in the balanced scorecard; see, e.g. Kaplan 

& Norton (1996). 

The risk criteria included in the risk matrix are terms of reference 

against which the significance of a risk is evaluated. The criteria 

are based on organisational objectives, and external and internal 

context and requirements, e.g. standards, laws, and policies. A 

further development of the risk matrix is to make a mirror image 

of the threats‟ part into a part that illustrates opportunities. In this 

way both threats and opportunities are highlighted in the risk 

management process. This emphasis of bath threats and 

opportunities is also in line with the definition risk given in ISO 

31000, which defines risk as the “effect of uncertainty on 

objectives", where an effect is a deviation from the expected, i.e. 

positive and/or negative (ISO 2009a, 2009b). However, this risk 

definition represents a fundamental change from most earlier risk-

related standards (besides ISO-AS/NZS, 2009 and COSO, 2004), 

which emphasis the negative impact of risk, see e.g. earlier DoD, 

IEC, IEEE, ISO, and ITU standards. A further development would 

be to extend the most critical threats to cover crisis management, 

since the risk matrix developed so far is intended to evaluate risks 

in the context of „normal‟ circumstances. See Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. Risk matrix with threats and opportunities.  

Here, it should be noted that risk evaluation from a traffic safety 

perspective often emphasise the negative consequence part of a 

risk. Hence, potential events with severe consequences are 

managed even though their probability is judged to be very small. 

This also highlights an important difference in the view of risk 

between different application areas; see, e.g. Rasmussen & 

Svedung (2000). For example, road traffic experiences relatively 

many accidents, where each accident has a relatively low level of 

consequences. Rail and air traffic experiences a smaller number of 

accidents than road traffic, where the accidents on the other hand 

tend to have more severe consequences. Finally, there are also 

application areas, such as nuclear power plants, where the number 

of accidents is very low, but where an accident may have very 

severe consequences. In the case of Trafikverket, it will be a 

major challenge to merge two different risk and safety cultures 

(i.e. road and rail traffic) and ensure that one culture is not 

affected by the other in a negative way, see Anderzén & 

Davidsson (2010). 

When considering information security, it can be described by the 

triad Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA), which 

describes characteristics of information. An augmentation of the 

triad can include characteristics such as 

auditability/accountability, authenticity and reliability (see e.g., 

ISO/IEC 27000). The bow tie diagram of Figure 5 illustrates the 

relationship between information characteristics and strategic 

consequence areas.  
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Figure 5. Bow tie diagram of information characteristics and 

strategic consequence areas.  

The bow tie diagram is a fundamental model that is used as a tool 

within both Banverket and Vägverket to support activities in the 

risk management process, e.g. in the identification of threats and 

opportunities related to specific risks, but also in the selection of 

appropriate controls (e.g. influenced by the risk‟s position in the 

risk matrix). The logic of the bow tie diagram is also used in risk-

based approaches within the dependability area; e.g. Reliability-

Centred Maintenance (Nowlan &Heap, 1978; IEC, 1999) and 

MSG-3 (ATA, 2007).    

4.3 Stakeholders of information 
From a risk-perspective, there are three groups of stakeholders 

that should be considered, i.e. the Three Lines of Defence (TLD), 

see also Figure 5: 

 the risk owners: day-to-day running of the operation and the 

front-office (cf. the two roles of the risk management process 

described in relation to Figure 3); 

 the risk management functions: continuous monitoring of the 

business; and 

 the audit: periodic checking of risk owners and risk 

management functions. 

 

Figure 6. Three Lines of Defence (TDL) as stakeholders of 

information logistic solutions. 

To achieve integrated ERM it is necessary to avoid that the 

various forms of risk functions are carried out by different teams 

within separate risk silos (cf. description in relation to Figure 1). 

Integrated ERM relies on an overall enterprise-wide risk 

management framework and a collaborative process that pulls 

together and leverages all the various risk functions within an 

organisation (cf. discussion in relation to Figure 3). From a 

strategic eMaintenance perspective, this primarily includes risk 

functions such as internal control, information security and 

dependability management. However, the other risk management 

functions should also be involved. 

While retaining overall responsibility for risk in predefined areas, 

the different risk functions can draw on each others‟ experience. 

This collaborative approach can also reduce wasteful duplication 

and promote information and knowledge sharing. This 

collaborative approach should ideally seek to identify the 

potential synergies between the various risk functions and help 

strengthen the overall risk management framework. However, the 

risk functions cannot delegate any of their monitoring tasks to 

internal audit as this would compromise the internal audit‟s 

position as an independent third line of defence (which includes 

monitoring of the risk management function).  

4.4 Hierarchy of stakeholders, services and 

systems 
Today‟s society is dependent on an increasing volume of 

transportation of both goods and passengers. This leads to steadily 

increase in the need of transportation volumes, as well as in 

requirements on economy, dependability, safety, and 

sustainability of the transports. To fulfil these needs and 

requirements, different modes of transportation have to be 

integrated and both their systems-of-interest (i.e. infrastructure 

and vehicles), enabling-systems (e.g. traffic control systems, 

traffic information systems, tracking systems, Built-in Test 

Equipment BITE and Computerised Maintenance Management 

Systems CMMS), and enabling services (e.g. information 

logistics, support, and maintenance) have to be streamlined and 

integrated to provide timely and effective transportation services.  

One example of a national effort intended to achieve this desirable 

transformation of the transportation sector is the development in 

Sweden, where the integration of all  modes of transportation are 

intended to be facilitated through the development of the Swedish 

Transport Agency and the Swedish Transport Administration.  

The agency is working to achieve good accessibility, high quality, 

secure and environmentally aware rail, air, sea and road transport. 

The agency has the overall responsibility for drawing up 

regulations and ensuring that authorities, companies, 

organisations and citizens abide by them. (STA, 2009)  

The administration is a public authority that takes on 

responsibility for long-term planning of the transport system for 

road, rail, maritime and air traffic. The administration is also 

responsible for the construction, operation and maintenance of 

public roads and railways (STM, 2009).  

From a lifecycle perspective a system might be viewed as a 

system-of-interest or as an enabling-system. A system-of-interest 

is a system whose lifecycle is under consideration within a given 

context, while an enabling-system is a system that complements a 

system-of-interest during its lifecycle stages, but does not 
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necessarily contribute directly to its function during operation 

(ISO/IEC, 2008). Analogously, a service might from a lifecycle 

perspective also be categorised as a service-of-interest or as an 

enabling-service, since a service is a set of functions offered to a 

user by an organisation (IEV, 2008). By this convention, 

transportation is a service-of-interest, while traffic control 

information is one example of an enabling-service. When 

regarding transportation as a service-of-interest, the mode of 

transportation is secondary and depends upon the context of the 

service consumer. This context is affected by available resources 

(e.g. time and money), capabilities of the transportation systems 

(e.g. speed and accessibility) and state of the surrounding 

environment (e.g. accidents and weather conditions). See Figure 

7. 

Figure 7. Relations between some different transportation 

systems and services.  

One category of enabling-services is maintenance-related, which 

can be used to provide the service consumer with information that 

is related to maintenance and adapted to the consumer‟s current 

situation and needs. Maintenance-related information can be used 

to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the transport 

services and system, but also to provide the consumer of the 

transport services situation-adapted information. For example, 

information about scheduled maintenance activities on an item 

within a transport system, e.g. vehicle and rail, can be used within 

the maintenance process to enable opportunistic maintenance in 

order to reduce the negative impact on current or planned 

transports as much as possible. Simultaneously, the same 

information can be correlated to spatial data in order to provide 

better decision-support for a route planning service aimed at the 

consumer of the transport service. Hence, the provision of 

information services can be considered as essential enabling-

services that complement the transport services and contribute to 

increased satisfaction of the service consumer.  

By application of an integrated ERM approach it is possible to 

apply a top-down approach that departs from overarching 

requirements on a service-of-interest, e.g. on accessible 

transportations that considers health, safety and environment. 

These requirements can in turn be used to identify systems-of-

interest, enabling services, enabling systems and related 

requirements. Thereby, it is also possible to identify and integrate 

different risk management areas that address different aspects of 

the proposed hierarchy of systems, services and stakeholders (see 

Figure 7).   

As one illustrative example, the winter of 2010 was unusually 

long and cold in Sweden, which had a negative impact on the rail 

traffic. Hence, travellers were faced with transportation services 

that experienced extensive delays and cancelled trains. One aspect 

that the travellers judged as very unsatisfactory was the 

information that they received related to their planned journey. 

Hence, real time traffic information is a service that the end 

customers, e.g. travellers and cargo customers, considers as very 

valuable.  

The unsatisfactory traffic situation during the winter exemplifies 

the benefits of integrated ERP. For example, continuity planning 

is pivotal to ensure adequate quality of the service of interest by 

being able to manage long and harsh winter conditions, e.g. 

through an identification of risks, threats and vulnerabilities 

throughout all levels of the hierarchy. One important part in this 

context is technical systems (both systems-of-interest and 

enabling systems), which is the focus of dependability 

management. Simultaneously, information is one pivotal service 

(both as service-of-interest and enabling service), which relies on 

ICT. Both these aspects are in focus within the area of information 

security. Simultaneously, the ICT is becoming increasingly 

integrated, which means that it may have direct impact on traffic 

safety, which traditionally is another area of risk management that 

considers the impact on all levels, but ultimately the service-of-

interest level. See further discussion in Somerville, 2007.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The establishment of eMaintenance solutions affects several 

processes and levels in an organisation, not only the operation and 

maintenance processes and different maintenance echelons. 

Furthermore, an eMaintenance solution affects: the ICT-

environments, in which it will exist; existing applications; and 

involved actors and stakeholders. In addition, an eMaintenance 

solution often affects the structure of the system-of-interest, e.g. 

by increased system complexity since it may lead to the 

implementation of additional items (e.g. sensors and software), 

which need to be managed by the maintenance process. 

Furthermore, the benefits of an eMaintenance solution 

paradoxically also add to the complexity of the system by an 

extended integration of different underlying systems, processes 

and services, see Figure 7. For example ICT is to an increasing 

extent integrated into systems that directly affect traffic safety, 

which can also be linked to other ICT-environments that 

traditionally are not safety critical. Hence, when establishing an 

eMaintenance solution it is essential that both threats and 

opportunities are managed in the early phases of the 

establishment. The reason is to increase the possibility to achieve 

positive consequences and avoid negative ones. In fact, any 

eMaintenance implementation related to critical applications can 

be stopped, or delayed, if it does not consider relevant risk aspects 

from the very beginning. Hence, information security should be a 

central and integrated part of each eMaintenance project through 

which linkage to other relevant risk-related areas can be achieved. 

This paper proposes an Integrated Enterprise Risk Management 

(IERM) framework that includes principles, processes, 

methodologies and tools that can support organisations to 

proactively manage threats and seize opportunities related to the 

achievement of their objectives (Figures 1 and 4). The framework 

is based on a set of existing contributions (e.g. provided by ISO 

and IEC) that can be applied for eMaintenance purposes (Figure 
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2). The reason is that these standards represent well established 

and proven practices that are agreed upon by an international 

community. The framework adapts a process-oriented (Figure 3), 

explanatory (Figure 5), stakeholder-focused (Figure 6) and top-

down approach (Figure 7). 

It can be concluded that the framework should be applied both 

during normal operation and when some change is present in the 

context of an organisation. A change can be an event or 

circumstance that result in the need to develop, modify, or 

implement an eMaintenance solution as a response to the change. 

Furthermore, it can be concluded that the risk analysis should 

consider all levels of the proposed hierarchy (Figure 7) and 

deploy the requirements of the stakeholders down to the system 

level. By this approach it is possible to identify and combine the 

strength of different risk-related areas at appropriate hierarchical 

levels. 

Another conclusion is that the risk identification should start with 

the requirements of the stakeholders and consider both 

opportunities and threats. The identification starts with the 

requirements of the stakeholders and relates these to both the 

present situation and the desired situation at which the 

development, modification, or implementation aims. 

An additional conclusion is that the identification of threats and 

opportunities should be iterative. The identification should start at 

the stakeholder level and proceed downward in the hierarchy. 

However, opportunities and threats identified at lower level 

should in turn be aggregated upward in the hierarchy to see if 

additional threats and opportunities are identified at the higher 

levels. 

It can also be concluded that during the risk evaluation, the 

consequences of threats and opportunities of possible 

eMaintenance solutions should be related to the stakeholders‟ 

requirements and their risk appetite. The result is a list of ranked 

risks that have negative or positive consequences. 

Furthermore, it can be concluded that the ranking of risks will 

affect the eMaintenance solution and its inherent services. The 

reason is that the list together with the risk apatite will act as 

decision support as how to treat the risk, e.g. by accepting, 

reducing, avoiding or transferring it. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the use of instantaneous angular 

speed (IAS) monitoring as a tool of condition monitoring for gear 
related fault diagnosis. Gearboxes are widely used component in 
the industrial as well as automobile applications and they are 
subjected to many faults. These faults may be in the form of 
progressive deterioration like wear or localized fault. The thought 
behind using IAS as condition monitoring tool was that any defect 
in a gear directly affects the speed of the shaft. So by analyzing 
the speed of the output shaft, gear faults can be identified. 
Experiments were conducted on a gearbox test rig with a healthy 
and one tooth broken gear with different loads and input shaft 
speeds. An algorithm based on the Fast Fourier Transform was 
applied to analyze the IAS and vibration data. All the IAS 
spectrums showed peaks at all prominent frequencies along with 
gear mesh frequencies and its sidebands. The variation in 
response was clearly observed in healthy and faulty gearboxes, 
which was caused by deterioration in the condition of the 
gearbox. Further IAS data was compared with the vibration signal 
from the gearbox. It was found that IAS has very less noise 
contamination as compared to vibration signal. IAS demonstrated 
more sensitivity than vibration signature analysis in detecting the 
gear fault. The result shows the power of angular speed features 
as a useful tool to detect gear fault using any economical 
transducer such as rotary shaft encoders. 

Keywords 
Fault diagnosis, multistage gearbox, condition monitoring, 
Instantaneous Angular Speed, FFT. 

Nomenclature 
IAS Instantaneous Angular Speed 
GMF Gear Mesh Frequency 
f frequency (Hz) 
f1 input shaft speed of the gearbox [Hz] 
f2 layshaft speed of the gearbox [Hz] 
f3 output shaft speed of the gearbox [Hz] 
fm2 GMF of  2ndgear pair of the gearbox [Hz] 
fm4 GMF of 4th gear pair of the gearbox [Hz] 
 
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Gearbox is an important machinery component in any industry. 
Any defect in gear leads to machine downtime resulting in a loss 
of production. A number of techniques have been applied to 
detect faults in gears. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) and Cepstrum 
Analysis are well established signal processing techniques using 
which such gearbox signals can be analyzed for fault detection [1-
3]. FFT is used for detection of the shaft and GMFs in the 
vibration spectra of the gearbox.  Cepstrum Analysis is used to 
detect the family of sidebands around a GMF. 

 Even though there are a number of condition monitoring and 
analysis techniques available, researchers are in search of a 
simple and easy way to monitor fault of a gearbox. In gears, tooth 
deflection under load and geometrical errors are two major 
sources of vibration [1]. Further at times, measurement of 
vibration in the gearbox is not easy because of the inaccessibility 
in mounting the vibration transducers.  

A possible way for gear box fault detection is the instantaneous 
rotor speed analysis since any fault in the gear system directly 
affects the speed of the rotating shafts [4-6]. The objective of this 
paper is to detect an artificially introduced defect in a gear of a 
multistage automotive transmission gearbox under different load 
and speed conditions using IAS monitoring. For a comparison of 
the frequencies detected by IAS monitoring, vibration monitoring 
of the gearbox was also done. 

2. THEORY 
2.1 IAS measurement principle 
The instantaneous angular speed can be given by Equation 1, 

 
` 0
lim

t

d

t dt

φ φω
∆ →

∆
= =

∆
   (1) 

Where ∆φ  is angular displacement and ∆t is the corresponding 
time duration. In condition monitoring and fault diagnosis 
applications, the speed variations in a revolution need to be 
known. Thus a device that generates multiple pulses per 
revolution is required. This device could be an optical encoder, a 
magnetic pick-up or any other type of pulse generator. The pulse 
generator produces a pulse for a unit of angular distance when the 
shaft rotates. That is pulses are uniformly displaced with respect 
to angle of displacement. For a pulse generator with S evenly 
spaced divisions, one unit of angular distance is 2π/S (radians).  
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Now if the time period for 1 pulse is tp seconds then in one shaft 
revolution encoder will produce (S x tp) time of data. So IAS can 
be given by Equation 2. 

60
IAS

tp S
=

×
     (2) 

2.2 Gearbox Vibrations 
Randall [1-2] showed that complicated vibration spectra produced 
by gearboxes can be broken down into a combination of the 
following effects: 

Tooth meshing frequency harmonics 
Deviations from the ideal tooth profile due to wear or due to load 
will be same for each toothmesh so it gives a signal periodic at the 
toothmeshing rate. 

Ghost components 
It is a fixed geometrical error, which is not much influenced by 
load. So it gives a constant frequency component at a ghost 
frequency, which does not vary with load.  

Sidebands 
Due to Amplitude and frequency modulation, sidebands will be 
visible around the career frequency (GMF). These sidebands play 
very important role in gear fault detection. 

Low Harmonics of the shaft speed 
Due to additive impulses repeated once per revolution. Some low 
harmonics of the shaft speed may appear in the spectrum. 

 
2.3 Time Domain Averaging 
Time domain averaging, also called Time synchronous averaging 
is a method of extracting periodic signal from a composite signal, 
based on averaging of the signal in time domain itself. TDA 
results in a signal with lower noise. To do TDA a reference signal 
is required to start sampling of the signal which will be 
synchronised with an element of the machine. It is very useful in 
the waveform analysis of machine vibration, especially in the case 
of gear drives. In this case, the reference signal is derived from an 
encoder that provides one pulse per revolution of a gear in the 
machine. This way, the time samples are synchronized in that 
they all begin at the same exact point related to the angular 
position of the gear. After performing a sufficient number of 
averages, spectrum peaks that are harmonics of the gear rotating 
speed will remain while non-synchronous peaks will be averaged 
out from the spectrum. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

3.1 Gearbox Experimental set-up 

A two-stage synchromesh gearbox (as shown in Figure. 1), was 
used for the tests. A 7.5kW, two-pole, three-phase induction 
motor was used to drive the gearbox [7-8]. Speed of the induction 
motor can be controlled by a Variable-Voltage-Variable-
Frequency Drive (VVVFD). The output shaft of the gearbox is 
connected to a D.C. motor by a constant-velocity joint. The D.C. 
motor acted as a generator and its power output was dissipated in 

a 5.625 kW load capacity variable resistor bank, which allows 15 
different loads ranging from 0 to 5.625kW in step of 0.375kW. 
The complete experimental setup is shown in Figure 2 and the 
encoder is shown  in Figure 3. 
 

Table 1. Specification of the gears 

 2nd Gear 3rd Gear 4th Gear 

 Main Count
. 

Main Count
. 

Main Count
. 

No. of teeth 29 21 24 26 19 31 

Pitch circle 
radius*10-5  (m) 3683 2667 3048 3302 2413 3937 

Helix angle     ( 0 ) 40 40 40 40 40 40 

Pressure Angle  ( 0 ) 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 4-speed synchromesh gearbox 

 

 
Figure 2. Experimental setup 

The input speed of gearbox is the mechanical speed of induction 
motor (frequency f1). The lay shaft frequency (f2), output shaft 
frequency (f3) and the tooth meshing frequencies can be 
calculated by using Equation 3. The line diagram of the gear 
meshing is shown in Figure 4.    

f2 
 = 0.6129 f1,      f3 

 = 0.4438 f1,   

 fm2 
 = 21 f2      fm4 

 = 31 f2            (3)

where f m2 and f m4 are tooth-meshing frequencies corresponding 
to 2nd gear and 4th gear, respectively. Since the fault was 
introduced on 2nd gear. So from analysis point of view gear mesh 
frequency fm2 is more important. 
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Figure 3. Optical rotary encoder mounted on the generator

      

   
Figure 4. Line diagram of meshing during 2nd gear operation 

A local tooth defect was introduced into 2nd gear tooth by 
completely removing the whole tooth. Figure 5 shows the normal 
and defective gears respectively. 

 

 

(a)   

Figure 5 : Output gear shaft with 2nd gear
(b) one tooth broken 

 

3.2 Data Acquisition 
The vibration signal generated by the gearbox w
B&K 4370 accelerometer which was stud moun
end bearing of the gearbox casing. A B&K 263
amplifier was used to condition the acceleromete

An incremental optical encoder ENC 58-10
attached to the non-drive end of the DC generat
Instantaneous Angular Speed. This encoder prod
pulses per revolution of the output shaft. This sig
trigger for a 32 bit timer/counter, internal 
Instruments PCI-6221 DAQ card, running at a c
20 MHz. This frequency guarantees a very pr
timing intervals.  

3.3 Selection of sensor 
Measuring instantaneous angular speed accurately is the most 
important step for doing signal analysis with rotary encoders, so 
very careful selection of sensor is required. The following are the 
parameters based on which sensor was selected: 

3.3.1 Sensor Resolution 
Rotary encoders give signal in the form of square pulses (as 
shown in Figure 6), which can be counted by a counter of the 
DAQ device. Encoder’s resolution is measured in terms of Pulses 
Per Revolution (PPR). Its resolution decides, for how small 
angular deflection IAS can be measured. The sensor used in the 
research had a resolution of 1000 PPR. So IAS measurement for 
every 0.360 of shaft revolution can be done accurately. 

 
Figure 6. Square pulses with non uniform interval obtained by 

rotary optical encoder 

 
3.3.2 Maximum measurable speed 
Theoretically, the maximum measurable speed of the encoder can 
be given by, clock frequency divided by sensor resolution. Clock 
frequency of DAQ card was 20 MHz and sensor resolution was 
1000 Pulse Per Revolution, which gives maximum measurable 
speed 12x105 RPM. But the maximum mechanical speed of 
encoder used was 6000 RPM. While the maximum speed of the 
motor was 1500 RPM. So encoder was perfectly suitable to 
measure the maximum speed of shaft accurately. G 
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3.3.3 Minimum measurable speed 
The Minimum measurable speed [4] of the encoder can be 
obtained by the Equation 4. 

60( ) Fc
N RPM

RS
=     (4) 

Where, Fc = Clock Frequency [Hz] 
 R =  Register length 

S = Sensor Resolution 
 

In our case, 24-bit register was used. So, minimum measurable 
speed was 0.0715 RPM. 
 

3.4 Data Acquisition Methodology 
For obtaining the IAS data, the following algorithm was used: 
(a) Record the time period of each square pulse in the pulse train 

generated by the encoder. Each data set consisted of data for 
60000 pulses, corresponding to 60 complete revolutions of 
the shaft.  

(b) Generate time base by cumulatively adding up the time 
periods. 

(c) Calculate instantaneous angular speed for each pulse 
(corresponding to 0.36° on the encoder disk) by Equation 2 
and plot the result. (as shown in Figure 7) 

(d) Apply interpolation to generate uniformly sampled data from 
above non-uniformly sampled data. 
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(e) Perform time-synchronous averaging, to enhance the signal 
component due to the gear of interest and to reduce the 
external noise.   

(f) Evaluate the discrete fourier transform for IAS time data. 
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   Figure 7. Time domain IAS signal 

 
The experimental setup was run at three different motor speeds 
43Hz, 37Hz and 29Hz and 4 different load conditions 5.625kW, 
3.75kW, 1.875kW and 0kW and above mentioned steps was 
repeated for each case. The vibration and IAS samples are 
acquired into a personal computer using a 16-bit data acquisition 
card (NI PCI 6110) and National Instruments LabVIEW 7.1. All 
the signals were analyzed in MATLAB R2008a. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The tests were done with three different motor speeds (f1) : 43Hz, 
37Hz and 29Hz. Corresponding lay shaft frequency (f2), output 
shaft frequency (f3) and gear mesh frequencies (fm2 and fm4)  can 
be calculated from equation (3), which are shown in the table (2) : 

 
Table 2. Calculated gearbox shaft frequencies for different 

input speeds 

S. 

No. 

Input shaft 

frequency 

(f1) (Hz) 

Lay shaft 

frequency 

(f2) (Hz) 

Output 

shaft freq. 

(f3) (Hz) 

Gear mesh 

frequency 

(fm2) (Hz) 

Gear mesh 

frequency 

(fm4) (Hz) 

1. 43 26.35 19.08 553.35 816.85 

2. 37 22.68 16.42 476.28 703.08 

3. 29 17.77 12.87 373.17 550.87 

 

Figure 8 shows all the prominent frequencies appear within 0-100 
Hz range in IAS and vibration spectrum at different speeds. From 
the graph we can observe that IAS frequency spectrum is showing 
peaks at input shaft frequency (f1), lay shaft frequency (f2) and 
output shaft frequency (f3) and its multiples. 
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Figure 8 : (a) IAS spectrum  (b) Vibration Spectrum 
in low frequency range  at input shaft speed of 43 Hz 

 

Gear meshing vibration is the major source of vibration in geared 
transmission system. Since, the gearbox used in the setup was 
synchromesh gear box, so we got two gear mesh frequencies fm2 

and fm4 and corresponding sidebands, which are shown in Figure 
9.   
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Figure 9: (a) IAS spectrum (b) Vibration Spectrum in 
GMF range at  input shaft frequency of 43 Hz 

 

Vibration sensor was mounted near the tail end bearing. So along 
with signals due to vibration of gearbox it also contains the 
vibration of bearing and casing, while encoder signal contains 
only fluctuation of speed. So IAS spectrum has much less noise 
contamination as compared to vibration spectrum. It is also clear 
from the Figures 9. 

The one tooth broken gear was causing the fluctuation in Gear 
Mesh Frequency fm2. So the amplitude of IAS variation at GMF 
range (fm2 and its 2 sidebands) was traced. Figure 10 shows 
comparison between IAS spectrum of healthy and faulty gears at 
different loads. We can see clearly from the figure that, faulty 
gear is showing high peaks as compared to healthy gear. Table 3 
gives the comparison of average and RMS values of the amplitude 
of healthy and faulty gears in the GMF range. 
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(b) Faulty 

Figure 10 : IAS Spectrum in GMF range at  input shaft 
frequency of 43 Hz  at 1.875 kW load 

 
Table 3. Speed Fluctuation of Healthy and Faulty Gears at 43 

Hz Speed 

 Average RMS 

Loads 
(in 

kW) 

Healthy 
Gear 

Faulty 
Gear 

% 
change 

Healthy 
Gear 

Faulty 
Gear 

% 
change 

No 
Load 

0.01399  0.02019  44  0.04219  0.05881  39 

1.875 0.00900  0.03740  315  0.03273  0.11410  248 

3.75 0.00862  0.02335  171  0.02181  0.07133  227 

5.625 0.01303  0.02571  97  0.04013  0.08288  106 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper deals with the detection of localized gear faults with 
IAS measurement. An FFT based approach was successfully used 
for signal processing to determine the features and characteristics 
of the IAS. Results from a broken tooth gear show that the power 
spectrum of the IAS signals could be used for the diagnosis of this 
failure mode and therefore can be effectively used to exhibit the 
presence of a local tooth defect. We also found out that IAS has 
less noise contamination as compared to vibration signals and is 
more directly related to machine dynamics. Therefore, it is easier 
to interpret IAS results and produce more accurate diagnosis. In 
addition, the encoder used for IAS measurement is not only 
cheaper but also does not need periodic calibration. These 
promising results suggest similar applications may be made to 
detection of other kind of gear faults also. 
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ABSTRACT 

Many intellectual, societal, business and technological forces are 

continuously pushing forward the frontiers of science. When 

being effectively combined, they may provide an umbrella for 

generating new fields and exploring new grounds.  One such 

emerging field is eMaintenance. It is based on the fields from 

operation & maintenance engineering, software engineering, 

information systems, business management, and many other 

strongly varying fields related to the application domains of 

eMaintenance. As a novel field, eMaintenance addresses new 

needs and provides various benefits in form of increased 

availability, reduced lifecycle cost and increased customer-value. 

On the other hand, being in a continuous flux, it suffers from 

many infant illnesses in form of lack of or fuzzy definitions and 

theoretical foundations. This paper constitutes the first call to the 

eMaintenance community to gather their forces and commonly 

define the eMaintenance concept. As an initial step, it outlines its 

ten essential components. These are (1) Definition, (2) Business, 

(3) Organization, (4) Product, (5) Service, (6) Methodology, (7) 

Technology, (8) Information, (9) Customer, and (10) Education 

and Training.  The paper also suggests a timeless definition of 

eMaintenance, it places eMaintenance in the context of other 

eDomains, and it elicits eMaintenance intellectual opportunities 

and challenges to be met by both the academia and industry when 

researching on or transitioning to the eMaintenance mode.  

Keywords 

Business, product, service, customer, information logistics, 

maintenance support, service-oriented approach, eTechnology.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
It is not always easy to predict and envision new emerging fields.  

Some of them may crop up suddenly out of the blue whereas 

others may follow a slow and steady growing pace. Irrespective of 

how they come to light, they all need to be based on solid 

theoretical foundations before they can manifest themselves as 

valuable and useful. One such a field is eMaintenance.  

Recently, eMaintenance has reached a high degree of attention 

within the industry [3; 9; 17; 18; 22; 24; 25; 27].  It has emerged 

around year 2000 from the integration of other fields that together 

are now ripe to harvest. These fields are operation & maintenance 

engineering, software engineering, information systems, business 

management, and other fields related to the application domains 

of eMaintenance.   Together,   they   enable   a   more   proactive,  

 

 

Figure 1. The essential components of the  eMaintenance 

concept. 

effective, efficient, and thereby, more cost-sustainable 

maintenance of many complex industrial systems.  

Because of its enormous breath and youth, eMaintenance is still 

considered to be an immature and challenging field. It suffers 

from many infant illnesses such as lack of common definitions 

and lack of sound and widely accepted underlying theories, vague 

usage scope, and lack of credible experimental base.  

To stay vital and vibrant, eMaintenance needs to be well defined 

and established as a field. Its scope, benefits and drawbacks 

should be identified, understood, and clearly specified. Although 

it sounds simple, it is not so easy. Right now, there are many 

definitions and models of how to theorethicize about 

eMaintenance. They usually reflect the understanding of the field 

from one or a limited set of perspectives, mainly of the technical 

character. No one has, however, considered its broad 

multidisciplinary nature. To grow, or even to survive, the 

perspectives of other multidisciplinary “outside-the-discipline” 

voices must be opined and considered. It is only in this way 

experts in one field will obtain pertinent clarification of how the 

new field relates to other fields.  
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Figure 2. Definitions of eMaintenance. 

To define a concept of an emerging unidisciplinary field is a 

challenging task. It is even more challenging to define a concept 

of an emerging multi-disciplinary field. This is because such a 

field is very broad, it lacks empirical basis to emulate standard 

theories, it lacks a common definition, it lacks a glossary 

necessary for articulating it, and its scope is many times too vague 

and ambiguous.  

Being based on many strongly varying disciplines, it may be 

difficult for only one expert to define it. For this reason, this paper 

constitutes the first call to the eMaintenance community to gather 

their forces and commonly define the eMaintenance concept. As a 

first step towards that end, we outline the concept and put some 

initial body into it. As illustrated in Figure 1, we suggest the body 

be encompassed by ten essential components. These are (1) 

Definition, (2) Business, (3) Organization, (4) Product, (5) 

Service, (6) Methodology, (7) Technology, (8) Information, (9) 

Customer, and (10) Education and Training. In our opinion, these 

components are the most basic parts contributing to the 

characteristics of the eMaintenance domain. They also constitute 

a combination of various parts organized as a complex whole that 

must be considered by the industry when transferring to 

eMaintenance mode and by researchers when providing various 

research suggestions and solutions.  

The paper also places eMaintenance in the context of other 

eDomains, it provides insight into the state of the eMaintenance 

art and it elicits the intellectual opportunities and challenges to be 

met by both the academia and industry. Finally, it reasons about 

the future of eMaintenance as an emerging field and identifies 

research questions that may serve as a roadmap and impetus for 

defining future research strategies.  

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the 

method taken in this study. Section 3 suggests the definition of 

eMaintenance. Section 4 lists the domains in which eMaintenance 

has been established. Sections 5-9 describe the remaining 

components in our eMaintenance concept. Section 5 describes 

how eMaintenance impacts organizational infrastructures. Section 

6-9 describes the eMaintenance impact on product, services and 

information, technology, customer and education and training. 

Finally, Section 10 identifies challenges to be met when 

transferring to eMaintenance, and Section 11 makes conclusions 

and suggestions for future work.  

2. Research Method 
Our work consisted of five steps. These are (1) literature study, 

(2) identification of the initial eMaintenance components, (3) 

establishment of what has been done so far, (4) creation of the 

essential  eMaintenance components, and finally, (5) mapping out 

of the field. Below, we briefly elaborate on those steps.  

As a first step, we collected all the literature that was relevant for 

our study. Just because the field is fairly new, not much has been 

published about it. Hence, the task of collecting relevant 

publications was fairly manageable. At this step, we collected 

about 100 papers, from the sources such as IEEEXplore, Elsevier, 

Emerald, maintenance-related conferences, doctoral theses and 

similar sources.  

After having read the collected literature, we identified the initial 

criteria that might provide a basis for defining the eMaintenance 

concept. Simultaneously, we read the articles in order to establish 

the status in the field. For each of the initially identified 

components, we created a separate file in which we recorded all 

the information about it. In practice, this procedure implied that  
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we quoted the authors‟ text in these files. The reason why we did 

so was the fact that we wished to keep the original texts 

untouched. For clarification reasons, however, some texts were 

complemented with the description of the papers‟ contexts. 

Creation of separate files containing all the descriptions about the 

initially defined eMaintenance essential constituents strongly 

contributed to the validity of our results. First, it assured that no 

important descriptions were omitted, Second, by having them 

collected in one file, we made sure that all the three authors had 

access to the same information. Third, the files have contributed 

to the increase of common understanding of the components. The 

update and study of the separate files has provided enough 

feedback for creating the eMaintenance components to be 

presented in this paper.  

3. Definition of eMaintenance 
Definitions are usually the most difficult to create. They should 

neither be too general nor too detailed. They should be clearly 

delimited to determining the essential nature of the field without 

providing too many technical details. In this way, they may stand 

the test of time and embrace changes made to their underlying 

constituents. In this section, we first present current eMaintenance 

definitions and express our opinion about them and then suggest a 

new eMaintenance definition.  

3.1 Current eMaintenance Definitions 
There are many definitions of eMaintenance today. To the 

knowledge of the authors of this paper, there are about ten 

different ones. Some of the most representative ones are listed in 

Figure 2.  

All these definitions provide different views of eMaintenance. 

They either specify it as a sub-discipline of e-manufacturing and 

e-business (see Definition 1), they treat it as a concept or as a 

strategy (see Definition 7), or they provide details about their 

constituents concerning business and technological aspects (see 

Definitions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). Summing up, they are either too 

tightly bound to current terminologies used, they are too abstract 

in their delineation of the eMaintenance domain, or their scope is 

limited to only some technological parts or to some product 

lifecycle phases.  

It is not easy to create a general definition of eMaintenance that 

stands the test of time. Too general definitions are often too 

abstract whereas too detailed ones may not always anticipate 

future changes to the domain under consideration. For this reason, 

we suggest that the field of eMaintenance should be defined on 

two abstraction levels. The first abstraction level communicates 

general principles and theories. It resists future changes to its 

underlying constituents and thereby it may be shared by many 

stakeholders involved in eMaintenance. The second abstraction 

level instantiates these principles and theories. It is specialized 

towards various contexts that are dependent on current 

advancements made within methodologies, technologies, business 

management and other areas. It provides an outlook to a context 

for the eMaintenance solutions. Understanding the context 

increases the ability to select appropriate methodologies and 

technologies when establishing eMaintenance solutions in an 

organization. 

3.2 eMaintenance Definition  
By looking at the word eMaintenance, we may clearly identify 

two parts “e-part” and “Maintenance-part”. We use them as a 

basis for defining eMaintenance.  

Let us start with the second part first, that is, the Maintenance-

part. It is fairly easy to define.  As defined by IEV [7], it is “the 

combination of all technical and administrative actions, including 

supervision actions, intended to retain an item in, or restore it to, 

a state in which it can perform a required function”. 

Regarding the first part, the e-part, it is more difficult to define, 

partly because there are about 170 definitions of the abbreviation 

e [1]. “e” may stand for experience, excitement, energy, 

employment, electronic, and other meanings. The astute reader, 

however, may quickly relate it to the context of this paper, which 

is e – electronic.  

The prefix e has been recently coined in the English vocabulary. It 

has been stuck on the front of many different words representing 

various domains such as, for instance, eHealth, eGovernment, 

ePrognosis, eBusiness, and eCommerce. When being combined 

with them, it resonates a revolutionary movement towards making 

major changes in the domain whose name it prefixes. This 

movement should have an effect or impact beyond what is 

immediately apparent. In the context of eMaintenance, we 

understand it as a revolutionary movement towards making 

maintenance more effective.  

As already mentioned in Section 3.1, our requirements are that the 

definition of eMaintenance on the Abstraction Level 1 should 

stand the test of time and embrace changes made to its underlying 

constituents. It should be neither too general nor too detailed. 

However, it should clearly communicate what it stands for. For 

this reason, on the Abstraction Level 1, we define eMaintenance 

as:  

eMaintenance is maintenance managed and 

performed via computing. 

The second abstraction level of eMaintenance definition is to 

provide its contextual definition reflecting current status of its 

underlying methodological, technological, business, product 

lifecycle scope, and other relevant aspects. Regarding the scope, it 

is commonly recognized that maintenance-related information can 

be utilized not only for the post-delivery utilization and support 

phase of a product‟s lifecycle, but also during other post-

utilization phases such as retirement phases and predelivery 

phases such as conceptualization, design and production [12]. 

Hence, on the  Abstraction Level 2, we define eMaintenance as: 

eMaintenance is a multidisciplinary domain  

based on  maintenance and information and 

communication technologies (ICT) ensuring that 

the eMaintenance services are aligned with the 

needs and business objectives of both customers 

and suppliers during the whole product lifecycle.  

4. eDomains 
In this section, we describe eDomains, including eMaintenance 

domain. Section 4.1 presents eMaintenance and lists its inherent 

eMaintenance services. Section 4.2 presents other eDomains and  

explains their similarities and differences with respect to 

eMaintenance. 

4.1 eMaintenance Domain 
Despite its young age, eMaintenance proliferates within many 

industrial areas.  The bottom part of Figure 3 lists a few of such 

areas.  These range from various manufacturing industries, to 

aviation, railway industry, to shipping, and to nuclear power 

industry.   
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Figure 3. e and eMaintenance domains. 

The genesis of eMaintenance cannot be clearly identified. 

However, eMaintenance services aimed for use in diagnosis and 

prognosis have been in focus in the industry for many years. 

Especially, the industries having complex technical assets with a 

long hard life such as aviation, navy, manufacturing, mining and 

transport have shown great interest in this domain. Their incentive 

has been an enhanced automation of the maintenance process, and 

thereby more cost-effective maintenance.  Hence, they consider 

eMaintenance as a business driver, rather than a cost driver. This 

has contributed to the evolution of eMaintenance towards the 

integration and harmonization of maintenance-related services. 

The spread of eMaintenance within many different industries 

indicates that eMaintenance will stay with us for some time, if not 

for ever. Even if the industries practicing eMaintenance differ, 

they still use a common set of eMaintenance services. Figure 4 

lists a subset of them.  Due to space restrictions, we cannot 

describe them all but focus on only four of them. These are:  

 Diagnosis services aimed at facilitating the understanding 

and identification of the nature of failure and root cause of it. 

 Prognosis services aimed at facilitating the prediction 

process of failure outcome. 

 Logistics services supporting the maintenance process by 

enablement of integrated logistics. 

 Documentation services providing the maintenance actors 

with right information in right time, e.g. technical publication 

and work orders. 

4.2 Related eDomains  
eMaintenance has not risen from nowhere. It has been pioneered 

by other eDomains. The top part of Figure 3 lists their subset. 

Below, we briefly describe some of them. We then round up their 

description by listing similarities and differences.  

 eHealth is as an emerging field intersecting business, 

medical informatics, and public health. It provides health 

services based on information delivered or enhanced through 

the internet and related technologies. 

 Electronic business - the super-set of eCommerce, commonly 

referred to as eBusiness or e-business - is defined as the 

application of information and communication technologies 

(ICT) in support of the business activities.  

 

 

Figure 4. A subset of eMaintenance services. 

 Commerce constitutes the exchange of products and services 

between businesses, groups and individuals and can be seen 

as one of the essential activities of any business. Electronic 

commerce focuses on the use of ICT to enable the external 

activities and relationships of the business to individuals, 

groups and other businesses. It is commonly known as 

(electronic marketing) e-commerce or eCommerce. It 

consists of the buying and selling of products or services 

over electronic systems such as the Internet and other 

computer networks.  

 The area of eOperations encompasses the processes of how 

customer commitments get fulfilled through products and 

services within companies. This includes procuring products, 

arranging shipping and transport, and handling information 

needs and flows in relation to these operations [8]. 

 ePrognostic is the term referring to continuous prognostic to 

be supported by ICT-technologies, aimed at detecting a 

failure condition in development rather than reporting a 

failure which already affects the production. The aim is to 

reduce maintenance time, and increase operational time [5]. 

 eGovernment (short for electronic government) is a generic 

term for web-based services from agencies of local, state and 

federal governments. In e-government, the government uses 

information technology, and particularly, the Internet to 

support government operations, to engage citizens, and 

provide various governmental services.  

 eDiagnostic referring to the establishment of an online-

automated  fault diagnostic scheme for shortening the time 

delay between breakdown and notification with the use of 

computer based communication technology [6]. 

 eManufacturing is a system methodology enabling the 

manufacturing operations to be successfully integrated with 

the functional objectives of an enterprise through the usage 

of Internet, tether-free (i.e. wireless, web, etc.) and predictive 

technologies [19].    

 eAutomation defines a new generation of automation systems 

using the latest networking and agent technologies for 

information management, condition monitoring, and real-

time control of a range of distributed industrial systems [23].  
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Figure 5. Organizational scope relevant within eMaintenance. 

The common denominator to all these eDomains is the fact that 

they are all managed and performed via computing. Another 

common denominator is the fact that they reflect current  state-of-

mind, a way of thinking, an attitude, and a global approach 

towards improving their underlying domains. All of them are 

multidisciplinary domains having one main parent domain and 

several sub-domains, such as for instance, health management is 

the parent domain to be supported by other sub-domains coming 

from various disciplines. Their common goal is to improve the 

efficiency and cost of the management and performance of their 

underlying parent domain.  

5. Business and Organization 
Introducing eMaintenance requires identification of all the 

organizational units, their structures and stakeholder groups that 

are involved in either creating eMaintenance services or in 

consuming them.  As shown on the organizational roadmap in 

Figure 5, this includes both support, supplier and customer 

organizations. The suppliers mainly develop and maintain their 

products and/or services with or without the aid of third-party 

suppliers. The support organizations either provide product 

support or customer support. Finally, the customers use the 

product and/or services.  

In this section, we first present each of the roadmap‟s 

organizational structures. We then describe how they may be 

related and/or partnered in the context of eMaintenance.  

5.1 Support Organizations 
Complex products are usually supported by two different support 

organizational structures. These are Product Support and 

Customer Support.  

5.1.1 Product Support 
Organizations providing maintenance on the complex products 

organize themselves into three Echelon levels. In the context of 

product support, they attend to all types of proactive and reactive 

maintenance tasks. Different levels have different goals and 

responsibilities. [13; 14] 

Maintenance at Echelon 1 is conducted directly on the product in 

the field where the product operates. Here, maintenance is 

conducted at pre-determined intervals or after having experienced 

a failure. Due to the fact that the tasks performed at this level are 

less complicated, they are conducted directly on the product. 

These tasks include inspections, adjustments, calibration, 

cleaning, lubrication, repair and replacement of Line Replaceable 

Units (LRUs). 

At Echelon 2, more qualified tasks are performed mainly off-the 

product, in maintenance shops. Examples of tasks are the removal 

and replacement of faulty Shop Replaceable Units (SRUs), and 

their repair. Finally, support at Echelon 3 is performed by the 

Supplier, or its third-party allies. Here, highly specialized 

personnel overhaul items and major product assemblies.  

5.1.2 Customer Support 
Just as Product Support consists of three levels so does Customer 

Support.  These levels are however called Support Line Levels 1-

3. In the context of customer support, they attend to all types of 

demands stated by their customers, where different levels have 

different goals and responsibilities. [13; 14] 

Regarding the first two levels, they correspond to pure customer 

support. Regarding the third line support, it is usually conducted 

by the product supplier or its third-party supplier.  

Support Line 1 is the customers‟ first and preferably the only 

point of contact. Its main role is to guarantee the continuity of 

customers‟ daily business operation.   The remaining demands, 

those requiring further attention and higher expertise (due to their 

complex character) or those concerning, for instance, corrective 

software maintenance, are channeled to the Support Line 2 

process level.  

At the Support Line 2 level, the support engineers are more 

competent with respect to the supported products. Their main role 

is to assist Support Line 1 in attending to more difficult tasks such 

as investigation of reported problems and suggestions for how to 

work around them. Within corrective software maintenance, for 

instance, they should escalate them to the Support Line 3 level, 

the Supplier’s level.  

5.2 Product Supplier 
Supplier is the organization that develops, evolves and maintains 

products and services. It is usually organized into several strategic 

levels. When describing them, we use the terminology as used by 

Johnsson [11].  

Large company groups organize themselves into four levels: 

Corporate Strategic Level, Business Strategic Level, Operational 

Strategic Level and finally, Tactical and Implementation Level 

[11].  

Corporate Strategic Level is the overarching strategy of a 

diversified company. It establishes the purpose and scope of its 

business or a set of businesses, the nature of the environment in 

which it operates, its position in the marketplace, and the 

competition it faces [2]. Corporate Strategy is often explicitly 

stated in a mission and vision statement [11].  

Business Strategic Level focuses on how to compete in a 

particular industrial business. It concerns strategic decisions about 

the choice of products or services, choice of customers and 

meeting their needs, gaining advantage over competitors, 

exploiting or creating new opportunities and the like [11]. An 

example of a business strategy is a decision on whether to move to 

an adjacent market, whether to extend the customer portfolio, or 

whether to choose an eMaintenance concept.  
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Operational Strategic Level is concerned with how the business is 

organized to deliver the corporate and business strategic goals. It 

focuses on issues of products, services, resources, processes, 

people, and the like [11]. Finally, Tactical and Implementation 

Levels develop or evolve the products and services.  

In our roadmap, we merge two of above-described strategic 

levels, Corporate and Business, into one or two levels. This is 

because, in most of the non-corporate companies, the main 

strategic levels are Business, Operational Strategic and Tactical 

levels. For this reason, our framework does not consider the 

Corporate level. 

All business levels in our roadmap deal with eMaintenance. 

However, Business Strategic level is not much involved. The 

management and performance of eMaintenance is pushed down to 

the lower levels. The Business Strategic level is, however, 

somewhat impacted by it. It must at least determine that 

eMaintenance is one of its strategic goals.  

Regarding the lower levels, the Operational Strategic level 

creates the eMaintenance strategy and provides a high-level 

planning and management of the transition to the eMaintenance 

mode.  The Tactical and Implementation  levels, on the other 

hand, make low-level plans and implement the transition to 

eMaintenance and perform eMaintenance after it got 

implemented.  

6. Product, Services, Information and 

Methodologies 
Management of products and services is Number One activity. It 

may however be easier said than managed in big organizations. 

Many times, the organizations do not have any overview of their 

systems, products and services [15; 20]. Hence, a prerequisite for 

introducing eMaintenance is to record the assets such as products 

and services supporting them. Another prerequisite is to create an 

organization-wide list of products and services.  

Listing products and services is not enough however.  

Organizations need to track the complex relationships among 

maintenance processes, strategies, information systems, services, 

roles involved, and the like. For this reason, a traceability base 

should be established. It should allow maximal visibility into the 

whole eMaintenance process. It is only in this way, one may see 

which products have been supported by which services, during 

which lifecycle processes, by which roles and what information 

was used for this purpose.  

7. Technology 
Technology needs to be considered when considering an 

establishment of eMaintenance solutions. This is one of the most 

challenging essentials. Due to fast technological changes, it is not 

always clear which technological solutions to choose. When doing 

it one must always consider the following:  

 The dependability aspect addressing characteristics such as 

reliability, availability, maintainability, safety, and security, in 

all components. The dependability aspect is essential for 

defining technology-related requirements for the solution.  

 The integration aspect addressing the integration models for 

eMaintenance services. It provides fundamentals, 

conventions, rules and guidelines for how different services 

can be integrated depending on the characteristics of the 

service (e.g. internal services or external services). It also 

deals with other integration-related aspects such as content 

transferring, safety, security, authentication, and 

authorization. 

 The communication aspect referring to conventions, rules and 

guidelines for service communication, such as protocols, 

wired/wireless communication, and synchronous/ 

asynchronous communication.  

 The real-time aspect addressing conventions, rules and 

guidelines for the establishment of real-time infrastructures, 

and guidelines for the services requiring real-time execution. 

It can include aspects of robustness and physical environment. 

8. Customer 
Understanding customers and their value-generating processes is 

highly important when establishing and performing an 

eMaintenance solution. For this reason, one should put substantial 

effort into understanding customer processes and needs. This can 

be realized in the following:  

 The value-in-use aspect referring to the use of methodology 

enabling  eMaintenance service providers to understand the 

value of eMaintenance services when being invoked by the 

customer. 

 The efficiency and effectiveness assets referring to inquiring 

perspectives and strategies of maintenance that in the short 

run and long run may influence the business, its services and 

objectives. 

9. Education and Training 
To manage and perform eMaintenance requires initial and 

continuous education and training of all the roles involved in it. If 

not properly educated and trained, they will not be able to perform 

their duties in a satisfactory way. This encompasses roles such as 

developers and consumers of eMaintenance services.  

The Education and Training component contains activities for 

providing education and training to the stakeholders of the system. 

It is one of the most resource consuming and most complex 

components. The complexity depends on who is trained in what, 

for what purpose, when and who should be trained before who.  

All education and training consists of two main parts, the 

preparation part and the training part. Preparation for education 

and training is one of the most complex, painstaking and time-

consuming processes. Hence, it may start as soon as one has 

decided to go over to eMaintenance. Provision of education and 

training is still a very complex process, however, not as 

painstaking as its preparation. It should at least consist of four 

phases during which different groups are trainers and trainees 

[16]. These are: 

 Education and training of software professionals: These are 

the roles involved in developing eMaintenance services. It 

encompasses developers and managers managing the 

development effort. Due to the system complexity and for 

pedagogical reasons, system training of developers may be 

conducted in several sub-stages, where each sub-stage is 

dedicated to a specific part such as general orientation, OS and 

DBMS, system-specific matters or new technology. This type 

of education and training requires complex and difficult 

preparations such as creation of a training environment, 

migration of data to this environment and creation of education 

and training material.  

 Education and training of super users: These are the roles 

performing eMaintenance services. Education and training of 

super users is conducted right before the users start using the 
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system. This education and training and its preparations are not 

as complex as the education and training of software 

professionals. However, it still requires complex and difficult 

preparations. Super users play the role of educators within their 

organizations. Hence, they have to be thoroughly trained for 

this task.   

 Education and training of managers: These roles correspond 

to high-level managers. They need to have an overview of 

eMaintenance in order to make the right decisions. This type of 

education and training is the least complex one. Provision of 

the education and training may be based on simple system 

demonstrations that do not always require meticulous 

preparations of the education and training data.  

  Refresher education and training: Due to the evolution of the 

eMaintenance services, underlying technologies and 

methodologies, all the above-mentioned roles need to undergo 

refresher education and training.  

10. Challenges 
eMaintenance is the facilitator of  a maintenance process. It 

represents services that are aimed for managing maintenance-

related information. The eMaintenance services can be utilized 

during all system lifecycle phases for different purposes, such as 

maintenance preparation, execution, assessment and also 

knowledge management. Hence, it is believed that a proper 

eMaintenance solution should be approached from a holistic 

perspective. Its design should be based on appropriate strategies, 

methodologies and technologies (e.g. service-orientation).  To 

identify them is a very challenging task. This is because all the 

components as identified in Figure 1 will have to be considered, 

properly managed and interconnected. Some of the challenges to 

be met are the following:  

 Restructuring of the organizations involved in eMaintenance 

 Restructuring of the lifecycle processes used for developing 

and maintaining eMaintenance services,  

 Transitioning to eMaintenance mode, 

 Planning of eService resources, 

 Management, interaction and interactivity of eServices,  

 Enablement of configuration awareness in eServices, 

 Management of heterogeneous organizations, 

 Management of heterogeneous eService-environments, 

 Integration of enterprise applications, 

 Management of documentation and archiving, 

 Management of lifecycle stages of eMaintenance services, 

 Alignment and structure of content format, 

 Enablement of context- and situation-awareness in eServices,  

 Enablement of integration capability across a multi-platform 

and technologies in eServices, 

 Establishment of an overarching architecture for 

development of eServices. 

11. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have explored the fundamental elements 

underlying the eMaintenance domain and materialized our work 

in the eMaintenance concept:  (1) Definition, (2) Business, (3) 

Organization, (4) Product, (5) Service, (6) Methodology, (7) 

Technology, (8) Information, (9) Customer, and (10) Education 

and Training. Our contribution is manifold. First, to be able to 

pass the test of time, it provides a definition of eMaintenance on 

two abstraction levels. Second, it identifies nine additional 

eMaintenance constituents forming the essential part of the 

eMaintenance domain. Third, it places eMaintenance in the 

context of other eDomains. Fourth, it provides insight into the 

state of the eMaintenance art and identifies intellectual 

opportunities and challenges to be met by both the academia and 

industry when researching on or transitioning to the eMaintenance 

mode. Finally, it voices the first call for action to the 

eMaintenance community to gather their forces and commonly 

improve and extend our eMaintenance concept.  

Our concept is only preliminary. We strongly advise the 

eMaintenance community to use it as a platform for improving it 

and to use it as a roadmap for creating their eMaintenance 

research suggestions and solutions. However, we wish to raise a 

piece of warning. A lot of challenging work remains to be done! 
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ABSTRACT 
A continuing task in engineering is to increase the reliability, 

availability and safety of technical processes and to achieve these 

fault detection and fault identification becomes an advanced 

supervision tool in the present industries. The conventional 

approaches do not give a deeper insight and detect the internal 

faults at a rather late stage and there is an increasing interest in 

model based fault diagnosis technique due to economical and 

safety related matters.  

Vibration in rotating machinery is mostly caused by unbalance, 

misalignment, shaft crack, mechanical looseness and other 

malfunctions. The objective of this paper is to propose a model 

based fault diagnosis of a rotor system. Presence of faults changes 

the dynamic behavior of the system. These changes are taken into 

account by equivalent loads acting on the healthy system model. 

Equivalent loads on the system generate a dynamic behavior 

identical to that of the real faulty system. In order to diagnose the 

faults in a rotor-coupling-bearing system the experimental time 

response in radial directions for healthy system as well as for 

faulty system were used in the model based fault diagnosis 

scheme which was developed using residual generation technique. 

It was observed that the proposed model based fault diagnosis 

scheme successfully detects and identifies the type, location and 

amount of fault in a rotor system for unbalance, misalignment and 

crack. This method has thus demonstrated the efficacy of the 

model based fault detection system for a simple rotor-bearing 

system.  

Keywords 

Condition Monitoring, Finite Element Method, Unbalance, 
Misalignment, Crack 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In present environment of globalization and competitiveness, 

industries attempt every possibility of reducing cost, improving 

efficiency and enhancing quality by implementing state of the art 

technology. All the core functional areas of a business such as 

production, maintenance, research and development seek to 

reduce downtime of machines, proper utilization of manpower 

and machinery, and most importantly improve productivity. 

In view of this, condition monitoring is an important technique 

used by industries to prevent unwanted breakdown, ensure desired 

quality of product and achieve longer life of plant machinery. An 

on-going task in engineering is to increase the reliability, 

availability and safety of technical processes. Therefore much 

effort goes into design and manufacturing of products including 

development of materials, testing of components, quality control 

etc. For the improvement of reliability and safety of machines, 

automatic and early detection and localization of faults is of 

primary interest.  

The conventional approach towards improvement of system is to 

monitor some important variables like temperature, pressure, 

current, vibration etc., but it leads to detection of the internal 

faults at a rather late stage. However, applying static and dynamic 

process models and common process input and output 

measurements, their inherent relationships and redundancies can 

be used to detect faults at incipient stage and localize them better.  

There is an increasing interest in model based fault diagnosis 

technique due to economical and safety related matters. The 

general procedure of model based fault detection and isolation can 

be roughly divided into generation of residuals (i.e. functions that 

are emphasized by fault vector), diagnosis and isolation of faults. 
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The difference between the actual features and normal features is 

known as residue. The residue thus generated gives the analytical 

symptoms of the fault. In a healthy situation (i.e. without any fault 

in the system) the residuals should normally be zero or close to 

zero whereas under faulty condition it is distinctly different from 

zero. This means in ideal condition residuals are independent of 

process inputs and outputs. 

There are many methods which exist for residual generation like 

parity space approach, fault detection filter approach, dedicated 

observer approach, parameter identification approach,  signal 

models approach etc. even combination of these approaches can 

be used for residual generation. Frank [1] gives a detailed survey 

on different approaches of residual generation. 

The early contribution towards parity equation based fault 

diagnosis was made by Potter and Suman [2] and further 

developed by Chow & Willsky [3] and Gertler [4]. Independent 

from this, Frank and Keller [5] had given a concept of dedicated 

observer approach for detection and identification of faults. There 

is another popular state estimator approach proposed by Beard 

[6], known as fault detection filter approach. The fault detection 

filter does not require the knowledge of the fault mode, hence a 

fault is detected when one or more of the residual projections 

along the known fault direction or in the known fault plane are 

sufficiently large. The most appealing feature of this approach is 

the residual direction for a fault is not affected by the fault mode. 

But this approach does not account for the effects of disturbances, 

parameter variations or measurement noise and therefore need a 

precise modeling. 

All this approaches lead to the concept of state estimation. Apart 

from these approaches there is an alternative method for fault 

diagnosis known as parameter identification approach. A detailed 

description of this approach was given by Isermann [7] and Patton 

et al. [8]. The main idea behind this approach is to detect the 

faults via estimation of the parameters of the mathematical model 

by following procedure: 

a. Establish a parametric model of the system for the 

measurable input and output signals.  

b. Find out the relationship between the model parameters 

and the physical parameters. 

c. Identify the model parameter vector using the input and 

output of the actual system. 

d. Compute the physical parameter vector. 

e. Calculate the vector of deviations with reference to its 

normal value. 

f. Detect the fault by utilizing the relationship between 

faults and changes in the physical parameters. 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
Generally, the model of a healthy rotor system is represented by 

linear equations of motion and can be written as 

[ ] ( ){ } [ ] ( ){ } [ ] ( ){ } ( ){ }0 0 01 1 1 1NxN NxN NxNNx Nx Nx Nx
M x t C x t K x t F t+ + =&& &                 (1) 

The vibrations are represented by the vector { }0 ( )x t  at N degrees 

of freedom of the healthy rotor system due to the operating load 

( ){ }F t  during normal operation. Where, [M], [C] and [K] are 

mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of any complex rotor 

system which includes the effect of bearings, foundations, and 

gyroscopic effects etc.  

The dynamic behavior changes due to occurrence of a fault in the 

system. The extent of the change depends on the vector β, which 

describes the fault parameters such as type, location, magnitude 

etc. of the fault. The fault-induced change in the vibrational 

behavior is represented by the additional loads acting on the 

healthy system. The equation of motion becomes 

  [ ] ( ){ } [ ] ( ){ } [ ] ( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ },M x t C x t K x t F t F tβ+ + = + ∆&& &       (2) 

The residual vibrations induced represent the difference of 

previously measured normal vibrations { }0 ( )x t  of healthy 

system from currently measured vibrations { }( )x t  of faulty 

system. The residual displacements, velocities and accelerations 

are given as 

( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }01 1Nx Nx Nx
x t x t x t∆ = −

1
,  

( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }01 1Nx Nx Nx
x t x t x t∆ = −& & &

1
, 

( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }01 1Nx Nx Nx
x t x t x t∆ = −&& && &&

1
     (3) 

Subtraction of the equations of motion for the healthy system (Eq. 

1) from that of faulty system (Eq. 2), and using Eq. 3, the 

equation of motion for residual vibration can be represented as: 
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[ ] ( ){ } [ ] ( ){ } [ ] ( ){ } ( ){ },M x t C x t K x t F tβ∆ + ∆ + ∆ = ∆&& &            (4)  

The system matrices remain same and the rotor model remains 

linear. Only the equivalent loads induce the change in the 

dynamic behavior of the healthy linear rotor model. To identify 

the fault parameters, the difference of the theoretical fault model 

and the measured equivalent loads will be minimized by statistical 

algorithm like least square fitting.  

For estimation of the fault induced residual vibrations, there is a 

need of measured vibration data for both healthy and faulty rotor 

system at same operating and measurement conditions. For 

example, differences in the rotor speeds, phase and the sampling 

times have to be taken into account.  As directly matching data 

are usually not available to generate residual vibrations, some 

signal processing has to be carried out to achieve the same 

conditions. For example different rotor speeds are compensated 

by adjusting the time scale of the recorded normal vibrations to 

the time scale of currently measured vibrations. Phase shifts are 

avoided by recording a trigger signal during the measurement [9, 

10]. 

3. MODEL BASED SCHEME 

To identify the fault in any system a model based scheme is 

established with the help of residual generation. The flow chart of 

this scheme is shown in Figure 1. The detailed description of 

scheme is given by Jalan and Mohanty [11]. 

 

Figure 1: Flow chart for fault diagnosis 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The schematic diagram of experimental rotor-coupling-bearing 

system (Machinery Fault Simulator) is shown in Figure 2. The 

shaft, 15.875 mm in diameter and 362 mm in length, is supported 

by two identical rolling element bearings ER 10K. A disc is 

mounted at the mid-span of the shaft.  The diameter of disc of 

mass 0.782 kg is 152.4 mm and thickness 15.875 mm. The rotor 

rig was instrumented with two numbers of B&K 4321 tri-axial 

accelerometer along with B&K 2692 NEXUS signal conditioning 

amplifier. The rotor rig had a built-in optical sensor for rotational 

speed measurements. All the signals were analyzed on an OROS 

8 channel OR-25 FFT analyzer. Two numbers of accelerometers 

were placed nearby on same structure in order to measure the 

angular rotational motions responses [12]. The tri-axial 

transducers are placed on left side bearing (bearing 1) block to 

measure the acceleration amplitude in horizontal (X axis) and 

vertical (Y axis) directions.  

Measurement data are collected at rotor operating speed of 1800 

RPM (30 Hz). The data are stored and formulated through OROS 

analyzer to determine the velocity and displacement amplitudes 

by digital integration of measured acceleration data. Displacement 

data are transferred in MATLAB programming for further 

analysis.  

 

(a)   
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(b)  

Figure 2. Rotor-coupling-bearing system; (a) View of  the 
Machinery Fault Simulator, (b) Line Diagram. 

5. RESULTS 
The analysis has been carried out using the finite element method 

for flexural vibrations at a steady speed of 1800 RPM (30 Hz). To 

introduce unbalance in the system known standard masses are 

inserted in the disc (i.e. at node-6 as shown in Figure 3) at the 

specific location. For this analysis the parallel misalignment is 

varied from 0.0 to 2.0 mm, whereas angular misalignment is 

varied from 0 to 0.3 degree. To introduce crack in the system, the 

normal shaft is replaced by a flange (introduced in between node-

4 and node-5) simulated cracked shaft (shown in Figure 4). The 

flange simulated cracked shafts are joined at the mating flanges. 

The four bolts compress Belleville washers which can be 

loosened or tightened in a pattern to create an asymmetric time 

varying stiffness and simulate the opening and closing of a 

transverse crack. 

 

Figure 3: FE model of rotor-coupling-bearing system 
showing node locations 

  

Figure 4: Flanged Shaft (a) closed position (b) Open 
Position 

5.1 C
In the present study, vibrations at all 9 nodes i.e. 36 DOF of the 

F the measured vibration 

 unbalance) 

as well as with parallel misalignment 1 mm in horizontal direction 

e calculated and compared with the numerical 

               

oupling misalignment 

model is considered. As only for few DO

data are available, for other DOF vibration data are estimated 

using modal expansion as discussed by Sekhar [13].  

Vibration data for healthy (without misalignment and

and angular misalignment 0.2 degree with horizontal axis is taken 

for this analysis. 

Now, to identify the fault, residual force (introduced due to 

misalignment) ar

model force. The residual forces, for both experimental and 

numerical, in vertical direction for the system without 

misalignment, with parallel misalignment and with angular 

misalignment are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7 respectively. 

 

Figure 5: Residual force at different locations along the rotor-
g system without misalignment in vertical direction. 

          

bearin

 

Figure 6: Residual force at different locations along the rotor-
ring system with 1 mm parallel misalignment in vertical 

direction. 
bea
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Figure 7: Residual force at different locations along the rotor-
stem with 0.2 degree angular misalignment in vertical 

direction. 

As at node 6 the disc is mounted on the shaft some mass 

u  

alance has been 

chnique. To introduce the unbalance 

bearing sy

nbalance is always present at that node which is unavoidable.

That is the reason behind a little residual force is created at node 6 

even for intact system as shown in Figure 5. Whereas Figures. 6 

and 7 clearly show that the residual forces are observed only at 

nodes 1 and 2, which are the nodes of coupling. Therefore, this 

method identifies the misalignment successfully. 

5.2 Disc unbalance 
Apart from the misalignment, fault due to disc unb

simulated using the same te

in the system a mass of 6.14gm is attached to the disc at a location 

of 70 mm from the centre. Again in the same way the residual 

forces (introduced due to unbalance) are calculated and 

compared with numerical model force. The residual forces, for 

numerical and experimental studies, in horizontal and vertical 

direction due to unbalance are shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Residual force at different locations along the rotor-
bearing system in vertical direction for 4.298e-4 kg-m unbalance 

on the disc. 

Figure 8 clearly shows that the residual forces are observed at 

node 6, which is the node of disc unbalance. From the figure we 

ca d 

(

n detect the amount of unbalance. Now to verify the predicte

value of unbalance amount in the system, another amount of 

unbalance is introduced in the disc. The residual forces are 

calculated from the experimental results at same operating speed 

30 Hz and predict the value of unbalance. The comparison of 

actual unbalance and predicted unbalance is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Comparison of predicted and actual unbalance 

Residual 

force at 

node 6  

Predicted 

unbalance 

amount 

Actual 

unbalance 

amount 

Error in 

percentage 

N)   (gm-mm)  (gm-mm) 

14.18 399.1 429.8 7.14 

22.63 636.9 694.3 8.26 

44.41 1250 6.36  1335 

5. aft crac
In shaft crack, numerical forces ined as in 

the present experimental setup it is not possible to calculate the 

cr th ratio. Therefore, the study o crack is pe

 results. The residual forces at a particular 

3 Sh k 
case of  are not determ

ack dep n shaft rformed 

on basis of experimental

time, in vertical direction without crack and with crack are shown 

in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Residual force at different locations along the rotor-
bearing system without crack and with crack (2 bolt loosening) in 

vertical direction for 30 Hz rotor speed. 

 

Figure 9 clearly shows that the residual forces are observed at 

n 4 

f residual forces at node-4 and node-5 clearly identify the 

ode-4 and node-5 when the system having shaft crack. Node-

and node-5 represent the ends of cracked element. The presence 

o
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presence of crack in that particular element. Therefore, this 

method identifies the crack successfully.  

6. CONCLUSIONS 
By simple measurement of the radial vibration alone and applying 

the proposed model based technique, faults (unbalance or, crack) 

of rotor-bearing system can easily be distinguished which is not 

is. This method has thus manifested 

lts, Automatica, Vol. 26, No. 3, pp. 459-
474. 

man, M. C. (1977), Thresholdless 

[3] 

 

possible by simple FFT analys

the model based fault detection system for a simple rotor-bearing 

system. Such a method has enormous potential to exploit for 

online condition monitoring and diagnosis of rotor systems 

without any ambiguity where by the measurement of the 

responses, the fault condition and location can be detected. This 

method may be useful for large systems like in turbine shafts, 

gearboxes and the like. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Effective lubrication of the wheel rail interface plays an 
important role in prolonging the life of rail and wheels and can 
save tens of millions of dollars in maintenance and replacement 
costs. Condition monitoring and control of wayside rail 
lubrication equipment is a complex issue and is traditionally 
undertaken using unskilled labour at great cost. Remote 
monitoring of wayside rail lubricators reduces the need for staff 
to attend the sites in person, work in the trackside danger zones, 
and in remote locations. With many different technologies 
available at hand, decision making can be a difficult process. 

Wayside rail lubricators come in many types and their 
performance can vary depending on their configuration, 
placement, and control. The North American model of rail 
lubrication greatly differs to that of the models used in Australia. 
Lubricator blades come in many configurations, performance can 
greatly vary depending on selection and placement. This paper 
looks at the application of the different real time monitoring 
systems offered by the two major suppliers of wayside rail 
lubricators and the benefits of these systems verses the 
traditional manual monitoring. For this trial general packet radio 
service (GPRS) / 3G technology has been used. 

The wayside rail lubricators in this trial are in remote locations 
with poor access conditions. Data available from the test site 
include the health of lubricators, grease levels, train movement 
and security of the unit and parameters relating to grease 
dispensing. Difficulties encountered, system constraints, and 
limitations are discussed for the systems and permit maintenance 
decisions to be made prior to leaving the depot. Cost benefits of 
employing such technologies are discussed. 

Keywords 
Rail Lubrication, remote condition monitoring, lubricators 

INTRODUCTION  
Railways are guided transport systems where the wheel flange is 
guided by the rail.  Wheel and rail profiles have been developed 
over time to improve wheel set stability and minimise steering 
forces. However, the steering action produces high lateral forces 
between the wheel flange and rail gauge face, and the wheel 

throat and the rail gauge corner.  These forces result in wear of 
the gauge face of the rail and the flange of the wheel. 

Rail maintenance takes up a very large proportion of a rail 
operator’s budget. Transportation research board reported that, in 
2004 a little more then US$10 billion was spent in USA on rail 
transit system maintenance [1]. This was approximately 23% of 
the US$44 billion expenditure for the public transportation 
(including buses, Rail and Paratransit). The economic cost of 
wear is extremely high can be reduced by well structured 
lubrication. Eurostar saved £1,000,000 a year on maintenance 
and wheel replacement by just improving rail lubrication [2]. 
Over time various innovative ways have been developed to 
reduce the wear. This included application of lubricant at the rail 
wheel interface, either on the rail or on the wheel. 
The current practice of applying lubricant varies across the 
international rail industry. Some railways apply lubricant to the 
rail gauge face, whereas others apply it to the wheel flange. 
These methods are known as wayside lubrication, hi-rail 
lubrication, and onboard lubrication, 
The lubricant should be applied to the gauge face and the gauge 
corner, or the wheel flange and wheel throat. This is indicated in 
figure 1 being the region starting at point A and up to point B. 
Lubricant should not get on to top of the rail around point C as 
this would reduce traction and increase slip thus increasing 
energy consumption and braking problem hampering safety. If 
lubricant is being applied to the top of the rail it is referred to as 
Head Contamination. 

A

B
C

TRACTION

AREA

LUBRICATION

AREA

 
Figure 1. Rail wheel contact interface. 

Wayside application is the most common practice in Australia 
and North America. The wayside system comprises;  

 A tank to hold the lubricant,  
 An actuator (sensor) installed in track  
 A Control system to dispense a quantity of grease 
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 A lubricant pump,  
 Applicator bars (fitted to the rail). 

Australia and North America practices differ in the type and 
location of the applicator bars used. The Australian practice is to 
use one or two short (approximately 600mm long) bars placed on 
the high rail in the transition of a curve. The North American 
practice is to use one or two long (approximately 1500mm long) 
bars on each rail in tangent track.  

The trial is a comparison of the effectiveness of the lubricant 
application between the Australian short bar (Short Bar) on curve 
method with the North American long bar (Long Bar) on tangent 
method. A decision was made to test the telemetry capabilities of 
these devices as part of the trial. 

This paper forms part of the research project that aims to 
determine the benefits of, and differences between the two 
lubricator placement models. The lubricators used for the trial 
will be capable of being remotely monitored. This paper collates 
information relating to remote monitoring of lubricators that has 
been discussed and provided by three major rail operators in 
Australia. 

Advantage of Rail Lubrication. 
According to Witte and Kumar [3] the lubrication of rail will 
delay the crack initiation on both surfaces and contact fatigue 
cracks.  

Rail Lubrication can, if deployed in a structured manner, in 
conjunction proper maintenance strategies will according to 
Sinclair [4] and Witte and Kumar [3]: 

• Reduced derailment risk from flange climbing. 
• Reduced infrastructure cost by an increase in asset life. 

(both rails and wheels) 
• Reduced energy costs and traction requirements by 

reduction of frictional forces at rail wheel interface. 
• Reduced noise and vibration. and 
• Delay the crack initiation on both surfaces including 

contact fatigue cracks. 

Rail lubrication is expensive to implement and has an on-going 
expense as maintenance cost to rail maintainer. When compared 
to the cost benefits of reduced wear and prolonging the 
replacement of the rails and wheels, the implementation and 
ongoing costs are easily offset and there is a substantial cost 
saving. 

 

Figure 2. Wear rates comparison for lubricated vs non-
lubricated on the Hi-rail [5]. 

 

The benefits of rail lubrication have been highlighted by many 
researchers and notably by Kramer(5). He has identified the 
difference in wear rates in millimetre squared per gross million 
tons. It is noted that that with sharp curves say 150m the wear 
rate is approximately 3.5mm2/MGT on the cross-section of the 
Hi-Rail of the lubricated track. It is approximately 14mm2/MGT 
on a non-lubricated track. 

It is estimated that the lubricator attendants at major Australian 
railways find that 25% of the times the lubricators need some 
form of intervention in order to have the lubricator operational on 
their routine lubricator inspection. This would mean that 25% of 
the times the lubricator is not functional. When you compare this 
to the result presented by Kramer [5] the wear rates would 
increase by at least 25% as a fraction of the whole as shown in 
figure 3.the red line indicate an increase by 25% due to non 
functional lubricators. 

 
Figure 3. Wear rates with 25% increase with non functional 

lubricators.  
 

Also to be noted from this is that at higher curve radii the 
decision to lubricate or not to lubricate is not relevant as the wear 
rates are the same and getting close to zero. This is because of 
the very limited flange contact. 

 

METHODS OF LUBRICATION 
Application to the Rail 

Wayside Lubrication – Also known as Trackside lubrication is 
where a lubricant is applies directly to the rail by an automated 
system installed beside the track. The Automated system 
includes a grease tank (or grease pot), an actuator (or pump), and 
a set of applicator bars which are fixed to the rail by clamps or 
bolts. As train wheels pass the system grease is pumped to the 
applicator bars. The passing wheels collect the lubricant on the 
wheel flange and throat and carry it, distributing it to the rail on 
down stream curves. This in turn is pickup by other wheels and 
this process continues. 
Hi Rail Lubrication – A dedicated Hi-Rail Vehicle, equipped 
with a lubrication system applies lubricant directly to the gauge 
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corner and face of the rail as it travels along the rail. To be 
effective, this method can be labour intensive is not suitable for 
rail corridors with very high traffic. 

Application to the Wheel 
On Board Lubrication – Also known as trainborne Lubrication. 
This is where a lubrication system installed on locomotives or 
dedicated wagons apply the lubricant directly to the wheel flange 
and throat. The lubricant is distributed by rail gauge face and 
wheel flange face contact. 
This paper will only focus on wayside lubricators.  

Types of Wayside Lubricators. 

There are many types of lubricators currently in use within the 
rail industry. The three most common types are; 

 Mechanical, 

 Hydraulic, and 
 Electric. 

The simplest lubricators are purely mechanical. These are 
relatively cheap, easy to maintain, do not need electricity, and 
have fewer components. With some simple and regular 
maintenance these units are very reliable. 
Mechanical units have a large spring in the grease tank that 
pushes the grease up to the actuator.  The Actuator is attached to 
the field side of the rail and has a plunger that is depressed by 
passing wheels. This plunger pumps the grease to the applicator 
bars. To adjust the volume of grease going to the applicator bars 
the height of the actuator is adjusted. 

 
Figure 4. A mechanical lubricator with two blades installed. 

(Note the yellow grease tank, the whole unit is very 
close to the track and is in the danger zone.) 

Hydraulic lubricators also have a tank, actuator and applicator 
bars. They differ from the mechanical units in that; 

 There is no spring in the tank, 
 Their actuators are filled with hydraulic oil, 
 They have a hydraulic pump on the tank, and 

 They have a flow valve to control the grease volume 
being pumped to the applicator bars. 

These units do not need electricity, when the plunger on the 
actuator is depressed a signal is sent down a hydraulic line 
activating the hydraulic pump. The key advantage of the 
hydraulic lubricators is that they provided better control over 
grease dispensing and the lubricant tank and pump can be sited 

further away from the track. This is a distinct advantage as 
lubricator attendants can maintain and fill the tanks and pump 
units outside the danger zone in the rail corridor. 
 
Electric lubricators are the most complicated and expensive units 
available on the market. Being about 6 times more expensive 
than the mechanical and 4 times more expensive than the 
hydraulic units, they have very slow in being accepted in the 
market. These units have a lot of advantages over the other types.  
The electric units have a grease tank and applicator bars like the 
other units but use an electric control system to sense passing 
wheels (via an axle counter) and to operate the electric pump. 
Some units use a electric hydraulic pump mechanism. The 
electric control system gives great flexibility in grease 
application by controlling the pump duration and when the pump 
is activated.  For example, on a railway with captive unit trains 
the control system can be programmed not to pump until the 
locomotive wheels have passed and then pump for say 0.25 
seconds every twelve passing wheels. The control systems can 
sense the direction of train travel only dispense grease for trains 
travelling in one direction. Electronic and digital control meant 
better control over the quantity of grease dispensed. 
The application of solar power technology eliminated the 
dependency upon electricity supply. Having a ready power supply 
and an electronic control system meant is was relatively simple to 
add a data logger to track the activities of the lubricator unit. The 
addition of a telemetry system gave the advantage of real time 
monitoring and call for help. Wireless telemetry gave huge 
flexibility and simplified the set up of the monitoring systems. 
The ability to monitor these devices will be a major benefit and 
this will be discussed with the features and options available. 

 
Figure 5. An electric lubricator with solar panel and remote 

monitoring capability. 
 

Electric Lubricators 
There are several manufacturers of electric lubricators in the 
market. Most of them offer similar features and cost. One of the 
factors that rail infrastructure operators consider when selecting a 
brand is the technical support, backup and availability of parts. In 
Australia there is a limited number of suppliers of rail gauge face 
lubricators. 
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This paper is based on information collected from selected 
Australian rail infrastructure maintainers, Lubricator attendants 
and lubricator suppliers. 
 
 

Mechanical & Hydraulic Maintenance Schedule. 
Rail infrastructure maintainers may have dedicated staff to carry 
out routine lubricator maintenance and top up grease, this is 
considered best practice. However, there are still many 
lubricators that are maintained by the local track gangs who 
consider it an undesirable and dirty job. For a large rail operator 
lubricator filling and maintenance can be a complex operation. 
With changing traffic volumes it can be even more difficult to 
schedule refilling and maintenance. 
Real time monitoring and tracking of data give track maintainers 
a greater understanding of lubricant use per train and thus the 
cost of maintaining track lubrication per tonne of traffic and km 
or track. Being able to track grease use and unit alarms also 
permits informed decisions when programming lubricator 
maintenance and filling activities.  
Rail operators desire to have the following features relating to 
remote access of the lubricator. 

• Grease Level – this is very helpful to know in real-time 
what the grease level is and see the rate of use so that 
maintenance planers can know in advance when the 
lubricant is expected to run out and thus can plan 
refilling. This would be very helpful when traffic 
volumes are not known. Often rail operators install larger 
grease tanks on lubricators and this had led to the grease 
bleeding, causing the hose to clog or pump motor drawing 
extra current 

• Clogged up grease hoses or blades – This can be 
indicated by pump current draw or pump shutdown. 
Grease hoses and blades can become blocked due to 
excessive solids in the lubricant, foreign bodies stuck in 
the grease delivery hoses of the ports on the applicator 
bars, or hoses being pinched as a result of other track 
maintenance activities and cause the lubricator to stop 
working. The foreign body can be in the form of dirt, 
grease impurities, pieces of coal or ore. This problem will 
not be addressed until found by the lubricator attendant 
or a vigilant track inspector or patroller. Until this is 
rectified the rails start to run dry causing accelerated 
wheel and rail wear. It may also be brought to the 
attention of the maintenance by complaints from the 
community because of increase in flanging noise levels. 

• Health of lubricator – knowing the health and condition 
of a lubricator is important. Many lubricators have a 
onboard system diagnostic feature. Remote telemetry can 
forward the results of this system diagnosis and alert 
maintenance of any irregularities. 

• Quantity of grease output – rail operators often want to 
change the lubricant output rates due to change in traffic. 
By this rail operators can optimise lubrication output. 

Having the ability to do this remotely can be of 
significant financial gain to the rail operator. 

For extremely remote lubricator locations rail operators have 
installed larger lubricant tanks so they do not have to make 
regular trips to check the grease level. These tanks work fine 
initially but after some time the grease in the tanks bleeds 
leaving a thick sludge that clogs the pump and the lubricator 
bars. For this reason this has ended costing higher in terms of 
lubricator overhauls and waste of grease. 

Accessibility of lubricators. 

Accessing the lubricator for maintenance can be difficult, 
especially in high traffic corridors. Many rail operators work in 
zero harm environment and have very rigid track access 
requirements that need to be met for access. Accessing track in 
tunnels, cuttings, and where there is poor trackside access may 
require lubricator attendants to take possession of the track, stop 
trains running, which has a direct impact on train operations. 
Routine lubricator inspections to check grease levels and 
lubricator operation may not be viable during operating times in 
high traffic passenger networks. These systems typically require 
a three man team, two lubricator attendants and a protection 
officer, to undertake the maintenance. 
Lubricators located in remote locations often cost more because 
of the travelling time to reach to lubricators. 
 

 
Figure 6. Tunnels often have very limited room between the 

train and the tunnel wall making it a high risk area. 
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Figure 7. Cuttings like this have little or no room and can 

pose a higher risk. 
 
 

 

REMOTE MONITORING TECHNOLOGY 
Remote monitoring is available from lubricator manufacturers. 
Being new technology to Australia, Australian rail operators have 
been very slow in adopting this Due to chellange of support at 
remopte lecotions. 

Most manufacturers of lubricators offer remote monitoring 
technology as an add-on service, at a cost. The remote monitoring 
setup is a data logger that is connected to a wireless transmitter 
or cable. 

There are many ways to transmit data.using wireless technology.. 
These include GPRS - General packet radio service (cellular 
technology), RF (radio frequency) and Microwave. 

Microwave is not used for this application as setup cost is very 
expensive, is only suitable over line-of-sight transmission and 
signal quality gets downgraded by rain, dust, snow, and fog. 
Transmission is point to point. 
Data transmission over railway’s own copper wire based 
signaling network is also possible. Railway operators often prefer 
a dedicated signaling network and therefore this is often not 
used. 
RF signal has limited range and requires repeaters over long 
transmission distance. GPRS technology provides data 
transmission at higher speeds and longer distances. The selection 
of GPRS is dependent on cellular network coverage that provides 
data transmission capability. This includes the 2G and 3G 
service. The 3G service can utilise the latest HSDPA (High-
Speed Downlink Packet Access) for faster data transmission 
compared to the 2G service which is much slower. With 3G data 
transfer rates of up to 10.5Mbits/s can be achieved. 

Also available is an option for updates to mobile phone via an 
SMS or a system generated email to a designated email account. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 8. Wayside rail lubricator monitoring.  
 
Figure 8 illustrates the flow of information as to how the data 
would be acquired by the end user. In this system data is 
transmitted via the mobile network using a GPRS tower to the 
Data hosting Server where the data is processed and analysed. 
The end users log into the data hosting server to retrieve data and 
carry out further analysis if required. Some manufactures also 
provide real time access to data for the lubricator. There is also 
an option to directly communicate with the lubricator to change 
settings. 

The information that can be accessed from the lubricator includes 
the following: 

• Remote activation / de-activation 
• Traffic detection directions 
• Battery Voltage 
• Lubricant reservoir level 
• Monitor motor activity 
• Rain Sensor for Pump De-activation 
• Pump output pressure 
• Wheel detection / Axel count 
• Ambient and Rail Temperatures 
• Motor Current Draw 

 
The ability for the user to change grease delivery conditions and 
the rate of delivery can be beneficial to rail operators. When 
there are supply constraints with lubricants, rail operators can 
limit or reduce the lubricant flow rates. Although this option is 
not available from all lubricator manufacturers, it has been 
developed by rail operators in Australia for their use. 

 

CASE STUDY 
An electronic wayside lubricator was setup for this trial and on a 
track on a heavy haul coal line north of Gladstone. After 
commissioning of the lubricator it was tested to check all the 
functionality which it passed. The lubricator was being 
monitored and after two days of normal operation a rapid drop in 
pump motor current was recorded. This was due to an air pocket 
and resulted in preventing the grease being pumped. This 
resulted in the rails running dry. 

Wayside 
Lubricator 

GPRS Tower 
Server / Data 
Hosting. 

End User – 
Rail Operator 
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Figure 9. Drop in average Pump Current due to an air pocket 

with no change in Product level. [6] 
 

In absence of remote monitoring, this air pocket in the grease 
would not be picked up until a site visit and only upon close 
inspection. This would requite the lubricator attendant to 
diagnose the problem. An air pocket can often be difficult to 
identify. This can be very time consuming, expensive and would 
require the experience of the lubricator attendant. 
 
 

COST BENEFITS OF ADOPTING REMOTE 
MONITORING. 
Rail operators would need to decide on a suitable location and 
the type of lubricator required. This would determine the 
requirements to decide if remote monitoring is required. The 
following section does a cost comparison of the lubricators and a 
comparison and puts an economic value to the benefits. This is 
based on the cost of tem lubricators on a system. 

 

Table 1. Cost comparison between two different units and on 
going costs. 

  

Lubricator 
Without 
Remote 
Monitoring 

Lubricator 
With 
Remote 
Monitorin
g 

Initial Cost      
Lubricator Cost 
(10 lubricators ) 250000 270000 
Installation Cost 
(10 lubricators ) 25000 25000 

Total 275000 295000 
Yearly Cost - Non-Monitored     

Onsite visit cost 3 people (2 
attendant and Flagman) per 
visit for 10 lubricators  4200   
6 visits per year 25200   

Yearly Cost - Monitored     

Cost for monitoring ( 10 units 
PA)   3200 

Telecom cost Per month per 
lubricator   4070 
      
Total cost per year    7270 
Year 1 – Net cost 300200 302270 
Year 2 – Net cost 325400 309540 
Year 3 – Net cost 350600 316810 

 
The assumptions that are made include that the grease 
consumption for both setups is the same. For the non monitored 
lubricator a maximum of 6 call outs for each lubricators where all 
lubricators visited in the same trip. This does not include the cost 
of grease refill. The callouts for the monitored lubricators would 
not be required as minor maintenance and inspection would be 
carried out at the time of grease refill. The services of data 
hosting are not utilised. The estimates of 6 visits per year per 
lubricator is a very conservative figure although a higher number 
of visits would be likely  
 
 

 
It is evident from the calculation in table 1, the financial benefits 
of this technology in addition to the operational benefits. 
Although the investment is higher for the monitored lubricators it 
has a much lower operational cost and there are a reduced 
number of on site call. 
 

CONCLUSION 
Monitoring of lubricators plays a critical role in the functioning 
of the entire lubrication system. Remote monitoring technology 
has developed considerably and is cost effective.  
There are three major lubrication companies that offer remote 
monitoring technology. All of this are similar in the range of 
features that the offer. Along with this many rail operators have 
developed their own system for remote monitoring and have 
found it a paying business decision which has proved to deliver 
economic benefits. 
Although the initial investment is higher compared to the non-
remotely monitored lubricators, they prove to have a lower 
ongoing cost compared to lubricators that require periodic onsite 
inspection. Most importantly it improves safety by reducing the 
need of entering the danger zone of the rail corridor frequently. 

There are significant economic benefits and safety of 
maintenance crew, if remote monitoring technology is effectively 
implemented. 
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ABSTRACT 
The air transport business is a large, integrated, automated and 
complex domain with high requirements on safety, security and 
dependability. In order to achieve customer satisfaction and gain a 
global competitive advantage, provision of services is essential.  
In air transport business with an extensive competition, the 
consequences of unreliable services become more critical which 
may increase cost of operation and reduce productivity. 
Furthermore, occurrence of unreliable services might also lead to 
annoyance, inconvenience and a lasting customer dissatisfaction 
that can create serious problem with regarding the responsible 
company’s marketplace position. Hence, it is crucial for air 
transport companies to continuously improve the quality of the 
services they provide to customer. In the context of air transport, 
maintenance process and maintenance-related services have a 
high impact on effectiveness, productivity and costs. Maintenance 
departments are required to ensure that their fleet is expected to 
meet, or continues to meet, airline’s established availability 
performance goals (e.g. operational readiness, dispatch reliability 
and cost affectivity) and to ensure that demands for deliveries will 
met. One way to align maintenance decisions and business 
objectives and at the same time highlight where the potential 
weakness in the systems and maintenance performance can be 
expected, is through Fleet Availability Assurance Program 
(FAAP). However, an effective implementation of FAAP needs 
adaptation to the usage context. Hence, the purpose of this paper 
is to present an availability assurance program in airline 
industries, in which the essential functional elements of such a 
program are discussed. The paper also proposes an integrated 
information logistic infrastructure for this management system. 

Keywords 
eMaintenance, Availability Assurance Program, aviation 
maintenance, maintenance program. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Air transport business is large, integrated, automated, and 
complex, in which, providing a safe, dependable, and best in class 
services have become a strategic issue, in order to meet customer 
requirements and also to gain a global competitive advantage. 
When dealing with complex technical systems and in an extensive 
competition, the consequences of unreliable services become 
more critical which may increase cost of operation and reduce 

productivity. These can also lead to annoyance, inconvenience 
and a lasting customer dissatisfaction that can create serious 
problem with regarding the responsible company’s marketplace 
position. This consequences are crucial since a company (e.g. air 
carrier) can rapidly be branded as unreliable after providing poor 
service, whereas building up a reputation for reliable services 
takes a long time. Therefore, air carriers are constantly trying to 
achieve high standards of safety and services at minimal cost 
(Sachon & Pate, 2000). 

Over the past decades also, significant improvements in airline 
services have taken place. However, passengers still expect an 
affordable service and punctuality has become one of the most 
significant factors for defining a passenger’s satisfaction with an 
airline (Herinckx & Poubeau, 2000). 

A report released by Euro Control (2004), four scenario-based 
forecasts of air traffic demand for the next 20 years. In the highest 
growth scenario, the annual demand rises up to 21 million flights 
a year with more than 60 airports congested, the top 20 airports 
being saturated at least eight to ten hours a day. Given this 
forecast, it is obvious that an operational disruption would have 
deeper operational and economical consequences than today 
(Eggenberg et al., 2010).   

Hence, with a global rise in air travellers’ market demand and 
restrictions in capital investment budget, higher operation 
performance (flight operation) is expected. This requires 
management of availability performance of operational resources 
for flight operation with accepted level of uncertainty. Examples 
of operational resources include airport slots, flight routs, crew, 
passenger terminals, gates and aircraft itself which is considered 
as resource of interest in this study.  

Therefore, air carrier’s maintenance departments are required to 
ensure that their fleet is expected to meet, or continues to meet, 
airline’s established performance goals (e.g. operational 
readiness, dispatch reliability, cost affectivity, etc,) and to make 
sure that demands for deliveries will met. It is also needed to 
identify any deviation from established goals, to recognize the 
need for any corrective actions and to find the cost-effective 
improvement solutions. This will help airlines to sustain their 
fleet operation capability, to meet demands for deliveries and to 
confirm that their strategic business objectives and performance 
goals are met at minimum cost, setting ambitious and very 
challenging issues. 
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Therefore, air carrier’s maintenance departments are required a 
formal Fleet Availability Assurance Program (FAAP) 
(supportability book page 9.10: fleet availability) for availability 
performance management, that contributes to the alignment of 
maintenance decisions and business objectives and at the same 
time highlight where the potential weakness in the systems and 
maintenance performance can be expected. It should also 
facilitate the identification of opportunities and cost-effective 
ways to implement and execute availability improvement actions 
that are needed to modify and sustain aircraft availability 
performance, resulting in reduction of business risks and 
uncertainties, and improve profits, and efficiency. Such program 
should also include an Integrated Information Logistics System 
(IILS) which assures the collection of important information 
about their performance, and directs the use of this information in 
the analysis and decision making processes.  

Hence, the purpose of this paper is to present the concept of 
FAAP, in which the essential functional elements of such a 
program are discussed. The paper also discusses the development 
of information services for the management of a typical FAAP 
from different perspective. 

2. AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 
Availability Performance is the ability of an item to be in a state 
to perform a required function under given conditions at a given 
instant of time or over a given time interval, assuming that the 
required external resources are provided (IEC, 2007). Availability 
might also be described as the measure of the degree a system is 
in the operable and committable state at the start of a mission 
when the mission is called for at an unknown random point in 
time (Blanchard, 1992). It can be formulated as: 

)()(

)(

MDTTimeDownMeanMTBFTimeUp

MTBFTimeUp
A

+
=  

Availability performance level is recognized by the equipment 
inherent design characteristics i.e. its reliability, maintainability 
performances, and maintenance support performance of the 
organisation providing maintenance (IEC, 2007). However, it 
should be noted that both reliability and maintainability are also 
influenced by operating context, and maintenance support 
performance 

Reliability performance is the probability that an asset will 
perform its intended function for a specified period of time under 
specified operating conditions. In fact, reliability is a function of 
time/load and the operating environment of a product, which 
comprises factors such as the surrounding environment (e.g. 
temperature, humidity and dust), condition-indicating parameters 
(e.g. vibration and pressure), and human aspects (e.g. the skill of 
the operators) (Ghodrati, 2005). The maximum reliability of an 
item/unit can achieve is built in to it during its design phase and 
manufacturing process and is called Inherent reliability. Hence, 
by Maintenance we may increase an item’s operational reliability, 
but not its inherent reliability. Therefore, organisation providing 
maintenance plays an important role to achieve inherent reliability 
of aircraft at the lowest possible cost in its service life. Examples 
includes selecting proper subcontractor, using skilled crew for 
correct removal and installation, repair and testing, proper 
inventory environment and packaging schemes, etc.  

Maintainability performance, is the ability of an item under 
given conditions of use, to be retained in, or restored to, a state in 
which it can perform a required function, when maintenance is 
performed under given conditions and using stated procedures and 
resources (IEV 191-02-07). High maintainability performance and 
in turn, high availability performance is obtained when the system 
is easy to maintain and repair. In general, the maintainability is 
measured by the mean repair time, often called Mean Time To 
Repair (MTTR), which includes the total time for fault finding, 
and the actual time spent carrying out the repair. Some design 
features of maintainability characteristics includes 
Interchangeability, easy accessibility, easy serviceability, 
diagnostic and prognostics capabilities. Inherent maintainability is 
primarily determined by the design of the equipment and can be 
greatly enhanced if fault detection, isolation, and repair 
procedures are worked out during the design stage itself in 
advance (Blanchard, 2008). 

Incorporation of diagnostic and prognostics such as PHM reduces 
the active maintenance time through an improved maintainability 
performance of the technical system. This is achieved through 
improved testability and fault diagnosis, i.e., improved fault 
recognition, fault localization, and cause identification. 

Maintenance support performance is defined by IEC (2007) as: 
“the ability of a maintenance organization, under given conditions 
to provide upon demand the resources required to maintain an 
item, under a given maintenance policy”.  

In general, the resources needed for the successful completion of 
every operation and maintenance task could be grouped in to 
Supply support, test and support equipment, transportation and 
handling, personnel and training, facilities, data, computer 
recourses (Kumar, 2000). The time to support the resources or 
logistic delay time (LDT) is defined as the time spent waiting for 
facilities, equipment, man power, and spares. According to Kumar 
(2000), LDT is a random variable and has an unpredictable 
nature, being the rest of the variability and complexity of all the 
influential factors to the restoration process, together with the 
provision of support resources. However, the randomness in 
support time is caused due to the factors listed bellow: 

• Maintenance factors: these are related to the management of 
the maintenance process, in particular its concept, policy and 
strategy. 

• Location factors: the influence of the geographical location 
of the items, communication systems, or transport. 

• Investment factors: these influence the provision of support 
resources (spares, tools, equipment, and facilities) 

• Organisational factors: these factors determine the flow of 
information and support elements. 

However, in practice, due to dynamic behaviour of market 
demand, and the long list of contributory factors on availability 
performance and the randomness regarding their nature of 
occurrence and influence, management of availability 
performance to meet established performance goals is a huge 
challenge. 

3. A PROPOSED FAAP  
Considering Figure 1, management of availability performance of 
an airline fleet in order to meet established performance goals is a 
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huge challenge due to dynamic behaviour of market demand, and 
long list of contributory factors on availability performance and 
the randomness regarding their nature of occurrence and 
influence. Therefore, this study proposes FAAP. 

Fleet Availability Assurance is a program for the systematic 
monitoring and evaluation of the various aspects of technical 
activities and services (maintenance), to ensure that the fleet is 
expected to meet, or continues to meet, airline’s established 
availability performance goals and to make sure that demands for 
deliveries will met in a systematic and reliable fashion. Based on 
the fact that any services should be suitable for the intended 
purpose, FAAP refers to planned and organized processes that 

provide confidence in technical service’s suitability. It is a set of 
activities intended to ensure that established availability 
performance requirements are met. In the operation phase, 
observations of the Fleet Availability performance should be used 
to evaluate the need for corrective actions, i.e. modifications, and 
improvements. The necessary feedback should identify: 

i)  How well the fleet is performing in comparison to 
established goals and requirements. 

ii)  Where and why the deviations occur, if the performance 
goals and requirements have not been achieved, 

iii) How to define cost-effective solutions to achieve the 
necessary improvements.  

 

 

Figure 1. Relationship between flight operation availability and some of influencing factors 

3.1 FAAP Objectives 
FAAP is a formal management system, which assures the 
collection of important information about fleet performance 
throughout operation phase, and directs the use of this information 
in the implementation of analytical and management processes 
which are specifically developed to meet three specific objectives: 
• Confirm that the fleet is expected to meet, or continues to 

meet, the established availability performance goal such as 
fleet safety, operation capacity, operational readiness, Flight 
deliverability, dispatch reliability, cost affectivity,  etc. 

• Identifying any deviation from established goals, and to 
recognize the need for corrective actions, 

• Guide the search and implementation process for cost 
effective improvements either to enhance fleet availability 
performance or reduce total business risk. 

 

3.2 FAAP PREREQUISITES 
According to the literature review as well as discussions with a 
number of experts in the area, a typical FAAP can be expected 
to have the following prerequisites: 
 

3.2.1 Goal setting and performance criteria 
The FAAP requires the definition and assignment of a broad set 
of high level fleet performance goals and performance criteria 
which can be used for comparison with actual or predicted plant 

performance. The goals and criteria may be either deterministic or 
probabilistic.  

In order to implement the FAAP, the starting point is the 
definition of FAAP goals, criteria, and requirements. The task of 
transforming overall goals to specific requirements is 
complicated. When it comes to cost, effect on safety, and other 
concerns, it is almost impossible to know what the proper 
requirements should be without knowing what such requirements 
imply and mean. Establishing the FAAP requirements can be 
subdivided into:  

1. Identifying different functions/activities; and  
2. Translating goals into requirements for each 

function/activities.  
The focus should be on the functions of design elements instead 
of the design elements themselves. This is because a particular 
design element can perform several functions and the 
consequences of the failure of one function are likely to be quite 
different from the consequences of the failure of another function. 
Furthermore, the primary focus should be on establishing the 
FAAP requirements for each function that is important for 
achieving the production plant goals and then on translating these 
requirements to the systems designed to accomplish these 
functions. 

When the FAAP requirements are established, a primary design is 
developed to meet these requirements. This design is then 
evaluated to see if the FAAP requirements are being met and to 
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identify critical functions and design elements. If the results 
indicate that the FAAP requirements are not reached, then the 
manager must decide whether the FAAP requirements are 
attainable. If so, the existing design should be revised to fulfill the 
FAAP, and the revised design should be re-evaluated to check if it 
meets the FAAP requirements. This process needs to be repeated 
until the evaluation demonstrates that the requirements can be 
met. If the result of evaluation shows that the FAAP requirements 
are not attainable, they should be revised. If these requirements 
can not be revised in a satisfactory way, then the FAAP goals 
should be either revised or cancelled.  
 
3.2.2 Planning and implementing procedures: 
In order to ensure that a FAAP produces consistent and effective 
results, a plan and implementing procedure (as guidance) need to 
be defined in order to support managers, engineers and decision 
makers in implementation of FAAP. Barabady and Aven (2007) 
suggests a methodology for application of a typical production 
assurance program for engineering projects, which can be used as 
a bases for application of FAAP. Such implementation procedure  
includes FAAP activities that should be carried out step by step, 
as part of a FAAP, in the various life cycle phases of an air 
transport business. Examples of such Activities are given in 
Table 1. As an example, a management program shall serve as a 
management tool in the process of achieving FAAP objectives by 
cost-effective means and should be a continuous activity 
throughout all phases of a production plant. The following two 
management tasks need to be performed to ensure that the FAAP 
becomes an effective tool: 

i) Develop, maintain, and implement an FAAP plan, 
expressing what to do, how to do it, and who is to do it. 

ii) Establish and maintain an FAAP review process. 
It includes monitoring the overall availability performance level, 
management of reliability, maintainability, and capacity 
performance of critical components, and continuous identification 
of the need for different activities. A further objective of FAAP 
management is to contribute practical technical or operational 
recommendations, including in the maintenance and 
organizational areas. In order to clarify and discuss different 
activities which are necessary for implementation of FAAP, we 
reefer you to ISO 20815 (2008).  

3.2.3 Analytical tools and investigative methods 
The question is how the system will perform in the future from 
the availability point of view. Analysis of the system and 
modelling will increase the knowledge and hopefully reduce 
uncertainties. The availability analyses provide a basis for 
decisions concerning choice of solutions and measures to achieve 
an optimum economy within the given constraints. Therefore an 
FAAP uses a set of investigative and analytical and/or simulation 
methods and approaches to calculate and maximize the reliability, 
availability and capacity of important systems, subsystems or 
components. Table 1 lists several effective FAAP-related tools for 
different FAAP activity. 

Table 1.  Examples of FAAB activities and tools 

 

3.2.4 Information management and logistics  
The effectiveness of the FAAP depends on the quality and 
accessibility of the information used to provide the feedback to 
the management systems about how well the system is performing 
and where to obtain improvements. Collecting data is costly and 
this effort needs to be balanced against the intended uses and 
benefits. A typical data collection process may consist of 
collecting data from different sources into one database where 
type and format of data are pre-defined.  

Therefore, provision of information to the FAAP’s stakeholders is 
essential in order to achieve overall efficiency and effectiveness. 
An effective information provisioning is highly dependent on 
underlying mechanism which can be provided by an appropriate 
information logisctics. The main aim of information logistics is to 
provide just-in-time information to targeted users and 
optimization of the information supply process, i.e. making the 
right information available at the right time and at the right point 
of location (Heuwinkel et al., 2003; Haseloff , 2005).  

Solutions for information logistics need to deal with: I) time 
management, which addresses when to deliver; II) content 
management, which refers to “what to deliver”; III) 
communication management, which refers to “how to deliver”; 
and IV) context management, which addresses “where and why to 
deliver” (Heuwinkel et al., 2003; Haseloff , 2005).   

FAAP requires information produced during a system’s whole 
lifecycle such as design, development, production and 
construction, utilization and support, and retirement. However, 
the establishment of appropriate information logistics through all 
phases of a system’s whole lifecycle is a great challenge since 
necessary information is often hidden among vast quantities of 
data, stored for other purposes, at different places, in different 
formats, and generated throughout the whole life cycle of a 
system (Tsang, 2002).  

Development of platform for information logistics related to 
FAAP requires: I) identification of information sources and 
services which have impact on the system availability and II) 
selection of a proper process for development of necessary 
information system. The identification of FAAP-related 
information services can be carried out through any combination 
of quantitative and qualitative approaches. Karim (2008) provides 
a methodology and a supporting tool based on a model and 
simulation approach that is combined with Design of Experiment 
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(DoE) principles.  Hence, the methodology draws on the benefits 
of multivariate data analysis, where multiple factors can be 

altered simultaneously (for more discussion see Karim 2008). 

 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of the phases of the proposed methodology and its supporting toolbox (Karim, 2008). 

 

Such methodology can be used as a basis for development of a 
platform for information logistics related to FAAP. The 
methodology consists of the five phases, as illustrated in Figure 2. 
During the Phase I ‘Simulation model design’ – in this phase the 
structure of the system-of-interest and their support systems are 
defined. Phase II ‘Experimental design’ – provides a detailed 
design of experiment. Within the Phase III ‘Experimental 
simulation’ – the designed set of runs are executed. In Phase IV 
‘Simulation summarization’ - data from the conducted experiment 
are collected and compiled. Finally in Phase V ‘Experimental 
analysis’ –the results from the experiments are analyzed. In the 
context of FAAP, in order to face the challenges related to 
development of information logistics, several contributions have 
been provided. The result from the information service 
identification related to FAAP can be used for the development 
FAAP information services. However, aspects related to the 
development of information services related to FAAP need to be 
discussed.  

3.3 Development of information services for 
FAAP 
Development of information service for FAAP is an important 
issue and can play a significant role in successful implementation 
of FAAP which need to be clarified. However, aspects related to 
the development of information services for a typical FAAP can 
be considered from different perspective such architecture, 
infrastructure and content (Karim, 2008). These aspects are 

emphasised in the proposed FAAP, since they are essential in 
development ICT-based software as support to information 
logistics. 

3.3.1 Aspects related to software architecture 
There are several contributions related software architecture that 
might be applied within the development of information logistics 
for FAAP. One contribution is the concept of a common database, 
i.e. an integration at the data level for provision of the needed 
flexi-bility for different working areas (e.g. maintenance), as 
support to strategic, tactic and operational decision making (Kans, 
2008). Another contribution to an architecture is a client-server 
approach (Han & Yang, 2006). This client-server architecture is 
based on two subsystems: I) a server which is intended to be 
tailored to the needs of the company through cooperation among 
the various areas (e.g. maintenance); and II) local client, which 
implements and evaluates the system provided by the server. 
Another architecture approach relies on a star-like layered 
architecture (Bangemann et al., 2004, 2006). One way to realize 
this star-layered architecture is to use a platform that utilizes the 
Web services technology upon the existing maintenance 
applications to provide function and data integration.  

However, the Web services technology is only one way to realize 
a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). SOA presents a vision of 
a world where resources are cleanly portioned and consistently 
represented (Erl, 2006). SOA is gaining momentum worldwide by 
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promising agility, mobility, interoperability, reuse and better 
alignment with business objectives (Erl, 2006; Pulier & Taylor, 
2006). In the context of software architecture, SOA represents a 
model where business logic is de-composed into smaller elements 
that can be distributed (Erl, 2006). One of the benefits of such 
elements is that they are autonomous and can be individually 
distributed (Erl, 2006; Pulier & Taylor, 2006). Another benefit is 
that these elements are unified by the term service, in order to 
reduce their dependency on underlying technology and emphasize 
their target, i.e. the business proc-esses (Erl, 2006; Pulier & 
Taylor, 2006). The Organization for Advanced Standards for 
Information Society (OASIS) describes SOA as a collection of 
best practices, principles and patterns related to service-aware, 
enterprise-level and distributed computing (OASIS, 2008). Their 
efforts are focused on support to agile computing by providing 
concepts for workflow management, translation coordination, 
orchestration, collaboration, loose coupling, business process 
modelling and other related concepts.  

Hence, a software architecture based on a service-oriented 
approach is believed to increase the flexibility and adaptability of 
FAAB-related services to stakeholders’ needs of information.  

3.3.2 Aspects related to software infrastructure 
Establishment of SOA requires underlying infrastructure that 
supports a service-oriented approach. Service-Oriented 
Infrastructure (SOI) is considered as the platform that aims to 
provide features for the enterprise production environment. SOI 
can be considered as a set of technologies and tools that are 
required to meet needs and requirements when services, according 
to SOA, are developed, implemented and managed in an 
enterprise (Erl, 2006; Microsoft, 2008; OASIS, 2008). It can be 
concluded that SOA, with support of SOI, is aimed at facilitating 
enterprise application integration. However, the implementation is 
also an important phase when considering the establishment of an 
eMaintenance solution. There are several generic existing efforts 
that contribute to the implementation phase of a solution. An 
example of these efforts is the guideline provided by Eriksson & 
Mirijamdotter (2008) that proposes ten precepts for 
implementation of information systems. They state that this 
guideline ad-dresses the last three phases, i.e. the planning, 
execution and evaluation, of the total five key phases related the 
idealized design of organizations de-scribed by Ackoff (1981). 
However, SOA has implications on all processes and their actors 

related to software, e.g. development, evolution, maintenance and 
support, discussed by Kajko-Mattson et al. (2007). 

3.3.3 Aspects related to content management 
The ultimate goal of information logistics is to provide an 
effective and efficient content sharing capability within a given 
context (Karim et al., 2009a). Content is one of the most 
fundamentals in information logistics, since it addresses issues 
such as data ontology, data taxonomy, data warehousing, data 
exchange and content format. 

The proposed FAAP does not provide any specific methodologies 
or technologies, but it relies on existing contributions related to 
information logistics. Some of these contributions including 
inherent artefacts that intend to support operation and 
maintenance management from a content management 
perspective are summarised in Table 2. 

The first column of Table 2, “Content Management Related 
Contributions”, lists some of the contributions that are relevant 
for content management within FAAP, e.g. AeroSpace and 
Defence Industries Association of Europe (ASD). The second 
column, “Application Domain”, highlights if a contribution 
addresses a specific application domain, e.g. aerospace, or if it is 
generic. The third column, “Service Domain”, indicates which 
type of services within the application domain that the 
contribution addresses, e.g. technical publications. Finally, the 
fourth column, “Examples of Artefacts”, provides examples of 
technologies, methodologies and tools related to a contribution, 
e.g. the standard S1000D. The remaining part of this section 
provides a more detailed description of the contributions listed in 
Table 1. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In fact, the ability to sustain and improve the availability 
performance and capability of aircraft to meet demand for 
deliveries of air carriers is the key to gain higher market share, 
achieve market competitiveness, profitability, and for airlines 
future business success. This paper introduces the concept of 
FAAP which is a program, not only for documenting of the 
performance of airline, but also for providing decision support 
for development and optimization of the fleet performance to 
improve availability performance, reduce risk and 
uncertainties. 
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Table 2. Examples of contributions related to content management related to FAAP( adapted from  Karim, 2008). 
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ABSTRACT 
A root cause failure analysis of coal mill vertical shaft used in 
thermal power plant has been carried out. The failed parts of the 
shaft showed the signature of fatigue failures. The fatigue cracks 
originated from the top edge of the keyway area, where the bowl 
is assembled. Operating conditions, material of the shaft and 
design of the shaft for strength are the possible causes for the 
fatigue failure. Due to some constrains the operating conditions 
cannot be changed. It is found after conducting experiments that 
the strength of the material used for the shaft is not uniform, 
however, the material change is beyond the scope of the plant. 
Therefore, the initial design of the shaft has been analyzed. It is 
found that the high stress concentration is at the top edge of the 
keyway, where the fatigue crack originates. The value of stress 
concentration can be reduced by changing the geometry of the 
keyway. Therefore, four cases of the change in keyway geometry 
has been studied using commercial software ANSYS. The result 
showed in one of the cases that the stress concentration reduces by 
36% and it is implementable in plant location. The failure analysis 
results of coal mill vertical shaft used in thermal power plant as 
carried out in a case study, will be available to the designer and 
manufacturer, besides the users and the experts, through the e-
Maintenance system. 

Keywords 
e-Maintenance; stress concentration; fatigue failure and testing; 
fatigue testing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
E-Maintenance is the application of Information & 
Communication Technology (ICT) for remote and online 
operation and maintenance activities for providing decision 
support to operation and maintenance process for all stakeholders 
independent of time, geographical location, or organizational 
belonging. The three primary components of an e-Maintenance 
system are:  

 Maintenance of engineering asset (plants, equipment 
and organizational environment) including operation 

 Intelligent and embedded (sensor-based) computing 
technology 

 Information communication technology (platforms, 
architecture, protocols and adapters). 

 
To facilitate a successful e-Maintenance application, these three 
components need to be integrated. With a purpose to achieve zero 
down time and zero defects, instantaneous real time response and 

decision-making; prognostic and diagnostic are used through 
embedded sensors and device to business tool.  
 
The e-Maintenance system delivers data and information, which 
indicates the health condition of the system.  
The stakeholders of the e-Maintenance system are the receivers of 
the data and information [1-3]. The e-Maintenance is designed to 
provide 24 x 7 (24 hours a day and 7 days a week) real-time 
monitoring and control. The e-Maintenance system converts data 
into information, available to concerned stakeholders’ for 
decision-making and for predicting the performance condition of 
the system remotely on a real-time basis. The e-Maintenance 
system indicates the feasibilities of organizing the maintenance 
activities and competence into a virtual centre called Maintenance 
Control Centre (MCC). With the support of ICT, the centre can 
monitor, predict and control all maintenance-related information. 
See Figure 1 [4].   
 

 
 

Figure 1. e-Maintenance framework  

 

This enables the system to match with the e-business and supply-
chain requirements. For example, once the supervisor knows the 
system’s failure, a root-cause failure analysis is undertaken by the 
investigation team and the results with the suggested activities are 
available to the designer and manufacture for improvement 
modifications as required for the system. Thus, e-Maintenance 
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creates a virtual knowledge centre with users, technicians/experts 
and the manufacturers, besides, the specialists in operation and 
maintenance to provide decision support regarding appropriate 
maintenance activities. 

2. CASE STUDY 
This case presents the root cause failure analysis of coal mill 
vertical shaft of a thermal power plant. A failure history of the 
coal mill shaft was available for the e-Maintenance at the plant 
location and elsewhere. Expert e-advice had been provided under 
the standard procedure of operation and maintenance framework. 
However, the failure became more frequent in due time, which put 
the plant in part loading and/or forced outage. Therefore, urgency 
is felt for the detail root cause investigation of the failure. 

 

The failure can be analyzed by visual inspection of failure shaft 
and experimental testing of the shaft material. The case describes 
the failures that were taking place, and detail investigations that 
were carried out to understand and analyze them to improve the 
life of shaft by certain design modifications. 

 

Shafts are used to transmit power and it has wide range of 
applications including corrosive environments, high and low 
temperature environments. Depending on the assembly, they may 
also experience tension, compression, bending loads or 
combination of these loads. Due to these loads the possible 
chances of failure in the shafts are high. Fatigue failures are 
occurred at stress raisers. The most commonly encountered stress 
raisers are sudden change of section, keyways, grooves, splines 
etc. Parida et al. [5], [2003] analytically conducts some studies on 
the failure of coal mill shaft. From the studies they found that, 
shafts are failed by fatigue and the fatigue cracks are originated 
from the top edge of the keyway.  

2.1 Investigation of Problem 
Coal pulverizing mills are employed to break down lumpy coal to 
fine coal for accelerating the combustion process by exposing 
large surface area to the action of oxygen. The vertical shaft is 
used in the bowl mill, which is one type of pulverizing mill. The 
diagram of vertical shaft is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Coal mill vertical shaft 

The failure of shaft in the assembly is shown in the Figure 3. It is 
clearly visible that the shaft fails close to 45˚ of its normal. This 
suggests that the section of the shaft becomes brittle due to work 
hardening and/or the shaft is subjected to bending load. By visual 
examination of the fractured surface, it can be suggested that the 
failure occur due to fatigue. The crack starts at the keyway and 
propagates slowly due to plastic yielding; thereby beach marks are 
seen in the Figure 4. There is a general conception that sharp 
corners can act as stress concentrators and lead to easy initiation 
of fatigue cracks. By providing an ample radius at such corners 
prevents the failure. In the present case, the bottom corner of the 

keyway is not the originating point of the fatigue cracks. This is 
because a sharp corner acts as a stress concentrator for cracks that 
are in the plane of the notch, for example, peeling-type cracks that 
are also commonly found in rotating shafts with keyways ASM 
[6], [1986]. 

  

                  

 
Figure 3. Failure of shaft in the assembly 

  

 

 

        

 
 

Figure 4. Fatigue failure of shaft 

For transverse cracks in shafts, which are in a plane perpendicular 
to the sharp corner plane, a keyway corner will not provide any 
additional stress concentration; and the crack is more likely to 
initiate at the outer surface where the torsional stresses are higher.  

This failure occurs with combining all the modes of failure 
together. The modes of failure are shown in Figure 5. 

Mode I crack – opening mode (a tensile stress normal to the 
plane of the crack). 
Mode II crack – sliding mode (a shear stress acting parallel to the 
plane of the crack and perpendicular to the crack front). 

The failed shaft is seen here. The failure plane is 
approximately 45 degrees to the plane of rotation. 
Discoloration due to heating is clearly seen. 

Fatigue zone (smooth portion, 
rubbing due to crack opening & 
closing) 

Beach marks  
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Front propagation 

From keyway side 
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Mode III crack – tearing mode (a shear stress acting parallel to 
the plane of crack and parallel to the crack front). 

 

 
Figure 5. Modes of failure 

In certain cases of failure, the plastic yielding is less, the failure 
surface is rough, and the failure angle is close to 45 degree. This 
suggests that the material becomes brittle at this section and/or the 
shaft is subjected to high bending load as compared to the 
rotational torque.  

With these investigations it can be clearly seen that the failure 
occurs by fatigue. In the next section it will be discussed that the 
factors causing the fatigue failure and suggestions/modifications 
that will enhance the life of the vertical shaft.  

2.2 Possible causes of failure and remedies 
The various possible causes for fatigue failure are classified in the 
three categories. 

• Operating condition 
• Material of the shaft 
• Design of shaft 

• Operating condition: operating condition can highly 
alter the failure duration so as the life of the component. 
Some of the operating conditions are: 

[1] Operating environmental: The components are 
generally subjected to heat, corrosive environment, 
humidity or different chemicals etc. A component may 
fail due to these environmental conditions, whereas 
these types of environmental conditions cannot be 
avoided, sometimes necessary for proper running of 
associated components. Present case, it is found that the 
section of the shaft under consideration is exposed to 
high temperature. This high temperature will locally 
alter the material properties of the shaft. 

[2] Duration/history of starting and stopping: This 
situation will become worse when the machine is 
stopped suddenly without providing adequate time for 
cooling under no loading condition. This will lead to the 
hardening of the material. Furthermore, a forced cooling 
(with liquid) will make the material hard and brittle. 
Material will loose its ability to withstand strain. A 
frequent stopping and starting operation will also induce 
strain/work hardening in the material. This type of 
operation should be avoided as far as possible. 

[3] Any accidental changes: In some situations, the one has 
to stop the machine suddenly in order to avoid any 
catastrophic failure of the whole system. These 
situations cannot be avoided, however can be reduced 
following regular maintenance/monitoring procedures. 

[4] Loading: Every component has to carry a specified load 
and/or transfer power. Loading is the most vital 
parameter to predict the proper functioning of the 
component or cause of failure. In the present case, it is 
very difficult to get the loading data accurately or even 
close to reality. The load comes from the tapered rollers 
mounted on the bowl. The load is due to crushing of the 
coals, which composed of normal load, radial load and 
frictional (tangential) load. The shaft gets power from 
the motor and drives the bowl. Therefore, apart from the 
rotational torque, the shaft is exposed to bending load. 
Furthermore, these loads depend on the condition of 
coal, such as size, hardness, moisture contents etc. 

[5] Speed: Next to load, speed is also another vital 
parameter. This doesn’t affect much at constant and 
moderate speed. However, for high speed and big 
shafts, speed also plays vital role as far as the material 
centrifugal force is concerned. In present case, speed is 
constant and moderate. 

On the whole, it is difficult to change the operating conditions due 
to several constrains, such as proper functioning of associated 
components, geographical location, cost effectiveness etc. 

• Material of the shaft: Bulk scale material properties 
such as, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, endurance limit, 
ultimate tensile strength or the stress-strain history are 
required for the prediction of behaviour of the component. 
Therefore, two types of tests are carried out experimentally 
on four specimens of the shaft material for each of the test. 
The two types of test are: 
 
1. Tensile testing (for Young’s modulus) 
2. Fatigue testing (for endurance limit) 

1 Tensile testing: Universal testing machine was used to carry out 
the tensile test on the four specimens. The dimensions of the test 
specimen are as shown in the Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Tensile test specimen 

After the test was carried out on the four specimens as per ASTM 
standard E 8M [7], [ASTM, 1998], from the plots of stress-strain 
curve the values of young’s modulus and yield stress are 
calculated and it is shown in the Table 1 

Table 1. Young’s modulus and yield stresses of four specimens 

Tensile test Young’s modulus Yield stress 

Specimen - I 156 GPa 490 MPa 

Specimen – II 183 GPa 310 MPa 

Specimen – III 162GPa 460 MPa 

Specimen - IV 187 GPa 550MPa 

From the tensile test results, it is observed that the material is not 
uniform for all the specimens. Although, the Young’s modulus is 
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close, the material yield point varies significantly. This is a 
serious concern as the material yield point decides the load 
carrying capacity and life of the component. Furthermore, the 
Young’s modulus and yield point stresses are less than that of 
Mild (low carbon) steel, which are 210 Gpa and 500 Mpa, 
respectively.  

2. Fatigue testing: The specimen used for fatigue testing is shown 
in the Figure 7. Strange behaviour of the material is found in the 
fatigue testing. There is absolutely no uniformity in the material to 
reach a unique value. Specimens – I & II both failed in same no. 
of cycles even in different loading conditions as shown in the 
Table 2.  

 
Figure 7. Fatigue test specimen 

 

Table 2. Bending load and number of cycles of fatigue testing 

Fatigue Test Bending Load No. of Complete 
Stress Reversal 

Cycles 

Specimen – I 40 N 300 000 

Specimen – II 60 N 300 000 

Specimen – III 60 N 7 000 000 

Specimen – IV 40 N 

60 N 

3 600 000 

7 600 000 

 

Specimen – III did withstand a large no. of cycle before failure, 
which is not in compliance with Specimens – I & II. Furthermore, 
Specimen – IV did not fail even for very long duration of 
operation with different loading conditions.  

Therefore, it can be concluded from the two tests that the material 
is not uniform throughout the component. 

• Design of shaft: It is difficult to change the operating 
condition and also it is found that the material testing does 
not give the unique values. Therefore, the rest of the analysis 
is concentrated on the design for strength of shaft and 
associated components. The stress analysis is carried out 
using commercial software package like ANSYS and a 
critical area of the shaft has been studied based on stress 
concentration factor.  Some design changes has also been 
recommended for the reduction in stress concentration and 
increase in the life of the shaft. The shape of the shaft drawn 
using the ANSYS is shown in the Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8. Solid modeling of shaft using ANSYS 

Finer mesh is used at the stress concentration zones like at 
the keyway and normal mesh at the other areas. The stress 
analysis is carried out on the shaft and the results shows that 
the maximum concentration of stress is at keyway portion as 
shown in Figure 9.  

 
Figure 9. Stress analysis of shaft 

The symbol ‘Mx’ in the Figure 8 show the point where stress 
concentration factor is high and the value is 3.371 which is 
on the top edge of the keyway. 

Now the analysis was done on the total assembly of the shaft 
as shown in Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10. Total assembly of shaft, bowl and key 
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After the meshing, stress analysis was carried out and the 
stress concentration zone is again on the top edge of the 
keyway.  

 
Figure 11. Stress analysis of assembly 

The symbol ‘MX’ shows the point where the stress 
concentration factor is high and the value is 17.876 as shown 
in Figure 11. It is found form the stress analysis that the 
corner of the keyway where tapered section starts, gives a 
higher value of stress concentration. In the assembly study, 
various aspects are considered, such as surface interaction, 
frictional forces in interacting surfaces, slipping etc. 
Therefore, the value of stress concentration is magnified 
significantly when studied with associated components (in 
assembly). This corner of the keyway area is critical, where 
crack may induce and the shaft will fail. This is also well in 
agreement with the observed shaft failures in the plant, where 
the crack starts at this location.  

It is necessary to redesign the shaft to minimize the stress 
concentration. However, redesign may not be possible due to 
associated components and also the shaft is the proprietary 
item of supplier. Therefore, a slight correction in the starting 
of the keyway is proposed, which can be implemented at the 
plant location after getting the shaft from the supplier. This 
will not affect the associated components. The four cases 
have been analyzed by varying the slightly the geometry of 
the keyway.  

Case I: The keyway length has been reduced by 30 mm from 
the original length and checked for the strength. The 
maximum stress concentration on the shaft reduces to 2.46. 
This case is not possible at plant without the help of supplier. 

Case II: The keyway length has further been reduced and 
checked for the strength. The maximum stress concentration 
on the shaft becomes 3.129, which is close to original length. 
This case is not possible at plant without the help of supplier. 

Case III: The keyway length is considered same as that of 
case I, however a curvature of radius 10mm is provided at 
the end. The maximum stress concentration factor on the 
shaft reduces to 1.499, which is better design and the shaft is 
going to last for very long duration of operation. But this 
modification may not be possible at the plant without the 
help of supplier.  

Case IV: The keyway length is taken as original length, 
however a curvature of radius 10mm is provided at the end. 
The maximum stress concentration factor on the shaft 
reduces to 2.151. This modification is possible at the plant 
without the help of supplier.  

Table 3. Stress concentration factor of different cases 

CASES  Lengt
h 
reducti
on  

Curv
ature  

Maximum 
stress 
concentration  

Modification 
at plant  

CASE – 
I 

Yes 
(420 
mm) 

No 2.460 Not possible 

CASE – 
II 

Yes 
(395 
mm) 

No 3.129 Not Possible 

CASE – 
III 

Yes 
(420 
mm) 

Yes(
10 
mm) 

1.499 Not Possible 

CASE – 
IV 

No 
(450 
mm) 

Yes(
10 

mm) 

2.151 Possible 

 

It is observed from the results (Table 3) that the stress 
concentration can be reduced further with several modifications. 
Some of the modifications have to be done in consultation with 
the supplier. The last case (CASE - IV) is possible to achieve in 
the plant after getting the shaft from the supplier. The reduction in 
stress concentration is 2.151, which is considerable as compared 
to the original shaft design 3.371. The stress concentration 
reduces with approximately 36% as that of original shaft. 

3. DISCUSSION 
The root cause failure analysis results of coal mill vertical shaft 
used in thermal power plant as carried out in this case study, will 
be available to the designer and manufacturer, besides the users 
and the experts, through the e-Maintenance system. Various tests 
were conducted to determine the root cause of fatigue failure. The 
result shows that the crack is originated at the top edge of the 
keyway and also non-uniformity of material throughout the shaft 
was major cause of failure. The change in the material and 
geometry of the keyway is suggested as part of the corrective 
action. The change in the material and major modifications in the 
geometry are beyond the scope of the thermal plant, however, the 
original manufacturer of the shaft can access the data on-line to 
change the future design. 

 

As far as the implementation at the plant location is concerned, 
slight change in the keyway geometry is suggested, which will 
bring the stress concentration by 36% and improve the life of the 
shaft. With this available on-line information, it will be possible to 
take appropriate decision as suitable for the system.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
From the studies conducted to understand the root cause failure of 
coal mill vertical shaft, it can be concluded that 

• Due to several constrains such as proper functioning of 
associated components, geographical locations, cost 
effectiveness etc, it is difficult to change the operating 
conditions. 

• The strength of material used for the shaft is not 
uniform throughout the length.  
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• Redesigning of the shaft may not be possible due to 
associated components. Therefore slight correction in 
the starting of the keyway is proposed. Four different 
cases have been analyzed and one of the cases is 
recommended because it is possible to make changes in 
the plant without the help of supplier. The stress 
concentration reduces with approximately 36% as that 
of original shaft. 
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Introduction:  

It was in late eighties that industry started to use extensive 
electronic tools for communication and data processing. In last 
two decades, it has revolutionized the concept of engineering and 
maintenance. Today, the performance of any industry depends on 
how the powerful IT tools are used. The fundamental reason being 
the squeezed-in time lines and increased accuracy along with 
higher efficiency. Of late, the concept of ‘e’ is being used for 
managing all the four M’s viz. Man, Machine, Material and 
Money.  The IT revolution coupled with ever changing 
technological development has forced us to put ‘e’ before any 
engineering/ technology activity. In this paper, the author has 
attempted to discuss the challenges in e-Maintenance with a brief 
case study, 

What is e-Maintenance? 

e-Maintenance can be defined as a maintenance strategy where 
tasks are managed electronically using real time equipment data 
obtained through digital technologies (i.e. mobile devices, remote 
sensing, condition monitoring, knowledge engineering, tele-
communications and internet technologies  (Tsang, 2002). e-
Maintenance is also considered as a maintenance plan to meet the 
productivity through condition monitoring, proactive maintenance 
and remote maintenance through real time information for 
decision making. Koc and Lee (2001) referred e-Maintenance as 
predictive maintenance system which provides only monitoring 
and predictive prognostics functions. Thus, it can be practically 
defined as the process of managing and maintaining the assets 
electronically with ‘up to date’ information, in built work flow 
systems and web-enabled data processing capabilities.  

  

It is to be noted that, the actual ‘work’ of maintenance remains the 
same, though more sophisticated electronics processes / systems 
are used.  

 

Types of Plant Maintenance:  

Based on the type of activity, it can be categorized as one of the 
following types:  

 

 Corrective maintenance 
 Time or age based maintenance  
 Predictive maintenance 

 

Corrective maintenance can be applied to non critical, less value 
added equipment.  Time based maintenance can be applied to 
equipment like pump / compressor which needs to be maintained 
after every 6-9 months irrespective of running hours. Age-based 

can be applied for equipment like turbine, where after every 
10000 running hours it needs to be maintained, as the risk 
involved is very high. Predictive maintenance uses various 
condition monitoring techniques for predicting the likely failures, 
remaining useful life and taking preventing measures. 

Factors governing e-Maintenance:  

Following are the important factors which will determine the 
usefulness of e-Maintenance system: 

 

 Correctness of the information 
 Synchronized information  
 Inter‐usability  of  above  information  on 
different IT platforms 

 Linkages  with  the  respective  maintenance 
management systems  

 

If any of the above factors in the chain is incorrect / malfunctions, 
the entire system becomes useless. Equally important is the 
training of the resources using it, else it will never be appreciated.  

 

Focus of the deliberations would be on how to build the most 
powerful the ‘Asset Information Management’ systems and the 
allied tools to increase the plant availability and efficiency.  

 

Concept of Asset Information Management (AIM)  

It is well known fact that information about assets is equally 
important as assets. The right AIM converts the data into 
knowledge and assists in reducing the maintenance cost and time. 
This way, reliability and security of the complete plant can be 
enhanced. Also, focus on asset optimization leads to reduced 
inventory cost. Moreover, it makes the change management easy 
to apply. Over all, right AIM gives us better control over the plant 
operation and maintenance.   

 

For any plant, the life cycle remains same as shown below. 
However, the information about assets keeps changing which 
needs to be regularly updated normally termed in the industry as 
‘Sausage Factory’.  See figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Asset information management cycle 

 

Fundamentally, identification, collection and organizing the data 
is one of the most challenging task as it may come from multiple 
sources, in multiple formats and in multiple languages. However, 
if the right methods are used, data can be easily converted into 
knowledge as shown below in Figure 2.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Conversion of data into knowledge 

 

AIM, uses a single electronic data warehouse for all equipment 
information including documents and drawings. It identifies, 
collects, captures, and organizes data. Also, it maintains 
relationships to facilitate easy access and retrieval of the 
information keeping the accuracy level high.  

Normally, scattered and unperformed documents on CD are 
received or downloaded from website or from document 
management system (DMS) Software. To develop the robust AIM 
system, all the technical information is to be captured in a logical 
way and processed in the form which makes it compatible with 
other enterprise resource planning (ERP system. For example, one 
can get pump related technical information from drawings, data 
sheets, vendor manual and it is then populated to develop 
maintenance record, product description etc. within the AIM 
package. 

 

For good functioning of any system in process industry, following 
are three main components of AIM:  

 

 DMS- Document Management Systems 
 Development of Asset Register, Asset Hierarchy, ERC 

etc.  
 Generate BOM for spares management   
 

For above, specialised software packages/tools can be used.  

Asset Documentation:  

For any systems to work, a proper asset document system needs to 
be developed. It should be simple, clear and easy to understand. A 
typical structure can be as shown below:  

 

 
 

 Figure 3. Asset documentation structure 

Engineering Data Warehouse (EDW) 

An Engineering Data Warehouse is a consolidated repository of 
all the information captured. It can be configured based on the 
requirements. Usually it will have the following features: 

 

  Application oriented 
  Integrated 
  Time-variant (historical / current) 

 

EDW supports in management’s decision making process. The 
data come from the operational environment where the warehouse 
is a physically separate store of data transformed from the 
application data as shown in figure below.  
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                         Figure 4. Data warehousing 

e-Maintenance – A Case Study:  

Based on the extensive study and interaction with different stake 
holders AIM architecture has been developed for Shell as shown 
below:  

One can observe that it covers all the aspects of a good AIM with 
EDW as the main operating repository. 

 

 

 

Shell Exploration & Production

Page 21  
 Figure 5. e-Maintenance architecture 

 

Conclusion  

It is essential to have a proper e-Maintenance System in place to:  

 

 Reduce Excessive inventory  
 Avoid improper maintenance planning 
 Avoid prolonged shout downs 
 Avoid non standard maintenance practices 
 Frequent emergency repairs 

 

A survey has been done by Pennsylvania State Applied Research 
Laboratory which proves:  

 

 Asset utilization increased up to 17%  

 Equipment life increased up to 14%  

 Maintenance  expenses  reduced  by  15%  to 
30%  

 Emergency repairs decreased by as much as 23%  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Large Engineering Plants (LEP) such as power plants, process 
plants, ship-borne machinery and aircraft have certain unique 
features that a combination of both time and condition based 
maintenance of the plants is considered necessary.  It has however 
been observed that applied research leading to a systematic 
development of such a maintenance strategy needs further study.  
Such a strategy should not only harness the advantages of both 
time and condition based maintenance but also adopt a 
wholesome ‘Systems’ approach so that the realisation of the 
overall objectives of maintenance is maximised.   

E-Maintenance has in the last decade emerged as a coherent and 
effective amalgamation of information and communication 
technologies in the arena of maintenance playing a crucial role in 
maintenance decision making. The focal area of application of e-
maintenance has been that of condition based maintenance – e-
monitoring, e-diagnosis and e-prognosis. It may be observed that 
as far as LEPs are concerned, the capability of e-maintenance can 
be enhanced to add value to the entire maintenance strategy for 
the plant.  

In this paper a maintenance strategy for LEPs involving an 
integration of both time and condition based maintenance which 
also harnesses e-maintenance features is suggested. Frameworks 
are presented for maintenance decision making, integrated TBPM 
and CBPM, e-maintenance of LEPs and a systems approach 
maintenance of LEPs.   

Keywords 
e-Maintenance, e-monitoring, e-diagnosis and e-prognosis 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Maintenance has an essential role in ensuring that 

engineering systems perform at expected levels of reliability, 
availability and safety in a cost effective manner and in keeping 
with the corporate demands. Appropriate maintenance also 
contributes towards life extension of components and systems. 
Maintenance of Large Engineering Plants (LEPs), like, aircraft, 
Recent research in the area of maintenance has recognized the 
need to overcome this anomaly. There is a need to address those 
issues that bother the maintenance decision maker on the field, 
such as inadequate or inaccurate failure and maintenance data, 
uncertainties in planning and execution of maintenance related 
activities, competing and stringent requirements of different 
stakeholders (multiple objectives and constraints) and increasing 
complexities of systems with diverse failure patterns, modes and 
failure management strategies.  shipboard machinery, power 

plants and nuclear installations, have certain unique set of 
requirements, which have to be addressed to genuinely realize the 
benefits of maintenance. Over the last three to four decades, 
extensive research in the field of maintenance has been reported, 
which have very diligently presented different segments of 
research involving modeling, optimization, planning and 
organization of maintenance systems.    
 
It can be observed from a review of the above-mentioned 
literature that some of the maintenance models have over-
simplified assumptions to suit the problem-formulation in 
accordance with the requirements of classical mathematics. In 
certain other cases, they are analytically and computationally so 
intensive that they fall out of favour with maintenance 
practitioners and are, therefore, of mere academic interest. In 
either case, the extent to which classical maintenance models 
address uncertainty of events, ambiguity of information and the 
complexity of maintenance activity as a whole is limited.  Further, 
those maintenance decision parameters which are unique to multi-
component, complex, large engineering plants have not been 
analyzed and presented to optimally deliver the required benefits 
of maintenance.  

Further, the features of the condition monitoring system such as 
detectability, predictability and diagnostic ability are not 
quantifiable in crisp perms. All the same considerable amount of 
information is available with experts in the field. The expertise 
will therefore need to be gathered and quantified using fuzzy 
inference tools to meet the requirements of the model. 

 
2. MAINTENANCE DECISION MAKING  
 

Maintenance decisions are profound, in that there are multiple 
objectives of maintenance, uncertainties involved at all stages of 
decision making, different levels of acceptance of risks, complex 
nature of maintenance decision problems and existence of 
multiple stake holders in the outcomes of the system being 
maintained. Maintenance decision analysis is a process of 
dividing the maintenance decision problem into several solvable 
and smaller problems. According to Philips [1] decision theory 
today is rather a framework for thinking that enables different 
perspectives on a problem to be brought together with the result 
that new intuitions and higher-level perspectives are generated. 
Maintenance decision making, like decision making in any other 
enterprise, is a process that follows a sequence of activities. 
Literature outlines these activities under certain phases of 
decision process:  intelligent phase, design phase and choice 
phase [2].  Implementation phase has been suggested as the fourth 
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phase by some authors. The various phases have been dealt with 
by different authors with different degrees of emphasis and 
coverage depending on the nature of the decision problem.   

Considering the nature of activities generally involved in 
maintenance, maintenance decision making can be divided into 
the following five phases as shown in figure 1. 

 

• Problem identification and definition 
• Modelling 
• Generation of alternate solutions 
• Choice of solution 
• Implementation 
 

 

  

Problem 
identification & 

definition 

Domain  Experts  Domain   ExpertsPhases of  Decision  Process 

•Situational appraisal 

•Results of data analysis 

•Requirements or 
constraints 
 

•Objectives  

•Decision variables and 
their  limits 
 

•Solution methods 

•Preferences of 
stakeholders 

 

•Ranking techniques 

•Corporate requirements 
 

 
 

•Surveillance and 
Control  

 
 
 

 
 

Is  problem 
statement precise ?

Modeling  
 Is the Model  

validated ?

Generation of 
alternate solutions Are solutions viable?

Choice of solutions  
           Solution validation & 

sensitivity analysis

Implementation 
Analysis of outcome

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Sat

unsat 

Design, operation, 
maintenance & 

management experts 

Maintenance decision problem 
modeling and solution experts 

 

Figure 1     Maintenance decision making process 

3. LARGE ENGINEERING PLANTS AND 
THEIR TIME BASED PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE  
LEPs are designed as ‘first of its kind’ systems without much 
statistical information to plan time based preventive maintenance. 
In regard to condition based preventive maintenance, not adequate 
knowledge would exist to determine the condition monitoring 
facility required to plan and carry out such maintenance 
effectively. Therefore there is a need to ab initio identify decision 
variables such as preventive maintenance interval, maintenance 
resources such as workforce and features of condition monitoring 
system.  

LEPs have multiple parts in the form of systems, sub-systems and 
components. On the basis of functionality and maintainability, the 
parts of a large engineering plant can be organized into modules. 
A set of modules can further be grouped into higher modular 
assemblies (HMA). The HMAs are organised as series 
constituents of the plant, that is, it is necessary to have all the 
HMAs operational so that the plant as a whole is operational. The 
HMAs may have redundant modules within them as shown in 
figure 2. It is assumed that it is imperative to have all the HMAs, 
including the redundant modules within each HMA, fully 
operational at the commencement of each mission (operational 

period).  Operational periods will be interspersed with 
maintenance periods.    

As far as shut down maintenance is concerned, it will be desirable 
to carry out maintenance of all the HMAs concurrently so as to 
minimize the overall plant down time for maintenance. However, 
practically, ‘concurrence of maintenance periods’ will be limited 
by the fact that the optimum maintenance interval and duration of 
maintenance for all HMAs will be different owing to the level of 
complexity, inherent reliability, maintenance cost and resources 
considerations. Further, recommendations  

  Plant 

HMA1 HMAp HMAh 

PLANT 

 

Figure 2   Schematic representation of a plant consisting of HMAs 
which in turn consist of modules that may or may not have 

redundancies 

regarding the preventive maintenance intervals are provided by 
the equipment manufacturers which are expected to be different 
for different equipment. Operation and maintenance periods for 
four HMAs and also the net availability of the complete plant are 
shown in figure 3. It can be seen that due to the differing 
operational and maintenance periods of the HMAs, the 
availability of the plant as a whole is low. In order to increase the 
plant availability it is necessary to conduct maintenance of all 
HMAs as concurrently as possible. 
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   U =  Up state 
D =  Down state for   

Figure 3 Operational-maintenance cycle of four HMAs of a plant 
and that of the complete plant 

 

4. INTEGRATED MAINTENANCE  
 

Generally operation of LEPs is carried out in areas remote from 
where maintenance support is available. Further downtime for 
repair or maintenance is also very expensive, primarily because of 
lost opportunities [3]. The time required for mobilization of 
maintenance resources could be very large. Therefore undertaking 
maintenance preventively at certain scheduled intervals is 
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necessary. These periods of maintenance are scheduled with 
adequate plan. However failures could still occur despite  
scheduled preventive maintenance [4]. Hence there is a need to 
closely monitor the performance of the plants and also sense 
telltale signs of onset of failure, if any, and undertake preventive 
maintenance before a catastrophic failure could occur.  It may 
therefore be noticed that there is a need to augment Time Based 
Preventive Maintenance (TBPM) with and Condition Based 
Predictive Maintenance (CBPM) for LEPs to ensure desired levels 
of reliability and availability. Thus while the modules of the plant 
are subjected to TBPM, the performance parameters of the 
modules are also to be monitored, time for failure predicted, 
logistic preparations initiated and preventive repair actions 
undertaken if necessary just in time thereby precluding a 
catastrophic failure. 
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Figure:4 Activities in the integrated maintenance of LEPs. 

 

Integration of TBPM and CBPM for a LEP is shown 
schematically in figure D. An optimal set of objective values of 
reliability, availability of the plant and cost of maintenance are 
obtained through CBPM and TBPM modeling. The maintenance 
decision maker will choose that set of objective values in the light 
of business requirements. The flow of activities in an integrated 
TBPM and CBPM scenario is shown in figure 5. As it may be 
seen from the figure, an integrated maintenance problem for a 
LEP is a not only one with multiple and competing objectives but 
also a modeling problem that requires inputs from statistical data 
as well as fuzzy information and expert opinion. 

 

5. E-MAINTENANCE OF LEPS  
 

Recently E-maintenance has effectively harnessed information 
and communication technologies (ICT), the prowess of ICT such 
as wireless, telephony and internet in the arena of maintenance 
playing a crucial role in maintenance decision making. It can 
efficiently integrate geographically distributed sources of data, 
information and knowledge for optimal maintenance decisions 
and also enable use of technologically advanced sensors, signal 
processing tools and decision making techniques. E-maintenance 
has been defined as an asset information management network 

that integrates and synchronizes the various maintenance and 
reliability applications together and deliver asset information 
where it is needed and when it is needed [5]. It has been widely 
recognised that E-maintenance has the potential for high ROI 
when applied to LEPs. 

.  
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Figure 5: TBPM and CBPM for LEPs 

Apart from the design and reliability challenges of E-maintenance 
hardware and software, there are two additional challenges that 
need to be addressed. Firstly, time based maintenance will have to 
be integrated in the E-maintenance decision making framework 
into an integrated maintenance strategy for LEPs as discussed in 
the previous section. Secondly, the integrated maintenance 
strategy will need to be designed from a systems perspective 
which is essential for enhancement of effectiveness of 
maintenance 
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Figure 6: Framework for E-maintenance 

 

A framework for E-maintenance proposed for maintenance 
management of LEPs is shown in figure 6. The local platform 
consists of the machinery and systems to be monitored and the 
condition monitoring system themselves. The data pertaining to 
the performance and health of the machinery and systems are 
recorded by the condition monitoring system. The same are 
processed to the extent feasible and classified into normal and 
abnormal values (fault detection) as well as analyzed for visible 
and significant causes and trends (diagnosis and prognosis). 
However, the capacity of the local platform to undertake fault 
detection, diagnosis and prognosis is limited. The remote centres 
of expertise are therefore to be configured into the system to 
extend this capacity of the local platforms. Data, partly or fully 
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processed, are transmitted to the remote centres for creation of 
diagnostic, prognostic, logistic and technical knowledge and are 
transmitted back to the local platforms. An important module in 
the framework is the communication management module. The 
module plays a central role in ensuring the overall success of the 
E-management effort 

6. A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO MACRO 
LEVEL MAINTENANCE PLANNING  
 

It is a common observation at several large engineering plants that 
the condition monitoring tools and techniques have been applied 
to only a few of the equipments of the plant as standalone 
arrangements. Therefore some of the equipment for which 
condition monitoring tools were easily applied benefitted from the 
CBPM strategy. However failures of the plant continued to occur 
due to the failure of the balance subassemblies of the plant which 
were not covered adequately by CBPM. Further, all those 
equipment for which condition monitoring were applied did not 
benefit to the same degree since the effectiveness of the 
monitoring system, the relevance of the monitored parameter and 
the frequency of monitoring were not entirely appropriate. 
Clearly, the solution to this problem is implementation of a 
comprehensive plant-wide CBPM coverage adopting a systems 
approach. As discussed in the earlier sections, in the case of 
LEPs, additionally TBPM is also required to be implemented 
through a systems approach.  

 

A systems approach to E-maintenance of LEPs looks at the 
structure of the plant holistically. The approach recognises the 
interrelationships across the plant and scans the complete plant to 
identify failure causes. This approach enables maximisation of the 
objectives of maintenance. A systems approach for E-
maintenance of LEPs is schematically shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Framework showing systemic approach to e-
maintenance of LEPs 

In the systems approach shown in the figure, the plant is first 
divided into systems and subsystems and then into HMAs as 
discussed earlier. There are two parallel maintenance processes in 
the framework – one for CBPM and the other for TBPM. 

In the TBPM strategy, as the next step necessary data is collected, 
processed and TBPM model inputs such reliability, cost of 
maintenance and other model parameters are estimated. A multi-
objective TBPM optimization is carried out which gives optimum 

sets of reliability of the plant and cost of maintenance and 
corresponding values of maintenance intervals. 

In the CBPM strategy for the LEP, as the next step, the physical 
hierarchy of each of the HMAs is established. Also FTAs are 
generated for the HMAs. While the physical hierarchy indicates 
the required location of the sensors for condition monitoring, the 
FTA indicates the type of sensors and processing devices required 
to be provided. Having designed the condition monitoring system 
sensor network for the plant, it is necessary as the next step to 
estimate the ability of the condition monitoring system to detect 
the onset of failure (detectability) and predict the time of final 
failure (predictability). The estimated values of detectabilities and 
predictabilities of the condition monitoring systems in respect of 
all the HMAs are used in the CBPM (Markov) model as part of 
the state transition rates [6]. The plant availabilities, cost of 
CBPM and other parameters are computed as a multi-objective 
optimization problem. The computed values of availability and 
cost are examined for their acceptability in the light of the 
organizational requirements and if the values are found 
unsatisfactory, the condition monitoring system sensor network is 
redesigned 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

Comprehensive maintenance strategies are required to be planned, 
optimised and executed for Large Engineering Plants with both 
time and condition based maintenance arrangements integrated in 
order to maximize the achievement of the objectives of 
maintenance. However for such integrated maintenance to be 
successful, the tools and techniques of maintenance will need to 
be devised based on a systems approach. 

E-maintenance with all the computational and information 
networking and transmission capabilities can emerge as a force 
multiplier for the maintenance of LEPs. An integrated e-
maintenance will be able to acquire and harness information such 
as the rates and modes of failure of the equipment to be 
maintained, appropriateness of the condition monitoring 
arrangement, expert opinion, domain expertise, both local and 
remote, optimization and prioritization of maintenance objectives 
leading to optimal decisions. Frameworks in keeping with these 
requirements have been proposed in this paper 
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ABSTRACT 
In military aviation, Technical Publications (TP) are fundamental 
for the implementation of a maintenance strategy and provisioning 
of information support and maintenance services. Technical 
publications are also under the supervision of military authorities. 
For complex technical systems such as aircraft, technical 
publications often contain a wide range of essential information 
types such as repair and replacement instructions, spare part 
information, configuration information, required tools and item-
related maintenance information. Hence, the manufacturer is 
faced with the challenge of coordinating the production of the 
complete TP-package. Authors and illustrators must write, draw 
and supply meta-data to every piece of information. They must do 
so according to detailed specifications (e.g. ASD S1000D) and 
writing guides. There is also complex cross-reference handling 
within the TP-package to consider, e.g. from maintenance 
instructions to illustrated parts catalogues or to general safety 
instructions. Cross-references exist within the content in the same 
publication, to other publications and/or to external information 
sources, e.g. databases. The information contained in the final TP-
package is equivalent to, literally, tens of thousands of A4-pages. 
Paper-based deliveries, when occurring, are in themselves a 
logistic feat. The need for context-based adaptation of this 
complex information content to different actors’ requirements is 
also challenging, and need to be considered when establishing 
efficient information logistics for TP.  

Hence, the purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of 
some of the challenges and issues for establishing development 
and provisioning of Interactive Electronic Technical Publications 
(IETP1). Some important aspects and requirements on integration 
of IETP for both provider and user are also highlighted. The scope 
of the overview is restricted to an eMaintenance context related to 
military aviation.  

Keywords 
S1000D, Interactive Electronic Technical Publication, Interactive 
Electronic Technical Manual, Maintenance Program, 
eMaintenance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The increasing prevalence of complex technical utilities in 
domains like energy, transportation, telecommunications and 
health-care, have brought a growing attention from society and 

                                                                 
1 Also known as Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM) 

or Interactive Electronic Technical Documentation (IETD). 

academy to the challenges of utilization of these joint complex 
technical systems of man and machine.  

The complexity of these systems is reaching unprecedented levels 
and imposes challenges for the organisations that create, maintain 
and operate them. To ensure a high level of dependability of 
systems throughout their entire lifecycle, maintenance and the 
provision of support is central. Together with new business 
models, technology and innovation create new information 
support needs. 

Modern aircraft are vivid and representative examples of complex 
technical system with intricate configuration and stringent 
requirements on performance and safety, as well as the challenges 
regarding dependability and high requirements on maintenance 
and maintenance support [4-6]. 

As a key element of this support, the provision of information 
support has become increasingly important to ensure high 
usability and agreed level of availability of systems throughout 
their life cycle. In the context of information support, the content 
of TP is considered as an important building block, which can be 
used to establish information support services to various actors, as 
discussed by [1-3]. 

The format, structure and content of TP are often influenced by 
the technical system. The information structure is established 
during the early stages of the system’s lifecycle, i.e. conceptual 
design, system development and systems production and the 
content during the process of maintenance program development. 
Focus is in these phases is often mainly on engineering design and 
production aspects of information, rather than on usability needs 
and requirements for TP end-user. Hence, usability shortcomings 
emanating from deficiencies in the original information sources, 
are often not discovered until the utilisation and retirement phases. 
Thus, in hindsight, more could often have been done during the 
early development phases to improve original information and 
thereby TP usability. During the utilisation and retirement phases, 
the content of the technical publication also need to be adaptable 
to various processes, e.g. operation, modification, maintenance, 
and different actors, such as maintenance managers and 
maintenance technicians. 

2. ICT AND INFORMATION SERVICE 
PROVISION 
From the information logistic perspective of the presented 
complex problems, Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT), including ICT-related methodologies, become imperative 
when addressing strategic issues and challenges of information 
support. Since information logistics addresses the aspects of when 
to deliver; what to deliver; how to deliver; and where and why to 
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deliver, there are essentially four fundamental management 
aspects to consider when establishing an information logistic 
solution: 

1. Content 
2. Time 
3. Communication 
4. Context 

The aim for a successful information logistic strategy is to provide 
just-in-time (JIT) information to targeted users and to optimise the 
information supply process. That is, making the right information 
available at the right time, at the right location [7, 8].  

There are emerging ICT-approaches to deal with the complexities 
of information support solutions for complex technical systems, 
such as eMaintenance, and within this domain more specific 
solutions for user information support, such as IETP. 

3. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
Technical Publications (TP) are documents that are intended to 
give role and situation adapted step-by-step instructions and 
general guidance to actors working with a particular 
system/product. More specifically, they provide information on 
areas such as: 

 Indenture levels (e.g. systems, sub-systems, units, 
parts). Functional descriptions. 

 Fault isolation procedures. 
 Repair and replacement instructions and required tools. 
 Spare part information. 
 Configuration information. 
 Item-related maintenance information (e.g. inspection-, 

repair- and/or replacement intervals, useful life, etc.) 
 Health and safety issues. 

The use of similar information types for various purposes and in 
different contexts is facilitated by assigning attributes to data 
entities according to a defined taxonomy and syntax. Thereby it is 
possible to automate manipulation, group similar entities together 
in relations or classes, and present or use them in any manner that 
is required. Structured data simplifies reuse and change 
management, as well as creates the flexibility to exploit the 
information for various purposes during the information life cycle. 
Hence, producing structured information content reduces cost and 
effort for operators and manufacturers throughout the system life 
cycle.  

These benefits are further enhanced by structuring data according 
to standardized specification. There are a number of different 
standards and specifications to choose from when producing 
structured data aimed at technical publications, e.g. 
ATA iSpec 20002, DITA3, S1000D4. An IETP can be generated 

                                                                 
2 ATA (Air Transport Association) iSpec 2200 is a global aviation 

industry standard for the content, structure, and electronic 
exchange of aircraft engineering, maintenance, and flight 
operations information [9]. 

3 Darwin Information Typing Architecture (DITA) was developed 
primarily by IBM as a generic way to use XML as a standard 
approach to author technical content. IBM has passed the 
standard to the Organization for the Advancement of Structured 
Information Standards (OASIS) a not-for-profit, international 
consortium [10]. 

from, in principle, any structured data, e.g. SGML/XML. 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a mechanism to identify 
structures in a document. The XML specification defines a 
standard way to add markup to documents. It is derived from the 
Standard Generalised Markup Language (SGML), which has been 
an ISO5 standard since 1986 (ISO 8879). 

The focus in this paper will be on information structured 
according to the core principles of the S1000D specification6.  

4. DRIVERS  
IETP development and provisioning need to address the main 
shortcomings of paper based TP. These can broadly be 
categorized into issues related usability and maintainability. 

4.1 Usability 
Different users have different needs with regards to the usage of 
the technical publications. Their respective needs also vary 
depending on the scenario in which the technical system is 
operated and maintained. The problem for each user category is to 
find the necessary information in order to execute the required 
objective.  

It is a cumbersome and tedious job to manually sift through and 
sort out which documents that are valid for the specific instance or 
configuration of the product. Since the TP package comprises all 
instances of the product, the end user has to verify that, for 
example, each maintenance procedure is applicable to the specific 
individual at interest. 

To illustrate the point, a technician that is to replace a unit is 
referred to what tools that is to be used, how they should be used 
(e.g. what force to apply), what spare parts and consumables that 
are necessary, any health and safety issues involved during the 
replacement, etc. The technician must also confirm that the 
information is applicable to the specific aircraft individual at hand 
since different aircraft can have different configurations and 
modification statuses, see Figure 2.   

4.2 Adaptability 
The maintenance process in aviation is tailored based on the 
specific requirements and needs of the operator. It is often 
integrated with other related processes, e.g. operation and 
logistics. The maintenance related information can be managed by 
different systems that are specialized for different purposes. For 
instance, the JAS 39 Gripen is provided with a Maintenance 
Ground Support System (MGSS). The MGSS is fed with a 
selected sub-set of time stamped bus data traffic from more than 
4000 parameters of the aircraft, e.g. runtime, failures, engine 
performance, etc. The output from MGSS is used to feed a fleet 
management system. The Swedish Air Force (SwAF) uses a fleet 

                                                                                                           
4 ASD (AeroSpace and Defence industries association of europe) 

S1000D is a free international specification for the procurement 
and production of technical publications. It is an SGML/XML 
standard for preparing, managing, and using equipment 
maintenance and operations information. It was initially 
developed by ASD for use with military aircraft [11].  

5 ISO is not an acronym but a short name for the International 
Organization for Standardization. 

6 The standard evolves over time as new versions are issued, but 
the core concepts remain the same, i.e. data module, CSDB, etc. 
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management system called Fenix7 whereas the South African Air 
Force (SAAF) uses a system called, OSIS. 

Hence, the content provided through TP is often distributed to 
heterogeneous systems, which might exist in a heterogeneous ICT 
environment and different integration capability. 

However, in order to provide ability of smooth integration of 
information support services and capability to management of 
individual asset information, TP should provide not only a well-
formed structure but also related services that can be utilized to 
achieve increased adaptability to heterogeneous context and 
situation.  

4.3 Maintainability 
Maintainability of the TP package refers to the processes and 
procedures necessary to ensure that the package is revised in 
accordance with manufacturer’s aircraft changes and publication 
updates. This involves manually replacing and/or adding new 
pages in the package. This process obviously benefits from being 
supported by an automatic process. An IETP has the ability to 
provide real-time update of the content. Real-time updates of the 
content are mainly limited by network access and possibly by 
content classification issues. Thus, the end-user could potentially 
have access to a revised issue of the TP as soon as it has passed 
final review and approval. 

5. STANDARDIZED STRUCTURED 
INFORMATION 
S1000D is a free international specification standard for procuring 
and producing structured technical documentation. The standard 
has existed for more than 20 years and is used world wide. Its 
application domains include [11]: 

 Defence systems – including land, sea, and air products 
 Civil aviation products 
 Construction industry products 

A central aspect of S1000D is that what is being handled is 
information, i.e. data. This, amongst other things, enables a 
publication program that embraces the S1000D specification to 
move from a book paradigm (i.e. pages) to an information 
paradigm. 

5.1 Main concepts 
On an abstract level, the three main concepts in S1000D are: 
(i) The Data Module (DM), (ii) Storage and (iii) Publishing. 
See Figure 1. 

5.1.1 Data Module (DM) 
A DM is defined as a standalone unit of information and 
constitutes the atoms from which the complete technical 
publication package is built. Thus, all other constructs are 
assembled from these atoms. Authors and reviewers are 
responsible for the creation, validation and maintenance of the 
DMs. Each DM consist of content and meta data. Content and 
meta data are written and categorized according to S1000D. It is 
produced in SGML or XML according to specific Document Type 

                                                                 
7 The core of Fenix is based on Maintenix (from 

Mxi Technologies Ltd.) which is a software system that 
provides capabilities for asset management, maintenance 
program management, maintenance planning and scheduling, 
configuration control, and work execution. 

Definitions (DTDs) or Schemas, all of which are provided by 
S1000D. Finally, it is produced in such a way that it can be stored 
and retrieved from a database. 

5.1.2 Storage 
The data base that stores all DMs is called the Common Source 
Data Base (CSDB). The CSDB manages the DMs ensuring that 
information is not duplicated, link relationships are maintained, 
and version control is applied.  

Figure 1. Overview of the main parts in the production, 
storage and publishing of technical publications conformant 
with S1000D. 

5.1.3 Publishing 
When publishing S1000D content, all necessary DMs are first 
assembled into Publication Modules (PMs). There is no single 
means of publishing S1000D content. The main media output 
format has traditionally been pdf-documents, thoughS1000D is 
neutral with regards to the final output format. Thus, any type of 
transformation of the content is possible since the content from 
the CSDB can be exported in an XML neutral format. Producing 
technical information in a neutral format, such as XML, thereby 
facilitates the ability to effectively publish the source data to 
different output media.  

5.2 Benefits of standards compliance 
The process involved when adhering to a standard such as 
S1000D contains a significant amount of manual intervention and 
knowledge intensive work such as authoring, reviewing, language 
quality assurance, tagging and linking. Despite that, it can be cost 
effective for both the provider and end users of the technical data 
when considering the complete product life-cycle.  

5.2.1 Provider 
There are numerous cost savings to be made in the authoring 
process. Technical publication authors can produce information in 
a manner that will be re-usable and thus repeatable across multiple 
publications, even for different equipment. By applying standards, 
the amount of time and cost required to produce each publication 
can be reduced. 

5.2.2 End user 
There are considerable time savings to be made for technicians 
and other end users of technical data. Standardization enforces 
consistency throughout the publications. Thus, technical manuals 
will appear consistent across similar types of equipment. Training 
requirements for technicians are reduced and information can be 
accessed more rapidly, reducing down time for mission-critical or 
revenue-generating equipment. 
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Figure 2.Technical publications shall accommodate the needs of all user categories regardless of system configuration and scenario 
of operation. As a consequence, the usage of the technical publications becomes non-trivial.      

6. IETP FUNCTIONALITY 
The primary purpose of an IETP is the same as for technical 
publications in general; to support the maintenance (both 
preventive and corrective), diagnostics and repair of complex 
technical systems. The biggest difference from paper based 
publications being the speed of access and usability of the relevant 
content. Also, the IETP enables the extension and integration with 
other information sources (e.g. parts ordering system).   

6.1 Interactivity 
Conformance to the publication standard S1000D entails a 
complex reference structure. All references can be realized as 
hyperlinks and the content allows for instant access via these 
hyperlinks.  

The presented information is rendered and filtered in real-time 
allowing for the dynamic presentation of information based on 
conditionals such as user categories and user input (i.e. adaption 
to role and situation). The IETP can also contain supplemental 
functions such as parts ordering, feedback to manufacturer, etc.  

6.2 Electronic 
The technical publications are electronic in the sense that the 
information is designed and formatted to be presented on an 
electronic screen. This allows for scrolling, zooming, video, 
audio, etc. For example, an IETP allows interactive 3D models to 
be included, allowing the end-user to virtually explore 
maintenance objects before performing actual work on oftentimes 

quite expensive equipment. From a technical point of view, the 
components of the IETP are based on existing technologies such 
as XML, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), eXtensible Stylesheet 
Language (XSL), Java and HyperText Markup Language 
(HTML). 

6.3 Advantages 
The advantages of an IETP as opposed as to a paper-based 
publication are: 

 Immediate access to the required information from any 
PC or computerized device. No need for any kind of 
specially dedicated computer or hardware. 

 Easier to transport. 
 Updates can be distributed via CD/DVD or via network. 
 Lower cost for distribution and storage of publications. 
 Wider access and more efficient retrieval of the 

documentation by the end user, multiple methods of 
delivery available. 

 Wider array of allowable media-types, such as audio, 
video and interactive 3D models.  

 Easy filtering of information, e.g. search and retrieval 
based on applicability, metadata and content. 

6.4 Disadvantages 
An IETP also has some disadvantages as compared to paper-based 
publications which are worth noticing: 
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 The IETP is dependent on power supply or restricted by 
battery capacity. 

 An IETP has to be presented on some kind of display. A 
display might in some respects be more sensitive than 
paper and does not degrade gracefully. Also, a computer 
that endurably can withstand pressure, heat and cold on 
par with paper is yet to be seen. 

 A display that allows to be folded, and fitted in a pocket 
is not currently on the market. 

 The sheer fact, that users are accustomed to paper-based 
publications presents a hurdle to overcome. 

7. CHALLANGES 
7.1 Provider 
There are several issues and challenges within the existing 
industry application and integration of technological components 
for IETP solutions, as well as processes and general praxis. This 
comprise complexity issues such as information logistics 
(i.e. management of huge amount of data and information from 
OEM, sub-suppliers and in-house development processes), 
configuration management and change management of both 
system-of-interest (e.g. individual A/C and A/C fleets) and 
information support products (e.g. maintenance manuals, IETP-
content, e-learning models etc.) 

From an IETP development process point of view there are also 
several challenges related to the management of complex and 
extensive volumes of IETP content development.  As an example 
the complete information package for a single aircraft type 
comprises an equivalent of thousands of pages. 

Key ICT related problems that need to be addressed for the 
successful establishment of an IETP solution within an 
eMaintenance context, are: 

 Heterogeneous information system environment for 
source data. 

 Information security (management of different 
information classes). 

 Information and data content quality (adherence to 
standards and business rules). 

 Access to Application Programming Interfaces (API) 
and data interfaces for integration to related information 
system.  

 High requirements on flexibility regarding IETP user 
interface (GUI) configuration for different applications 
and customer adaptations. 

 Architectures for IETP development and provisioning 
need to consider overarching ICT and eMaintenance 
perspectives such as harmonization and integration of 
information islands, to enable efficient development and 
provisioning of IETP.  

7.2 End User 
A number of potential challenges are associated with the 
introduction and replacement of paper-based technical 
publications: 

 Potentially new and/or additional information 
technology requirements concerning ITEP content and 
update distribution. 

 Change end user and organizational processes and 
procedures for handling information. 

 Management-aspects of information content also 
comprise format standardization and alignment of 
information content to business rules (i.e. project or 
customer specific adaption of standards).  

 End user acceptance. Changing the mindset of end-users 
from paper- or page-based information to a pure 
data/content paradigm. 

8. CONCLUSION 
The main purpose of integration of IETP in an military aircraft 
information solution is to enable efficient information support 
within aircraft system and the supporting operation and 
maintenance processes. The need for product development of TP 
towards IETP solutions is mainly driven by the need to improve 
maintainability and usability. The change from a paper-based and 
page-oriented paradigm towards an modularized data paradigm 
poses several critical challenges that need to be addressed for a 
successful transition, such as TP  maintenance process adaption, 
usability and end-user acceptance. 

8.1 Maintainability 
Structuring data is necessary to facilitate important activities such 
as automated search, sorting, retrieval and change of TP-content, 
thus improving efficiency of existing production, provisioning and 
maintenance processes.  

Structuring of TP-content also creates flexibility and enables reuse 
of information according to future needs and purposes other than 
those initially intended. Structuring TP-content according to 
international standard specification adds additional value through 
the incorporation of scrutinized and best industry practice which 
is conveyed by the standard. It also facilitates further reuse of TP-
content by other external organizations. 

The existence and wide use of standard specifications also 
promotes third party development of cost efficient commercial of 
the shelf (COTS) solutions, such as TP-production tools, IETP 
tools and dedicated content management systems. This reduces 
TP-development cost and provisioning cost, as well as helps the 
TP-provider to focus on core business. See Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. The main causes resulting in increased 
maintainability with regards to IETP. 

8.2 Usability 
Structured and modularized data is a prerequisite to achieve the 
usability that an IETP provides. Also, the standardization of 
information content enables interactive functionality and improves 
usability. Since standardization enforces a more stringent 
grouping and presentation of the content, the end-user is provided 
means to learn what to expect faster. 

Structured content in combination with the use of meta data for 
applicability, enables an IETP to filter the content, thus providing 
the end user with information support based on the current need. 
Thus, through filtering, the information can be adapted, in real 
time, to the current situation, role and context.  

Due to the information size of the TP-package, the ability to 
navigate the content is, of course, crucial for the ability to use it. 
Filtering the information facilitates the presentation of relevant 
information, only.   

Figure 4. The main causes resulting in increased usability with 
regards to IETP. 

Information support in this context can be defined as to provide 
just-in-time information to targeted users and optimization of the 
information supply process, i.e. making the right information 
available at the right time and at the right point of location. Also, 
by focusing on IETP information requirements early in the 
engineering design and production phases, it is possible to 

establish necessary prerequisites for an IETP that provides 
increased usability. That would mainly require changes in the 
product development/change process and is in essence an 
organisational issue. 
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ABSTRACT 

For a long time now different importance measures are put to use 
in reliability literature for importance ranking of 
events/components, an integral part of reliability analysis. 
Commonly used importance measures account the probability of 
occurrence of faults and systems structure, and ignore the effect 
or severity of failures which is an important factor in engineering 
decision making. Here a new approach is proposed by evaluating 
an indicator, called cost-effective indicator that accounts both the 
component’s performance and economic aspects. The cost-
effective indicator is useful in production systems where 
operational reliability and cost of break down are of paramount 
importance. Basic events/components in a fault tree are ranked as 
per the decreasing value of this indicator to indicate the 
favourable area for improvement. It is observed in the analysis 
that cost-effective indicator can be a handy and effective tool for 
inspection, maintenance and failure detection and these activities 
can be carried out as per the rank of the components. Upgradation 
of system’s performance can also be done by improving 
components performance with relatively large values cost-
effective indicator. 

Keywords 
Fault Tree, Importance Ranking, Birnbaum Importance, Cost-effective 
Importance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many quantities estimated in probabilistic reliability 
analysis to index the level of reliability of a system. If the 
reliability analysis is to be used as a maintenance management 
tool to assist the efficient operation of the system, it is essential 
that those components or subsystems have the greatest impact on 
the system reliability/availability must be identified. This may be 
done by performing ranking of components. Although Xie et al. 
[1] used a procedure for ranking of basic events by adding up the 
number of AND gates leading up to the top event, but ranking of 
events by importance measures (IMs) has gain popularity due to 
their added advantages. A component’s or event’s contribution to 
the top-event occurrence may be regarded as its importance 
measure (IM). The prime aim of an IM is to prepare an 
importance rank list. The basic event which contributes maximum 
to the change in top event probability due to a change in that basic 
event’s probability leads the preference list. Ranking has an 
extensive application in categorization of high failure prone parts 
and helps to take appropriate measures in improving system 
performance. It guides the decision makers in lessening the 
unavailability or increasing the availability of their system/plant. 

Therefore a handful number of IMs like, risk achievement worth 
(RAW), risk reduction worth (RRW), Birnbaum importance (BI), 
criticality importance (CI), Fussell-Vesely (F-V) importance and 
generalized importance measure (GI) are used to prepare a 
priority list of basics events. BI, RAW and RRW of an event (xi) 
consider only two probability values for xi. These IMs assume 
event xi has failed, i.e., probability of failure = 1.0 or it is 
perfectly reliable, i.e., probability of failure = 0.0 and study its 
impact on the overall system reliability/availability. CI ranks the 
basic events accounting the system’s and basic events’ present 
failure probabilities. Actually, CI measures the ratio of percentage 
change in system’s failure probability with the percentage change 
in basic event’s failure probability. On the other hand GI is the 
ratio of change in system’s probability with its reference 
probability importance measures. 

Above mentioned IMs are risk based and consider safety is of 
paramount importance as in risk informed systems. However the 
economics plays vital role in production systems and therefore an 
importance measure based on probability coupled with economics 
may be a better choice. Importance of cost in operation of safety 
related systems have been duly accounted to optimize total plant-
level cost through cost/risk sensitivity ratio [2]. Vesely [3] has 
measured the resource-effectiveness of an activity by burden to 
importance ratio (BIR) which is the relative resources spent on 
the activity divided by the relative importance of the activity. 
Ebeling [4] used marginal analysis technique for reliability 
optimization problem which calculates the increase in the 
logarithm of component reliability per unit investment in that 
component. Keeping the economic aspect in view, a cost effective 
indicator (CEI) is proposed in this paper for ranking of basic 
events in a fault tree (FT) to chalk out a preference list for 
inspection, maintenance and repair of components or design 
improvement. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In sections 2 and 3, 
reported recent works on IMs and maintenance were revised in 
order to identify the proposed techniques of importance ranking 
and maintenance prioritization applied in diverse fields. In section 
4 the proposed new IM has been defined. Use of this proposed 
CEI has been discussed in section 5. A case study was conducted 
in a coal conveying system as enumerated in section 6. Finally 
section 7 offers conclusion and future research direction.  

2. DEVELOPMENT OF IMPORTANCE 
MEASURES PHILOSOPHIES 
IMs are defined for system components or individual basic events 
of the plant logic model like FT of the plant. An IM is commonly 
a function of time, failure and repair characteristics, and system 
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structure. In literature numerous IMs have been defined and each 
contains different information and has its own uses. On the basis 
of the applied situations and purposes, IMs can be grouped as 
reliability importance, risk and safety importance and uncertainty 
importance. Risk significant IMs deal with the basic event’s 
contribution to system failure probability when safety significant 
IMs refer to system success probability [5]. The primary objective 
of risk-based IMs is to reduce overall system risk by prioritizing 
inspection and maintenance procedures or by allocating 
redundancies [6]. Schmidt et al [7], Sutton [8] and Cheok et al [9] 
have discussed various IMs and their inter-relationships, like 
RAW, RRW, BI, CI, F-V importance and GI. F-V and RAW are 
widely used as risk significant IM when RRW and prevention 
worth (PW), introduced by Youngblood [5], are safety significant. 

BI studies the change in the system unavailability given that the 
component goes down when the F-V importance gives the 
likelihood of the component being down given the system is down 
[10]. BI does not depend on the present probability of the 
component and this limits it applicability. To increase its domain 
of applicability Natvig et al [11-12] have presented a standardized 
version of BI to be used in repairable systems by incorporating 
the availability term into its expression. This extended version of 
Birnbaum measure has been applied to a real world oil and gas 
production system and the results have been obtained by discrete 
event simulation [13]. F-V and CI measures are increasing in 
present/reference probability of the non-repeated and independent 
events connected by OR gate and are independent of the 
present/reference probability when events are connected through 
AND gate. Traditional importance measures like BI, F-V, CI or 
RAW, frequently used in probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) 
are based on the basic or initiating events probabilities and not on 
the parameters values like, failure rate of components, 
maintenance intervals, etc. changes of which may affect a number 
of components at the same time. Borgonovo et al [14] have solve 
this problem by introducing a parameter based differential 
importance measure (DIM) having additivity property that helps 
to calculate DIM of a group of components, much need to study 
the effect of proposed change over multiple components. A more 
recent work by Van et al [15] have suggested a multi-directional 
sensitivity measure (MDSM) for measuring the change in system 
performance with changes in parameters like transition rates of a 
Markov process.  

All the above IMs are based on the point estimates of the 
probability values which are subjected to uncertainty arise due to 
lack of historical data. Therefore the concept of uncertainty 
importance measure of a basic event (UIMB) was developed to 
asses the contribution of the uncertainty of each basic event to the 
uncertainty of the top event and is expressed in terms of the 
change in the variance of the top-event probability with respect to 
the change in the variance of that basic event probability [16-17]. 
However, variance based IMs are not sufficient to identify the 
parameter that reduces variance the most and hence the decision-
maker state of knowledge of the output the most. To overcome the 
above limitations of variance-based uncertainty measures, 
Borgonovo [18] have introduced a moment independent 
uncertainty measure that looks at the entire input/output 
distribution and holds the presence of correlation among 
parameters. In a recent work, Aven [19] has suggested a holistic 
approach through the unification of uncertainty, probability, 

expected value and risk perspectives into the IM to be applied in 
risk critical systems.  

3. USE OF IMPORTANCE MEASURE IN 
MAINTENANCE 
System or equipment, how well is developed, will soon becomes 
unreliable unless maintain properly. The basic objective of 
maintenance is to maintain a high reliability of the system at the 
lowest possible cost making use of the past knowledge. This 
process is carried out by improving system component one by one 
through prioritizing components by reliability importance or 
structural importance depending on the availability of 
probabilistic data [20-21]. Determination of test and maintenance 
interval on the basis of failure rate only, may likely to stress 
components having high failure rate with little cost/production 
significant. Vaurio [2] suggested minimizing the total plant level 
cost while limiting risk to its acceptable value. Estes et al [22] 
have given a lifetime cost optimized maintenance model for 
deteriorating structures using the best available information at the 
time of decision regarding expected life, costs of inspection and 
repairs, expected level of deterioration with time, etc.  

Many a times, poor availability results from faulty design and 
maintenance will be in vain to enhance it. Modeling of aging from 
operational feedback will be decisive to frame maintenance 
program [23]. But high availability does not necessarily guarantee 
low risk from premature failures, specially of critical components 
involving high cost of failure and the concept of warranty 
servicing contract upto a certain length of useful life [24], 
minimum failure free operating period (MFFOP) [25] were 
developed as a reliability measure that may be enhanced 
economically through life cycle cost based maintenance policy. 
Nourelfath et al [26] have optimized multi-state system 
configuration with minimum maintenance cost while maintaining 
system availability to an acceptable level. Jung et al [27] have 
given a replacement model to determine the optimal maintenance 
period based on minimizing the overall value function developed 
from weighted aggregation of the expected downtime per unit 
time and the expected cost rate per unit time. Majority of these 
developed maintenance program is minimum cost based and 
optimized the cost function in risk or availability constraints, e.g. 
Munoz et al [28] have used genetic algorithm approach for 
optimization of surveillance and maintenance intervals of 
components based on risk and cost criteria simultaneously. 
However, an IM based test and maintenance programs are most 
stressed upon nowadays [29]. 

Importance analysis acts as sensitivity analysis or significance 
analysis in essence and useful to identify weakness in a system, 
and to aid system control, failure diagnosis, inspection, test and 
maintenance, optimal configuration design, and system 
improvement through upgradation of components. Decisions 
related to resource prioritization in maintenance, to upgrade or 
replace old components and to allocate component redundancy 
for improving system availability or reliability, requires ranking 
of components. Commonly used IMs like, BI, F-V, RRW and 
RAW, are mono-parametric and used for binary-states systems. 
Recently a number of IMs, e.g, unsatisfied demand index (UDI), 
multi-state failure frequency index (MFFI), multi-state 
redundancy importance (MRI) [30] and dynamic reliability 
indices (DRIs) [31] have been reported for multi-states systems to 
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identify the most important component and state in a multi-state 
system from availability and safety aspects. IMs for a system with 
mutually exclusive events or components are well established 
when Vaurio [32] has defined an IM for dependent events based 
on the intensity contribution to failures. These reliability 
parameters based importance measures lack in one very important 
aspects of system operation, i.e., financial impact or effect of 
failures. Ideally a suitable importance measure, to be used as a 
maintenance management tool, should place at higher rank to the 
component/s resulting higher benefits in terms of increased MTTF 
or reduced MTTR with the expense of equal amount of resources 
over other components. An IM that considers a trade-off between 
the improvement of system availability or reliability and cost may 
guide the decision making, i.e., a two-parameters IM is sought 
for. Isaksen [33] has suggested weighting the results of IM with 
costs to incorporate the cost parameter in resource prioritization. 
Here, a bi-parametric IM, termed as cost-effective importance 
measure (CEI) has been proposed incorporating the failure 
probability (reliability parameter) and cost of failure (economic 
parameter) simultaneously into the expression for CEI 
calculation. 

4. PROPOSED COST-EFFECTIVE 
INDICATOR 
The rank of an event in a FT mainly depends on its failure 
probability which in turn varies with time, failure and repair 
characteristic. It is also related with the event’s location in the FT 
diagram. Existing reliability based IMs are based on 
reliability/availability value and structure of the system. Although 
reliability/availability is a good indicator of system/equipment 
performance but it is also important to consider at what cost it has 
been achieved. If a component has high probability of failure but 
low cost of failure whereas another component has low 
probability of failure but high cost of failure then the cost of 
failure should be incorporated in the ranking function. Ranking by 
proposed CEI is an endeavour to combine these two aspects. An 
event/component that gives maximum benefit with minimum 
investment or in other words event/component offering the 
highest increase in system reliability/availability for same 
expenditure will be termed as the most cost effective 
event/component and would possess the highest rank in priority 
list. Symbolically,  

Cost effective indicator ( ) ( )
if

GI
iCEI

i C

tI
tI

,

=    ...   ...   ...  (1) 

Where, ( )tI GI
i  is the generalized importance of the event i at 

time ‘t’ and ifC ,  is cost factor for i-th event. Mathematically, GI 

of an event ‘i’ is calculated as a ratio of the change in the system 
probability due to a change in probability of this basic event with 
the base probability of the system and expressed for the i-th basic 
event at time ‘t’ as: 
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The cost factor for i-th event ( ifC , ) is calculated as the ratio of 

sum of the expected cost of failure of all the components and the 
expected cost of failure for i-th component, i. e., 
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i
i

CE

CE∑
= where )( iCE is expected cost of failure for i-th 

component. This cost of failure is the sum total of the cost for 
manpower, cost of spare and materials, cost due to loss of 
production and any other direct or indirect losses/expenses due to 
that failure. 

5. USE OF CEI FOR 
RELIABILITY/AVAILABILITY 
ENHANCEMENT 
Often it becomes hard for the policy makers to take decision 
regarding the enhancement of plant’s reliability/availability. CEI 
can be helpful to choose the favourable area for enhancement 
from both performance and economic point of view. Following 
sections demonstrate the use of proposed CEI with numerical 
examples. 

5.1 Use of CEI for Resource Allocation in 
Reliability Optimization 
Resource is limited and the best way to spend it is to gain 
maximum benefit from it, i.e., allocating it for optimizing the 
system reliability. The proposed method can be used in reliability 
optimization problem with an objective to maximize the decrease 
in the system unavailability using available resources and CEI is 
bounded by the following assumptions: 

• Reliability improvement is only possible by adding 
units in parallel. 

• Parallely connected units are identical to the existing 
one having same failure characteristics. 

• Units are statistically independent and act as an active 
or hot redundancy with full load. 

The change in system probability ( )QgiΔ  for i-th component is 

calculated as the difference between the reference system 
unavailability and changed system unavailability when an 
identical unit of i-th component is connected in parallel with the 
existing unit. Here the cost factor for i-th component is calculated 
as a ratio of the sum of the expected cost for all the components 
and the cost of one unit of i-th component. CEI for reliability 
optimization are calculated for the basic events in Figure-1 and 
tabulated in Table-1 with GI. Column 2 of Table - 1 presents the 
failure probabilities of the events at time‘t’, point of interest. As 
per the CEI values of different basic events D would get topmost 
priority in reliability improvement of the system and the next 
choice should be B followed by C when the basic event A has the 
least priority.  
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Table 1. Basic events with failure probabilities and various 
importance measures 

Basic 

Even
t 

Failure 
Probability 

Cost Of 
One Unit 

New Failure 
Probability 

Generalize
d 

Importance 

CEI  

Values

Rank by 
CEI 

A 0.4 05 0.16 0.048 0.0047
1 

4 

B 0.3 30 0.09 0.056 0.0329
4 

2 

C 0.4 06 0.16 0.235 0.0276
5 

3 

D 0.3 10 0.09 0.176 0.0345
1 

1 

5.2 Use of CEI in Case of Standby System 
Model 
In case of a two-component cold standby system, a unit similar to 
the first one is placed in parallel with the original unit. Unlike in a 
parallel system a unit is active in the circuit only when the 
original one fails. As long as the first one is operative the other 
unit remains as reserve or standby. CEI ranking based cold 
standby unit allocation is done on the basis of following 
assumptions. 

• Decision of system improvement through allocation of 
cold standby unit is opted for. 

• Standby components are identical to the existing one 
(having same failure rate, λ and repair rate, μ) and do 
not age at all during standby (failure rate λ = 0).  

The steady state unavailability of a repairable component is [4]: 

( )
μλ

λ
+

=lityunavailabiinherentstateSteady              …   …   (3) 

Steady state unavailability of a two-component (identical units) 
cold standby system is estimated from the following equation: 

22

2

2
tan

μλμλ
λ

++
=systemdbyscoldoflityunavailabistateSteady

 …   (4) 

Here the change in system probability, ( )QgiΔ  for i-th 

component is calculated as the difference between the reference 
system unavailability and changed system unavailability due to 
the inclusion of a stand by unit of i-th component in the system. 
The cost factor is calculated in a similar line of the above 
optimization model. For a four components system, as given in 
Figure-1, CEI values are calculated and presented in Table-2. The 
result indicates as per the CEI ranking, event C heads the priority 
list and is followed by D, B and A respectively for allocation of 
standby unit. 

5.3 Use of CEI in Repairable System Model 
The CEI can be successfully used to choose the correct repair and 
maintenance policy. The CEI as well as the CEI ranking of basic 
event change with time. This rank may prove to be helpful to 
schedule repair and maintenance activities. CEI values are 
calculated assuming that 

• System components have constant failure and repair 
rates. 

• Expected cost of failure is constant irrespective of the 
time when it is repaired. 

 

Table-2 Rank of basic events with standby units by CEI 

The failure probability )( fP of a single component at time t, 

with constant failure rate (λ) can be calculated by the expression 
[34]: 

t
f eP λ−−=1                                      ...   ...   ...   (5) 

If the component is a repairable one then the non-availability 
of the component at time t can be found out by the expression 
[34]: 

⎟⎟
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⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+

+
+
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μλ
λ

μλ
μ   ...   ...   (6) 

Here, the component has a constant repair rate (μ). Table-3 
gives the GI and CEI for the basic events A, B, C and D of 
Figure-1 at different operating time with λA=λC=0.01/h, 
λB=λD=0.004/h; μA=μC=0.025/h and μB=μD=0.01/h. Table-3 
presents the ranking of components at different time. The cost of 
repair includes the cost of spare, cost of maintenance, cost 
incurred due to production losses during repair and other related 
expenses and losses. Component having maximum CEI requires 
resource and maintenance priority. 

6. CASE STUDY 
A belt conveyor system in an underground mine of Singareni 

Coal Company Ltd. was studied in India. This belt conveyor was 
transporting coal from a longwall face. To understand the failure 
logic of the system an FT is constructed by dividing the system 
into manageable components. Figure-2 represents the FT of the 
belt conveyor system consisting of 10 basic events. Quantification 
of FT requires probability values for basic events that can be 
estimated from performance data like, time between failures 
(TBF). For the present study various failures and maintenance 
information were collected from the records kept in the mine and 
TBF data for all the components were calculated from these 
records. TBF data were analyze using a popular statistical 
software package (STASTICA) to estimate the reliability 

parameters like scale )(α  and shape )(β  parameters of Weibull 

distribution. The scale and shape parameters for all components 
are found out and listed in Table-4. Failure probability at time ‘t’ 
is estimated from equation (7). 

⎥
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⎟
⎠
⎞
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Basic

Even
t 

Failure 
rate (λ)

Repair 
rate (µ)

Cost Of 
standby 

Unit 

Steady state 
unavailability 

Steady state 
unavailability 

with an 
identical 

standby unit 

Cost 
Effective

Indicator

Rank 
by 

CEI 

A 0.01/h 0.025/h 05 0.28571 0.05405 0.004813 4 

B 0.005/h 0.03/h 30 0.14286 0.01176 0.032682 3 

C 0.01/h 0.025/h 06 0.28571 0.05405 0.054286 1 

D 0.005/h 0.03/h 10 0.14286 0.01176 0.042671 2 
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Table-3 Change of importance of repairable basic events with time 

Time interval Basic 
event 

Expected 
cost of 
repair 

Attribute list 

50hrs 100hrs 150hrs 200hrs 250hrs 300hrs 

Failure probability  0.3934694 0.6321205 0.7768698 0.8646647 0.9179150 0.9502129 

Unavailability 0.2360646 0.2770865 0.284215 0.2854538 0.2856691 0.2857065 

GI 0.0262953 0.0358644 0.0295714 0.0200337 0.0122235 0.0069985 

CEI  0.0025780 0.0035161 0.0028992 0.0019641 0.0011984 0.0006861

A 5 

Ranking by CEI 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Failure probability 0.1812692 0.3296799 0.4511883 0.5506710 0.6321205 0.6988057 

Unavailability 0.1438328 0.2152581 0.2507268 0.26834 0.2770865 0.2814299 

GI 0.0135749 0.022162 0.0207181 0.0153334 0.0099673 0.0059771 

CEI 0.0079852 0.0130365 0.0121871 0.0090196 0.0058631 0.0035159

B 30 

Ranking by CEI 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Failure probability 0.3934694 0.6321205 0.7768698 0.8646647 0.9179150 0.9502129 

Unavailability 0.2360646 0.2770865 0.284215 0.2854538 0.2856691 0.2857065 

GI 0.2221104 0.2340857 0.1907776 0.1408223 0.0988872 0.0615864 

CEI 0.0261306 0.0275395 0.0224444 0.0165673 0.0116338 0.0072455

C 6 

Ranking by CEI 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Failure probability 0.1812692 0.3296799 0.4511883 0.5506710 0.6321205 0.6988057 

Unavailability 0.1438328 0.2152581 0.2507268 0.26834 0.2770865 0.2814299 

GI 0.0391342 0.0414034 0.0315609 0.0206747 0.0123902 0.0070170 

CEI  0.0076734 0.0081183 0.0061884 0.0040539 0.0024295 0.0013759

D 10 

Ranking by CEI 3 3 3 3 3 3 

 

Repair times and spares & materials consumption were collected from 
the case study mine. Cost of each failure is estimated by adding up the 
cost of lost production due to failure (@ INR. 108000/hours taking 
production rate 155T/hour and selling price of coal INR. 700/T), cost of 
spare, material and manpower cost.  Cost of each failure and total cost 
for each type of failure for the financial year 2005-06 are given in 
Table-4. The mine follows four shifts working per day with first shift as 
pre-maintenance shift and the expected operating time per day is 16.5 

hours. ( )( )tQgiΔ  for i-th component is calculated as the difference 

between the system failure probability at time ‘t’ and changed system 
failure probability when i-th component is maintained at time ‘t’. The 
failure probability of each component at a time is calculated taking ‘t’ 
for it as the actual operating time after its previous maintenance. 
Proposed CEI is calculated on the following assumptions: 

• Basic events of the FT are independent to each other. Failures 
of components are considered as basic events in the FT. 

• Expected cost of failure is fixed irrespective of the time when 
repair is actually carried out.  

• Repair/maintenance of one component is done at a time and 
immediately after repair/maintenance its failure probability is 
zero, i.e., it is as good as a new one. 

 

 

Table-4 List of reliability parameters and cost of failure 
for components of belt conveyor 

Basic Event Scale 
Parameter 
(hrs.) 

Shape 
Parameter 

Cost of 
failure in 
Rs. 

Total cost of failure 
for the session 2005-
06in Rs. 

Adjustable Unit 
(CCAU) 

1799.25 0.992493 142500 860000 

Belt (CBEL) 1049.78 0.619651 702090 10530000 

Belt Scraper 
(CBSC) 

688.829 1.456 1392000 15310000 

Drive Drum 
(CDDR) 

1048.572 0.88379 1827000 20110000 

Electrical 
Motor (CEMO) 

795.585 1.255 2296800 25260000 

Fixed Drum 
(CCFD) 

1052.76 0.991558 780100 8580000 

Fluid coupling 
(CFCP) 

2318.343 0.7983 548100 3840000 

Gear Box 
(CGBX) 

4661.71 0.709478 9604800 48000000 

Idler (CIDA) 2341.764 1.0345 170700 690000 

Winch Section 
(CCWS) 

7871.672 1.2777 50000 53500 

Ranking of various components of the system are done 
according to CEI at time t = 16.5 hours, 33.0 hours, 49.5 
hours, 66.0 hours, 82.5 hours, 99.0 hours, 115.5 hours, 132.0 
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hours as listed in Table-5. CEI ranking indicates mostly gear box 
(CGBX) should get the first priority in inspection and maintenance and 
is supported by the maximum value of the cost of failure for the year 
2000-01 (ref. column 5 of Table-4). Occasionally, e.g., drive drum 
(CDDR) and electrical motor (CEMO) head the priority list when belt 
(CBEL) constantly deserves good importance in maintenance 

scheduling. Result shows that winch section (CCWS) is least 
important from maintenance aspect. CEI ranks are mostly 
supported by total cost of failure. Disagreeing of a few 
components may be due to collection of cost of failure for 
relatively short duration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure-1 An example fault tree having both AND & OR gates 

 

 

 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
The paper shows that ranking of basic events as per the 

CEI is a very simple and effective method to make a preference 
list of basic events for new investment, allocation of inspection, 
repair and maintenance gangs. CEI not only includes fractional 
change in top event probability but also takes into account the 
other factors directly or indirectly in terms of cost. It has higher 
sensitivity, as it is a multi-parameter indicator. When 
improvement in performance of a couple of basic events in an 
FT gives equal amount of improvement in system performance 
then naturally economy is the deciding factor and CEI is 
appropriate. For allocation of maintenance and repair workers in 
a production system particularly when there is an acute shortage 
of men, CEI can guide the management to engage the people in 
activities which are performance-effective and at the same time 
cost-effective. In design improvement programme the CEI 

points out the favourable area from both the performance and 
economic aspects. Therefore CEI can be an effective tool to the 
management where the aspects of reliability and the cost of 
repair are equally important.  Ranking of 
component/subsystem/module by CEI should be a continuous 
process before allocation of maintenance resources to identify 
cost-effective maintenance critical component. CEI may be 
incorporated as an integral part in reliability centred 
maintenance. 
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Figure-2 Fault tree of the belt conveyor system 
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Table-5 Priority ranking of belt conveyor components for maintenance scheduling at different time  

Basic Event Ranking by 
CEI at ‘t’ = 
16.5 hrs. 

Ranking by 
CEI at ‘t’ = 
33.0 hrs. 

Ranking by 
CEI at ‘t’ = 
49.5 hrs. 

Ranking by 
CEI at ‘t’ = 
66.0 hrs. 

Ranking by 
CEI at ‘t’ = 
82.5 hrs. 

Ranking 
by CEI at 
‘t’ = 99.0 
hrs. 

Ranking 
by CEI at 
‘t’ = 115.5 
hrs. 

Ranking 
by CEI at 
‘t’ = 132.0 
hrs. 

Adjustable 
Unit 
(CCAU) 

8 8 8 8 9 8 9 8 

Belt (CBEL) 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 

Belt Scraper 
(CBSC) 

7 7 6 6 6 4 4 3 

Drive Drum 
(CDDR) 

3 2 2 2 1 7 6 4 

Electrical 
Motor 
(CEMO) 

4 4 4 4 4 3 1 7 

Fixed Drum 
(CCFD) 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Fluid 
coupling 
(CFCP) 

6 6 7 7 7 6 7 6 

Gear Box 
(CGBX) 

1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 

Idler (CIDA) 9 9 9 9 8 9 8 9 

Winch 
Section 
(CCWS) 

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
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ABSTRACT 
In Portugal, education is one of the most resource absorbing 
sectors and thus it is important to improve its efficiency. Despite 
the complexity of the educational sector, it is important for 
managers to improve maintenance performance of educational 
facilities, focusing on areas such as maintenance, building 
systems, safety improvements and technology, if possible 
anticipating in time problems and opportunities.  

Data warehousing present a major role in understanding, 
planning, scoping and delivering knowledge back to organizations 
in a timely and effective fashion. It is important to consider 
information systems as a mean to support work orders entry, 
inventory control, payroll and accounting, for example. On the 
other hand, information systems offer the possibility of resource 
or strategy planning and even analysis, important to the decision 
making process. 

This paper presents some results of a study concerning the 
University of Coimbra Facilities Asset Management, namely its 
stadium, sporting centre and athletic grounds. As a result of a 
previous audit, it identifies some areas needing improvements, as 
well as the suggestions made to improve maintenance 
management, management decision making and strategies 
employed in maintenance management, documents for 
maintenance or data warehousing, among others.  

Keywords 
Maintenance audit; maintenance management; educational 
facilities; maintenance strategies in asset management; 
information logistics; data warehousing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In Portugal, education is one of the most resource absorbing 
sectors and thus it is important to improve its efficiency. Despite 
the complexity of the educational sector, it is important for 
managers to improve maintenance performance of educational 
facilities, focusing on areas such as maintenance, building 
systems, safety improvements and technology, if possible 
anticipating in time problems and opportunities. To accomplish 
all of these goals these organizations must be determined to 
manage their available resources effectively and to seek 

improvements for increased efficiency, while they must 
implement a regularly scheduled detailed maintenance plan for all 
building systems. 

Bad conditions of equipments may interfere directly not only in 
the organization economics, but also by reducing the overall 
availability of buildings while simultaneously interfere with 
occupants’ safety. This is why both installations and equipments 
associated with the operation of school organizations must be 
maintained in good conditions. The resources dedicated to the 
maintenance and operation of school building infrastructures 
come mainly from the state budget, and the maintenance and 
operation budgets are frequently sparse, reason why maintenance 
management and a clear definition of its structure and 
organization is so important when aiming the maximum outcome 
of the expended sum. Moreover, for the particular case of school 
buildings, a great number of maintenance actions may be 
organized in a systematic way, with foreknowable costs and 
controlled funds and it is considered adequate to adopt preventive 
maintenance strategies, condition based or planned and scheduled 
in time.  
In this scenario, and with the aim of characterizing the Portuguese 
situation concerning the age and preservation of both installations 
and fixed equipments of those institutions, as well as their 
maintenance strategies and policies, a study has been conducted 
about the Portuguese Educational System, concerning all levels of 
education, with the purpose of collecting and analysing all the 
aforementioned information.  

The case study presented here concerns a particular organization 
of a school institution (university), in particular the maintenance 
management of the buildings and respective equipments of the 
University of Coimbra stadium, sporting centre and athletic 
grounds. The study was conducted during 2006 with the 
cooperation of the Commission for the University Stadium 
Development Plan. The study was developed with the assistance of 
the director of the University of Coimbra stadium, sporting centre 
and athletic grounds and had full collaboration of a large number 
of employees.  
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2. CASE STUDY 
University of Coimbra stadium, sporting centre and athletic 
grounds are located along Mondego River left side banks, as 
shown in Figure 1, occupying a total area of almost 30 thousand 
acres (12 hectare). The first facilities are dated back to 1963, and 
were constructed as part of the University Sport Development 
Program that conducted also to the University of Oporto and 
University of Lisbon stadium sporting centres and athletic 
grounds construction [1].  

Until 2004 several facilities have been added to the first 
constructions, namely an auditorium (in 1998), a restaurant (in 
2004) and three pavilions (in 1967, 1974 and 1998).  

 

Figure 1. Location of the University of Coimbra stadium, 
sporting centre and athletic grounds (GoogleEarth). 

 

The University of Coimbra stadium, sporting centre and athletic 
grounds support the practice of more than 25 different sport 
modalities. In 2004, the facilities had an average of 1400 users a 
day [2], not only from the academic community (more than 22 
thousand students) since they also are accessible to the general 
community (near 150 thousand inhabitants), playing an important 
role in public service. Besides that, these facilities support the 
educational system providing the resources for the practice of 
sport activities by students of several schools of the basic and 
secondary level of education and they also support educational 
and research activities for the Sport Sciences and Physical 
Education Faculty of the University of Coimbra [1]. 

The employees of the University of Coimbra stadium, sporting 
centre and athletic grounds are grouped in four interventional 
areas, as shown in Table 1. 

It is important to refer that human resources management are 
regulated by law, since the University of Coimbra stadium, 
sporting centre and athletic grounds are part of a public 
University facilities. For example, the number of employees 
depends on the number of students of the University of Coimbra 
in each year [2] and the annual budget available is based on 
previous budgets and tends to be sparse. 

Frequently, maintenance and operation budgets are among the 
first cuts during tight financial times and thus it is vital for 
educational organizations to improve their performance. Usually, 

vandalism is not considered as a maintenance problem, but its 
influence in workload and in maintenance costs is usually not 
negligible and vandalism actions may, inclusively, interfere in 
occupant’s security [3]. Given the University of Coimbra stadium, 
sporting centre and athletic grounds users’ diversity, as well as its 
role in public service, the improvement of security conditions and 
better facilities management must be preferred to simply repair 
and replace. Furthermore, given the age and type of use of the 
University of Coimbra stadium, sporting centre and athletic 
grounds, it is important to manage the resources effectively.  

 

Table 1. Employees per Interventional Areas 
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3. MAINTENANCE AUDIT 
During the conducted maintenance audit, and after a first review 
and evaluation of existing procedures, practices and supporting 
documentation, an effectiveness rating was compiled. The main 
objective was to provide a measure for comparing the 
organization’s maintenance management productivity to accepted 
standards [4, 5], which permits the identification of areas needing 
improvements and the appropriate corrective actions to follow, as 
well as the identification of adequate procedures for monitoring 
the outcome of those corrective actions. 

This process shall always be viewed as a constructive one, 
encouraging managers for internal evaluations of their 
organizations [5, 6]. 

3.1 Maintenance Audit Structure 
The maintenance audit performed was focused on five 
maintenance management components [5]: Organization, 
Workload Identification, Work Planning, Work Accomplishment 
and Appraisal of maintenance management, as described below.  

The component Organization evaluates the organizational 
structure of the institution in order to identify responsibilities, 
policies, procedures and its corresponding management activities. 
The Workload Identification evaluates the way in which needed 
work is documented and brought to the attention of maintenance 
department. The methods used to perform such work, such as 
planning, prioritizing and budgeting, are evaluated in the Work 
Planning component and the support activities are evaluated in 
Work Accomplishment. This component considers staff training 
and supervision, and contracting procedures, as some of the 
support activities that enable maintenance management 
organization to perform efficiently. Finally, Appraisal of 
maintenance management considers the information system 
features. 
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Figure 2. Evaluation results for the key element Organizational Structure. 
 

 

All the five components are divided into several key elements 
relevant to the effectiveness evaluation. Each of these key 
elements is evaluated separately, with the help of guideline 
checklists, which provide detailed indicators of appropriate 
actions related to each key element. 

Figure 2 exemplifies, for the Organizational Structure, the 
procedure for evaluating each key element. The classification 
obtained during evaluation is derived from the guideline 
checklists used during the maintenance audit. The classification of 
2 corresponds to an excellent result and a 0 expresses a non-
compliance with the required. 

Rating and Target values indicate the rating achieved by the key 
elements under analysis and the optimum value achievable, 
respectively. 

The Weighting Factors associated whit the key elements have the 
purpose of delineating the relative value attributed to them. For 
example, the Weighting Factor 9 attributed to Work Control in 
Table 2 indicates that the assignment of responsibilities to an 
independent work control unit, for reviewing and evaluating the 
overall workload and work accomplishment, is more important to 
a good effectiveness rating than the Shop Organization. 

 

Table 2. Effectiveness rating results for Organization 

Key Elements for Organization weighting 
factors 

Total 
Rating Target 

  150 336 

1. Organizational Structure 7 42 56 

2. Politics, Roles and Services 7 35 56 

3. Work Control 9 27 72 

4. Work Control Center 8 8 64 

5. Shop Organization 5 20 40 

6. Shop Planning and Supervision 6 18 48 

 

Since the results presented in Table 2 are absolute values, and 
since the weighting factors tend to introduce some asymmetry in 
the final rating values, the analysis of the final results were made 
with the help of three derived units: the Relative Effectiveness, 
the Relative Target and the Percentual Accomplishment. 

Relative Effectiveness and Relative Target express the Rating 
accomplished and key element Target in reference with the 
optimum classification of the component (the total Target).  

The Percentual Accomplishment measures the deviation from the 
target of each key element or component. It indicates which 
percentage of the Target is achieved. 

The main results for the effectiveness evaluation for the five 
maintenance management components are presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Percentage of effectiveness ratings 

Component Total Percentual 
Accomplishment Rating Target 

Organization 150 336 44,64% 

Workload Identification 88 384 22,92% 

Work Planning 140 400 35,00% 

Work Accomplishment 157 424 37,03% 

Appraisal 24 360 6,67% 

 

 

3.2 Maintenance Audit Results and Analysis  
The component achieving the best percentage of effectiveness 
rating (44,64%=150/336) was Organization. At the same time, 
Organization had the most reasonable balance between all its key 
elements, as shown in Figure 3(a). 

The Organizational Structure was the key element with the best 
Percentual Accomplishment. This was the result of an exact 
statement of policies, rules and services. It was perfectly clear for 
all employees the hierarchy, lines of authority and 
responsibilities, as well as job description for all positions, in 
accordance with the law regulating the studied public 
organization. 

The key element needing more attention was Work Control 
Center, one of the most weighted, as shown in Figure 3(b), which 
expresses the need for a control unit to review and evaluate the 
maintenance activities performed. Some records available showed 
an inadequate capacity of response to maintenance needs of 
building and its equipments, as a result of a defective planning of 
work. It was also identified the need for intervention in repair 
shops, not only in terms of human resources but also 

1. Organizational Structure 7 42 56

#  1.   Organization Chart 2

#  2.   Funtional Statements 1

#  3.   Job Descriptions 1

#  4.   Active Updating Procedure 2

Classification 
obtained during 

evaluation 

Weighting Factor  

Rating 

Target 
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infrastructures, equipment and tools. With respect to human 
resources, several problems were due to lack of trained personnel 
and the difficulty to hire new employees, as a result of the laws 
referred in section 2. 

The youngest employee started working in the maintenance 
services in 1989 and simultaneously their ages had an average of 
almost 50 years old, and they mainly had 4 years of education. 
That scenario introduced some difficulties in the implementation 
of training programs but, simultaneously, since in average an 
employee had almost 20 years of service, they were experienced 
and knew the facilities, allowing the collection of valuable 
information about facilities and maintenance activities performed, 
aiming the definition of suitable maintenance procedures.  
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Figure 3. Effectiveness rating for the Organization 
component: (a) Percentual Accomplishment of each key 
element; (b) Relative Effectiveness and Relative Target. 

 

The strong asymmetry of Figure 4(a) indicates a different 
situation for each key element of the Workload Identification 
component.  

Facilities Inventory had the highest rating as a result of the 
information available with respect to installations and their 
characteristics, mainly as the result of the work developed by the 
commission responsible for the University Stadium Development 
Plan [2]. On the other hand, Preventive Maintenance had a null 
classification and both Facilities Condition Inspection and 
Equipment Inventory had a Percentual Accomplishment of only 
12,50%. The Routine, Recurring Work was not considered 
separately from other work, it was not scheduled and no records 
were found of its execution. It was not available an inventory of 
facilities-related equipment and the records available were 
outdated and inadequate. That situation was already 
acknowledged by the Commission for the University Stadium 
Development Plan and by the director of the University of Coimbra 
stadium, sporting centre and athletic grounds, and they were 
predisposed to endure the needed actions to reverse that scenario.  

It is important to note that Facilities Condition Inspection is the 
key element with highest Relative Target, as shown in Figure 

4(b). Facilities Condition Inspection scenario resulted from the 
fact that there was no reports available for inspections made to the 
building structure, functional areas or systems. Once again, the 
lack of trained personnel leaded to the outsourcing of these 
inspections. It was considered to be important to train employees 
as well as the development of an inspection guide to be followed 
by such trained personnel, as its result may help the responsible 
for maintenance to plan maintenance activities, namely 
prioritizing them according to the budget available or its influence 
in users’ safety.  
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Figure 4. Effectiveness rating for the Workload Identification 
component: (a) Percentual Accomplishment of each key 
element; (b) Relative Effectiveness and Relative Target. 

 

The percentage of effectiveness rating for Work Planning was 
35%. Simultaneously, as shown in Figure 5, the highest 
Percentual Accomplishment for this component stands for Budget 
Requirements for Maintenance and Repair as a result of the need 
for an annual budget that is effectively used for the maintenance 
actions taken. For the same reason, the Budget Execution Plan 
(62,50%) and Work Classification (37,50%) presented the second 
and third best Percentual Accomplishment. 

Figure 5(b) illustrates that the key element with the highest 
Relative Target – Work Order Preparation – had a great deviation 
from the Relative Effectiveness. Its Percentual Accomplishment 
was also one of the lowest of the Work Planning as shown in 
Figure 5(a). 

There was no Backlog of Funded Work and therefore efforts were 
done in order to develop tools capable of supporting planning, 
scheduling and accomplishment of work. All work should be 
documented on appropriate work order or service order forms, 
designed to meet institution requirements and personnel 
characteristics described before. 
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Figure 5. Effectiveness rating for the Work Planning 
component: (a) Percentual Accomplishment of each key 
element; (b) Relative Effectiveness and Relative Target. 

 

Even though Figure 6 illustrates asymmetric results, namely for 
the key elements Storeroom Operation and Shop spaces, Tools 
and Equipments, Work Accomplishment presented the second 
best percentage of effectiveness rating (37,03%). 
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Figure 6. Effectiveness rating for the Work Accomplishment 

component: (a) Percentual Accomplishment of each key 
element; (b) Relative Effectiveness and Relative Target. 

 

The lack of a formal training program for supervisors or workers 
was one of the reasons why Training Program had a low Relative 
Effectiveness and Percentual Accomplishment. In addition, the 
apprentice program referred in the law for public careers could 

not be implemented as a result of the restrictions pointed in 
section 2. 

Shop Scheduling and Planning Procedures and Craft and Material 
Availability results were associated with the absence of planning 
and scheduling procedures for work execution. The availability of 
materials, equipments and craft hours were not considered as 
well. 

Storeroom Operation and Shop spaces, Tools and Equipments are 
the key elements with lowest Percentual Accomplishment 
(12,5%). This was the result of storeroom conditions and 
insufficient information regarding tools and equipments location, 
for example.  

The key element with highest Relative Effectiveness was 
Transportation, with a Percentual Accomplishment of 75%. 
Personnel related to Transportation are aware of their tasks and 
some transportations are equipped with tools and prepared to 
transfer materials. 

The results of the remaining key elements were a direct 
consequence of the organizational structure of the institution. For 
example, over the last twenty years the public administration has 
been changing the traditional situation of in-house work only. The 
option to contract services such as cleaning, security, gardening 
and maintenance of buildings and equipments is more and more 
adopted which guarantees the logistical support for the process. 
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Figure 7 – Effectiveness rating for the Appraisal component: 

(a) Percentual Accomplishment of each key element; (b) 
Relative Effectiveness and Relative Target. 

 

The last component evaluated, Appraisal, had the lowest 
percentage of effectiveness rating (6,67%), but it is usual that 
Appraisal presents a Percentage of Effectiveness lower than any 
other component. Only three of the Appraisal’s key elements had 
a Relative Effectiveness different from zero, as illustrated in 
Figure 7, and that was due to the strong organizational structure 
of the institution, with clear policies, rules and services.  
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It was considered to be important the development of an internal 
policy to evaluate work accomplished in order to support 
improvements implementation. 

Facility History Records had an accomplishment of 25%, 
resulting from the knowledge of facilities characteristics. 
Regarding Equipment History Records and Information System, 
there were no systematic records of equipment history in terms of 
maintenance work, and the related information regarding facility 
history was also sparse making it difficult to realize cost analyses 
or avoid recurring problems. 

It was considered to be important to establish a Management 
Information System capable of compiling management reposts, 
and historic data for buildings and equipments.  

4. DOCUMENTS FOR MAINTENANCE 
AND DATA WAREHOUSING 

The maintenance management audit performed, emphasised that it 
was unavailable an inventory of facilities-related equipment and 
the records available were outdated and inadequate. 
Simultaneously, reports for inspections made to the building 
structure, functional areas or systems, were not available 

In relation to relevant information for maintenance it was evident 
the lack of documents implemented and used. The immediate step 
was the development of a suitable collection of maintenance 
documents. The goal was to provide the access to useful data, 
allowing managers to easily access data on their personal 
computers or laptops. The documents developed should guarantee 
the consistency and quality of maintenance related information. 
They should not only be useful to store raw data, but they also are 
important to carefully assemble data from a variety of information 
sources around the organization, cleaned up and quality assured, 
as well as they must support a set of tools and techniques to 
query, analyse and present information [7]. 

In order to develop the desired collection of maintenance 
documents, and since an inventory of facilities-related equipments 
was not available, a codification structure was needed. The 
developed codification was based on a three level structure, 
usually considered for situations of large or complex registers, as 
it is the case. The three levels used to identify each item are 
Functionality, Localization and Identification. 

Every item of the University of Coimbra stadium, sporting centre 
and athletic grounds under analysis was distributed in 11 
functional sectors, such as Architecture (ARQ), Acclimatization 
(CLM) and Lightening (ILM), as defined in Table 4. 

Assets codification enabled to make an exhaustive inventory of 
facilities-related equipments, updating the information initially 
available about them. 

It was also developed a suitable collection of maintenance 
documents, such as Work Orders, Work Requests and Equipment 
Cards, as well as Reports with the aim of integrating them into a 
computerized maintenance management system, providing an 
accurate database for the building’s assets as well as the 
documentation of all the maintenance work performed. Each one 
of the developed documents considered several information fields, 
defined according to the special needs of the institution under 
analysis as well as to the European standardization. The structure 

and implementation of each document was discussed with the 
director of the University of Coimbra stadium, sporting centre and 
athletic grounds. 

The design of all the proposed maintenance documents also 
considered human resources characteristics who were elucidated 
about their importance and kept on being motivated to use them in 
the maintenance team weekly meeting. 

 

Table 4. Functional Sectors 

-�	�
�	������
��� �

Architecture ARQ 

Acclimatization  CLM 

Electrical Network  EEL 

Logistics  LOG 

Lightening  ILM 

Fire Protection  SCI 

Security SIT 

Communications  COM 

Sewage system  ESG 

Water network  AGU 

Gas-fitting  GAS 

 

All together, the implementations described above created the 
necessary conditions to a systematic record of equipment and 
building history, in terms of maintenance work. Together with the 
information related to Human Resources and Suppliers, these 
enumerated documents enable the collection of data to support 
planning, scheduling and accomplishment of work, as well as an 
accurate control on the availability of materials, equipments and 
craft hours. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The University of Coimbra stadium, sporting centre and athletic 
grounds presented some degraded areas. Some factors contributed 
to the described scenario, such as the sparse budget available for 
maintenance and the intensive usage of the facilities and their 
aging or even the limited human resources. Some critical areas 
were pointed, such as bathing-places and roofing. In general, the 
exterior facilities present a better evaluation, but they had a major 
intervention in 2002. 

The main results of the maintenance management audit were the 
starting point for the subsequent suggestions and implementations 
made to improve the maintenance effectiveness of the 
organization. Among them are the equipment inventory and 
codification, data base implementation, information circuits and 
maintenance documents. 

The codification structure used enabled to make an exhaustive 
inventory of facilities-related equipments, updating the 
information initially available about them.  

The set of documents developed, in particular the Work Order, 
Work Request, Equipment Historic Records and Maintenance 
Activities Record documents, allowed the documentation of all 
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maintenance work performed. Together with the information 
related to Human Resources and Suppliers, these documents 
enable to support planning, scheduling and accomplishment of 
work, as well as an accurate control on the availability of 
materials, equipments and craft hours. 

The necessary conditions for a systematic record of equipment 
and building history, in terms of maintenance work, are now 
created, enabling the possibility to perform analysis on recurring 
problems and costs, as well as to evaluate work accomplishment, 
making it possible to suggest and implement improvements, 
according to the internal policy of the institution, aiming to an 
effectiveness improvement. 

Long-term service contracts with companies/institutions able to 
provide the required work are important, since they guarantee 
specialised interventions on the overall building and its fixed 
equipments. Although these contractors may respect the 
conditions on the service contract, it is also important to improve 
information exchanges, in order to provide detailed data of 
maintenance backlogs for future improvement of the maintenance 
plan for the institution.  

Both maintenance service providers and personnel involved in 
maintenance should have a thorough understanding of the 
maintenance strategy adopted for each item. It should also be 
conveyed to building users so that they are made aware of the 
maintenance strategy in place and are able to contribute to the 
implementation and review of the strategy.  
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ABSTRACT 

Estimates of maintenance costs of mine equipments are 

important for the feasibility studies and mining machinery 

replacement decision making. These estimations are expensive 

and time consuming. On the other hand the machine 

specifications and costs data are not easily available. With this 

point of view, developing an up-to-date cost model with 

sufficient accuracy is essential. In this study, a simplified cost 

model is presented to make quick estimates of the maintenance 

costs of surface mining loading and hauling equipments, i.e. 

wheel loaders, hydraulic and cable shovels and rigid frame 

trucks. The model is based on univariate exponential and 

multivariate linear forms in which principal component analysis 

has been applied to omit the correlation between explanatory 

variables. The results of the mean absolute error rate analysis 

indicated the model could be used as a powerful tool for the 

maintenance cost estimation of loading and hauling equipments 

in surface mining. 

Keywords 

Maintenance Cost, Multivariate Regression, Principal 

Component Analysis 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The costs are often estimated in one of two ways; qualitative and 

quantitative (Stewart and Wyskida, 1987). In qualitative 

approach heuristic norms and expert judgments are the base of 

estimations. Quantitative approach is classified to three methods; 

generative-analytical models, analogous models and statistical 

models (Asiedu et al., 2000). Analogous methods are based on 

comparison of costs information of similar projects and adjusting 

these data for differences between the products (Layer et al., 

2002). Generative-analytical methods aim to describe product 

formation method and estimate costs.  Regression analysis, 

artificial neural network are some kinds of statistical methods. 

The most commonly used methods for cost model development 

effort have been based on linear-least-squares regression, 

because of their ability to classify, summarize and extrapolate 

collections of data (Bode, 2000). Application of different cost 

estimation tools has showed that professional cost estimators 

usually use regression to build their cost models (Mason and 

Smith, 1995). So far, a number of cost models using the Single 

Regression Analysis (SRA), for the estimation of mineral 

industry costs, have been published (O’Hara, 1980, 82, 87; 

Mular, 1982, 1998; CANMET, 1986; USBM, 1987; Lanz and 

Noakes, 1993; O’Hara and Suboleski, 1992; Camm, 1994; 

Rudenno, 1998). These models are often in univariate form and 

other effective independent variables has simplified been 

ignored. Moreover these are old enough and updating them result 

in high errors.  

Operating costs are the costs that are associated with the 

utilization of equipment. These costs include maintenance, fuel 

(or power), lubrication, tires, wear parts and the cost of operator's 

time. The maintenance includes overhaul parts (OP), overhaul 

labor (OL), maintenance parts (MP) and maintenance labor 

(ML). Table 1 shows the relative contribution of each of these 

items (The cost of operator's time is not included here). Overhaul 

costs for these equipments are those associated with scheduled 

reconstruction and/or replacement of major components such as 

engines and transmissions. Maintenance costs represent those 

costs associated with both unscheduled repairs and scheduled 

servicing of both minor and major components, excluding 

overhaul activities. Generally as machines get older, lower 

annual depreciation rates are often offset by rising annual repair 

rates. In this costs assume the equipment is working a full 

operating hour under average operating condition.   

 
Table 1. Relative share of each of operating cost items 

Wear 
Tires Lubrication 

Fuel/ Maintenance Overhaul 
Machine 

Parts Power Labor Parts Labor parts 

1 22 9 42 8 9 4 5 Loader 

3 0 8 44 13 14 8 10 Hyd. shovel 

8 0 11 25 18 16 12 10 Cab. shovel 

0 21 9 48 7 7 5 3 Truck 

 

As observed, overall maintenance allocates 26, 45, 56 and 22 

percents of operating costs in loader, hydraulic shovel, cable 

shovel and rigid frame truck, respectively.  

In this study, a cost model is presented to make quick estimates 

of the maintenance costs of surface mining loading and hauling 

equipments, i.e. wheel loaders, hydraulic and cable shovels and 

rigid frame trucks. 
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Machinery maintenance costs are often expressed in one of three 

ways: as a constant cost per hour of machine time (E/h), as a 

constant cost per unit area (&/ha), or as a cost per hour as a 

percentage of the machine’s purchase price (%P/h) at a particular 

point in the machines life. The latter method has been most 

widely adopted because repair rates are known to vary with use. 

In this study maintenance costs are expressed in third way and 

cost functions developed in two forms; Univariate (exponential) 

and Multivariate Regressions (MVR). 

2. DATA 
A set of technical and economical data of these machines has 

been gathered. The maintenance cost is based on US dollar 

(2007) per hour. In univariate exponential functions Bucket 

Capacity (BC) is explanatory variable. Figure 1 shows 

multivariate function’s independent variables. All parameters are 

in the international system of units (SI).   

 

Figure 1. Multivariate function’s independent variables 

Table 2 shows number (n) and variation range of data for each 

machine.  

Table 2. Number and variation range of data 

HP W (t)  ELH P (t) BL DH BC n 
 

2300-70 580-16 - - - 24-8 40-1 15 Loader 

3350-250 1400-96 - - - 34-16 40-3 23 Hyd shovel 

7000-700 4500-556 - - 60-35 - 60-5 14 Cab shovel 

6000-400 520-52 23-10 360-35 - - 220-20 23 Truck 

 

3. METHODS 
In this study two approaches are applied; univariate exponential 

functions and multivariate linear regression functions.  

Analysis of independent variables shows the correlations 

between the specification parameters are intense (for example 

Table 3 shows correlation between specifications parameters of 

cable shovels). Thus, for applying multivariate analysis, it is 

necessary to take this aspect into consideration [Gujarati, 2003]. 

 

  

Table 3. Correlations of independent variables 

 BC BL W HP 

BC 1 0.85 0.97 0.98 

BL 0.85 1 0.73 0.87 

W 0.97 0.73 1 0.94 

HP 0.98 0.87 0.94 1 

The multivariable cost functions have been developed at two 

stages; at the first with respect to data analysis, omitting 

correlation between independent variables is essential. For this 

purpose, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique could 

be used [Liu, 2003].  Then significant PCs obtained by PCA 

technique were used as explanatory parameters in multivariate 

analysis (MVA). There are two approaches for selection of 

significant PCs. The eigenvalue-one criterion also known as the 

Kaiser criterion [Kaiser, 1960] is the simplest and the most 

common method used to solve the number of principal 

component problem. With respect to this criterion, PCs with 

eigenvalue greater than one that is considered the most 

significant ones are selected as independent variables 

[Camdevyrel et al, 2005]. On the other approach, all of PCs are 

selected as explanatory variables and t-Test is used to significant 

independent variables choosing. In this paper multivariate 

regression is applied on all of PCs and then their cost functions 

are determined. With this approach, some linear functions as 

relationships between significant PCs and maintenance costs will 

be obtained, so established functions are transformed and the 

final cost relationships must be obtained as functions of initial 

machine specification parameters. For this transformation 

eigenvector of correlation matrix obtained of PCA technique 

multiplied in coefficients determined from MVR. Relationships 

obtained from this approach will be as standardized functions 

and to use model on row data, it is needed that the variables are 

returned to their initial situations once again. The final equations 

coefficients are calculated from Eq. (1): 

X = (Xdl - Xave) / Sx                                                                                                             (1) 

Where X is final regression coefficient, Xdl indicates B 

coefficient and Xave and Sx are mean and standard deviation of 

the variable.  

3.1 PCA; a brief review 
One of the greatest challenges in multiple regressions is 

multicollinearity phenomena in which predictor variables have a 

high correlation with each other. The high correlation among 

predictive variables can lead to unstable regression model so that 

the variance and covariance of coefficients are very high. With 

respect to intense correlation between independent variables 

(Table 3), it is needed to take this correlation away before MVR 

(Gujarati 2003). For this, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

technique could be used (Jolliffe 1986 and Liu 2003). Apart from 

omitting the correlation of independent variables, this method 

simplifies the complexity of relations between them (Sharma 

1996; Jolliffe 1986 and Hardle and Simar 2003). 

 In principal component analysis, the original variables are 

transformed into linear combinations called principal 

components. PCA is a dimension reduction technique in which 
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the goal is to find a few principal components (PCs) that explain 

a large proportion of the total sample variance of the variables 

while the PCs have no correlation with each other. Principal 

components are often used as input to another analysis, such as 

regression. If we use PCs as predictor variables, the regression 

model called PCA regression. It is obvious that in PCA 

Regression multicollinearity problem fundamentally resolved 

(Jambu 1991). 

PCA is an optimal dimensionality reduction technique in terms 

of capturing the variance of the data. PCA determines a set of 

orthogonal vectors, called loading factors, which can be ordered 

by the amount of variance explained in the loading vector 

directions. Given n observations of m measurement variables 

stacked into a training data matrix X R n× m, the loading 

vectors can be calculated via the Singular Value Decomposition 

(SVD). 

1

1

TX U V
n

 
                                                                  (2) 

Where U R n× n and VR m× m are unitary matrices and the 

diagonal matrix   R n× m contains the nonnegative real 

singular values of decreasing magnitude     

( 1 2 ... 0m     
)The loading vectors are the 

orthonormal column vectors in the matrix V, and the variance of 

the training set projected along the ith column of V is equal to 

2

1 . 

4. UNIVATIATE EXPONENTIAL 

REGRESSION (UER) 
In the initial phase of project evaluations that is encountered with 

lack of data and do not need high cost accuracy, a univariate 

regression model can be used to estimate of maintenance costs.  

These univariate models are in the form of Y = a × (BC)m, 

where Y is the maintenance cost estimated in $/h and BC is the 

assumed bucket capacity in cubic meter. a and m are constants 

determined by the regression analysis. Fig.2 shows Maintenance 

costs vs. bucket capacity. Table 4 shows regression coefficient 

and coefficient of determination of each function.  

As observed, maintenance costs are roughly proportional to about 

0.9 power of bucket capacity. 

Table 4. regression coefficient and R
2
 

 A m R
2
 (%) 

Hydraulic shovel 5.9517 1.1216 96.03 

Cable shovel 8.5834 0.8145 97.11 

Wheel loader 3.0334 0.9797 98.37 

Truck 0.7161 0.8706 94.36 

 

 As seen, about 96.5% of variation in maintenance costs could be 

explained by bucket capacity. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Maintenance costs vs. bucket capacity 

When the cost of a machine with a certain bucket capacity is 

known (A), the following equation may be used to estimate 

similar machine of different bucket capacity (B). 
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Cost (B) = Cost (A) × [BCB/BCA] m                                         (3) 

Where m is the scaling exponent estimated by the regression of 

cost on bucket capacity (Table 4). This exponential rule is 

generally satisfactory, not only for bucket capacity, but for other 

independent variables too.  

Table 5 shows m values that are presented on the basis of other 

specification parameters.  

Table 5. scaling exponent (m) of specification parameters 

HP W ELH P BL DH BC 
 

1.04 0.9206 - - - 3.1065 0.9797 Loader 

1.11 0.8919 - - - 0.921 1.1216 Hyd. shovel 

0.77 0.8923 - - 2.859 - 0.8145 Cab. shovel 

0.91 0.9736 2.4948 0.8661 - - 0.8706 Truck 

 

5. MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION  

5.1 PCA 
Applying PCA technique on specification parameters to describe 

their interrelation pattern as well as onto the maintenance costs, 

the number of PCs will equal the number of independent original 

variables. This new variables are independent linear 

combinations of original variables and retain the maximum 

possible variance of the initial set.  

Matrix of the weights for each PC is represented in eigenvectors 

of correlation matrix (Table 6), which demonstrates the relative 

role of standardized parameters in each PC. 

Table 6. Eigenvectors of correlation matrix 

type Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 

W
.l

o
a

d
e
r
 

BC -0.5 0.52 0.684 -0.12 - 

DH -0.5 -0.83 0.268 0.02 - 

W -0.5 0.102 -0.56 -0.65 - 

HP -0.5 0.196 -0.38 0.73 - 

C
.s

h
o

v
e
l 

BC -0.52 -0.18 0.06 0.83 - 

BL -0.47 0.82 0.30 -0.13 - 

W -0.5 -0.54 0.5 -0.46 - 

HP -0.52 -0.04 -0.81 -0.28 - 

H
.S

h
o

v
e
l 

BC -0.52 -0.41 0.31 0.69 - 

DH -0.46 0.83 0.32 0.01 - 

W -0.50 0.06 -0.86 0.04 - 

HP -0.52 -0.38 0.24 -0.73 - 

T
r
u

c
k

 

BC -0.46 0.08 -0.11 -0.76 0.45 

P -0.46 0.31 -0.18 -0.15 -0.8 

ELH -0.45 0.51 -0.21 0.59 0.39 

W -0.44 -0.14 0.88 0.11 -0.02 

HP -0.44 -0.79 -0.37 0.23 -0.01 

 

Eigenvalues of correlation matrix are showed in Table 7. As 

observed, for all of these machines, only one PC has eigenvalue 

higher than 1These PCs could explain about 95 percent of the 

total variance of data for each machine. 

 

Table 7. Eigenvalues of correlation matrix 

type Variable Eigenvalue Total Variance % 

L
o

a
d

e
r
 

Pc1 

Pc2 

Pc3 

Pc4 

3.9 

0.06 

0.01 

0.02 

97.7 

1.5 

0.47 

0.2 

C
a

b
. 
sh

o
v

e
l 

Pc1 3.69 92.3 

Pc2 0.28 7.02 

Pc3 0.02 0.51 

Pc4 0.005 0.13 

H
y

d
.s

h
o

v
e
l 

Pc1 

Pc2 

Pc3 

Pc4 

3.42 

0.39 

0.17 

0.004 

85 

10 

4.4 

0.15 

T
r
u

c
k

 

Pc1 

Pc2 

Pc3 

Pc4 

Pc5 

4.73 

0.126 

0.108 

0.018 

0.006 

94.7 

2.5 

2.1 

0.37 

0.13 

 

5.2 MVR 
To recognize the best estimation functions for maintenance costs, 

MVR costs analyses on the PC scores were performed using 

stepwise variable selection procedures. Table 8 shows the results 

of For example results of MVR analysis for cable shovels is 

shown in Table 8.  

Table 8. Results of MVR analysis for cable shovels 

 Beta B Std.Err. of B t p-level 

intercept  110.99 2.898 38.29 0.00 

PC1 -0.986 -32.15 1.565 -20.54 0.00 

PC2 -0.061 -7.195 5.676 -1.27 0.24 

PC3 0.019 8.464 20.96 0.40 0.69 

PC4 0.050 41.95 40.28 1.04 0.32 

 

The beta column in this table indicates the standardized 

coefficients of regression. These coefficients are useless for 

estimation, but their advantage (compared to the ones that are 

not standardized) is that their magnitudes allow comparing the 

relative contribution of each independent variable in the 

estimation. For example, with regard to this column, PC1 are the 

most important explanatory parameter of maintenance costs of 
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cable shovels. B column in this table indicates regression 

coefficient of PCs for each function. For evaluation of 

significance of regression coefficients, t-Test was applied that the 

bold marked values indicate statistically significance of 

explanatory parameters (as shown, PC1 and PC2 are statistically 

significance in this relationship). Table 9 shows coefficient of 

determination for each model.  

Table 9. coefficient of determination of each function 

 

R
2
 adjR

2
 

Hydraulic shovel 95.94 95.04 

Cable shovel 97.93 97.01 

Wheel loader 99.35 99.09 

Truck 97.54 96.82 

 

As observed in R2 column of Table 8, about 97.7% of variation in 

maintenance costs has explained by this analysis approach. 

Since, increasing of number of independent variables cause to 

raising the percentage of the R2, using of adjusted coefficient of 

determination (adjR2) is better for comparing these equations 

with other models. The adjusted R2 is interpreted as that of the 

R2 value except it takes into account the number of degrees of 

freedom. It is adjusted by dividing the error sum and total sums 

of squares through their respective degrees of freedom [Gujarati, 

2003]. Eq. (9) indicates relations between R2 and adjR2: 

adjR2 =1- [(Residual SS / df) / (Total SS / df)]                         (4) 

Where Residual SS is the error sums of squares, the Total SS is 

the total sums of squares and df is their respective degree of 

freedom. As seen, adjR2 for these relations is about 97%.  

For transforming functions to relationships between specification 

parameters of each machine and maintenance costs, B 

coefficients of Table 7 are multiplied to eigenvectors of 

correlation matrix of Table 5. Then using Eq. (1), the variables 

are returned again to their initial positions (unstandardized) and 

total equations are established. For example, relationship 

between specification parameters of Cable shovels and 

maintenance costs is obtained as follow: 

Maint C ($/h) =1.02BC+5.46BL+0.0003W+0.008HP- 44.46   (5) (5) 

Table 10 highlighted results for all of these machines; these 

functions are on form of Eq. (6) 

Cost=a1BC+a2DH+a3BL+a4P+a5ELH+a6W+a7HP+intercept                 (6) 

Table 10. total results of MVR analysis 

 

intercept a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 

Hyd.shovel 7.19 3.40 -2.8 - - - 0.0002 0.04 

Cab.shovel -44.5 1.02 - 5.47 - - 3.2E-05 0.01 

W.loader -0.89 1.08 0.55 - - - 0.00011 0.01 

Truck -25.8 -0.3 - - 0.0004 3.11 -0.0004 0.01 

 

6. MODEL VALIDATION 
The Mean Absolute Error Rate (MAER) is used to evaluation of 

function’s performance [Kim, et al, 2004], which is defined in 

Eq. (7). 

MAER = [∑ | (Ce - Ca) / Ca|.100] / n                                      (7) 

Where, Ce is the estimated maintenance costs, Ca is the actual 

costs, and n is the number of data   

The results obtained from the UER and MVR represent MAER 

of 11.32 and 10.14% in average, respectively (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3. MAER plot (Maintenance cost vs. Number of data) 

7. CONCLUSION 
Maintenance costs of loading and hauling equipments of surface 

mining are frequently needed for feasibility studies and 

machinery replacement decision making in surface mining. An 

alternative approach considered in this paper is estimate 

maintenance cost based on two regression methods; univariate 

exponential and multivariate linear regressions. The choice of 

maintenance cost estimation technique depends on access to data. 

Performance evaluation method for univariate exponential and 

multivariate linear regressions represents MAER of 11.32 and 

10.14% in average, respectively that indicates the model could 

be used as a powerful tool for the maintenance cost estimation of 

loading and hauling equipments in surface mining. 
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ABSTRACT 
Extending inspection periods for reducing inspection costs 
generally results in a lower level of safety. Using a mathematical 
model more insight was obtained into the various risks. Based on 
these insights it is possible to use improvements to the rolling 
stock to create more efficient inspection programs while 
maintaining the same level of safety. 

Keywords 
Risk, inspections, optimizing, method, RCM, efficiency. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The trains of the Netherlands Railways were, until recently, 
inspected daily. The frequency and scope of the inspections was 
prescribed by legislation and regulations. The inspections are 
designed to ensure that the rolling stock can be deployed for 
passenger service with a sufficient degree of safety . 

The current regulatory framework is much more functional. The 
regulatory framework now prescribes that the operator must 
ensure (bears the responsibility for) the safe use of the rolling 
stock. The requirement on the operator to deploy the trains safely 
creates the possibility for inspections to be more focussed and 
scheduled more efficiently. 

In order to achieve a more efficient inspection schedule the 
question was whether the frequency and content of the inspections 
could be reduced. In order to be able to ensure safe deployment 
the following boundary conditions were formulated: 

� The risk may not, or only temporarily and to a very limited 
extent, increase. The so-called “stand still” principle. 

� Sufficient measures must be taken to prevent any casualties. 

In order to determine a new inspection schedule and to be able to 
prove that the new inspection schedule satisfies these two 
requirements, it is necessary to know how the risks change in 
relation to the inspection frequency. A mathematical model was 
developed for this purpose. 

This article describes the mathematical model. The article also 
describes how to apply the model in order to arrive at a new 
inspection schedule, which practical problems we encountered 
and how we dealt with them. 

 

 

 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR RISK 
The Risk Model describes the relationship between the inspection 
schedule and the total associated risk. 

The model is shown in Figure 1. The model has two parts: 

� The first part establishes the frequency of failure per type of 
failure of the rolling stock as a function of the inspection 
periods. This is called the rolling stock failure model. 

� The second part lays a relationship between the a certain type 
of failure, per period, of the rolling stock and the average 
number of FWSIs1 per period. This is called the casualty 
model. 

Figure 1. Risk model for revising necessary inspections. 

As can be seen in the above figure, the total risk model consists of 
multiple rolling stock failure models and multiple casualty 
models. This represents the various ways of unsafe failure of the 
rolling stock. 

3. FAILURE MODEL ROLLING STOCK 
3.1 Modelling Failure Types 
[1] describes how a relation can be found between the frequency 
of failure, the frequency of inspections and the reliability of the 
components in the installations. 

The structure of the installation determines this relationship. In 
[1] the relationship was made between a function that is unsafe if 
it fails and that has a safeguard in place. 

                                                                 
1 FWSI stands for Fatality or Weighted Serious Injoured 

casualty model failure model rolling stock 

modelling  
failure type 

chance of falling 
FWSI(s) 

FWSI 
failure 

 

 

 

∑ 
modelling  
failure type 

chance of falling 
FWSI(s) 

FWSI 
failure 

modelling  
failure type 

chance of falling 
FWSI(s) 

FWSI 
failure 

modelling  
failure type 

chance of falling 
FWSI(s) 

FWSI 
failure 

Munsafe_failure Minspectio
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The function that is unsafe if it fails is called the primary function 
here. The primary function has a certain reliability. This is the 
MTBCF of this function. Different to the MTBF of a component 
is that the MTBCF is the average time between twice failure of a 
component that leads to an unsafe situation. The MTBCF of the 
primary function is represented by Mprim. 

If the safeguard has a certain amount of “non availability” (NA), 
then the time between two times unsafe failing of the installation 
is, according to [1] described as follows: 

safeguard

prim
failureunsafe NA

M
M =_

 

Example: With the safeguard having a non-availability of 1% the 
rolling stock fails unsafely with a cycle of 100 times the MTBCF 
of the component that causes an unsafe situation upon failure. 

By keeping the Non Availability (NA) of the safeguard small it is 
possible to ensure that an unsafe situation does not occur 
frequently. The safeguard is only necessary if the primary function 
fails. The safeguard can therefore fail without causing an unsafe 
situation directly. 

If the safeguard is defective it is not necessarily noticeable. This is 
known as a hidden failure. By inspecting the safeguard function 
more often it is possible to ensure that the time that the safeguard 
is not available remains sufficiently small. According to [1] the 
NA can be determined as follows: 

safeguard

inspection
safeguard M

M
NA

×
=

2
 

With Minspection
2 the time between two inspections and Msafeguard 

the average time between two times critical failure of the 
safeguard. 

This gives us the equation that describes the relation between the 
frequency of unsafe failing and the inspection period. 

failureunsafe

primsafeguard
inspection M

MM
M

_

2 ××
=  

From this, it is clear that for such a function the frequency of 
unsafe failure depends on the frequency of inspections but also on 
the reliability of the safeguard function. 

The above equation only describes one failure type. In [1] more 
equations are described in the case of redundancy. 

For creating the risk model this was however not sufficient. Other 
relations are also possible. More than twenty relations were 
derived. Below a number of examples: 

� A component that upon failure directly results in an unsafe 
situation, the failure of which cannot be determined in 
advance. In that case the period of unsafe failure is equal to 
the MTBF of the component and therefore independent of 
inspections carried out. Or: 

                                                                 
2 Here we talk of Minspection. In the RCM literature they talk about 

the FFI which stands for Fault Finding Interval. We use M here 
to indicate a period. 

primfailureunsafe MM =_
 

� A component for which it can be determined that it will fail 
within a certain time. The function is not safeguarded. The 
period between the moment that the future failure can be 
determined and the actual failure is called the pf interval 
(Mpf). If the inspection interval is smaller than the pf interval, 
then if the inspections are carried out correctly it will always 
be possible to prevent the rolling stock failing unsafely. The 
risk here is therefore 0. Appliable for Mpf < Mcontrol is: 

primfailureunsafe

failureunsafepf
inspection MM

MM
M

−
×

=
_

_  

� A safeguard that is implemented redundantly but with one part 
of the safeguard being determined by an MTBF and the other 
part determined by NA. 

 

( )( )
( ) failureunsafesafeguard

failureunsafesafeguardprimsafeguard
inspection MN

MNAMM
M

_2

_21

A - 1

-
  2 =

×
××

×  

3.2 Possible Failure Types 
It is important that all possible failures of the rolling stock are 
identified. In order to discover all possible failure types a 
complete FMEA or RCM analysis must be carried out. 

This was not done in our case. For the analysis an existing 
installation with a given inspection schedule was assumed. Based 
on these inspections it is possible to indicate which components 
or functions are being inspected and are therefore relevant to 
safety. By considering this set of failure types one is considering 
that part of the risk that is currently covered by inspections. 

Possible other failures are also considered because malfunctions 
of a dangerous nature are reported and registered as safety failures 
(Safety Management System). By also considering these failures 
we have considered all failures that realistically can be expected. 
This is an accepted approach in Risk Based Management. 

Based on inspections carried out under the existing inspection 
schedule the components or functions that are inspected can: 

� upon failure lead to an unsafe situation 

� be part of a safeguard that must detect failure of the rolling 
stock or take over the function. 

Functions that upon failure can result in an unsafe situation must 
be examined to see if there is a safeguard in place for them. If a 
safeguard is found it must be examined to determine which 
function is safeguarded and what it does. 

By searching for failure types in this way it is possible that failure 
types are found that were already identified. The intention is that a 
failure type only be described once. 

Functions, both the primary and the safeguard, can also be 
redundantly implemented. This must be included in the 
description of the failure type. The following figure is a 
diagrammatical representation of how different failure types can 
be determined from an existing inspection list and safety 
malfunctions. 
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3.3 Components and Other Availability Data 
The failure model uses reliability data. The derived or otherwise 
determined data must be of as high a quality as possible. Data that 
are necessary are, for example: 
� MTBCF values of components (Mprimary and Msafeguard). 

� Pf-intervals (Mpf) 

� Non-Availability data (NA) of a function. 

Empirical data from the NS have been used here. Data from 
suppliers can also been used.  

In some functions human failure is also a determining factor for 
the final risk. The question is whether this should be included in 
determining the risk as we have done here. It concerns mainly the 
risk from technical failure of the rolling stock, not the failure of, 
for example, the driver. The calculations therefore determine the 
risk with a certain inspection schedule with different non-
availability for, for example, the driver, (10%, 1% en 0,001%). 
The latter is used for situations in which failure of the driver, for 
example, is not taken into account. 

3.4 Casualty Model 
The failure types of the rolling stock that could possibly result in 
FWSI are examined. For each failure an assessment is made of 
whether 1 or more FWSIs could occur. 

An FWSI will not be the direct result of each failure. If the brakes 
fail, for example, there are multiple boundary conditions that 
would need to be present before the failure leads to an FWSI. For 
example, another train in the vicinity, on the same tracks. That 
failures do not always result in casualties follows, for example, 
from the fact that annually about 300 trains ignore red signals, 
however there have been hardly any FWSIs as a result. 

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
COSTS/RISKS 
The risk for an FWSI generally decreases with more frequent 
inspections. More frequent inspections represent higher costs. 

In Figure 3 a fictional relationship is laid between inspection costs 
and the related risk. The horizontal axis shows the annual costs 
for a certain inspection frequency, the vertical axis shows the risk 
in FWSI/year. 

On the left side of the graph a relatively large reduction in the risk 
is achieved at very little cost in comparison to the risk reduction 
on the right hand side of the graph. In order to satisfy the ALARP 

boundary conditions one needs to 
go sufficiently far in the graph to 
the right. 

The relationships between extra 
costs and the associated risk 
reduction is a measure for the 
amount of extra to prevent an 
extra FWSI. The costs per FWSI 
are called KALARP. 

risk

ts
KALARP ∆

∆= cos  

The total costs consists of: 

� Labour costs 

� Rolling stock costs 

In our case we have only taken labour costs into account. 

Figure 3. Risk as function of inspection costs. 

The costs of a single inspection depend on the duration and rate. 
The number of inspections per year are determined by the 
inspection period. This makes it possible to determine the annual 
costs for a specific inspection. 

Using the same failure model for rolling stock and the casualty 
model from this article it is possible to determine the related risk 
for a certain inspection period. 

The extra costs to avoid an extra FWSI can be calculated per 
failure type using a numerical approximation of the preceding 
formula. 

5. DETERMINING A NEW INSPECTION 
SCHEDULE 

5.1 Inspections To Be Carries Out 
Inspections are intended to reduce the risk. When creating the 
mathematical model the inspections that influence the risk were 
determined. Which inspections affect the risk depends on the type 
of failure. Depending on the structure of the installation the 
following inspections affect the risk. 

� In systems with safeguards the safeguards must be inspected. 
The non-availability of the safeguard influences the chance of 
unsafe failure of the rolling stock. By inspecting more 
regularly the non-availability of the safeguard diminishes so 
that the reliability increases. The safeguard must therefore be 
inspected. 

When an 
component or 
function fails, an 
unsafe situation 
occurs 

Describe 
primary 
function and 
appointment of 
appropriate 
components 

Describe 
primary 
function & 
safeguard and 
appointment of 
appropriate 
components 

function is 
secured 

Component is a 
part of a 
safeguard 

function 
is not 

secured 

Identify which failures 
are checked with the 
inspections and lead to 
an unsafe situation 

Safety 
relevant 
components 
and functions 

Practice 

Inspections 

Identify which failures 
have been shown up in 
practice and lead to an 
unsafe situation 

Figure 2 Collection of different ways of unsafe failure of the rolling stock 
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� In the case of redundancy the availability of the redundant 
function must be ensured by inspection.  

� In the case of a component with a pf interval, this component 
must be inspected for symptoms indicating failure (wear, heat 
development, etc). 

In order to determine the cost increase for a certain reduction of a 
certain risk per failure type it is important regarding the 
inspections to make a good estimate of the required time for 
carrying out the inspection. In addition one must take multiple 
inspections into account. Just carrying out a single specific 
inspection will be inefficient and time consuming.  

5.2 Sufficiently Low Level of Risk  
The new inspection schedule must satisfy the so-called “stand 
still” principle. This means that the risk may not increase. The 
following figure is a diagrammatic representation of how, using 
iteration, it is possible to determine inspection periods whereby 
the total risk is not greater than an acceptable risk (AR). 

The risk can be determined for “stand still” using the 
mathematical model with the inspection periods equal to the 
current periods. See Figure 5 

Figure 4. Determining inspection periods based on an 
acceptable risk. 

Figure 5. Determining Current Risk (CR). 

In the first instance it appears that extending the inspection period 
based on the “stand still” principle is not possible. Increasing the 
inspection period results namely in an increase in the risk (barring 
exceptions). There are three situations that allow lowering the 
inspection frequency: 

� In the new situation the rolling stock has become more 
reliable for other reasons or 

� certain inspections do not impact the risk or  

� by carrying out more inspections for high risk and less 
inspections for low risk a more optimal inspection schedule 
can be drawn up. 

An example of the first possibility is the improvement in 
reliability of the axle bearings. By introducing the GOTCHA 

wheel monitoring system, see 
http://www.gotchamonitoringsystems.com/, the reliability of the 
axle bearings has improved considerably. The result is that the 
risk for a defective axle bearing has diminished considerably. The 
space this has created in the risk has been used to extend the 
inspection periods. The current situation is therefore defined as 
the situation before the introduction of GOTCHA. 
The current risk is determined with Figure 5 using the reliability 
data from prior to the introduction of GOTCHA. Using the new 
reliability figures of the components and the new inspection 
periods the new risk can be determined. 

An inspection period equal to the running maintenance cycle has 
been initially implemented. In the case that risk in the new 
situation is higher than in the current situation then the inspection 
interval must be shortened. The following is the procedure: 

� Find out which risk is the most sensitive for reduction of the 
inspection period. Reduce subsequently the daily periods in 
the following sequence: e.g. 90days – 45days – 30days – 
14days – 7days – 2days – 1day. 

� Try initially to intensify the inspections that require a lot of 
time, as little as possible. This would lead to the most increase 
in inspection time. Only when the impact on the risk makes up 
for the necessary time could this be worthwhile. 

5.3 Has sufficient been done to prevent an 
FWSI? 
The following figure shows how an inspection regime that 
satisfies the ALARP principle can be determined. 

Figure 6. Determining Inspection Periods that Satisfy the 
ALARP principle. 

The “Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974” says that enough 
has to be done to prevent accidents with possible casualties (from 
[2]). Per failure type the maximum to be spent annually on extra 
inspections in order to prevent an extra casualty is made visible. If 
the ALARP principle is complied with must be evaluated per 
failure type. Per failure type that doesn’t comply with the ALARP 
condition the inspection period must be shortened (or the 
installation modified). 

6. CONCLUSION 
A risk model that describes the relationship between inspection 
periods and risks clarifies: 

� How the risks are related to each other. 

� That many risks hardly increase with an extended inspection 
period. 
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� How improvements to the reliability of a component result in 
a reduction of the risk. 

� How the reduction of the risk from the previous point can be 
used to carry out less inspections while the total risk does not 
increase. 

Using these methods it is possible to derive a number representing 
risk. This makes it possible to compare various inspection 
schedules and determine whether they comply with a “stand still” 
requirement and if sufficient provision has been made to avoid 
casualties. 

7. EPILOGUE 
This article describes how a relation can be found between 
inspection periods and risk.  

In existing RBM software packages the possibility of including 
this method in such a package has been sought but not found. It 
would be a good addition to such programs to include this part (or 
at least a link to it). 

The same modelling can also be used to lay a relation between 
inspections and for example costs caused by standstill of an 
installation. This method can therefore be applied to optimize 
inspection programs in more areas than just safety. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new but prospective 
technique which has been used in pattern recognition, data mining, 
etc. Taking the advantage of Kernel function, maximum margin 
and Lanrangian optimization method, SVM has high application 
potential in reliability data analysis. This paper introduces the 
principle and some concepts of SVM. One extension of regular 
SVM named Support Vector Regression (SVR) is discussed. SVR 
is dedicated to solve continuous problem. This paper uses SVR to 
predict reliability for repairable system. Taking an equipment 
from Swedish railway industry as a case, it is shown that the SVR 
can predict (Time to Failure) TTF accurately and its prediction 
performance can outperform Artificial Neural Network (ANN).    

Keywords 
Support Vector Machine; Support Vector Regression; Kernel 
Function; Crossings and Switches; Time to Failure.    

1. INTRODUCTION 
As a new trend of statistical learning theory [7,8], Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) is gaining popularity and lots applications of it 
have been found in state of art. The principle of SVM is shown in 
Figure 1. Provided a set of empirical data (xi,yi), xi, yi denotes the 
input and output value(response variable) respectively. SVM will 
adjust its internal parameters to fit the input data. SVM tries to 
minimize the margin between real output yi and predicted yi.  
Furthermore, take an example of binary classification and suppose 
the real output and the predicted output is identical, i.e. margin 
error is zero. SVM then further employs another tactic named 
regularization to maximize distance of the two collections, where 
each collection leads to one output class. Section 2.3 presents an 
example to demonstrate it.   

 

Figure 1. SVM Leaning Process  

This paper first describes the basic theory of SVM. Later on the 
paper presents an application of Support Vector Regression (SVR) 
to predict Time To Failure (TTF) for Crossings and Switches 
(C&S) from railway industry.       

2. Basic of SVM  
2.1 Principle of SVM 
SVM was originally developed as classifier. Regression analysis 
and principle component analysis can be regarded as special case 
of classifiers. A simple illustration is introduced here to 
demonstrate the principle of SVM. As shown in Figure 2, there 
are two kinds of dots (black and white). Suppose one line existing 
to separate them. Obviously the line should locate between these 
two groups, as the solid line in Figure 2. The line is called 
separator or Hyperplane. SVM tries to find the optimal line 
which maximizes the distance between these two groups of dots. 
Usually, Lagrangian optimization approach is used to find the 
optimal line.  

 

Figure 2. Separator for dots 

Support Vector: From geometry’s view, each dot can be 
represented by an n-dimension vector, for example, in Figure 2, 
each dot can be represented by a 2-dimension vector. d1, d2  are 
nearest and locate in the edge of their respective group. When the 
solid line in Figure 2 is selected as their separators, only d1, d2  

take effect. d1, d2 is the so-called support vectors.   

Learning Machine (Machine): Imitating the learning process of 
human being, SVM is capable of learning from given empirical 
data. During leaning, SVM extracted features from these 
empirical data. From statistical learning’s point of view, the 
process is automatically completed. So it is called learning 
machine.   

2.2 Architecture of SVM  
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of SVM. SVM obtains its 
hyperplane (i.e. separator) from a given training data set. 
Lagrangian optimization method is used to obtain optimal 
solution during this procedure. After training, the SVM is built up, 
i.e. the hyperspace is found. After that, given an input data set, 
SVM can generate its predicted output value by the hyperplane, 
e.g. identify the group the dot belonging to.  
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Kernel function comprises a methodology to measure the distance 
between two vectors. Kernel Function can transform the input 
vector. For example, transform the lower dimensions input vector 
to higher dimensions. In kernel function, inner dot product is the 
most simple and common measurement to measure distance.        

Figure 3. Architecture of SVM 

2.3 A Simple Linear SVM  
In order to illustrate SVM, a simple SVM named linear SVM 
classifier is presented in this section. The objective of this SVM is 
to classify the dark dots from white dots as shown in Figure 4. 
Obviously, any line locating between the nearest dots (d1,d2) 
between these two classes can separate these two classes. Sharing 
a same normal line W1, among L1, L2, L3, the most reasonable 
separator line should be L2. The distances from d1 to L2 and from 
d2 to L2 are equal.    

 

Figure 4.  Linear SVM 

Other than these, there are some other lines can separate these two 
classes with another normal line, e.g. L1, L2, L3. In order to 
separate the two classes as far as possible, the line with normal 
line perpendicular to line d1d2 is optimal, i.e. W2 is selected as the 
optimal line’s normal line.  So, the Line L2 is the best (optimal) 
separator. Formulate the problem into a constrained optimization 
problem.   
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Each dots in Figures 4 has been transformed to a constraints. 
SVM uses Lagrangian Relaxation Method to obtain optimal 
solution. By introducing Lagrange multipliers, Formula (1) is 
rewritten to: 
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Nevertheless, in practice, the separator may not exist, i.e. there 
are no any line can separate these dots. Then error tolerance 
should be introduced. We loose these constraints in Formula (1) 

by introducing slack variables. The corresponding Lagrangian 
Formulation is thereby written to: 
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The optimal hyperplane can be obtained from above formulations. 
Given new xi, the following formulation is used to decide which 
class the dot belong to. 
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2.4 Support Vector Regression 
Support vector regression estimates continuous function given 
definite training data sets. Analogous to support vector classifier, 
SVR uses soft margin to separate features which denote the 

characteristics of the desired function . Usually)(xf ε -

insensitive loss function (See Scholkopf and Smola 2002) is used 
to balance the accuracy of approximation and computation 
complexity[1,2]. A constrained optimization problem is 
constructed to approximate the desired function as follows:  
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The above formula is called primal problem. By introducing 
Lagrangian multipliers, the corresponding dual problem of 
Formula (5) is: 
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Substitute <xi,xj> in above Formula(6) with K<xi,xj>, which is 
called kernel function. The desired function is approximated as 
follows[5,6]:  
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3. A Case Study  

3.1 Switches and Crossings  
The railway infrastructure of Sweden has in total 17,000 km of 
railway and about 12,000 switches and crossings. Crossings and 
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Switches (C&S) is a mechanical installations enabling railway 
trains to be guided from one track to another at a railway junction 
[4],and allowing slower trains to be overtaken. Functions of an 
S&C can be summarized as: 

• Carry load 
• Be part of the track signaling circuit. 
• Act as flange protection. 
• Move the switch blade to enable one of two or more 

alternative ways. 
• To enable train to move from sidings and re-enter main 

track. 
 

 
Figure 5. A kind of Switches and Crossings 

 The life of S&C is approximate 40 years. As a result of analysis 
for cause of delay time, the C&S related failures contribute 14% 
of total causes of train delay time. “That means roughly 15 
minutes delay time per S&C/year, assuming on C&S in main 
track per 2km and 50 trains per day”. Furthermore, the C&S cost 
covers at least 13% of the total maintenance cost. Consequently, 
C&S plays an important role in railway industry both from 
functional and financial point of view [4]. Analyzing the 
reliability of C&S is hence necessary.  

3.2 Data Collection 
The data has been collected from Swedish Banverket’s asset 
register system BIS and failure reporting system 0felia.  Database 
BIS is collecting all features concerning C&Ss, such as track 
section, C&S type, Put in place year and so on. 0felia is collecting 
data covers Failure reported data and time, time for maintenance, 
failure symptom and so on.  

 
In order to demonstrate the proposed methodology, we select a 
C&S in Section 111 as example, which locates between Kiruna 
and Riksgränsen in Northern Sweden where failures are more 
frequent due to severe natural weather. The data concerning asset 
No.1 is collected. This asset is put into service in 2005. We 
collected the data from 2005 to 2007. Part of these data is 
tabulated as follows.   

Table 1. Failure Report for S&C 

Report ID Failure Declaration Time …. 

FR00324115 2005-09-15 06:05 … 

FR00325402 2005-09-24 08:52  

FR00326198 2005-09-30 14:19  

FR00326495 2005-10-03 17:22  

FR00327341 2005-10-10 06:48 … 

… … … 

FR00332014 2005-11-14 20:43  

FR00347162 2006-02-18 15:18  

FR00347301 2006-02-19 23:31  

FR00349796 2006-03-05 15:27  

FR00350165 2006-03-06 23:02  

… ...  

3.3 Data transformation 
In order to facilitate failure analysis, the calendar failure time in 
Table 1 is transformed into accumulate time to failure. It is 
tabulated in Table 2.  

Table 2. Transformed Time to Failure Data  

No. Failure Time Time To Failure

1 2005-09-24 08:52 218,7863889

2 2005-09-30 14:19 149,4422222

3 2005-10-03 17:22 75,06027778

4 2005-10-10 06:48 157,4258333

5 2005-10-13 21:18 86,50583333

6 2005-10-23 14:57 233,6477778

7 2005-11-05 14:43 311,7713889

8 2005-11-14 08:10 209,4413889

9 2005-11-14 20:43 12,55361111

10 2005-12-27 06:51 1018,124722

… 

3.4 Predict Time to Failure 
Use the approach described in Section 2.4. Among the 41 data 
sets tabulated in Table 2. Take last 4 data to validate the model. 
There are 37data sets therefore remaining. In order to obtain the 
optimal parameter for SVR for this problem, last 4 out of the 
remaining 37 data sets are used to supervise the parameter tuning. 
Using these 4 out of 37 data sets, the desired optimal parameter is 
parameter with a minimum total error between predicted TTFs 
and real TTFs.  

 

After the optimal parameter obtained, we take the whole 40 data 
sets as training data to train the SVR again. Then use the trained 
SVR to predict TTFs for the remaining 4 data sets.  

   Table 3 n-step lagged input array and its corresponding 
output  

x(input) y(outp
ut) 

x1 x2 …. xm-1 xm xm+1

x2 x3 …. xn-2 xn-1 xm+1

… … …. … … … 

xn-m xn-m+1 …. xn-2 xn-1 xn

 
SVR approach also uses n-lagged time series as input to train and 
predict the TTF. The input of the SVR is shown in Table 3. After 
trying of several n-lagged time series (change the step size n), the 
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best performance comes out with 2-lagged time series. The 
consequently predicted TTFs are tabulated in Table 4, along with 
the predicted result yielded from the other techniques: Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN)[3].   

Table 4. Comparison of real TTF with predicted TTF 

No. Real TTF ANN SVM

1 1211,4 1200,69 1204,30

2 1212,0 1197,60 1212,30

3 1220,54 1210,06 1222,23

4 1223,49 1212,30 1224,56

In order to facilitate the comparison among different techniques, 
the data in Table 4 are plot in the Figure 6. It is shown that the 
SVR outperform ANN.  

38 38.5 39 39.5 40 40.5 41
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Figure 6 Predicted TTFs and real TTFs 

Measures TE, MTE and NRMSE are used to compare their 
performance. They are tabulated in Table 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Comparison of real TTF with predicted TTF 

 TOTAL 
ERROR 

SSE MSE NRMSE 

ANN 36.6347 558.4198 139.6049 0.0097 

SVR 4.1131 55.4053 13.8513 0.0031 

 

According to all the three measures, the total error of SVR is less 
than the corresponding ANN. Consequently, the proposed SVR 
can obviously outperform ANN for this case.  

4. Conclusion  
By comparing the results predicted both from ANN and SVR, it is 
evident that SVR can outperform ANN. The result experimentally 
proves the regularization part of SVM is effective. 
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ABSTRACT 
The vibration analysis and condition monitoring technology is 
based on comparison of measurements obtained with benchmarks 
suggested by manufacturers or standards. In this case, the 
references provided by current rules are static and independent of 
parameters such as age or environmental conditions in which the 
machine is analyzed. 

New communication technologies allow the integration of 
eMaintenance systems, production and real-time data or the result 
of vibration routes. The integration of all these data allows Data 
mining and extraction of parameters to be incorporated into 
decision-making typical of CBM, such as repairs, downtime, 
overhauls etc.  

This paper proposes the use of indicators that result from data 
mining as a reference dynamic, not static as proposed by the 
standard. The application of these references to the decision 
making process of the maintenance manager avoids unnecessary 
repairs caused by false alarms and thus prolongs the life of the 
equipment, resulting in the improvement of parameters such as 
the MTBF, in a eMaintenance system. 

Keywords 
OFVL, vibration, benchmark, indicator. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Commonly non-destructive methods are used for diagnosis of 
machinery whose failure modes are hidden and they don’t show a 
visible pathology to the operator. The non-detectability of such 
faults has promoted the use of technologies in particular the 
analysis of vibration, very successful in rotating machinery. This 
has meant a radical change in the planning of maintenance. 
Breakdowns are reduced significantly and also unplanned actions, 
these being replaced by interventions resulting from predictive 
inspections. It is therefore important that these predictions are 
reliable, and therefore the decision taken will be right back. 
Predictions unreliable and poor decisions lead to a high and 
unnecessary cost of having an intervention in labor, parts and lost 
production. Predictive maintenance program is considered 
successful if they avoid unnecessary intervention with these 
inspections, but unfortunately in most cases unnecessary repairs 
are performed due to false alarms. The system dynamics tells us 
that a perfect rotative machine should not vibrate, considering this 
failure mode like an an anomaly. However, this statement is 
partially true in the industrial world. Most machines suffer from a 
failure since the day of installation because 

- Installations performed poorly 

- Bad working conditions 

- Poor design or manufacture of the machinery itself 

- Adjacent equipment problems are transferred to the 
reference machine 

This means that in the case of vibration, we find machines that 
vibrate since installation, due to bad baseplates, improper 
installation, improper piping design, hydraulic imbalance from 
using products that are not allowed to pump etc. In the case of old 
machines, with many hours of operation, the above issues have 
been able to generate vibration pattern hardly changed and that 
we must contemplate when planning any repairs since the level of 
inherent reliability has been reduced by this machinery . Vibration 
values of these equipments are not zero, and if we do comparative 
analysis we can create false alarms because this levels are higher 
than other machines in the same environment or if we use 
standards such as ISO 10816, these vibration levels can be in 
unacceptable area. 

 

Figure 1 e-Maintenance model applied to the system 

To avoid false alarms we have adopted the e-maintenance model 
proposed by Parida et al (2004). The model requires the existence 
of the monitoring techniques that allow the extraction, storage and 
fast processing of the parameters to consider in this case the 
vibration speed. In this model the benchmarks for the diagnosis 
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and prognosis are not only the static of the standard, but there is a 
feedback of similar machines, the manufacturer etc, to obtain 
dynamic references.  

Thus, the maintenance team has benchmarks appropriate to the 
age, environment and operation of machinery and can make a 
diagnosis more real. In this process, the customer is the most 
benefited, ie the direction of the company, because the machine 
does not stop the machinery for unnecessary repairs with the cost 
of interventions and production downtime 

Therefore, the decision-making with the vibration data is 
complex, not simple and automatic application of the rule, 
because we think that the equipment is in poor condition when 
vibration due to a bad baseplate, as you can see in figure below 
can continue to run long time with little damage to the machine 
itself, and almost never invest in a renovation of the baseplate is 
justified by the limited impact on improving it would normally 
take.   

 

 

Figure 2. Examples of bad baseplate and wrong installation of 
centrifugal pumps. 

It is therefore proposed a methodology that calculates an average 
dynamic vibration parameter, reference of state of large rotating 
machinery sets, so that we can visualize the severity of the 
vibration of machines, groups of machines or entire plants 
compared with an indicator not static, which suits the actual 
situation without the false alarms that strict application of the rule 

point to point can create. The possibility of calculating this 
parameter is based on the ease of data capture, data storage and 
subsequent processing, which would be impossible manually. 

 

2. VIBRATION MEASUREMENT 
SEVERITY 

When we classify the severity of vibration in a machine, the 
variable to be considered (displacement, velocity or acceleration 
of vibration) influences the type of rule applies, and the range of 
frequencies to analyze, among other factors, Kumaraswamy & 
Rakesh (2002). The analysis of vibrational state of a machine in 
the range of 10-1000 Hz is usually done often in terms of the 
speed of vibration, as a parameter is almost independent of 
frequency in this range, making it easier to make a measurement 
easy on the severity of vibration in a machine. 

In rotating machines with speed in the range of 600 to 12,000 
rpm, the RMS amplitudes of vibration velocity, usually 
corresponds quite well with the level of severity of it. The most 
common values used to display the severity are the peak and 
RMS, W de Silva (1999). Second one is much more used and 
included in current regulations. Thus, the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) defines as "vibration severity", the largest 
RMS value of vibration velocity amplitude obtained in the 
frequency band 10-1000 Hz and measured at predetermined 
points of the structure, usually measures at the top of the bearings 
or supports. 

 

Table 1. Vibration severity to ISO 2372 / ISO 10816 

As shown in the table, the severity of vibration is divided into 
four ranges: Good, Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory or Unacceptable. 
When we are using ISO 2372 or ISO10816, the machine should 
be classified in the appropriate class, obtain the RMS value of 
vibration speed from 600 to 60,000 RPM (the aforementioned 
band of 10-1000 Hz) and locate in the table the area where the 
machine is. Normally, it is considered that the severity of 
vibration of the machine remains unchanged, if you have always 
the same RMS value of vibration velocity amplitude in the 
frequency range 10-1000 Hz. 

However, these reference values proposed in the standard are not 
adapted to the reality of old machinery or machinery installation 
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defects. That is why the implementation of the rule may create 
unnecessary false alarms, when applied to this type of machinery. 
The benchmarks are static and not adapted to the age, condition of 
machinery or environment in which it is preserved. 

The traditional way proposes the standard for comparing the 
vibration measured with the reference values is point to point, that 
is, in the case of a centrifugal pump as seen in the figure, the eight 
speed values measured in axial vibration horizontal and vertical 
would be compared with the value of the ISO. After this 
comparison, the severity is associated to the point where the 
vibration is higher. 

 

Figure 3. Location of measurement points of vibration in a 
centrifugal pump 

This way of comparing point by point denies the possibility of 
disagreement between vibrations in different locations due to age 
or installation problems mentioned, so any of it can lead to false 
alarms and unnecessary interventions. 

To avoid the kind of failures leading to false alarms as a bad 
baseplate, it is proposed to adopt the OFVL, Overall Factory 
Vibration Level as suggested Galar et al. (2009), as the second 
parameter of comparison in making decisions regarding repairs or 
overhaul. 

The expression of the parameter OFVL (Overall Vibration Level 
Factory) is therefore: 
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Where  iV is the average vibration of machine i; 

            iP
 is the power installed in the machine i; 

We therefore generalize the expression of the average vibration as 
follows: 
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Where iv
represents the speed associated to the point i 

iV
 represents the vibration velocity measured at the point i, 

where n is the total points measured: horizontal, vertical and 
axial, no bearings housing. 

, iP
 represents the power installed in the machine i and n the 

number of machines included in the search of the global average 
of vibration. With these data we can also calculate the average 
power installed per machine: 

n

P
P

n

i
i

average


 0  

As can be seen in the figure below, the three values that are 
proposed to be considered in making decisions for the 
maintenance team are: the value of vibration measured on the 
machine, the value that provides the standard for that particular 
machine and OFVL obtained from all available systems in the 
plant. The consideration of these three parameters improves the 
sensitivity of the system. Historically, only the data obtained with 
the standard vibration on a comparison point to point were 
considered. However, the capacity for collection, storage and 
calculation of condition monitoring equipment can accelerate the 
delivery of OFVL and the average values of vibration machine.  

Online performance monitoring and data capture has special 
importance in power plants and in equipment such as pumps and 
compressors Kim & Joo (2005) and Wyatt (2004). That is why 
there are many ways to collect data, transport and process. With 
these data, we propose a second comparison outside the norm and 
adapted to the reality of the machines tested. 

 

ISO 10816

OFVL GOT FROM 
ALL MACHINES 
IN THE PLANT

AVERAGE 
VIBRATION  

VELOCITY OF 
THE MACHINE 
TO ANALIZE

OFVL GOT 
FROM ALL 

MACHINES IN 
THE PLANT

BENCHMARK 
VALUE FROM 

THE ISO

 

Figure 4.  Available values for decision making 

The decision-making process thus takes the form of figure b) 
below, representing a) the classical model of intervention on the 
machine when it exceeds the level permitted in the standard safety 
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margin. The proposed model therefore reflects a first part in 
which we compare the average of machine vibration with 
reference to the rule, stopping at this stage whether any other 
comparison if value is within tolerable limits. This process is 
faster because we only have to make a single comparison rather 
than eight.  

If this average value is higher than that proposed by the ISO, then 
it is compared with the value of OFVL of plant or machinery area, 
finding the deviation of the vibration of equipment for the 
machines that surround it. This allows to see the aggressiveness of 
the vibration about similar equipment and providing the data to 
the urgency of the intervention or not. 

 

Figure 5. a) Traditional methods of making Decisions based 
on the standard 10816 
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Figure 6. b) Proposed method with the calculation of OFVL. 

Obtaining a significant deviation from the mean value of machine 
relative to global OFVL will diagnose a high severity and hence 
the urgency of intervention necessary. However, a value similar 
to global OFVL indicates a similar state of the machinery and 
therefore no urgency of immediate action. Often this correlation 
indicates a generalized state of plant aging or improper 
installation of a large set of machines. 

3. CALCULATION OF BENCHMARKS 
This parameter is easy to calculate manually, but when the plants 
acquire a certain size and number of rotating machines is high, 
should be systematized and automated as far as possible. To do 
this, there must be integration between data collection and 
company information systems, ie an authentic mixture of CMMS 
,ERP and all data collectors which configure an eMaintenance 
system that supports decision making which gives . Regarding 
data collection, all plants that have a predictive program, perform 
vibration measurements with three different types of equipment, 
Girdhar (2004): 

 Absolute value data collectors. 

 Collectors which are spectrum analyzers. 

 Permanent monitoring and surveillance systems. 

  

a) Collector-Analyzer b) Continuous monitoring c) absolute 
Meter 

Figure 7. Types of vibration meters. 

The data contained in the measuring equipment are automatically 
dumped to the computer system in the post-measurement. The 
highest quality measure was performed with continuous 
monitored by the repetitiveness of it. This repeatability is 
achieved by holding the sensor itself because it is attached to 
machines and do not need to measure it with the hand holding. 
The absolute basic gauges generally have no memory or too 
small, so you have to save the values in other media and transfer 
into the system. 

Network

server

PLC

CMMS ERP  

Figure 8. Types of measures and process of collecting them 

Once all the data, the parameter calculation is simple because the 
machine data sheets in the CMMS and the PDM analysis software 
often have the powers and frequencies of rotation of the elements. 
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This software also have the possibility of rapid export to 
spreadsheets which streamlines the process. 

Measurement systems in firms with strong monitoring 
component, due to the criticality of some elements can achieve a 
complex structure, which may include several units of the 
equipment described with several dozen accelerometers as 
described by Reeves (1998). These systems respond to the need to 
measure both the acceleration, velocity or displacement in a very 
large set of machines with different criticality, rotational speeds 
and power installed 

This is where you need a connection or interface between the 
entire CBM system and installed in the plant CMMS, necessarily 
existent, as proposed by Peters (2002). This will facilitate the 
OFVL parameter is calculated by the CMMS, and incorporated 
into the control panel of the maintenance team. This parameter 
can be considered as a Leading Indicator, It is not useful for 
immediate action but provides information on the trend of aging 
and deterioration of all the machines. The continuous monitored 
or routes are considered lagging indicators because they show a 
state of disrepair instant of machinery, and therefore whether or 
not stops, repairs or replacements.  

This leading parameter will see the trend of the overall vibration 
and therefore the success of the predictive program, reaching as 
far as possible the minimum levels of vibration, or what is the 
same as the state system's inherent reliability.  

We can see from the figure that the connectivity of the elements 
of measurement is increasingly high, even in multi plant 
structures with high geographical relocation, where data are 
collected by the sensors and transmitted by modem or TCP / IP 
collector system, which incorporates them into the CMMS or in 
many cases are inserted into the ERP itself. This allows the post-
processing of data, known as Data Mining, increasingly more 
parameters may include not only management but also for 
maintenance, including physical parameters involved in the 
predictive. 

Obviously, this leading indicator has some correlation with PDM 
indicators. So at the beginning of the program, while descending 
the overall vibration, increase the number of hours devoted to 
PDM, until stable these two parameters. Also, the global vibration 
reduction plant will be strongly correlated with the reduction of 
faults and therefore the frequency of them. Thus we can see that 
with decreasing the overall value of vibration increases the MTBF 
to be the two in the so-called system reliability achieved, aiming 
at the inherent reliability 

4. CASE STUDY 
Once OFVL proposed as a key element in making decisions for 
interventions resulting from predictive analysis, we will analyze 
its usefulness in a broad set of machines, particularly in a 
corrugated steel mill which has multiple pump rooms very similar 
in speed and power but with different pathologies. The layout of 
the rooms is as you can see the figure below and respond to what 
is the cooling of a corrugated steel plant so that the criticality is 
high 

 
Figure 9. Pumping room 1. 

PUMP 
ROOMS 

1 

Measured Parameters: 

Vibration velocity: s
mm  

 PUMP 
2 

PUMP   
3 

PUMP  
5 

PUMP  
6 

PUMP  
8 

PUMP   
9 

PUMP  
14 

PUMP  
15 

PUMP  
17 

PUMP  
18 

Rotation 
Speed 
(RPM) 

 
1470 

 
992 

 
1490 

 
992 

 
1490 

 
992 

 
992 

 
1489 

 
1489 

 
992 

1H 0.39 0.805 1.88 3.8 2.28 2.02 1.91 2.55 1.38 1.6 
1V 0.431 0.539 1.45 1.96 1.94 0.834 2.46 1.51 1.28 2.25 
1A 0.785 1.08 1.96 1.61 1.32 0.929 1.02 0.996 1.11 1.55 
2H 0.452 0.817 3.24 4.31 2.45 1.79 3.22 2.57 1.5 2.5 
2V 0.34 0.593 1.22 1.5 1.18 0.921 1.75 0.742 0.558 1.43 
3H 1.02 0.962 5.2 3.22 3.39 3.43 2.64 2.95 3.03 5.33 
3V 0.816 0.895 1.56 1.42 1.83 2.87 2.5 1.55 2.59 3.49 
4H 1.07 0.859 2.63 2.41 2 4.07 1.43 2.38 1.65 3.33 
4V 0.921 0.925 1.15 1.43 1.27 1.5 1.78 1.62 2.02 2.49 
4A 1.01 0.717 2.01 1.62 2.59 2.15 1.32 1.81 2.21 1.84 

averageV 0,7235 0,8192 2,23 2,328 2,025 2,0514 2,003 1,8678 1,7328 2,581
  

Table 2. Vibration in pump room 1 

Once the vibration average per-machine, single parameter in a 
pump by the fact that only has one speed and will respond to the 
equation: 

10
4443312211 AVHVHAVHVH

average

VVVVVVVVVV
V


  

Once obtained the values of vibration of the machine, we can 
calculate the OFVL for this room, the room resulting OFVL for 

room 1 1.8361 s
mm

. 
PUMP 

ROOMS 2 
Measured Parameters: 

Vibration velocity: s
mm  

 PUMP  
 1 

PUMP  
2 

PUMP  
3 

PUMP  
4 

PUMP  
5 

PUMP  
6 

PUMP  
7 

PUMP  
8 

PUMP  
9 

PUMP  
10 

Rotation 
Speed 
(RPM) 

992 992 992 992 1489 1489 992 1450 1489 992 

1H 0.927 0.932 1.91 1.17 2.46 1.65 2.02 2.04 1.36 2.07 
1V 0.904 1.49 0.982 1.35 1.94 1.54 3.11 2.09 1.01 1.86 
1A 1.92 1.9 1.9 2.08 4.5 1.86 4.95 4.4 1.75 3.13 
2H 1.04 0.945 1.1 1.23 3.04 1.85 2.77 2.74 1.52 1.89 
2V 1.24 1.32 1.03 1.09 1.87 1.96 2.08 1.7 2.28 2 
3H 3.1 2.24 2.59 2.59 7.7 7.64 7.9 6.95 6.08 4.45 
3V 2.44 1.91 1.78 2.12 10.7 6.13 6.92 3.15 3.38 4.16 
4H 2.46 1.49 2.13 1.91 7.89 5.5 6.18 4.34 5.25 4.45 
4V 2.1 2.4 2.5 2.33 10.3 5.55 6.1 2.92 3.5 5.19 
4A 3.03 2.07 3.09 3.1 8.13 6.66 6.73 2.54 5.71 2.41 

averageV  1,9161 1,6697 1,9012 1,897 5,853 4,034 4,876 3,287 3,184 3,161
  

Table 3. Vibration in pump room 2 

In room two we get a OFVL of 3.1779 s
mm

, it is noteworthy that 
this value is twice that obtained in room 1. It is therefore the 
existence of this differential worrying in a leading parameter as 
OFVL and therefore constitutes an alarm 
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PUMP 
ROOMS 3 

Measured Parameters: 

Vibration velocity: s
mm  

 PUM
P 1 

PUM
P 2 

PUMP 
3 

PUMP 
4 

PUMP 
5.1 

PUMP 
5.2 

PUMP 
6 

PUMP 
7 

PUM
P 8 

PUMP 
9 

PUMP 
10 

Rotation 
speed (RPM) 

992 1488 1450 1450 992 992 992 1470 992 985 1488 

1H 2.53 1.89 0.385 0.786 0.636 0.461 0.568 0.326 2.33 4.15 1.13 

1V 1.8 1.27 0.356 0.262 1.63 0.522 0.343 0.843 1.73 3.18 0.828 

1A 2.59 3.1 0.678 1.2 2.7 0.681 0.907 1.46 2.72 1.6 1.16 

2H 2.42 1.64 0.38 0.659 0.918 0.562 0.632 0.521 2.83 5.6 1.16

2V 1.91 2.42 0.387 0.534 1.75 0.443 0.73 0.545 1.62 3.39 1.05 

3H 8.87 9.18 0.794 1.17 2.14 1.01 1.02 1.11 1.53 2.07 3.2 

3V 1.94 4.2 0.52 0.377 1.7 1.01 0.65 0.79 1.13 0.934 2.55 

4H 4.34 5.23 0.605 0.821 2.09 0.83 0.673 0.879 1.53 1.45 2.21 

4V 2.03 2.58 0.587 0.378 1.96 0.89 0.515 0.773 1.29 1.45 2.27 

4A 1.74 1.7 0.536 0.227 1.17 0.719 0.393 0.558 3.07 2.04 1.26 

Vaverage
 3,017 3,321 

0,522
8 

0,641
4 

1,669
4 

0,712
8 

0,643
1 

0,780
5 1,978 

2,586
4 

1,681
8 

  

Table 4. Vibration in pump room 3 

The OFVL in this room is 1.5958 s
mm

, similar to that achieved in 
room 1 

PUMP 
ROOM 4 

Measured Parameters: 

Vibration velocity: s
mm  

 PUMP 
 3 

PUMP 
 4 

PUMP 
5 

PUMP  
6 

PUMP 
7 

PUMP 
6 

Rotation 
Speed (RPM) 

 
735 

 
735 

 
735 

 
735 

 
735 

 
735

1H 1.41 1.36 0.45 1.16 2.48 0.738 
1V 0.671 0.455 0.326 2.75 1.26 0.677 
1A 1.02 0.539 0.546 1.43 1.47 0.666 
2H 1.48 1.89 0.835 1.13 2.05 1.12 
2V 1.14 0.485 0.566 1.24 1.26 0.558 
3H 1.59 1.05 1.15 2.88 3.68 3.54 
3V 0.93 0.753 0.778 2.3 3.36 2.48 
4H 1.47 1.38 0.936 5.81 1.96 1.71 
4V 1.1 1028 1.05 3.06 2.17 2.14 
4A 1.71 1.36 1.68 2.12 1.61 1.76 

averageV  1,2521 1,03 0,8317 2,388 2,13 1,5389
  

Table 5. Vibration in pump room 4 

The OFVL obtained is 1.5284 s
mm

, strongly correlated with the 
previous rooms 

PUMP  
ROOM 5 

Measured parameters: 
Vibration velocity: 

s
mm  

 PUMP  
1 

PUMP 
 2 

Rotation speed 
(RPM) 

1480 1480 

1H 3.87 0.928 
1V 0.809 1.16 
1A 1.3 2.68 
2H 3.03 0.992 
2V 0.771 1.83 
3H 2.42 1.52 
3V 1.46 0.922 
4H 1.57 1.11 
4V 1.17 0.837 
4A 0.886 0.62 

averageV  1,7286 1,2599 
  

Table 6. Vibration in pump room 5 

OFVL room 5 is 1.4942 s
mm

 

PUMP 
ROOM 6 

Measured Parameters: 

Vibration velocity: s
mm  

 PUMP  
1 

PUMP 
2 

PUMP 
 3 

Rotation 
speed 

(RPM) 

1488 1488 1488 

1H 2.11 2.58 1.4 
1V 2.15 3.35 1.33 
1A 2.86 5.24 1.74 
2H 4.86 2.78 2.58 
2V 4.43 2.87 1.13 
3H 16.1 4.85 10.5 
3V 4.74 3.37 3.82 
4H 9.82 2.69 9.5 
4V 4.16 3.59 2.3 
4A 4.4 3.72 3.74 

  

Table 7. Vibration in pump room 6 

The room OFVL 6 will be 4.29 s
mm

, more than double the 
previous rooms which represents a serious difference 

The plant  OFVL, when all the engines are of equal power, will: 
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When, we have rooms or areas as is the case where machinery is 
concentrated and can be common problems may be interesting to 
calculate the deviation of the zone or area OFVL respect to the 
globall: 

 Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6 

OFVL ( s
mm ) 

1,83617 3,1779 1,59583636 1,52845 1,49425 4,29033333
OFVL Global 

( s
mm ) 

2,20774048 2,20774048 2,20774048 2,20774048 2,20774048 2,20774048
Deviation on the global OFVL 

 -16,83 % +43,94 % -27,71 % -30,76% -32,31% +94,33% 
  

2,2 2,2 2,22,2 2,21 2,2

1,84

3,18

1,60 1,53 1,49

4,29

0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

mm/s

Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6

S1

S2

Room number

Comparison between rooms OFVL
Global OFVL Rooms OFVL

 

Table 8. Comparison of the different rooms OFVL with the 
overall plant OFVL 

We can thus see a small scorecard of those rooms that present 
problems regarding the global OFVL, and in particular, those 
whose concern deviations may indicate a reproduction of a given 
disease across a work area. In the case study rooms can clearly 
see problems due to their high values for the global OFVL. The 
baseplate problems or loose bolts, which are presented in 
isolation, are avoided by the OFVL, and have no unnecessary 
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alarm. It may be noted that the vibration levels of 3H points are 
averaged and smoothed so the alert level decreases significantly. 

Thus we see that the comparison point to point with references to 
the standard reflected in many machines of the plant (those 

exceeding 2.8 s
mm

), a severity that is not entirely true, since the 
average vibration and subsequent comparison with OFVL show 
that the machines are in an area of functional safety. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The calculation capacity of the systems software and networking 
and integration of all maintenance equipment in industrial plants 
favors the calculation of parameters considered so far by the 
difficulty of processing.  

The incorporation of OFVL as Leading Indicator in the vibration 
analysis provides predictive maintenance of a capacity not 
achieved until now, because only lagging measures were 
performed to detect damage already caused.  

This parameter facilitates decision making under eMaintenance 
system by adapting itself to the changing realities of the factory, 
rather than static values of the standard, which in many cases are 
obsolete because machines are mainly from imbalances. This 
standard considers only speed and power as criteria for the 
severity of machine without considering other factors such as the 
environment, the operation or age are incorporated immediately 
by the system's own experience in the calculation of OFVL.  

Thus, the capacity of current systems for collecting, storing and 
processing data allows the extraction of characteristic parameters 
of our system and dynamic references that are compared to the 
static data that has worked until today.  

The benefit of dynamic application of these references is a 
reduction of false alarms and therefore unnecessary interventions 
undertaken as a result, to enhance overall equipment 
effectiveness. 
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ABSTRACT 
Supply of information from the field level is crucial for 
eMaintenance strategies. Especially for computer-based 
predictive maintenance it is necessary to obtain current process 
values as well as pre-processed, aggregated data. Such data are 
sometimes hard to acquire, since they are distributed across 
heterogeneous shop floor systems. A concept is needed to reduce 
the effort for data acquisition, to allow keeping the economic 
goals of eMaintenance on the expected level. 

The obvious approach to reduce integration effort would be to 
harmonize the shop floor systems. This is unfeasible for existing 
and also for newly created applications, because of the 
heterogeneity of application requirements, efforts for 
development and introduction of a unified solution, and the 
market interests of the companies.  

However, state of the art data acquisition technologies such as 
OPC UA provide a basis for easier integration of the 
heterogeneous systems. Especially the information model 
provided by OPC UA can be used as a platform for integration of 
extended models, addressing more functionality than simple data 
access. 

In this paper, the possibilities of model-based information supply 
for eMaintenance are discussed. To demonstrate this, an 
information model for predictive maintenance tasks is used to 
extend the information model of an OPC UA server in order to 
prepare the server for supporting eMaintenance strategies. 
Especially the availability of complex type information in the 
model and the relations to the single instances allow integrating of 
or referencing to data from earlier stages in the life cycle. This is 
a valuable benefit to eMaintenance. 

Keywords 
Predictive Maintenance, Information Model, Data Acquisition, 
OPC UA. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Inside industry groups, the idea of a totally integrated shop floor 
is slowly gaining ground. An important factor of the 

attractiveness of integrated shop floors is also a key selling point 
for devices in the manufacturing domain. This factor is the 
enabling of eMaintenance strategies. IT support for maintaining 
shop floor equipment can increase the reliability of devices in the 
eyes of the consumer, as long as they make it possible to avoid 
critical failures. 

To avoid failures, the concept of predictive maintenance has been 
derived from a specific utilization of condition monitoring 
approaches. In condition monitoring, the health state of a piece of 
equipment is being assessed on a regular basis. Condition 
Monitoring, strictly speaking, does not dictate a specific approach 
for acquisition of these data. In particular, an engineer going 
around the plant assessing the health state of any individual piece 
of equipment by looking at it in the field is a valid approach. In 
order to reduce the engineer’s effort to go out into the field, an IT-
based approach to collect health state data has been found 
desirable. 

In particular, acquiring data in an electronic manner allows for the 
data to be processed automatically by IT systems. This allows 
device vendors to provide electronic information on their devices 
that helps raising customer satisfaction. Thresholds for 
maintenance demand can be actualized without teaching the 
personnel. 

To go beyond this simple possibility to use IT systems, the 
concept of predictive maintenance allows not only to measure and 
evaluate field data against given thresholds, but to actually go and 
calculate predictions for the future health state and stress levels of 
equipment, making it possible to prevent failures even more 
efficiently. 

In order to make this rather sophisticated approach work, the 
supply of high quality (that is accurate and actual) health state 
data needs to be ensured. Nevertheless, the only way to access 
device information is usually given by a field bus system, 
connecting the device to a station that is meant to control the 
operation on a certain segment of the shop floor. 

The challenge for successful predictive maintenance can thus be 
seen as a problem of data acquisition. Field bus systems have to 
be accessed and data from needs to be read and processed in a 
most timely manner. However, field buses of today are known for 
a rather large degree of heterogeneity. Different industries, 
geographical reasons and networking paradigms have led to a 
whole array of field bus technologies being used in facilities of 
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manufacturing and process industries worldwide. Most of these 
technologies have been standardized, such as [5][12][9]. 
Originally, each of these technologies would have needed a 
separate connecting piece of software to grant access to the data 
transported on the field bus. But there are other solutions at hand. 

In 1996 the OPC Foundation was founded with one goal: To unify 
access to process data. In the beginning of OPC, this “openness” 
was based on the Microsoft DCOM Standard. [17] Additionally, a 
rather rigid server structure was limiting the ease with which OPC 
was able to facilitate shop floor integration. Things have changed 
recently. 

 

2. OPC Unified Architecture 
Today, OPC does no longer stand for “OLE for Process Control”. 
It is meant to be a tool for open connectivity via open standards. 
In 2006, the specifications for OPC Unified Architecture were 
released. OPC UA [18], as it is abbreviated, takes a new approach 
towards shop floor connectivity by not limiting itself to one 
operating system and its proprietary communication standards. 
Instead, the connectivity between OPC clients and servers is 
being performed via either a binary protocol that is part of the 
specification, or by web service communication. 

A major improvement of OPC UA, besides the new 
communication standards, is the greater flexibility of the internal 
server structure. Where classic OPC only allowed for the server to 
contain groups and items, OPC UA supports complex information 
models with self-descriptive nomenclature. 

Thereby, the entire information model of one server (called 
“address space”) consists of nodes. They are connected via 
references without any structural constraints. Of course, creating a 
hierarchical base structure makes it easier to browse the address 
space. Nodes are either a type or an instance. A custom type 
extends one of the eight predefined types (e.g. ObjectType, 
Object, ReferenceType, DataType, …) or any custom type. An 
instance represents one entity of any type defined in the address 
space of the OPC UA server. They may have attributes, methods 
and can propagate events. These types and objects form a clear 
and consistent model. Structural changes are not allowed in single 
instances. 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of an OPC UA server. At the 
bottom there are the Base Services which implement exploration 
of the information model and access to all nodes. It uses an 
underlying communication library and the OPC UA data model 
(not in the graphic). The four components on top of the Base 
Services are Data Access, Alarms & Conditions, Historical 
Access and Programs which are defined in the specification parts 
8-11. They are mandatory for any OPC UA server. All four 
components define parts of the base information model which can 
be extended by custom information models. The Information 
Model Specifications and the Vendor Information Models in the 
server architecture are extensions of the base information model. 
The first extension layer is meant for organizations which shall 
make their own information models accessible on OPC UA 
servers in a generic way. The second extension layer is specific 
for the vendor of the OPC UA server. They could be extended as 
well by users of the server or system integrators. 

All functionality of the nodes in an OPC UA servers address 
space has to be implemented. So their behavior and the access 
parameters for any data that needs to be gathered must be defined. 
To achieve a large scale of reuse, the types in the information 
model should be generic and apply to many entities of the 
represented system. Also predefined types and services should be 
used when applicable. Under this precondition, the information 
model of a server may be changed and updated at runtime. 

The address space is visible to and can be explored by any OPC 
UA client. All featured dates may be read by usual client-server-
communication or subscribed via publisher-subscriber-communi-
cation. 

 

Figure 1. OPC UA server architecture 

To set up a server with device representations which realizes data 
acquisition via OPC UA, the following points have to be met. 

• Information model for the device (type). This topic 
addressed by the OPC UA device integration 
specification. 

• Data access to devices. This is depending on the 
specific field bus and the OPC UA server 
implementation. Generic communication servers, using 
field bus related information models, are under 
discussion. 

• Insertion of concrete device instances into the OPC UA 
address space based on device type information 

 

3. Related Work 
The definition of data acquisition for eMaintenance strategies has 
spawned a few approaches thus far. For example, the PROTEUS 
project [1] aimed at facilitating access to shop floor data in 
industrial plants. This goal was pursued by defining an 
architecture for internet-technology-based data connectors. These 
connectors were to be integrated into a platform that runs several 
applications, processing and evaluating shop floor information. 
The focus of PROTEUS was on maintenance application 
integration. The underlying idea was to provide a fully integrated 
platform for maintenance services, using existing maintenance 
applications rather than providing dedicated tools. A 
communication via web services ensured independence from 
hardware and software limitations. The PROTEUS approach 
shows the need to interconnect different information sources for 
maintenance. However, its focus is application-centric and does 
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not involve definition of information models in established 
technological standards. 

In the pursuit of a solution for predictive maintenance, the 
industry-funded PreCon project was commenced. In that project, 
an architecture design for a framework for predictive maintenance 
was developed [4]. The idea here was to address heterogeneity of 
predictive maintenance solutions by integrating existing solutions 
ob different levels of data processing. By defining a single 
historian database for facilitated cross-referencing of time series, 
the aim was the development of sophisticated prediction models. 
However, solutions for defining the access paths to equipment 
health state information were not automated, leaving the 
definition of data acquisition solely in the hand of apt system 
integrators. 

In the field of information models, the authors of this paper have 
collaborated with others to define a universal model for device 
information [3]. This model is a step to gain an overview of the 
information that can be used related to field devices. However, it 
is thus far not used for defining implementations like the 
information model of an OPC UA server. 

In the field of algorithms for predictive maintenance, there are 
several approaches that can benefit from the concepts presented in 
this paper. For example to use probabilistic methods to assess the 
failure statistics of medical equipment rely heavily on the 
availability of actual data [14]. In general, the availability of data 
from the equipment is not the focus of research, but rather a 
comparison and classification of prediction models (e.g. [13]). 

 

4. Information needed for eMaintenance Data 
Acquisition configuration 
As seen before, OPC UA allows system integrators to define an 
information model dynamically. To use this feature for the 
definition of maintenance relevant data acquisition, the 
information to be modeled needs to be assessed. 

Foremost the source of any data is important information. The 
source carries the semantics of data regarding which piece of 
equipment is affected by whatever the data consists of in payload. 
Speaking of which, the payload of the data to be acquired is 
important of course. This information can be classified as part of 
a type plate information set. This set typically contains additional 
information which may prove to be useful as well. Type plates as 
an abstract concept consist of at least a vendor ID, a device type 
ID and a serial number, which allows identification of a piece of 
manufacturing equipment. A function tag and a location tag can 
be set up by the end user or a system integrator. These are needed 
for referencing additional information. This additional 
information may have been generated during the engineering of 
the device in question. The information is instance-specific, thus 
demanding attachment to a single entity. 

With regard to eMaintenance, not only the identification of a 
piece of equipment is important, but also the specific strategies 
and specifications for maintenance of this particular entity. 
Especially in case of predictive maintenance, information on the 
models utilized for prediction is necessary. The specific modeling 
approach needs to be considered, e.g. whether the model is a 
statistic, deterministic or heuristic model and which of the 
different techniques inside those categories is being used. 

Once the model category is determined, information on the exact 
model can be specified. This information varies wildly, depending 
on the applied model category. A generalized statement about the 
parameters cannot be made, however a solution for this 
conundrum will be discussed further down. 

The information that has already been discussed is derived from 
different phases of the life cycle of a piece of equipment. 
Information that is connected to the type of equipment has been 
generated in the design phase of a piece of equipment’s life cycle. 
The serial number is given at the time of production. Another 
source for information is the engineering phase. Herein, the 
context of production is given. Sophisticated approaches for 
predictive maintenance can employ the context of equipment in 
order to make more precise predictions. Even though operation is 
interleaved with maintenance as life cycle phases go, historical 
data from the run time can be of value for prediction models. 

Next to categorizing information, acquisition also has to deal with 
availability. The information described above has to be available 
in an electronic form in order to allow easier integration. 
Therefore, the processing of device description formats needs to 
be facilitated. Device descriptions are typically designed in order 
to ease the integration of one device into a field bus system. They 
already carry information that can be categorized as type plate 
information above.  

There are several different types of information in a device 
description. Mostly, all information is kept in one device-type-
specific file (e.g. EDS for CANopen) In some field bus 
technologies these data sets are distributed into more than one file 
(e.g. PROFIBUS PA devices have a GSD and an EDD). Mostly 
they feature four kinds of information: 

• Identification: Field bus devices have bus-specific 
methods to identify or at least check the devices type. 
This is mostly done with a unique identifier. They carry 
human-readable and machine-readable information 
about vendor (vendor name and ID) and device type 
(model name and type number). Also hardware and 
software revision numbers are stored on the device. 
Complex field devices often support the behavior of 
preceding device versions to facilitate interchanging. 
All related version numbers are important to identify 
the exact device type. In addition, there is instance 
specific identification data. The user may set the 
metering point tag to locate the device in a plant. 

• Mapping of process data into cyclically transmitted data 
frames: This information is used while commissioning 
and is not related to maintenance tasks. 

• Alarms and diagnosis definitions: This is vital to 
maintenance because these data sets translate error 
messages and status signals from field devices, which 
mostly are bit patterns, into human-readable messages. 
This information enables the data acquisition 
component to deliver device specific diagnostic 
information. Despite some few field bus-specific, 
device-related standard error messages diagnostic data 
could not be interpreted. 

• Parameters: Especially complex field devices have 
many parameters to adjust their behavior. They have no 
influence on how and what data is transmitted. But they 
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define how values are calculated (linearization, etc.) and 
the ranges where values exceed limits (alarm 
thresholds). Current parameters need to be considered 
for generation of maintenance demands. Especially 
models for predictive maintenance need such detailed 
data to calculate accurate device state prognosis. 

 

Electronically readable documents from planning and engineering 
may be scanned to enrich the device models. So, device instances 
and metering points from P&ID diagrams could be connected. 
The process substances and environmental conditions (e.g. 
hazardous areas) the device has to deal with can also be derived 
from them. With access to data from MES systems, this 
information could be enhanced. Particularly materials and 
substances are not only stated in detail. There is also information 
of duration of tasks and with that processing and exposure times. 
Also plant architecture plans could be used to locate devices. 

In the future it is likely that some device descriptions may also 
contain maintenance-specific information up to a reference to a 
model that can be used to model the device’s behavior for 
predictive maintenance.As will be shown, electronic formats for 
storing information play an important part in the facilitation of 
data acquisition configuration. An important factor therein is 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [21]. XML is a very 
customizable specification for a data format by the World Wide 
Web consortium (W3C). This customizability has led to the 
widespread use of XML which incorporates device description 
formats as well (e.g. GSDML [19], FDCML [2]). 

 

5. Information Model Generation 
As has been shown, quite some information needs to be accessible 
in order to perform appropriate data acquisition for computer-
based predictive maintenance. In order to support the 
configuration of data acquisition, automated approaches are 
necessary. OPC UA, which has been described above, provides 
the possibilities to take such an approach. 

In OPC UA, which has been described in detail in chapter 2, the 
information model defines what data is accessible where and in 
what way. This information model is defined in the server and can 
be browsed by the client. This means that changing the 
information model of the OPC UA server can be utilized for easy 
data acquisition by using standard capabilities of OPC UA. This is 
done by reproducing the access paths to each piece of data that 
needs to be acquired in the information model of the OPC server. 
The challenge that remains is to change the information model in 
a way that allows the clients to easily access all relevant 
information. 

To solve this problem, the authors developed an application that 
provides an exemplary solution. The principles implemented in 
said application can be generalized in order to dynamically adapt 
information models to any given necessities. In the example 
application, AutomationML files are taken as a basis for defining 
alarm functions in an industrial plant setup. AutomationML is a 
language based on CAEX (Computer Aided Engineering 
Exchange). CAEX, that is defined in IEC 62424 [11], is based on 
the XML technology and provides a data format aiming to 
facilitate engineering of industry plant structures by offering a 
unified data exchange format. AutomationML [20] is a mutation 

of CAEX that takes on some different paradigms and thereby tries 
to offer a basis for describing any automation relevant 
information. The broadness of this approach is still contestable, 
however. 

 

Figure 2. Role and interface library of AutomationML 

 

Nevertheless, AutomationML offers a basis for defining structures 
in an industrial plant as well as expandability for specific 
application scenarios. Figure 2 shows the role and interface 
libraries of AutomationML. These form the basis for defining 
plant structures with Automation ML. In order to take advantage 
of the capabilities of Automation ML, a CAEX library has been 
defined to describe OPC UA Alarms and Conditions [18], which 
allows the definition of alarm sources in AutomationML 
documents. Employing a simple transformation (in XSLT format 
[22]), the alarm information can then be transformed into a 
Nodeset XML document. This Nodeset XML document is then 
used as an information model definition for an OPC UA server. 
Figure 3 shows the XML structure of a Node for OPC UA. It 
encompasses all mandatory and optional functions stated in the 
OPC UA specification [18]. The OPC UA server can dynamically 
import the Nodeset XML to adapt its information model 
accordingly. Thereafter the alarms defined are available and can 
be defined as active. 

An important aspect of the defined alarms is that the access path 
to acquire actual data can easily be encoded in the source file. 
This access path is then transformed into the Nodeset XML 
document in a way that allows the OPC UA server to actually 
access the data that lies behind the access path. So not only are 
alarms defined, but also the data on which the alarms are to be 
generated are included. This has important implications for the 
use of the described approach for eMaintenance strategies, 
especially predictive maintenance. 

 

Figure 3. XML structure of a Node for an OPC UA reference 
implementation 
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The approach described above for AutomationML is generic in 
the sense that it takes controllable effort to import other files than 
AutomationML into Nodeset XML documents. This means that 
device descriptions or prediction model descriptions can be 
transformed and then become part of the information model of an 
OPC UA server. Denominators are electronically transformed and 
thus stay consistent with the electronic descriptions defined as 
input. There is no danger of “loss in translation” and all 
information is accessible in the OPC UA server. This significantly 
reduces repetitive efforts when defining data acquisition paths. 
Additionally, error sources are being negated. 

 

6. eMaintenance using Information Models 
The application of the approach for defining information models 
in OPC UA servers as has been stated before can be used for other 
data formats than AutomationML with little effort. Using XML is 
a wide spread method for storing device description information. 
Many field bus specifications feature XML schemata as part of 
their documentation. Additionally, the limitation to XML, which 
the XSLT carries, is not as strict. In fact, most structured data 
formats can be transformed into XML with slim transformators. 
EDD, the Electronic Device Description format [8], for example 
can be wrapped into XML by a parser. By these means, almost 
any description language can be used as input for a Nodeset XML 
document, which in turn can be employed by an OPC UA server 
to define its information model. This is especially feasible since 
one XSLT is sufficient to define transformations for all input files 
related to one field bus technology. 

It is mandatory that in the process of transforming input files like 
an EDD file, information for addressing pieces of data is not 
changed or left out. Thereby the OPC UA server has the access 
path to the data elements in his information model readily 
available. In addition, the inclusion of engineering data may be 
necessary. However, employing engineering data to enrich a 
device description, e.g., is a complex task and can likely not be 
performed automatically. Data about prediction models, however, 
can be prepared in a format so that it can be used in addition to 
data gathered from device descriptions or engineering data, 
whichever suits the current system requirements. 

The synthesis of these generation approaches for information 
models provides a tool for defining data acquisition for 
eMaintenance solutions that can be integrated in modern 
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES). The standard IEC 
62264 [10] provides a model of all information flows and 
functions that typically belong into a MES. For example, it states 
that Maintenance requests and responses are sent and received by 
production control and maintenance management, 
correspondingly. The same is valid for maintenance standards and 
methods and maintenance technical feedback. 

Figure 4 illustrates the main information flows inside maintenance 
management according to IEC 62264 part 3 [10]. The most 
important direction of information flows in the focus of this paper 
is the Equipment state of health data that is acquired from levels 1 
and 2 and processed to the Maintenance Data Collection function 
shown in Figure 4. This information flow is being facilitated by 
the input-based, automated definition of an OPC UA server 
information model. Nevertheless, other flows of information can 
be facilitated by the approach shown in this paper as well. 

Maintenance definitions can be processed into field information 
systems. Especially, since IEC 62264 is aiming at preventive 
maintenance approaches, the information flow of prediction 
models into Detailed maintenance scheduling is not recognized in 
the figure. However, the description of Maintenance definitions 
states that “equipment diagnostic and prognostic procedures” are 
collectively addressed. 

 

Figure 4. Activity model of maintenance operation 
management according to IEC 62264 part 3 [10]. 

In addition to this mention of predictive maintenance, Equipment 
specific maintenance procedures as given in Figure 4 are 
exemplified as “target values used for determining preventive or 
predictive maintenance”. All in all, for the maintenance functions 
defined in IEC 62264 part 3, we can state that Maintenance 
definition management, Maintenance data collection, and, by the 
unrepresented link to prediction models, Detailed maintenance 
scheduling are directly supported because of our approach 
towards easier data acquisition. 

A challenge going beyond what has been discussed so far is the 
hierarchical structuring of models that have been put in to 
transformations. EDD for example has a flat structure, allowing, 
but not representing hierarchies of the inner components of one 
field device. Parsing of variable names, in case that the variable 
names hold information on the structure, can improve the 
generated information model by building a hierarchical structure 
that was not expressed in the source format sufficiently. Another 
approach is to analyze the menu and collection structure given in 
EDD files. This way the elements of function blocks or functional 
units like linearization parameters can be grouped into sub-
objects. This method makes the device model easier to handle. 

Application profiles of field bus specifications allow another 
simplification of the overall information model generation 
process. Since the application profiles should have a uniform 
structure [7], the transformation for an application profile can be 
generated once, allowing any other description implementing said 
profile to be transformed with the same XSLT.  Approaches like 
FDI will deliver uniform Device Packages allowing a single 
transformation as well. This still allows device vendors to expand 
the transformations. Optional parts of application profiles and 
vendor-specific features can be addressed in this manner. 

Of course, device vendors could rather decide to take the part of 
supplying the readily generated information models. Since they 
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have more information on their device than any other party, they 
can best define access paths to specific values and data. Since 
device vendors have to generate device descriptions in different 
formats anyway, they have expertise and infrastructure to fulfill 
this task. This is supported by the idea of aggregating and 
importing Nodeset files into OPC UA servers. 

Fieldbus organizations should be responsible for defining OPC 
UA information models of application and device profiles. OPC 
server vendors may offer configuration input and transformation 
services or function as part of their products. 

Generalized maintenance functions should also be expressed in an 
OPC UA information model, which should be standardize by 
vendor independent groups. First specifications are under 
development (NE 107 [8]).  

Libraries of maintenance function block types could be imported 
into the OPC UA information model as types. Depending on the 
actual configuration, they can be instantiated and then be bound 
to device instances. This configuration task should be automated 
to reduce engineering costs. 

 

7. Conclusion 
In this paper, the necessity of data acquisition for predictive 
maintenance approaches in the field of eMaintenance has been 
used to motivate a facilitation of integration efforts. The 
technology OPC UA has been introduced as a way to integrate 
data sources with MES and/or ERP systems. The information 
model of OPC UA has been discussed. After identifying relevant 
data sources, especially field device descriptions, a way to 
automatically generate server structures for OPC UA servers has 
been sought. This has led to the possibility of employing XSLT to 
transform relevant XML-based files into Nodeset files that define 
the internal structure of an OPC UA server. This was elaborated 
on to show how maintenance functions as defined by the IEC 
62264 standard can be supported by this approach. Approaches 
for improving a generated information model by utilizing the 
structure of the source files have been stated. 

The advent of XML has not wiped out the heterogeneity of 
formats in the automation domain. However, the widespread use 
of XML has given system integrators a lever to bring together 
parts of the automation domain that were divided not only by 
different functions, but also by different languages. The use of 
XSLT in our approach is an example on how integration effort, 
which is a costly part of plant engineering, can be automated. 
This aims at significantly reducing the cost to engineer 
eMaintenance solutions, thus allowing a wider and faster market 
penetration of state of the art eMaintenance approaches. 

A wider application of the principles shown here is the likely next 
step. Data acquisition by OPC UA is widespread, allowing the 
definition of OPC UA server information models to solve a 
number of problems. However, addressing other target 
technologies and application scenarios is a challenge that the 
authors deem relevant as well, since heterogeneity cannot be 
addressed from one side only, if the solutions developed are to be 
successfully applied. One important aspect in this regard is the 
combination of the device-centric approach presented here with 
the approach of MIMOSA (An Operations and Maintenance 
Information Open System Alliance) [15]. MIMOSA has an 
intensive collaboration with the OPC foundation. This means that 

the compliance of OPC UA server information models with 
MIMOSA interfaces is to be expected in the future. The typical 
way would be to have two separate OPC UA servers, one 
handling access to field device information as described here and 
another one dealing with maintenance system integration 
according to MIMOSA interfaces. The combination of both these 
functionalities into one server is a matter for future work on the 
topic. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the major failure modes in the railway industry is wheel 
wear. Wheel wear affects the dynamic characteristics of 
vehicles and the dynamic force impact on the rail, and can in 
worst cases scenario cause derailment. The wheel conditions 
also influences the wear and required maintenance on the rail. 
In this paper the correlation of wear rate and dynamic force 
between wheel and rail is studied to specify the most cost-
effective wheel maintenance interval. Two cars, total of sixteen 
wheels, were selected. In order to calculate the wear trend, 
measurements have been performed, by MiniProf™, for a 
period of 12 months with the cars in traffic. During the same 
time period, the trend of track forces from the two cars has been 
obtained from the research station, outside Luleå, Sweden. 
Using the trends from wheel wear and track force in 
combination to form maintenance planning for wheels are 
discussed. 

Keywords 
Condition Monitoring, Railway, MiniProf, Wheel Wear 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Keeping the wheel profiles in an acceptable condition is one of 
the major railway’s concerns. Not only because the dynamic 
behaviour of the rail vehicle is highly dependent on the shape of 
the wheel profiles but wheels conditions are also related to 
derailment safety. In addition, significant part of vehicle 
maintenance cost is allocated to maintenance of wheel sets.  
Wear and fatigue are two main failure modes of wheel sets that 
are related to friction and dynamic forces respectively. Different 
condition monitoring techniques have been applied to monitor 
wear trend and crack propagation [9, 10]. Application of proper 
condition monitoring system helps to increase life length of 
wheel sets and reducing maintenance cost. MiniProfTM is one of 
the most reliable and accurate equipment for wheel profile 
monitoring and calculation of wear trend. Most of wheel profile 
monitoring equipments compares their results with MiniProfTM 
to check the accuracy [9]. 

There are several different methods to detect dynamic force 
impact on the rail track. The two most commonly used are 
strain- and accelerometer-based systems. Accelerometer-based 
systems measure the motion of the rail applied by the dynamic 
load from a passing wheel [2]. Strain-based systems measure 
the bending of the rail which is a direct measure of the applied 
load on the rail head. There are limitations to both of these 
methods. The registered acceleration does not give a 
quantitative measure of the size of the impact load [8]. The 
strain-based system can have difficulty to cover the whole 
circumference on all wheel diameters if not extended with 
sensors covering at least 3m of the track. Both of these 
monitoring methods are used on trains travelling at track speed 
and provide direct feedback of passing locomotive and rail car 
wheels to ensure safe train operations. The common railroad 
experience is that the impact load detectors are effective tools 
for monitoring high impact load producing wheels [11]. The 
research station used in this case study is equipped with a 
strain-based wheel impact monitor, situated in a curve with a 
radius of 484m. 
In order to achieve maximum life length of wheel sets it is 
needed to execute maintenance practices based on the wheel’s 
condition. Applying condition-based maintenance requires 
selecting proper condition monitoring system, a database for 
collecting condition data and appropriate data analyzing process 
to make maintenance decision from condition data. 
This paper concentrates on how to make maintenance decision 
from condition data. This step is the most difficult part in 
condition-based maintenance strategy. In this paper, the 
correlation of wear rate and track force between wheel and rail 
is studied to specify the most cost-effective wheel maintenance 
interval.  

2. CASE STUDY BACKGROUND 
The case study is performed on iron ore freight cars belonging 
to LKAB mining company. The train cars are a Fanoo wagon 
with a three-piece AMSTEAD bogie and UNO wp4 wheel 
profile. Trains are transporting iron ore pellets on the iron ore 
line in northern Sweden, from the mine outside Gällivare to the 
port in Luleå, see figure 1. This line is trafficked by both 
passenger and goods trains. The trains are subjected to harsh 
climate condition such as snow and temperatures close to -40˚C 
in wintertime and +25˚C in summer time [7]. See figure 2 for a 
picture of a LKAB train.  
In this case study, two cars (4043 and 4044), total of sixteen 
wheels, were selected. In order to calculate the wear trend, 
measurements have been performed with a MiniProfTM for a 
period of 12 months with the cars in traffic. During the same 
time period the trends of track forces from the two cars have 
been obtained from the research station, outside Luleå, Sweden. 
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This research station is in operation to monitor track forces for 
all passing train wheels. Using the trends from wheel wear and 
track force and combine those with life cycle cost data a cost 
effective maintenance plan for wheels are achieved. 

 
Figure 1. The iron ore line from Luleå to Narvik 

 
Figure 2. LKAB iron ore train. 

The designation on wheels and axles can be seen in figure 3, 
with our two cars always connected to each other at the A-end. 

 
Figure 3. Measurement scheme and designation of wheels 

and axles. 
Both of the test wagons in this case study are using three-piece 
bogies (AMSTEAD's Motion Control), see figure 4. It is called 
three-piece bogie since it comprises of one bolster and two side 
frames. This type of bogie uses non-linear frictional 
characteristic in the bogie suspension system. The suspension 
system in this structure is divided into primary and secondary 
suspensions [6]. The primary suspensions, or axle bearing 
connections, are acting in connection with the wheel sets and 
side frames. Meanwhile the secondary suspensions consist of 
some vertical nested springs in parallel with non-linear 
frictional damping component that is called “friction wedges” 
and are working in the coupling of bolster with two side frames. 
Efficient performance in track twist without loosing vertical 

wheel load is one of the advantages of this structure regarding 
vertical suspension [13]. In addition, it has cost advantages with 
respect to the number of suspension elements since suspension 
springs are limited to two nests. On the other hand, unsprung 
mass of side frames on the wheel sets and non-optimal 
dynamics of the bogie in lateral direction are main 
disadvantages of this structure. 

 
Figure 4. AMSTEAD's Motion Control [LKAB property] 

The maintenance of the bogies is today mainly based on 
travelled distance. A computerised maintenance planning 
system uses RFID on the wagons and wayside antennas on their 
route to accumulate travelled mileage. The system can generate 
lists with wagons ready for overhaul. Daily manual inspection 
on the yard is used as a complement that identifies and pick out 
wagons not able to operate until next service based on mileage 
occur. 

3. MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 
3.1 MiniProfTM 
The MiniProfTM condition monitoring equipment is produced 
by Greenwood Engineering in Denmark. It is implemented by 
many railroads to monitor the wheel and rail profiles. The 
MiniProfTM Wheel has the capability to calculate the flange 
thickness (Sd), flange height (Sh) and flange gradient (qR), see 
figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Explanation of Sh, Sd and qR calculation. 

The MiniProfTM has a sensing element that is connected to two 
joint elements, see figure 6. It measures the profile in polar 
coordinate with 2 degree of freedom but the computer 
calculates the profile in Cartesian coordinate [4].  
In order to measure wheel profile, it is magnetically attached to 
the wheel. The back and top of the wheel are used as horizontal 
and vertical references respectively [4]. 
In this project, profile measurements of sixteen wheels were 
performed by MiniProfTM to monitor wheel profiles regarding 
wear trend assessment, collecting information for wheel 
maintenance and optimizing profiles from the service life point, 
see figure 7. 
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Figure 6. MiniProfTM measuring principle [4] 

Figure 7. Wheel profile measurement by MiniProf™ 

3.2 Strain-based wheel impact monitoring 
The strain-based system is composed of a series of strain 
gauges attached to the web of the rail [2, 12]. The strain gauges 
quantify the force applied to the rail through a mathematical 
relationship between the applied load and the strain caused to 
the rail web or rail foot. High-impact wheels are wheels that 
have an impact force of 400 kN or greater and most often they 
have a flat spot on the tread surface [12]. Other causes for high-
impact forces are major defects in the tread surface and these 
have a higher probability of leading to catastrophic failure. The 
research station outside Luleå does not only measure impact 
forces from wheels but also lateral forces introduced by bad 
steering or by a non-optimal wheel-rail interaction. In figure 4 
you can see how the measurement system at the research station 
is placed on the track. The outside rail of the track in a curve is 
called high rail and be seen as the closest rail in figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Picture of measurement system placement at the 

research station. 

4. RESULTS 
As it was discussed earlier, identical wheels with different ages 
were used in the case study. In figure 9, age distribution of the 

wheels after eight months (October 2009) from initiation of the 
test period is depicted.  
At this time, October 2009, the train operator got an alarm 
concerning axle 3 in car 4044. When brought into the workshop 
for overhaul no clear indication of wheel wear was revealed. On 
axle 1 one wheel had loss of flakes of material from the wheel 
tread, called shelling. Hence these two axles were changed for 
newly turned wheels. 

 
Figure 9. Age distribution of the wheels 

To calculate the wear pattern from measurements data on each 
wheel, first of all, profiles should be aligned. For this purpose 
two points on flange section were selected to align along both 
x- and y-axis. Thereafter, vertical wear of each wheel profile 
was calculated compared to the new profile. To exemplify, 
vertical wear of wheels number 3 and 4 in car 4044 is illustrated 
in figure 10. 
Despite of similarities between wheels, each wheel follows 
different wear pattern in the test, as it was shown in figure 10. 
Besides, our analysis confirmed severe wear magnitude in 
wheel tread section on wheels 5 and 6 in car 4044. 
Afterwards, trend of wear criteria such as flange thickness (Sd), 
flange height (Sh) and flange gradient (qR) were assessed for all 
wheels. Figures 11 and 12 exhibit change of flange thickness 
(Sd) and height (Sh) of different wheels versus age. There is no 
obvious trend for Sd in figure 11 while particular raising trend 
in Sh is apparent in figure 12. 
On the other side, the data from the research station tells us 
about the forces generated by the wheels into the track. The 
analysis has concentrated on evaluating the trend of quasi-static 
lateral forces based on the age of the wheels. As an example, 
changes in values of vertical and lateral forces versus age (km) 
are illustrated in figure 13 and 14. 
Figure 13 shows vertical forces while figure 14 shows the 
lateral forces. The measurement of lateral forces in a sharp 
curve contributes with a lot of information about the steering 
performance of the vehicle and also changes in the wheel/rail 
contact point. However, the analysis must include knowledge of 
train speed, car travelling direction and weather conditions as 
they strongly influence the data. Newly turned wheels have a 
running-in behaviour where they start with medium high lateral 
forces of about 100 kN on leading axles with 30 tonnes axle 
load. That force drops and stabilises on a level of about  
60-80 kN after 2-3 months in operation. These numbers all refer 
to a curve with radius of 484 m and a typical train speed of  
60 km/h. When the wheel wear reaches a flange height (Sh) of 
about 34 mm the forces normally starts to increase once again. 
In this study we have not yet reached that limit.  
Moreover, it is worth to mention that the analysis disclosed 
specific relation between variation of two criteria of Sd and qR. 
This relation is depicted in figure 15. 
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Figure 10. Vertical wear calculation of axle 2 in car 4044 

 
Figure 11. Flange thickness (Sd) versus Age (km) 
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Figure 12. Flange height (Sh) versus Age (km) 

 
Figure 13. Vertical force (kN) versus Age (km) 

 
Figure 14. Lateral force (kN) versus Age (km) for a full bogie 
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Figure 15. Flange thickness (Sd) versus flange gradient (qR) 
 

5. DISCUSSION 
Wear is a major failure mode in wheel sets and several 
researchers have tried to explore its mechanisms and proposed 
different models in order to predict wear rate [3, 5]. To foresee 
wear rate, it is required to have enough knowledge regarding 
wheel/rail interaction, track forces, track quality, track 
geometry (number of curves and their radiuses) and operating 
condition. 
Result of analysis of wheel profile data disclosed that majority 
of the wheel sets have larger wear rate in flange region 
compared to wear rate in wheel tread area due to the contact 
between the flange and gauge face of the rail in curves. Flange 
region has a complex wear mechanism since it is subject to 
greater proportion of sliding than rolling contact [1]. On the 
other side, measurements data manifested hollow wear in tread 
region of some axles which the evident instance is axle 3 in car 
4044, see figure 16. Our analysis confirmed that this axle had 
reached high level alarm for wheel change. 

 
Figure 16. Vertical wear illustration of alxe 3 in car 4044 

As it was discussed earlier, the wheel sets follow dissimilar 
wear pattern though they are similar. One of the potential 
causes of this phenomenon is bogie’s effect. Axle position of 
wheel sets, which is dependent on bogie’s type, has an 
important role on wear rate of wheel sets. In order to explore 
the effect of bogies, type of bogie, maintenance strategies for 
bogies and their degradation rate should be taken into account. 
Due to lack of data about these factors, the bogie’s effect in this 
case study was not investigated and it can be a good subject for 
further research. 
Our findings reveal that excluding of flange thickness which 
does not follow specific inclination; there is apparent rising 
trend in flange height through age increasing. This trend besides 
of relation between variation of Sd and qR can be implemented 
for maintenance decision making. 

In general, an increase of track forces cannot be seen except of 
increasing trend of vertical force in some wheel sets. To 
enhance the life length of wheel sets it is essential to find the 
root causes of this specific trend on vertical forces and attempt 
to prevent or defer them.  
By correlating trend of track forces and wear rate and 
considering their safety limits, the optimal maintenance 
thresholds for wheel sets can be identified. By implementing 
these thresholds and taking into account life cycle cost and risk 
factors, the cost-effective maintenance decision can be made.  

6. CONCLUSION 
Wear pattern of sixteen similar wheels were obtained by 
analysis of profile measurements data. Findings show that 
wheel sets follow different wear pattern. Moreover, flange wear 
was dominant wear on majority of wheel sets because of the 
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contact between flange region and gauge face of the rail in 
curves. 
Variations of wear criteria (Sd, Sh, qR) through running distance 
were discussed. Track forces were gathered from research 
station in order to assess any trend on them. The wheels seem to 
have a running-in behaviour during the first 2-3 months in 
operation where after the forces become quite constant. 
Weather conditions and train speed can influence the data. 
Wheel surface defects such as shelling do not influence the 
steering ability and the measured lateral forces. 

7. FURTHER RESEARCH 
The focus of this paper has been on wheel wear as a function on 
track forces either lateral or vertical. The only data available is 
from the research station and from the MiniProfTM condition 
monitoring equipment. There are no data regarding the 
condition of the bogie during this case study. The effects on 
wheel wear dependent on the condition of the bogie would be a 
start for further research. 
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ABSTRACT 

Railway turnout systems are one of the most critical pieces of 

equipment in railway infrastructure. Early identification of 

failures in turnout systems is important to obtain increased 

availability and safety, and reduced operating & support cost. This 

paper aims to develop a method to identify „drive-rod out-of-

adjustment‟ failure mode, one of the most frequently observed 

failure modes. Support Vector Machine with Gaussian kernel is 

used for classification. In addition, results of feature selection 

with statistical t-test and feature reduction with principal 

component analysis are compared in the paper.  

Keywords 

Failure diagnostics, Support Vector Machine, Railway Turnout 

Systems  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Condition Based Maintenance (CBM), also called predictive 

maintenance, is the philosophy of monitoring health of a machine 

by analyzing various signals collected from different sensors in 

order to have the minimum maintenance and failure cost. 

Diagnostics is a fundamental component of CBM and is defined 

as the detection of failure and its status (i.e. health state).  

Turnout systems are one of the most important electro-

mechanical devices in railway infrastructure. Failure 

identification-diagnostics has been attracted researchers and 

industry in recent years. There are three main approaches to 

identify the failure of a system: feature-based, empirically-based 

and model-based methods. In feature based approach, special 

features are extracted to identify the failures [1]. Empirically-

based approaches analyze the difference of collected signal from a 

fault-free sample to identify the failure [4], [5]. In model-based 

approaches, failure is identified by the deviation amount of the 

collected signal from a pre-defined model [2], [3].  Failure 

identification methods for turnout systems are summarized in [6]. 

This paper presents a diagnostics method for „drive-rod out-

of-adjustment‟ failure mode, one of the most frequently observed 

failure modes. Support Vector Machine with Gaussian kernel is 

used for classification. In addition, results of feature selection 

with statistical t-test and feature reduction with principal 

component analysis are compared in the paper. 

 

Section II presents the railway turnout system. Section III 

discusses support vector machine briefly, and section IV gives 

experiments and results with real data collected from a turnout 

system. Section V concludes the paper. 

2. RAILWAY TURNOUT SYSTEMS 
Turnout Systems are one of the most important components of the 

railway infrastructure. It allows trains to change their tracks by 

moving switch blades before the train passes. A turnout system 

includes motor to start the movement, gear-box to transfer the 

movement to drive arms and drive arms to push back and forth 

switch blades, and the metal platforms on traverses called slide 

chairs.   

 

Figure 1. A turnout system located in Turkey 

There are several types of turnout system such as electro-

mechanic, pneumatic and hydraulic. In this study electro-

mechanic type of turnout is used located in Babaeski/Tekirdağ. 

3. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES 
Support vector machine (SVMs) is a strong and famous 

classification method that has been used in various application 

areas. SVM works on the principal of margin maximization 

between classes [7]. Margin maximization is formulated as 

quadratic optimization problem. Solution of the quadratic 

optimization gives us the class of a given sample in the feature 

space.  

Kernel methodology is an important aspect of SVM making the 

advantage of high dimensional space without really going to that 
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space. Various kernel functions such as Gaussian and polynomial 

functions can be used. Readers are referred to [7], [8] for detailed 

information about SVM.  

4. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS 
This section discusses five sub-modules: data collection, feature 

extraction, feature selection, feature reduction, and classification. 

4.1 Data Collection 
The system used for data collection is an electro-mechanical type 

turnout with two drive rods, one for each rail. A linear position 

measuring sensor is installed on stretchers of the turnout system 

and measures the linear position of the switch rails. Time series 

data are acquired from both normal to reverse and reverse to 

normal movements of a turnout system. Figs. 2 and 3 show the 

sensors and data acquisition systems, respectively. 

 

Figure 2. Installed Sensors on Turnout System 

 

Figure 3. Data Acquisition System 

 

There are multiple failure modes in a turnout system. Goal of the 

study is to determine the level of “Drive Rod Out-of-adjustment” 

failure mode in a turnout system. The failure mode is obtained 

manually by loosening the bolts. Totally ten samples for fault-free 

and ten samples for failed states are available. When loosening of 

stretcher arm bolts failure modes occur, one can see the change in 

“Linear Ruler” sensory signal as illustrated in Fig. 4. Normal to 

reverse and reverse to normal data concatenated in the figure. Left 

part of the figure with downward lines represent backward 

(reverse to normal) movements, whereas right part with upward 

lines represents the forward (normal to reverse) movements. Fig. 4 

displays the failure-free and failed (drive-rod-out-of-adjustment) 

samples together. It is clearly seen in the figure that there are two 

distinct line groups representing failure-free and failed samples in 

upward and downward lines. The difference in upward line is 

greater. 
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Figure 4. Linear Ruler sensor signals for all samples 

4.2 Feature Extraction 
Six features to be used for classification are mean (F1), standard 

deviation (F2), variance (F3), slope (F4), maximum (F5), and 

minimum (F6) of the signal obtained from linear ruler. Figure 5 

displays the features of all samples for two classes (failure-free 

and failed). From these samples, we can observe if the samples are 

good enough to distinguish the classes. As seen from the figures, 

standard deviation and variance do not seem to be good features. 
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Figure 5. Extracted Features 

4.3 Feature Selection 
T-test is used to quantify the effectiveness of the features for 

classification. A null hypothesis about two classes having equal 

mean is analyzed. Table 1 displays the result of t-test analysis. 

Low p-value indicates that classes are distinguishable with the 

given feature. h = 0 indicates a failure to reject the null hypothesis 

at the 2.5% significance level. In this way features can be sorted 

from best to worst by p-values as f5 > f6 > f4 > f1 > f3 > f2. Thus 

the best two features F5 and F6 selected. 

 

Table 1. p-values for all features 

  F1 F2 F3 

p-value 0,00013 0,4003208 0,3439391 

h-value 1 0 0 

 
F4 F5 F6 

p-value 0,00014 3,43E-08 3,37E-05 

h-value 1 1 1 

 
 

4.4 Feature Reduction 
In this sub-module, feature reduction method, Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) is employed. PCA transforms the 

existing features into new features by linear transformation. The 

new features are ranked by their representation ability to the 

variance of dataset. A given number of features with the highest 

representation ability are selected for classification. Readers are 

referred to [9] for details of PCA. Table 2 displays the 

transformation matrix used in PCA. Fig. 6 illustrates the direction 

of new features on two components. 

Table 1. Linear Transformation Matrix  
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Figure 6. Uncorrelated new features obtained using PCA 

Generated for PCA and used in classification; first two of these 

features (X1 and X2) cover the 98.6% of the total variance as 
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could be seen from Figure 6. Note that X1 and X2 are the features 

obtained using PCA and are linear combination of existing 

features mentioned section 2.2. Linear transformation matrix used 

to obtain new uncorrelated features is shown in Table 2. 

4.5 Classification 
70 % of data used to train SVM, the rest is used for testing. SVM 

classification method with Gaussian kernel is used to classify data 

both after feature selection and feature reduction. As seen from 

the Fig. 7, one misclassified data exists in the result with feature 

selection approach. Fig. 8 shows the classification result with 

feature reduction with PCA. Classes in the figures represent the 

„failure-free‟ and „failed‟ states of the turnout systems.  
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Figure 7. Feature Selection classification results 
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Figure 8. Feature Reduction results 

Classification accuracy results are shown in Table 3. As seen from 

the table, results with feature reduction are better than results with 

feature selection. Thus, even some of the feature seems to be not 

efficient enough, they may carry some value in classification, 

which can be incorporated in the new features obtained in PCA. 

Table 1. Classification accuracy comparison  

  Feature Selection Feature Reduction 

Accuracy 83.3% 100% 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
Railway turnout systems are one of the most critical components 

of railway structures. It is critical to identify failures in railway 

turnouts. This paper presents a SVM based failure identification 

method. Drive-rod-out-of-adjustment failure mode is selected for 

experiment. The failure is obtained manually. Collected data is 

analyzed with feature selection and reduction with PCA. Then, 

SVM is used for classification. Classification using the features 

obtained with PCA gives better results than only selecting the 

existing features.  
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